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Abstract 

This dissertation explores the development of war photography in crucial 

decades of the construction of Chile and Argentina as nation-states (1860s-1880s). This 

was a moment of intense change and expansion of visual media, epitomized in the 

growth of photographic business and the emergence of new illustrated journals. The 

appearance of new and improved modes of production and circulation of images 

coincided with Chile and Argentina’s aggressive expansionist agendas. In this project I 

focus on the Triple Alliance War, the War of the Pacific, and two moments of the larger 

processes of Indigenous dispossession and genocide known as the “conquest of the 

desert” and the “pacification of the Araucanía.” The portrayal of state action was no 

minor matter for these newly independent countries, as they actively sought to install an 

image of their imagined nations, both locally and internationally. However, their 

mastery of visual discourses was temporarily shuddered as they failed to recognize the 

importance of photography, while focusing more on promoting the arts—particularly 

painting. In other words, in the representation of military action, photography was 

overlooked. Commercial photographers created unexpected challenges in the process of 

the consolidation of official narratives since they saw in war a commercial opportunity 

and produced new representations of what war—and those wars in particular—were 

like. By studying the different visions of the wars of territorial expansion coming from 
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photography—in comparison to those in painting and the illustrated press—I uncover 

the visual decisions and strategies that develop as the command of these visual devices 

grew stronger. In this moment of massive education of the gaze, many of the questions 

raised by the expansion of these visual technologies overlap with crucial issues of the 

nation-building process. This project thus also explores the institutional, commercial, 

and educational practices that molded visual literacies by formulating long-lasting 

conventions that governed the creation and interpretation of images about historical 

events.   
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Introduction 

The photographer looked like the most miserable war prisoner (…) 

- You'd better come to terms with those mules, Don Arturo-I told the photographer-
because we'll have to travel 300 leagues on their hospitable backs… At 5 I'll leave to 

Sierras Bayas, at 8:30 I'll be back, and you will have prepared the camera obscura and the 
machine to take the views. 

The photographer looked at me for a moment. 

- Everything will be done as you ordered--and with a heavy sigh, he added--Three 
hundred leagues on mule!  

Zeballos, Viaje al País de los Araucanos1 

In his Journey to the Country of the Araucanians [Viaje al País de los Araucanos], 

Estanislao Zeballos comments numerous times on the pains and struggles of his fellow 

traveler and photographer, Arturo Mathile. Describing his endeavor as a “touching 

martyrology,” Zeballos deems the effort necessary: “Destroyed by the horses, mules, 

mosquitos, the sun, hunger, and constant distress, this journey is for him a via crucis; but 

the photographs are in spite of everything amazing” (230).2 The urban man, in his fight 

                                                      

1 “El fotógrafo parecía el más estropeado prisionero de guerra. (…) / --Reconcíliese con las mulas, don 
Arturo --dije al fotógrafo-- porque tendremos que andar 300 leguas en su hospitalario lomo... A las 5 saldré 
yo para las Sierras Bayas, a las 8.30 estaré de regreso y usted habrá preparado la cámara oscura y la máquina 
para tomar las vistas. / El fotógrafo me miró un instante. / --Todo se hará como usted lo ordena --y lanzando 
un hondo suspiro agregó--: ¡Trescientas leguas en mula!” (64). 
Unless otherwise stated, all translations are mine and the spelling of the originals in Spanish has been updated. 
2 “Tres días permanecí en Thrarú Lavquen, rodeado y ayudado de mis dignos compañeros, el jefe de mi 
escolta teniente Bustamante, los tenientes Rodriguez, Zeballos, el alférez Olmos y el fotógrafo Mathile, cuya 
campaña es un martirologio conmovedor. Estropeado por los caballos, por las mulas, por los mosquitos, por 
el sol, por el hambre y por los continuos sobresaltos, este viaje es para él una vía crucis; pero las fotografías 
son con todo excelentes.”  
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against the desert, becomes “the most miserable war prisoner.” Traveling to the country 

of the Araucanians only a few months after Julio Argentino Roca’s extermination 

campaign (1879), the fear of the Indian raids has passed, but the space remains as 

unwelcoming as before. The photographer is out of his element (I suspect Zeballos 

enjoys the rather flattering position in which he places himself by comparison), and the 

desert, with its unclear vastness and uncontrolled wildness, becomes his prison. Mathile 

is described as a martyr, enduring the plagues of the desert to bring its salvation—

transforming its vastness into enjoyable “views.”  

Photography would help acquire these territories by framing them in easily 

circulable images, familiarizing new eyes with the sight of the hitherto “country of the 

devil” (258).3 Zeballos makes clear the importance of these photographs by the care he 

takes in overseeing them.4 The plains of the Pampa and Patagonia are finally accessible 

to the non-Indigenous gaze.5 Photography at once expands and gives proof of this gaze. 

                                                      

3 The religious references are certainly profuse, particularly astounding for someone claiming to bring the 
light of science to these regions. After stating that “country of the devil” is a well-deserved title, Zeballos 
announces its purification by the sweat of the white men: “Hoy son tierras simplemente secas, de penosa 
travesía, crueles para el viajero; pero de donde los demonios mitológicos o araucanos han huido, porque las 
ha rociado ya el sudor de los hombres y la sangre de nuestros veteranos, que son el agua bendita con que la 
Civilización argentina opera en estas comarcas sus redentores exorcismos” (258).  
4 “Una hora y cuarto llegaba a Olavarría, donde don Arturo me esperaba con la fotografía pronta. Dispuse 
que se tomaran dos vistas a vuelo de pájaro…” (Zeballos 69). 
5 Collective terms such as “Indigenous people” and “Creole people” are problematic, since they ignore not 
only the heterogeneity within these categories, but also the interrelations and various points of contact that 
blur those same lines of division and differentiation. I use them reluctantly to point to a nonetheless 
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The expansion of the gaze—by the multiplication of images available—is further 

potentiated by the expansion of the newly formed Latin American states (Argentina, in 

this case). New observing eyes and new lands to be observed. But photography was not 

the sole technology encouraging this visual expansion. Just as revolutionary was the 

adoption of lithographic technology: "With lithography the technique of reproduction 

reached an essentially new stage. (…) Lithography enabled graphic art to illustrate 

everyday life, and it began to keep pace with printing" (Benjamin, Illuminations 219). The 

fast speed and easy reproducibility of these kinds of images were rapidly exploited. 

Correo del Domingo, the illustrated journal I discuss in the first chapter, was among the 

first publications in the region to offer forms of visual journalism (Szir). Images were 

now commenting on recent, mundane events and reaching a wider non-literate 

audience. Finally, during the second half of the nineteenth century, both Chile and 

                                                      

undeniable historical division, which was deepened during the second part of the nineteenth-century. The 
term “indigenous” refers to groups or individuals of indigenous descent primarily in the regions today 
known as Chile and Argentina. What they all have in common is a history of violence, with their worlds 
shattered by the arrival of the Europeans, and later excluded from their own lands under a new order of 
affairs. I occasionally use the term “Indian” to emphasize the white perspective. The title “Creole” is no less 
confusing. It refers to groups or individuals of European descent who identify with “Western” thought (in 
which “race” was a key concept). They are part of the colonizing society and the proponents of the nation-
state project. They have however a subordinate position regarding European powers, something that the 
term “white” might not capture. I use the latter when the Creole is actively seeking to insert itself within 
Western thinking, such as when using ideas of “civilization” or “progress.” Since this big division is the 
focus of my work, I am uneasily leaving aside other actors who do not fall under any of these two 
categories, such as gauchos and African descendants. Where a wider understanding is necessary, I appeal to 
terms such as non-Indigenous and non-Creole. 
For a similar approach, see Paige Raibmon, Authentic Indians. Episodes of Encounter from the Late-Nineteenth-
Century Northwest Coast (2005). 
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Argentina designed programs and projects for the promotion of the fine arts, 

particularly painting. The consolidation of state power was hence also accompanied by 

the proliferation of paintings (local and imported), artists, and exhibitions. 

 This project explores a turning point in the development of visual technologies: 

the expansion of visual media in the second half of the nineteenth century and their 

rendering of state violence. Focusing on Argentina and Chile, I analyze how these 

countries’ nation-building strategies helped shape a visual language of war that would 

consolidate state power and justify their aggressive territorial expansion against their 

neighboring countries and own indigenous populations. 

From the 1860s to the 1880s, as part of state consolidation projects across Latin 

America, we observe an acceleration and intensification of state violence, facilitated by 

the introduction of new technologies (in transportation, communication, and warfare), 

and stimulated by the capitalist projects of land acquisition. David Viñas famously 

stated that the consolidation of the Argentine state (like that of many others) was based 

on a new kind of Holy Trinity, one expressing the power of machines: the Remington, 

the railway, and the telegraph (Indios, ejércitos y fronteras). Through these new 

technologies the state could reach territories faster, control movement and information, 

and eliminate the communities not yet subservient to capitalist modes of production. 

The newly available technology would assist, both materially and ideologically, with the 
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construction of the nation-state not only through the management of the territory but 

also in modeling and controlling its subjects. Each of these technologies established 

communication between subjects, moved them across space and, if necessary, kept them 

under control with the threat of bodily harm. 

The 1870s also suffered one of the first crises of capitalism, and from its ashes 

emerged the impulse for a second industrial revolution. Industrialization in the centers 

of power increased the need for raw materials and new markets (forces driving Western 

imperialists). Not surprisingly, it is also at this time that the Latin American states 

definitively turned to an export-led economic model, offering the international market 

the raw materials and goods it demanded: livestock, guano, nitrate, grains, etc.6  It was 

also these land-intensive modes of production that unsurprisingly gave additional fuel 

to the projects of land appropriation, which resulted in the massacres just enumerated. 

Beginning in the 1870s, the Argentine state sent emissaries to the old continent 

promising land and wealth to hard-working Europeans, while Chile would send 

publicity posters worldwide and invite journalists to write chronicles on their white 

gold—saltpeter. These actions were part of an emerging dynamic of Latin American 

                                                      

6 Looking to northern Europe and the United States as models and desirable partners, most Latin American 
countries made generous concessions to foreign investors to build railroads and other infrastructure that 
would help in the extraction, processing and transport of raw materials. 
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states selling themselves to the league of world powers—a dynamic best exemplified by 

the universal fairs then so much in vogue (González-Stephan). 

Two neighboring creole states in the making, Chile and Argentina share many 

historical similarities, yet it is worth recalling that, throughout the nineteenth century, 

the former enjoyed exceptional political stability and a strong, centralized government.7 

Though with different political trajectories, by the second half of the 19th century Chile 

and Argentina coincided in a competing expansionist agenda. In only a few decades, 

these two countries aggressively expanded their territorial reach.8 In this project, I focus 

on the “Pacification of the Araucania” (ca. 1861-1883), the Triple Alliance war (1864-

1870), the Conquest of the Desert (ca. 1875-1885), and the War of the Pacific (1879-1884). 

As photography became more popular and accessible, the visual chronicling of war 

turned into a worldwide attraction. These wars were no exception. The images then 

produced, however, are difficult to include in the narrations of glory and sacrifice that 

were more successfully established in the dominant discourses about wars of 

independence. Highlighting the fact that photography was a new visual medium, I trace 

and analyze the changing photographic language regarding violence and war, showing 

                                                      

7 Chile's political elite would stimulate this image of order and stability, projecting it as an admirable 
exception in contrast to the anarchy of its neighboring countries. 
8 These expansionist agendas echo similar aggressive projects in the American continent, like Mexico's wars 
against the Apache and Yaqui, and the so-called American Indian Wars in the United States and Canada. 
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how this language gradually dovetailed with the nation-building projects of these 

recently independent states. These technologies of representation and reproduction were 

critical in the construction of national subjects and histories—but did not follow an easy 

and straightforward path. 

In the album of violence that this project advances, I do not particularly focus on 

the cruelest images of this exterminating expansionism: those capturing blood, flesh and 

bones. Those photographs exist in limited instances, and with their testimony they 

certainly strengthen the denunciation of state and private violence. The atrocities of the 

Triple Alliance War are undeniable not just because of the copious testimonies detailing 

the massacre of the Paraguayan population, but also—and mainly—thanks to a handful 

of photographs that evidence piles of dead bodies, child-soldiers, and the sickly and 

emaciated survivors. Photography can certainly be used to make certain histories 

“stronger” as Elizabeth Edwards puts it (“Photographs as Strong History?”) and one of 

the most palpable examples of the influence they can have on historical narratives in 

that of the (mostly private, but state-endorsed) extermination campaigns against the 

Selk’nam in the Magallanes and Tierra del Fuego region. Romanian gold-seeker Julius 

Popper took photographs of his first “excursion” to the south of the continent in 1886. In 

these carefully staged images, we see Popper and some of the members of his crew 

pointing their Winchesters beyond the picture’s frame, while the body of an assassinated 
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Selk’nam lies at their feet. In most of the shots the corpse is closer to the foreground—if 

not abruptly protruding beyond it— and thus immediately visible to the viewer. Their 

presence is further highlighted by the lighter color of their naked bodies, which 

contrasts with the ground and the mercenaries’ dark attire. The photographs are clearly 

a celebration of this violence. The open-arms posture in which the victims are repeatedly 

placed is reminiscent of Jesus-on-the-cross imagery, in a curious twist that suggests their 

death is a necessary sacrifice for the advancement of progress and civilization. The 

photographs were exhibited at the Geographic Institute in March 1887, where Popper 

gave a lecture detailing his exploratory activities in Tierra del Fuego. Popper also offered 

a copy of the photographic album to the then president of Argentina, Miguel Ángel 

Juárez Celman. It is clear that the images were taken with the purpose of exhibiting the 

massacre of the native population and were known at least in political and scientific 

circles. Today their fate is very different. As some of the few photographic examples 

evidencing the genocide of indigenous peoples, these images are used to denounce and 

discredit the same men and actions that were previously encouraged. These are images 

that official institutions and publications can no longer reproduce without an 

accompanying text denouncing and condemning the extermination campaigns against 

the Selk’nam. This is not the case with the photographs I analyze in this project. Most of 

them continue to circulate indiscriminately, usually as an innocuous visual accessory to 
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articles, textbooks, and catalogues. There is no equivalent to Popper’s photographs in 

the photographs in the official photography of the “Conquest of the Desert” and the 

“Pacification of the Araucania.” As I mentioned above, only a handful of photographs 

exhibit scenes of physical violence, most of them within a context of “authorized 

violence” (i.e. against battling soldiers). After the Triple Alliance War, a “cleaner” 

imagery was developed.  

Zeballos’ account and the images he included serve as a case in point, offering a 

succinct example of the multiple issues at stake when we analyze this visual explosion in 

conjunction with the strengthening of state power and its civil bureaucracies, the growth 

of urban centers, industrial expansion, and schooling and literacy campaigns. Zeballos 

published his Journey to the Country of the Araucanians in 1881, including some drawings 

of his own and a selection of Mathile’s photographs—all reproduced as lithographs. 

Zeballos’ enthusiastic appreciation of Mathile’s efforts did not prevent the manipulation 

of his views when translated as lithographs. I propose that these changes across media 

reveal Creole—mainly State/official—visual preferences. It is the state’s gaze that 

dominates the vision of these conflicts. Given these crossed influences, negotiations, and 

modifications, the dialogue between different media is essential to understanding the 

development of visual discourses in the formation of the nation-states. In the following 
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example, Zeballos offers an enthusiastic account of his arrival to the frontier town of 

Guaminí: 

Guaminí was a nice town, and the public celebration with which we were 
welcomed added to its surprising character. We felt our heart full in the face of 
that spectacle of civilization, in a place where just three years ago there was an 
encampment of bloodthirsty vandals. Captain Arriola of the 2nd cavalry division 
oversaw a squadron of more than a hundred garrison men. Two schools with 
their respective flags were forming in front of the municipal building, one of 
boys and one of girls. The students were Christians and reduced Indians, and 
behind the school there were some groups of neighbors. The balconies of the 
municipal building were decorated with flags and in the corner of the plaza 
stood a triumphal arch with patriotic inscriptions. What civilized man would 
have witnessed such a spectacle without being overcome with emotion? (125-
126. Emphasis added)9 

Mathile captured this moment in a photograph (Figure 1), but it highly contrasts 

with the image Zeballos had described. In Mathile’s photograph, the figures are less 

clear. It is impossible to identify any of the participants (students, neighbors, and 

military forces), and the two figures in the middle ground—who we can guess are of a 

higher rank—have the presence of heavy ghosts. The buildings, by contrast, stand solid 

in front of the camera and only with their shapes can we make sense of the image. We 

                                                      

9 “Guaminí era todo un pueblo agradable y la fiesta pública con que éramos recibidos, le daba todavía un 
carácter más sorprendente. Sentíamos engreído el corazón entre aquel espectáculo de la Civilización, donde 
hace apenas tres años había una toldería de sanguinarios vándalos. El capitán Arriola del 2° de caballería de 
línea, mandaba el escuadrón de ciento y tantos hombres de la guarnición. Formaban frente a la casa 
municipal o comandancia antigua, dos escuelas, una de varones y otra de mujeres, con sus respectivas 
banderas. Los alumnos eran cristianos é indios reducidos, y detrás de la escuela había grupos de personas 
del vecindario. Los balcones del edificio municipal estaban embanderados y en la esquina de la plaza había 
un arco triunfal con inscripciones patrióticas. ¿Qué hombre civilizado hubiera asistido al espectáculo sin 
conmoverse hondamente?” (Zeballos 125-126)  
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are at the central plaza of Guaminí. Officially founded three years before (though the 

name clearly points to Indigenous settlers),10 Guaminí’s plaza is a symbol of the 

advancement of white civilization inland, with its dramatic reorganization of space and 

people. 

                                                      

10 The city’s official site states that the name comes from the Mapudungun Huapi (island) Minu (inside).  

Figure 1: Arturo Mathile, Guaminí. “Public celebration upon the arrival of the 
explorers.” Museo Udaondo. 
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 The print in the book corrects much of the photograph’s noise (Figure 2). The 

groups of people so celebrated in Zeballos’ text are blatantly erased. In the print, the 

“spectacle of civilization” is mainly expressed in the celebration of empty space—

emptied of the Indians that refused to be reduced. That welcoming land becomes the 

main protagonist. The extension of the plains that Domingo F. Sarmiento had famously 

judged to be Argentina’s curse is now celebrated because the figures on the balcony—

the only ones left in the picture—are in control of that space. They observe from above, 

gaining the panoramic view until then obstructed by Indigenous dominion. It is the gaze 

of the Argentinean state contemplating and celebrating the emptied space, welcoming 

Figure 2: “Santa María de Guaminí, Plaza” (Print). In Zeballos, Viaje al País de los 
Araucanos, 1881. 
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European immigrants and commerce. Additional changes helped make the view of the 

print more appealing than that of the photograph. The visual translator added a small 

elevation to those plain lands in order to give more importance to the municipal 

building and the flag at its top.11 The perspective was also changed a bit, as revealed by 

the roofs’ horizontal lines which descend with a deeper angle. Stronger shades on the 

left side further accentuate the importance of the municipal building, the flag, and the 

figures that look from a balcony decorated with the national coat of arms. 

These changes evidence a command of visual language, tactical enough to make 

the image not only less ambiguous (as opposed to photography, the composition is 

entirely controlled), but also more in consonance with the state project Zeballos was 

representing. It reveals the other side of Zeballos’ words. Finally, we should remember 

that it was the print—not the photograph—that had wider circulation.  

This circulation of images (Zeballos’ description, Mathile’s photograph, the 

book’s print) is but a small example of the wider flow of images that were redefining, 

within the logic of the nation-state, these territories and peoples. The visual expansion 

                                                      

11 I think of this process more as a translation than an adaptation (as film jargon usually goes). There is a 
source image, but it does not simply “mold” into the new media. A series of transformations are made 
taking into account both the source and the new reproducing media. The latter is not subservient to the 
former, assuming instead an active role and standing on its own (in Zeballos’ book, there is a random 
recognition of the photographic source of many of its prints). 
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was after all mostly concentrated in Creole hands.12 Though in this project I do not 

include many other examples of direct translation between different media, by studying 

the different visions of the wars of territorial expansion coming from photography, 

painting, and the illustrated press, I uncover the visual decisions and strategies that 

develop as the command of these visual devices grew stronger. This is a moment of 

massive education of the gaze, the formation of visual citizens. Indeed, many of the 

questions raised by the expansion of these visual technologies overlap with crucial 

issues of the nation-building process (just as identity and recognition, copy and original, 

tradition and reproducibility, truth and deception, gaze and control, inclusion and 

exclusion, capture and progress). The chapters that follow explore the institutional, 

commercial, and educational practices that molded visual literacies by formulating long-

lasting conventions that governed the creation and interpretation of images about 

historical events.  

                                                      

12 But not exclusively, of course. One of the most dramatic scenes in Zeballos’ account is the “discovery” of 
the personal archive of Calfucurá (c.1775-1873). Inspecting the documents of the once called Emperor of the 
Pampas, Zeballos pauses at the Lonko’s coat of arms: “Conviene, en esta ligera noticia sobre el archivo del 
gobierno de Salinas Grandes, hacer conocer el sello mayor que usaba el gran Señor Callvucurá. Es el que 
representa la viñeta adjunta. Grabado en bronce y montado en cobre es una obra prolija y acabada. El 
nombre del indio, el de la capital del Cacicazgo, el círculo de rayos que encierra al Escudo del Gobierno de 
Salinas Grandes, las lanzas cruzadas, espada y flecha, atadas por unas boleadoras, que son los atributos del 
campo de este escudo, todo está grabado esmeradamente y por un artista conocido y de mérito, que es el 
más adelantado grabador del Rosario de Santa-Fe. Efectivamente, el sello trae lateralmente esta inscripción: 
Regalo de Santiago Caccia a Don Juan Calfucurá — Rosario” (214-215). 
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Furthermore, I am concerned with the role and the meaning of war and the 

military forces in the construction of the Chilean and Argentinian societies at a moment 

when the revolutionary violence of the first half of the century had lost political value. 

To the extent that images continue to define our relation with the past, these questions 

can help us reflect on today’s assumptions and practices. The criminalization of 

Indigenous protests, for instance, is an uncanny projection of their portrayal as savages 

and their denial of citizen rights. 

Since the 1980s, Latin American art historians have been engaged in a major 

revision of the narratives that have governed our understanding of local art—

particularly that of the 19th century. Art historiography and photography studies had 

long posited the second half of the 20th century, particularly the 60s and 70s, as the 

moment when local art finally reached “equal modern status” with the art produced in 

Western Europe or the United States. According to this now hard-worn narrative, it was 

the work of figures such as Grete Stern, Horacio Coppola, Sergio Larraín, and Paz 

Errázuriz that revolutionized and modernized photography as a medium.13 Earlier art 

                                                      

13 A recent article describes Coppola’s and Stern’s combined photographic exhibition in the following terms: 
“una muestra como la de Stern y Coppola no tenía precedentes en Argentina, donde ‘los fotógrafos no 
exponían sus fotos en salones o galerías de arte, sino en las salas y vidrieras de sus comercios fotográficos’ 
(Priamo). La ‘excentricidad’ de la muestra, que además llegó acompañada de una suerte de manifiesto 
teórico, no se limitaba al modo de presentación. Especialmente perturbador era el hecho de que las 
fotografías expuestas carecían de todo lo que entonces se consideraba artístico, tanto en la selección de 
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was predominantly regarded as merely imitative, a poor facsimile of European 

modernity. The rise of visual studies (a transdisciplinary field that would expand art 

history’s objects of analysis and research methods), the renewed popularity of the 

writings of Aby Warburg (reintroduced in the region by art historian José Burucúa), and 

the influence of debates coming from social history, poststructuralism, postcolonialism, 

feminism, among others, all this combined to help reevaluate local historical narratives. 

The increasing research on the complex cultural transformations of the 19th century has 

evidenced the many ways images intertwined with state politics. Laura Malosetti 

Costa’s work, for instance, on the construction of a critique of art in turn-of-the-century 

Argentina revealed the many heated debates, negotiations, and projects that unraveled 

in the promotion of the national art scene. The state took a leading role in this area, 

which was thought to be complementary with other cultural aspects of the nation-

building process, such as schooling and the definition of a national history. Artistic 

polemics in Latin America were deeply intertwined with the image of the state and the 

nation. Discussions revolved around issues such as the definition of what constituted 

“modern art,” the traditions, trainings and models to be promoted, and the role and 

collections of the new national museums. Malosetti Costa points out that one of the 

                                                      

motivos como en los procedimientos técnicos empleados. La exposición que hoy se considera la primera 
presentación de fotografía moderna en Argentina provocó reacciones variadas” (Hopfengärtner, “Pioneras 
de la modernidad” 159). 
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major concerns in the promotion of the arts was the education of the general public’s 

taste, forcing the masses to learn and naturalize a euro-centered definition of beauty and 

concinnity, “a normativity that enabled the disdain and the rejection of other forms of 

aesthetic practices” (Mignolo and Vazquez).14 

Photography would play a central role in the education of the gaze, particularly 

towards the end of the century, when the halftone process encouraged an enormous 

increase in the circulation of photographs (now easily reproduced in publications, 

sharing space with text), and manuals and critics predicated a photographic aesthetic of 

control thesis or narration (further accentuating the already monocular perspective of 

the camera).15 Though specialized journals of photography were quick to appear, during 

the first decades after the technology’s invention there was no particular aesthetic 

                                                      

14 Walter Mignolo and Rolando Vazquez redefine modern aesthetics as the colonization of aesthesis: 
“Modern aestheTics have played a key role in configuring a canon, a normativity that enabled the disdain 
and the rejection of other forms of aesthetic practices, or, more precisely, other forms of aestheSis, of sensing 
and perceiving. (…) AestheTics become Eurocentered in eighteenth-century Europe when it was taken as 
the key concept for a theory of sensibility, sentiment, sensations, and, briefly, emotions, in contrast with the 
obsession for the rational. On the other hand, Kant mutated it into a key concept to regulate sensing the 
beautiful and the sublime. This was the starting point of "modern aestheTics" that emerged from European 
experience and local history, and that became, even already in Kant's work, the regulator of the global 
capability to "sense" the beautiful and the sublime” (Mignolo and Vazquez). 
15 “In the nineteenth century, amateur and professional texts described the reception of photography as a 
form of reading, and photographs ideally had a narrative structure that conveyed one main idea to the 
viewer. The photographer was instructed to control the excessive detail captured by the camera, which 
could make its thesis difficult to read, and even given permission to mechanically alter the print in order to 
protect its narrative logic” (Gabara, Errant Modernism 201). 
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dominating the appreciation of photographs.16 It could be argued that, contrary to the 

fine arts, the expansion of photography did not seem to come with any "burden" 

(Alonso).17 Photography was unwritten modernity, an international enterprise: a rapidly 

expanding medium whose uses, discourses, rules, and codes were developed as part of 

an experiment with actors in all corners of the world.  

It is true that most histories of photography in Latin America seem to need a 

starting point or myth of origin, and hence many local historical narratives stress the fact 

that the technology reached Latin American soil only a few months after its official 

announcement in Paris. But these links and temporal comparisons are not dressed in the 

anxiety that surrounds local histories of painting. Unlike the fine arts, in Chile and 

Argentina the state was not the main actor promoting photography (contrary to Brazil 

under emperor Pedro II). Influenced by the tradition of Western painting, photography 

had no great masters, works, or institutionalized practices to follow. Commercial trends 

                                                      

16 The Journal of the Photographic Society (today RPS Journal) started its publication in 1854. The following 
year, the Liverpool Photographic Journal (later British Journal of Photography) made its appearance. In 
1858, the American Journal of Photography came out.   
17 Though certainly artists and art critics in the 19th century assumed that in this area too they were “behind” 
Europe, Carlos Alonso rescues a later reflection by Venezuelan thinker Mariano Picón Salas in his 
posthumously published book Las formas y las visiones according to which “’Art and culture is [sic] the only 
kind of salvation to which lesser people can aspire’ (…) [I]n [Mariano] Picon Salas's statement, Art and 
Culture are proposed as the only dimension in which the avowed deficiencies of marginal cultures are no 
longer hindrances to performance, since the context configured by them is presumed to constitute a level 
playing field: one in which redemption can be achieved despite whatever failures in the other realms of 
historical existence one may be forced to admit or outsiders may wish to point out” (Alonso 4). 
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had the most influence and commercial success was the recognition photographers 

sought (this would also change in later decades with the incorporation of photography 

as a new category in competitions and exhibitions). Additionally, access to the latest 

technical innovations was guaranteed by a market constantly looking for new niches 

(there was no need to send “agents” to stay up to date nor to train photographers, as in 

the case of painting). For the Creoles in Chile and Argentina, photography provided an 

opportunity to participate on equal terms in the expansion of the Western eye. 

The images of this corpus were taken by a variety of studios and photographers 

established in the main cities of Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay. Though their 

enterprises were mainly commercial, at least in two cases (Antonio Pozzo and the studio 

Díaz & Spencer) their ties with state officials translated into a strong political agenda as 

well. In the case of Díaz and Spencer, the Chilean government played an important role 

in promoting their photographs.18 Photographers were of various nationalities, some 

local, though most were foreigners. The profession was marked by an intense global 

mobility, but in the cases here studied they were all established in the region.  

                                                      

18 It is not until later, however, that governments started taking direct care of controlling the visual outcome, 
using photography for their own propagandistic purposes. This was the case with the images of Canudos by 
Flavio de Barros, who was directly hired by the Brazilian forces to counter the adverse rumors surrounding 
the conflict. 
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Many scholars have pointed out photography’s privileged position in showing 

and advancing the 19th-century modernizing projects in Latin America (Tell; Fabris; 

Gabara; Uslenghi; Majluf; Cortes Rocca). Photographs captured the expansion of 

railways, the construction of bridges and aqueducts, the proliferation of urban space and 

plazas, the erection of monuments, the activity of ports and customs, and the profiles of 

ladies and gentlemen dressed in the latest European fashion. In other words, 

photographs documented familiar views of modernity. At the same time, the presence of 

the new technology and the expansion of its business was itself a sign of the progress 

that modernity announced.  

Less attention has been given, however, to the study of photography in relation 

to the presence of the state in non-urban spaces and to the wars and extermination 

campaigns that allowed for that presence. In the last years visual studies in Chile and 

Argentina have begun to explore the importance of photographic discourses in the 

construction and definition of the national territory and its margins (Lois; Tell; Torre). 

Another rising interest of photographic studies stems from visual anthropologists, who 

offer crucial analysis in the study of Indigenous history, particularly Mapuche, and the 

Indigenous-Creole relations (Vezub; Alvarado; Masotta; Giordano; Penhos; Leiva; 

Azócar Avendaño; Flores Chávez). Beyond photography specifically, the study of visual 

culture in the region has grown enormously, exploring the changes in the arts, the 
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illustrated press, and daily imagery such as postcards and stamps.19 The varied 

disciplinary background of the researchers (history, art history, anthropology, 

geography, literature) is representative not just of the interdisciplinary nature of visual 

studies, but also of the many contrasting spheres in which photography was used: 

journalism, science, land-surveying, anthropology, criminology, painting, political 

propaganda, and panoramic images of the nation (besides other private uses, mainly 

portraits). As explained above, in this project I place this corpus of photographs in 

dialogue with paintings, illustrated journals, novels, and travel and scientific literature 

to understand better the image world (Poole)20 in which these photographs were 

operating and the general changes in visual literacy.21 

My focus on photography and the broader visual sphere is not meant as a 

statement on the discussion on the preeminence of the word over the image or vice 

versa. Technological innovations have in some way or another facilitated visual turns of 

                                                      

19 The number of publications that have come out in the last years is already fascinating (many of which I 
could not engage with in this dissertation), for instance: Verónica Tell. El lado visible. Fotografía y progreso en 
la Argentina a fines del siglo XIX. UNSAM Edita, 2017; Roman, Claudia. Prensa, política y cultura visual. El 
mosquito (Buenos Aires, 1863-1893). Ampersand, 2017; Graciela Batticuore. Lectoras del siglo XIX. Imaginarios y 
practices en la Argentina. Ampersand, 2017. 
20 The term “captures the complexity and multiplicity of this realm of images . . . circulating among Europe, 
North America, and Andean South America” (7). Though Poole locates this visual understanding in the 
specificity of her project, it is possible to extend it to any corner of the world since by effects of the 
globalizing forces of modernity this circulation of images was intensified, with hardly any place left outside.   
21 Despite the interdisciplinarity of visual studies, research on 19th century photography has tended to 
isolate the medium from other concurrent and competing discourses: “Visual technologies are often 
discussed… as though they marked so radical a departure from earlier tradition as to put an end to the 
previous history of images” (Belting 27). 
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varying intensity throughout history: the one during the 19th century that this project 

draws on was certainly not the first, and the one we are currently experiencing through 

social media, virtual reality, and satellite images will not be the last. Following W.J.T. 

Mitchell, I understand the importance and relationship of word and image as a 

continuous dialogue—ways of thinking and communicating that influence each other, 

are interdependent; the dividing line is hence hard to draw (Iconology). In the writing of 

history, however, photography’s impact has been understated. As Edwards affirms, 

studying the use of photography in the rhetorics of nation: “photographs became a 

dominant force in the visual politics of the second half of the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, just as ideas of nation and national identity increasingly required a 

‘strong history’ to legitimate, validate and authenticate them in a rapidly changing and 

connected world” (“Photographs as Strong History?”).22 

In the long-running debate about the essence of this medium, the indexicality of 

the photographic image has been given privileged status. The truth effect of 

documentary photography contributed to the consecration of some of the main modern 

                                                      

22 And she continues, “Social desire for evidence, actuality, authenticity and authority clusters around 
photographs. This realism, the possibility of the past being propelled into the present in its apparent 
entirety, and cohering as simultaneously a trace and an undeniable presence – “it was there”— acts as both 
an affirmation and metaphor of nation. The relationship between reality effect, authentication and affect 
makes photographs ‘strong history’” (“Photographs as Strong History?” 323). 
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institutions, from science to history to justice (Tagg). Photography was from its very 

beginnings cherished as the invention that would change science and our perception of 

reality.23 It would help in the mission of registering—but also defining—reality.24  And it 

contributed to the visual turn in science and the preeminence of a historical narrative in 

the appreciation of societies. The former established the preeminence of vision from all 

the other senses and from other forms of knowing; the latter imposed a linear and 

teleological perception of time and space and reinforced the need to record—not just for 

sciences and pseudo-sciences, but for the sake of History as well (Soja).25 With the 

methodical use of sources and documents, modern history was championed as 

reconstructing an objective truth of the past. Incidentally, this coincides with the 

construction of photography as the most accurate medium for visually recording and 

documenting the real.  

                                                      

23 In his “Short History of Photography”, Walter Benjamin rescues physicist Arago’s acute defense of the 
daguerreotype: “‘When the inventors of a new instrument,’ Arago said, ‘turn it to the observation of nature, 
what they had hoped for from it always seems tiny in comparison to the succession of subsequent 
discoveries to which it contributes.’ This speech traverses the broad spectrum of the new technology, from 
astrophysics to philology; besides the prospects of photography of the stars stands the idea of assembling a 
body of Egyptian hieroglyphics by photography.” (201)  
24 Some would even speak of a “photographic mission,” a sort of historical duty that has been identified in 
photographers as dissimilar as Mathew Brady and Eugène Atget.  
25 The “Spatial Turn” that started to develop in the 1960s came to overturn this tendency to privilege time 
over space; a historicism that Michel Foucault locates in the second half of the 19th century (Foucault, 1986). 
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Foregrounding the effects and uses of photographs during their emergent 

decades prompts us to consider the many ways images began to uproot human 

experience.26 As I mentioned above, photography and historiography were both taken to 

be objective representations and recreations of reality. This is particularly relevant in 

chapters two and three, which tackle the question of historical memory in relation to the 

available photographic material documenting the extermination campaigns. Today we 

recognize, however, that photographs are fragmentary and incredibly re-codable. They 

can acquire new readings and meanings according to context and viewers’ cultural 

experiences.27 For this reason, the photographs that at one point helped to justify and 

                                                      

26 This is not exactly comparable to the postmodern obsession with images to the detriment of reality, which 
according to Nicholas Mirzoeff, breaks the modern association between seeing and knowing: “Seeing is a 
great deal more than believing these days. You can buy an image of your house taken from an orbiting 
satellite or have your internal organs magnetically imaged. If that special moment didn’t come out quite 
right in your photography, you can digitally manipulate it on your computer. At New York’s Empire State 
Building, the queues are longer for the virtual reality New York Ride than for the lifts to the observation 
platforms. Alternatively, you could save yourself the trouble by catching the entire New York skyline, 
rendered in attractive pastel colours, at the New York, New York resort in Las Vegas” (1998:1). However, 
what may seem as a breakage is also an intensification of the seeing/believing/knowing combo. After all, the 
virtual reality rides around New York are popular precisely because users believe it offers an infallible 
reconstruction that will allow them to see and perceive more than a ride on a noisy bus. On the same note, 
the manipulation of photographs and the compulsion to take pictures that attest to our happy and perfect 
moments are a recognition of the effects of images and their convincing power. History writing post-
photography is heavily influenced by the selective corpus photographs may offer—particularly when 
making historical claims for a wider audience. 
27 Elizabeth Edwards offers an extreme example of this once thought magically objective visual technology: 
Charles Darwin owned a collection of 32 photographs of “representative” subjects (types) of different 
corners of the world. Darwin saw the 16 pairs of portraits (front and profile shots) as evidence of the 
monogenetic origin of humankind. Louis Agassiz (Harvard etc etc) owned the exact same collection, but his 
use and reading was exactly the opposite: in his mind the differences (particularly with the white, Anglo-
Saxon male) were so stark that they could only be explainable by different origins and, hence, different 
species (polygenism). The same photographs were used as evidence of opposite conclusions. 
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prove a certain historical narrative can be used today to denounce this staging and the 

violence of state power. 

Loosely following a chronological organization, I have organized the chapters 

according to the wars studied in this project. The first chapter engages with the 

circulating images of the Triple Alliance War in illustrated press, photography, and 

painting. The discussion of the illustrated journal Correo del Domingo shows the level of 

awareness of the effects of images and their convenient manipulation. I then examine 

the narrative of war proposed by Triple Alliance War photography and its contrast with 

the political uses of war in contemporary nation-building discourses (evidenced in 

poems, illustrated journals, and paintings). I argue that the intrusion of commercial 

photographers during the Triple Alliance War—and the new kind of images they 

created—entailed a clear step in the de-glorification of the war-epic narrative, limiting 

the political usage of war, even as it coincided with the first more straightforward 

initiatives to construct a historical national identity based primarily on the glorious 

deeds of the independence wars. Technological limitations afforded a visual coverage 

marked by a lack of dramatic action. Instead of focusing on the heroic acts and battles, 

the camera offers the public eye abandoned battlefields and precarious campsites, with 

only episodic highlights of a particular political or military figure. With no clear visual 
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hierarchy and no proof of power of movement and advancement, the blinding 

admiration of war is missing.  

In the second and third chapters, I study the obscure visual coverage of 

extermination campaigns against the Mapuche and Tehuelche communities in the 

Patagonian regions of Chile and Argentina. I first focus on the so-called Conquest of the 

Desert, led by then Minister of War Julio A. Roca. Though the expansion of the 

Argentine frontier into Indigenous territory did not start nor end with Roca’s 1879 

military campaign, a successfully developed propaganda not only secured Roca’s way to 

the presidency, but also established the “Conquest of the Desert” as the defining 

moment in the shapping of Argentina’s national territory, defending the genocidal 

practices that would continue all across the country. Photographer Antonio Pozzo 

followed Roca in his advancement to the Black River [Río Negro]. Renowned and close 

to the political elite, Pozzo was the ideal professional to document the invasion in 

laudatory terms. Yet his photographs offer a far from exciting visual narrative of the 

conquest. By capturing his main objectives (people, settlements, and war technology) 

from a far distance, both the documentary and epic elements are lost, with wild grass 

and sky as the main compositional elements. This uneventful photographic coverage of 

the military campaign ultimately supported a historical narrative that argues that those 

lands were empty, and that no indigenous genocide was committed.  
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If Pozzo’s photographs work poorly as direct documentation, in the case of the 

Chilean “pacification of the Araucania” there are practically no photographs at all. In the 

third chapter I analyze the few iconic images of Chile’s invasion of the Wallmapu: a 

painting by Manuel Olascoaga (who before becoming Roca’s secretary traveled to the 

other side of the Andes to learn from Cornelio Saavedra of his military tactics) and a 

handful of photographs whose photographer remains unknown. All the images revolve 

around one situation: scenes of councils [parlamentos] held between Mapuche and 

Creole officials. While acknowledging the Mapuche, these images portray the 

“pacification” as a peaceful negotiation where the Mapuche Lonkos willfully handed 

over their lands to the Chilean state. The violence of these military campaigns is better 

appreciated, I argue, in the period’s steady growth of proto-ethnographic photographs 

portraying anonymous indigenous subjects. The advantageously misleading images of 

both Argentinean and Chilean invasions of indigenous territories show a more effective 

use of images than during the Triple Alliance War. As with the staging of Vicente 

Catrinao Pincén’s portraits after his capture in November 187828 (Penhos, “La fotografía 

                                                      

28 The defeat of the 70-year-old Ranquelean leader represented an enormous victory for the creole forces—
and Roca in particular. The satirical journal El Mosquito published an illustration of Roca dragging the 
prisoners, below it the caption explains: "Triumphal parade on Florida street of a presidential candidate 
with Indians taken prisoner by… others than him" (December 8, 1878). A few days afterward, on December 
14th, Pincén was sent to Pozzo's photographic studio. He was first photographed with his family, but after a 
few shots Francisco Moreno intervened. He wanted Pincén to be photographed as if he were still leading his 
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del siglo XIX” 111-112; Masotta, El atlas invisible 6),29 state officials were learning to use 

photography to misinform, while at the same time affirming its objective, informative 

power. State officials were learning to use photography to misinform, while at the same 

time affirming its objective, informative power.  

In the fourth chapter, I read the Chilean photographic coverage of the War of the 

Pacific as an example of photography’s mastery for nationalistic purposes. Indeed, Díaz 

& Spencer bring the narrative of war photography and the state project full circle. Their 

photographs were masterfully advertised in the two most important cities of the country 

(Santiago and Valparaíso), promoting their sale and exhibition not only in their studios 

but also as part of official celebrations of the war victories. As opposed to previous 

examples of war photography, the photographic rendering of the War of the Pacific 

offered by Díaz & Spencer encourages a proud, powerful perception of the conflict and 

the enemy’s defeat. The camera insistently approaches the war scenario from an 

                                                      

men in the desert (Galíndez 59). Pincén was thus asked to pose with a spear, a pair of bolas and his upper 
body stripped of clothes. This is how Pincén is remembered, being the most circulated portrait of an 
Indigenous leader of the Pampas. 
29 “Con Pincén y hasta mediados de la década de 1880 se abrió la serie de fotografías de caciques que, 
pactando o derrotando, fueron ingresados a Buenos Aires como prisioneros: Namuncurá, Orkeke, 
Sayhueque, Foyel, Inacayal, entre otros. Con ninguno de ellos se efectuó la operación de exotismo que se dio 
con Pincén en el estudio de Antonio Pozzo” (Masotta, El Atlas Invisible 6). Pincén’s photograph would 
circulate profusely as a colored postcard in the first decades of the twentieth century. A similar 
propagandistic operation was done with Chiricahua Apache leader, Geronimo. After being taken prisoner 
by US-American forces, he was made to pose for what is today his most well-known photograph: kneeling 
and with a rifle in his hands (1887). As with Pincén, the shot was purposely staged, portraying Geronimo as 
a threat—now that he could not fight anymore. 
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elevated perspective, a gaze with which the viewer needs to be complicit. It is not the 

language of heroism employed during the wars of independence, however. Not only 

because scenes of action (particularly those of battle) are still too quick for the camera to 

capture, but also because the photographers rarely identify with the soldiers’ gaze or 

approach the combatants individually. The overhead position of the camera is the 

position of the conquering power—the Chilean state. The military forces are celebrated 

as an example of order and hard work that is to be appreciated in their organization as a 

corporate body, representative of the Chilean nation. Díaz & Spencer’s celebratory 

approach was fueled by a wider political euphoria, which many authors have described 

as imperialistic. To understand better the visual expression of this imperialistic impulse, 

the first part of the chapter focuses on the state promotion of the arts with two examples 

of paintings that show the continuities and changes in the Chilean imperial-republic 

project. 

Focusing on the images related to the violent expansion of the Chilean and 

Argentine states, my project does not engage with photographs and other visual images 

for private circulation. But it is worth remembering there were other congruent uses of 

images. Albums and cartes-de-visite changed the world of portraits and family 

collections, and certainly encouraged new and more fluid ways of relating to images. 

This increased circulation and access was another factor affecting the understanding of 
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images, and the formation of these nations of viewers. State officials and image-traders 

predictably exploited this niche as well, as can be seen in the sale of portraits of 

politicians and military figures (as the triptych of Gral. Bartolomé Mitre, D. Pedro II, and 

Gral. Venancio Flores in chapter one, or the thousands of copies of the lithographed 

portrait of Commander Arturo Prat after the Naval Battle of Iquique, mentioned in 

chapter four). Private and public spaces of circulation and consumption are overlapping 

spheres, and there are a number of instances where the separation between personal and 

national interests is blurred. Chapter four, for instance, discusses an album owned by 

Isidoro Huneeus Zegers. The album can be described as a collection of views of Chile, 

part of the 19th-century panoramic trend of illustrated albums, journals, and books 

encapsulating a nation’s representative landscapes and figures. Son of Spanish composer 

Isidora Zegers, Huneeus Zegers exemplifies the kind of client who could afford such a 

large album—with 98 photographs—containing images of national rather than personal 

interest. On a similar note, the few photographs of the Pacification of the Araucania, 

analyzed in chapter three, are actually part of an album belonging to Lucia 

Subercaseaux. The album includes a variety of photographs, most of which are 

unrelated to the Pacification, and focuses instead on the city of Valdivia. The 

Subercaseaux family amassed fortune and power through the mining industry and has 

had considerable influence in Chilean politics and culture. The fact that these 
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photographs are in their possession is no minor detail. Unfortunately, I could not see the 

album myself, but hopefully I will in future visits.30  

State uses of photography cover a large variety of areas as well, from the 

confection of criminal profiles to the participation in universal exhibitions displaying at 

once the signs of progress and national uniqueness. Antonio Pozzo, the photographer 

whose work is analyzed in chapter two, exemplifies the malleability of interests of the 

profession: he worked for the police department, the Buenos Aires Western Railway, 

took portraits of the port city’s elite circles, traveled to Mendoza to document the ruins 

after the 1861 earthquake (Gómez 61), tried to take pictures from a hot-air balloon 

(Gesualdo 34), and, last but not least, following Roca’s military forces during the 

“Conquest of the Desert.”   

Given the wide lens of this project, I have based my analysis on images and texts 

that enjoyed privileged status and attention during or in the close aftermath of the 

territorial expansions. The material is archived in the national libraries and history 

museums of the countries involved, but much of it circulates through the web as well, 

defining the visuals of these conflicts even today. The state of these archives is 

representative of the stories they help to form. If archives help to stabilize and reify 

                                                      

30 Thanks to the courtesy of Margarita Alvarado, I was able to see more of the photographs in the album and 
have a general idea of its content. 
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narratives (Taylor; J. Schwartz), helping in the institutionalization of a certain historical 

narrative, it comes as no surprise that the photographic collections of the War of the 

Pacific are the ones with better access and organization—yet the less questioned.  

Working with historical photographs is a tricky matter. If my study is successful, 

I will not have overstated the causal relation between ideology, producer, and image, 

against which many have warned (Edwards, Pinney). In a moment when photography 

was still an arduous endeavor, the photographs of the Triple Alliance War, the Chilean 

and Argentine invasion of the Indigenous territories, and the War of the Pacific were not 

interest-free projects, but as a new medium, its forms of production and consumption 

were far from unified and stable. Pozzo (chapter two), for instance, in many ways 

problematizes his own gaze—and in turn that of photography. But by tracing the 

changes in the visual language of war in these defining decades of state-building, it 

becomes clear that the uses of images—photography in particular— became more 

efficient in delivering a message according to state interests. Deviating from the trends 

of documentary photography, this state-driven war photography gradually leaned 

towards distant views that avoided details and accidents and, when possible, asserted 

their dominance from above.  
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1. Visual Literacy and War: The Lessons of the Triple 
Alliance War1 

“Battle of July 18” reads the title of one of the photographs circulated by the 

studio Bate & Cía. in an album entitled “The War against Paraguay” (Figure 3). This 

brutal battle would offer some of the most violent and iconic images of the Triple 

Alliance War: soldiers carrying the corpse of their leader León de Palleja, and piles of 

dead bodies decomposing on the ground.2 But a sense of emptiness dominates the scene. 

Indeed, the photograph, whose caption promises a look into the battle itself, falls short 

in its dramatic power. The camera is positioned behind the artillery line and groups of 

soldiers stand around the batteries. But we can only see their backs. As for the enemy, 

we can merely glean its presence from the position of the batteries, somewhere beyond 

the left margins of the photograph. The direct confrontation is left unseen, and the 

ferocious battle is reduced to a few soldiers and artillery on an almost deserted 

battlefield. Because of photographic limitations of the period, photographers provided 

                                                      

1 A section of this chapter was published in Spanish as “El Patriotismo del ‘Correo del Domingo’: Ficciones 
de Guerra y Soldados” in InMediaciones 13:2 (2017): 73-97. 
2 Two contrasting photographs that clearly exhibited how images could treat the subject of death so 
differently—inviting almost opposed reactions. Ordered by General Venancio Flores (CdF), the first 
photograph shows the careful and ceremonial carrying of León de Palleja, partially covered by the 
Uruguayan flag and honored by the surrounding soldiers, some of whom pose their left hand on their chest. 
The second photograph, on the other hand, foregrounds the anonymity of massive slaughters. The caption 
“Pile of Paraguayan bodies” further strips the dignity of the casualties. 
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viewers a portrayal of war marked not by textured scenes of bravery and military forces 

in action, but by stillness and silence.  

This chapter examines the narratives of war advanced by the illustrated press, 

paintings, and photographs of the Triple Alliance War in a moment of radically 

increased consumption of images. Privately financed photographs put at risk the 

exploitation of war as a unifying factor in Argentina—a recently independent and still 

fragmented country. State and elite-commissioned paintings had hitherto used war 

themes—particularly the wars of independence—to promote the ideals and historical 

Figure 3: Bate & Cia., “Battle of July 18.” Biblioteca Nacional – 
Uruguay. 
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narratives constructed as part of the nation-building project. These paintings advertised 

key historical figures as role models and founding fathers of the Argentine nation, while 

the new republic's citizens were cast in the form of brave soldiers, defenders of their 

land and freedom. During the Triple Alliance War, however, this language was mostly 

reprised by the press, imagining the new conflict as another chapter of the struggles for 

freedom that the Argentine nation had fought at the beginning of the century. Most 

contemporary painters, on the other hand, avoided the subject. This artistic silence is 

even more surprising when we remember that an outstanding amount of visual material 

was produced during the international conflict, as I detail in the first section of the 

chapter. The irruption of this long and disastrous war indeed occurred in a moment of 

intense technological innovation. Transportation and communication systems were 

being revolutionized by the expansion of the railway and the telegraph. Warfare would 

soon learn new speed and potency at the hands of an increasingly efficient industry of 

portable firearms (thanks to the development of smokeless powder and mass produced 

small arms),3 artillery, and warships (the first self-propelled torpedo was patented in 

                                                      

3 The United States quickly took the lead in the mass production of portable firearms and bullets with 
Samuel Colt’s Colt's Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company (Gutiérrez Díez). Colt easily assembling models 
proved efficient during the Mexican-American War (1846-1848) when he sold more than a thousand 
revolvers to the Texas Ranger Division. His business model (creating weapons with interchangeable parts) 
reached international influence after presenting it at the Great Exhibition in London in 1851. The mass 
production of firearms not only affected their cost and availability, but also the possibility of easily adapting 
new designs and models, allowing for smooth and constant updating of military firearms. 
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1866 by Robert Whitehead). And finally, in the visual sphere, new technologies for the 

production and reproduction of images—particularly lithographs and wet-collodion 

photographs—provoked a marked increase in their circulation and consumption.  

In the second section of this chapter, I study how images were conquering new 

spaces and new consumers through the example of Correo del Domingo during its first 

years of publication (1864-1866). This illustrated journal was in the avant-garde of 

printed visual innovation, one of the first publications in the region to dabble in visual 

journalism. In its pages, images of a different nature and purpose coexist—artistic, 

recreational, educational, and informative—revealing the enormous visual stimulus 

readers were receiving. Its visual component was clearly valued for its power of 

attraction, which would help in expanding the journal’s reach and in promoting its 

cultural and political agenda. With the irruption of the Triple Alliance War, the journal 

makes a notable change in its editorial line. In its first issue, Correo del Domingo 

announced a specifically artistic and literary focus in the belief that “material interests, 

political interests have in our country means of publicity and promotion that other 

spheres sadly lack” (January 1, 1864).4 Once the war started, however, the publication 

became an active platform of nationalistic propaganda, openly supporting president 

                                                      

4 “Los intereses materiales, los intereses políticos tienen en nuestro país medios de publicidad y estímulos 
que carecen deplorablemente aquellos otros, cuando debieran merecer un apoyo que ampliase su esfera. (…) 
El egoísmo materialista lo ha contaminado todo, y la literatura se ve privada del noble estímulo que alienta a 
cultivar las letras…” 
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Bartolomé Mitre’s actions. Given its heavy visual component, Correo del Domingo did not 

sidestep the visual representation of the Triple Alliance War. Yet, in its articles and 

images, it is possible to appreciate how the narratives of war based on heroes and noble 

causes were in crisis, precisely at the time when such discourses were deemed essential 

in the nation-building process. Against this background, I argue that the journal takes 

advantage of the blurry boundaries between lithographs of informative, journalistic 

purpose and those of more markedly fictional nature that coexisted in its pages to 

overcome the visual coverage problems of a war that did not dovetail with the official 

discourse of heroism and patriotism that the journal supported. The journal’s 

illustrations markedly contrast with the studio Bate & Cia.’s photographic coverage of 

the war, which I analyze in the last section of the chapter. Their plain and unembellished 

photographs would transform the dominant tempo and themes associated with war, 

and ultimately define the conflict's memory. The novel approach to war that 

photography offered hindered a glorified visual rendering of the conflict.  

1.1 A Visual Explosion in Times of War 

The first decades after independence were much more agitated for Argentina 

and Uruguay than for their imperial neighbor, Brazil. With the end of the civil wars and 

the start of Mitre’s presidency (1862), Argentina appeared to be finally on the road to 
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stability and growth. But the country’s participation in the Triple Alliance War would 

once again jeopardize the consolidation of state power.  

Despite the weakness of the presidential and state authorities brought on by 

challenges from local caudillos, Argentina joined the war that had exploded as a result 

of Paraguay and Brazil’s interventions in Uruguayan internal politics. It was supposed 

to be a quick war—thanks to the alliance with the Brazilian empire and the victorious 

forces in Uruguay—but with unclear benefits: above all, the consolidation of the 

northeastern frontier with the acquisition of disputed territories, and the strengthening 

of state power.5 Notably unpopular from the beginning—especially among the eastern 

provinces closer to Paraguay than to Buenos Aires—the war was instead a heavy price 

for the territories gained, with long-lasting damage to the region. With its growing death 

toll, military and political uprisings, and economic burdens, the already vague 

justifications for the conflict further eroded the state's authority and threatened the 

country's incipient unity and stability.  

The Triple Alliance War was in many senses a visual war.6 It was the first war 

scenario for photographers in South America, and among the first photographed 

                                                      

5 In his war announcement, president Mitre confidently declared that the allied forces would reach 
Asunción in only three months. 
6 This explains the relatively large number of articles and books working with the visual aspect of this war. 
See for instance: Miguel Ángel Cuarterolo, Soldados de la Memoria. Imágenes y hombres en la Guerra del 
Paraguay; André Amaral de Toral, Entre retratos e cadáveres: a fotografia na Guerra do Paraguai; Roberto Amigo, 
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conflicts worldwide.7 Additionally, the illustrated press went through a notable 

expansion, offering viewers another battlefield for the political support of public opinion 

and morale of the fighting troops. Indeed, the press in general experienced a surge in its 

publication of newspapers and pamphlets, wherein the visual began to acquire prime 

real estate.8 Cartoons, for instance, were particularly effective in disseminating political 

propaganda. In Paraguay and in the allied countries, the press’s creative use of 

lithographs and wood engravings reproduced images based on photographs, 

journalists’ drawings and political cartoons.9 This visual production had a significant 

impact in a region where the vast majority of the population was illiterate: the first 

national census in Argentina (1869) revealed that around 20 percent of its population 

could read. In Buenos Aires the numbers were a little bit higher (closer to 30 percent), 

                                                      

Imágenes en guerra: La Guerra del Paraguay y las tradiciones visuales en el Río de la Plata; Javier Yubí, La Guerra 
Grande. Imágenes de una Epopeya; among many others. Mariana Giordano ventures that, given the 
unprecedented role of the image in this war, we can even speak of a kind of hypervisibility in the 19th-
century Southern Cone (“Agencia y Visualidad”). This visual imprint also accounts for the importance of the 
visual in the fictional appropriation of the war, with graphic novels like La mano del pintor (2016) by María 
Luque, or video games like War of the Triple Alliance (WOTTA. Published by Microsoft Games). 
7 The first photographic incursions into a war scenario were during the Mexican-US American War (1846-
1848), the siege of Rome (1849), the Crimean War (1851-1856), and the US-American Civil War (1861-1865). 
The documentary use of photography started already with the daguerreotype, which was the technology 
available for the Mexican-US American War and the siege of Rome. In the 1850s, it was the wet-collodion 
process that allowed a more copious and flexible recording of events, and hence the many images we have 
today of the Crimean War and particularly the US-American Civil War. 
8 Press activity had declined during Juan Manuel de Rosas’ regime, particularly in 1840s (Del Carril, “El 
grabado y la litografía”). 
9 The Paraguayan press was entirely dedicated to the war. Most of them were bilingual (Spanish and 
Guaraní) and of strong satirical nature. Some of the most important publications were El Centinela, Cabichuí, 
Lambaré, Estrella, El Centinela and Eco del Paraguay. 
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but still very limited. Illustrated publications could hence appeal to a much wider 

audience than those only offering written content. 

Photographers took this visual expansion to maximum expression when they 

ventured into the chronicling of the war from the battlefield. The most famous case is 

that of the studio Bate & Cía., based in Montevideo. After a trip back to the United States 

where he witnessed the extended use of photography during the US American Civil 

War, George Bate sent a group of photographers to the battlefields, led by photographer 

Javier López. Bate & Cía. would send photographers three times: the first after the siege 

of Paysandú (January 1865), and two more times between July and November 1866. In 

1867, the Brazilian government sent photographer Carlos César to register the attack on 

Humaitá. Other photographers known to have ventured into the war zone were the 

French painter and photographer Emilio Lahore, Italian artist, photographer and 

merchant Frederico Trebbi (working for the Brazilian military forces as photographer 

and cartographer), Italian photographers Luis Terragno and Agostino Forni, and French 

photographer Bartolomé Loudet. From the Paraguayan side, however, only a few 

anonymous photographs portraying the Mariscal López and his family are known.10 

                                                      

10 Although photographers were very careful to include their trademark in their albums and individual 
copies, the circulation and frequent re-appropriation of photographs by other studios and sellers makes it 
very difficult today to establish the authorship of all these images—especially when the actual 
photographer's name under a studio's was often already blurred. The confusion is perpetuated by divided 
cataloging practices, many archives not being aware of the materials they share with other institutions. But 
this lack of information may very well be representative mingling of images in general. 
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It was also during these years that photographic practice flourished as a 

profitable commercial and professional enterprise. The market overflowed with 

foreigners, especially Europeans, in search of new commercial niches:  

All the capital cities of the countries involved in the Paraguayan War, and a good 
part of their provinces, were visited by those itinerant professionals coming from 
Europe and the United States. They would announce their services in the local 
press and leave after their show was over… At the same time they were taking 
portraits, they would also try to register customs or places, images that they 
could later sell as picturesque photographs, sold in albums or individually once 
back in their countries of origin (Toral, “Entre retratos e cadavers” 285). 11 

Contra Toral, many did stay, as evidenced in the origin of most of the 

photographers who opened a studio at the time, while others constantly moved from 

place to place. The numbers are quite striking. As Miguel Cuarterolo relates: “In the 

guide ‘Foreigners in Buenos Aires’ [1865] … there were only 29 [photographic] galleries 

in a city of 140 thousand inhabitants. But by the end of the war, the first national census 

(1869) records the existence of 190 photographers in a country of 1,700,000 inhabitants, 

130 of those photographers were established in Buenos Aires” (Cuarterolo, “Una guerra 

en el lienzo” 95).12 

                                                      

11 “Todas as capitais dos países envolvidos na guerra do Paraguai, e boa parte de suas províncias, receberam 
a visita desses profissionais itinerantes vindos da Europa e dos Estados Unidos, que se anunciavam pela 
imprensa e partiam depois de fazer a praça... Ao mesmo tempo que executavam seus retratos, procuravam 
registrar costumes ou lugares, para aproveitamento futuro, como material de gênero pitoresco, vendidas em 
álbuns ou foto por foto, no seu retorno aos seus países de origem."  
All translations are mine, unless otherwise specified. 
12 “En la guía de 'Forasteros en Buenos Ayres' [de 1865]… figuraban apenas 29 galerías en una ciudad de 140 
mil habitantes. Pero hacia el final de la guerra, el primer censo nacional (1869) consigna la existencia de 190 
fotógrafos en un país de 1.700.000 habitantes, de los cuales 130 estaban establecidos en Buenos Aires." 
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Most of the photographic production was dedicated to portraits. It is therefore 

not surprising that cartes-de-visite became so popular. The innovation was patented by 

Parisian photographer André-Adolphe Disdéri in 1854, and in only a few years it 

reached international currency. The technique allowed for the production of multiple 

negatives on the same take (eight or twelve, according to the number of lenses used), 

which made the portraits comparably cheaper, allowing for a much wider clientele.13 In 

war scenarios, they were particularly popular among soldiers leaving for the 

battlefields, eager to leave a print of their memory in face of the uncertainty that awaited 

them. Given the cost reductions—both for production and purchase—and more 

malleable size and material, the cartes-de-visite not only multiplied the number of 

potential clients, but also encouraged the circulation of photographs—two processes that 

perceptibly encouraged the consumption of photographic images.14 They opened the 

way for collections of personal photographs and the creation of albums, as well as the 

                                                      

13 According to Walter Benjamin, this marks the beginning of the industrialization of photography: 
“Industry conquered the [photographic] field with the visiting-card snapshot…” (“A Short History” 5) 
14 Because of this sudden increase in the circulation of images, many researchers speak of the creation of a 
new visual economy, as proposed by Deborah Poole. In the words of Gabriela Nouzeilles: “Not only was the 
invention of photography a leap in the evolution of types of image making and record keeping long 
associated with travel, but its mode of production also facilitated the fast flow and mass consumption of 
images from all over the world by lowering their cost and multiplying their numbers exponentially. If the 
proliferation and traffic of images achieved a spectacular global magnitude under capitalism, photography's 
contribution to the elaboration of this visual economy was crucial. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, 
photographs came to function as a type of common currency that eventually unified all subjects within a 
single global archival network of valuation and desire” (Nouzeilles, “The archival paradox” 43) 
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circulation and appropriation of portraits of public figures, such as presidents and 

military leaders, strengthening the visual channel of nation-building. Additionally, 

photographic images gained another kind of visibility through their adapted 

reproductions in illustrated journals.15 If one important event was reported, for example 

a battle, these journals and even photographic studios would announce forthcoming 

portraits of the figures involved. Bate & Cía. publicized photographs and albums in 

newspapers in Montevideo and Buenos Aires, such as La Tribuna, The Standard, and El 

Siglo (Yubi 8). The expectation created around this new visual access to the war was 

certainly great, as one chronicler from El Siglo put it: “The great upcoming events will 

soon be offered to the nation’s eyes in all their natural splendor” (September 13, 1866).16 

War here was understood as a display of the nation’s greatness, and photography 

promised to capture its full glory for the public—in its “natural” state. Intervening in a 

visual tradition marked by painting, war photographs were expected to confirm the 

“natural splendor” of war as represented in canvases. 

Perhaps the most symptomatic reflection of the heavily visual treatment of the 

war is the fact that the first purportedly historical account of it came in the form of an 

                                                      

15 It is important to point out that the illustrated press had only timidly started the visual coverage of 
contemporary news when this international conflict was unleashed. The use of images to help inform of a 
certain contemporary event was then new. War-related images were hitherto mainly seen in historical 
paintings.  
16 “Los grandes sucesos que se preparan serán bien pronto ofrecidos a la vista del pueblo en su natural 
esplendor."   
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illustrated journal, offering a collection of visual memories accompanied by testimonies 

and articles. Album de la Guerra del Paraguay (1893-1896) was published biweekly in 

Buenos Aires, with subscribers also in Uruguay. This collection of images, however, was 

not meant to write the history of the war. As the opening editorial states,  

…the Album of the War is not precisely meant to write the history of this 
redeeming crusade… but to collect in the form of a gallery the portraits of those 
that battled, the arms they used, the uniforms they wore, the elements of 
mobility at the time available, the so to say picturesque views of the camping 
sites, the fortresses they attacked or defended, the estuaries, rainforests and the 
rivers they crossed, and all those multiple details captured by paintings, 
photographs and drawings, details that will serve future historians… of this 
liberating action and the benefits it yielded to the cause of civilization and 
freedom in this part of America (2).17 

The first number featured a painting called “Distress Call” [La llamada de 

socorro] on its cover page. There we see a group of fit and well-dressed soldiers are 

fiercely looking in all directions, armed and steady (Figure 4). The man in the middle 

holds an Argentinean flag, while the man to his right blows a trumpet. This last gesture, 

the possibility of threat coming from anywhere, and the title of the painting diminish the 

apparent confidence of the group as a whole—and of the higher officer and the national 

                                                      

17 “…el Album de la Guerra no [viene] precisamente para hacer la historia de aquella cruzada redentora que 
publicarán los que con el estudio y la meditación que la obra exige están llamados a escribirla, sino para 
coleccionar en forma de galería, los retratos de los que actuaron, las armas que usaron, los uniformes que 
vistieron, los elementos de movilidad de que se disponía en aquella época, la vista por decirlo así pintoresca, 
de los campamentos que ocuparon, de las fortificaciones que atacaron o defendieron, los esteros, las selvas, 
los ríos que se cruzaron y todos esos múltiples detalles que la pintura, la fotografía o el dibujo ha podido 
fijar y que servirán de antecedentes de información y de consulta al biógrafo o al historiador que presente a 
las generaciones del porvenir el cuadro completo de aquella guerra, las causas que la motivaron, los 
sacrificios que impuso a las naciones de la alianza, su acción libertadora y los beneficios que rindió a la 
civilización y a la libertad de esta parte de América.” 
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flag in particular. Even though the war was over, and Argentina was among the 

victorious trio, the opening image of this tribute cannot escape the unease that 

characterized this war experience as a whole. Yet, nothing is said about this painting in 

the pages of the journal, which reveals a perception of images somehow different from 

the visual practices of the war years. Indeed, it is remarkable that the construction of a 

gallery of images is chosen to recover the memory of the war and its participants, yet not 

its history—marking a clear distinction between these two forms of relating to the past. 

Figure 4: Álbum de la Guerra del Paraguay. Buenos Aires, February 
1, 1893. Year I, N°1.  Biblioteca Nacional del Paraguay. 
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The images of this collection are at once supposed to be faithful and important 

documents, but almost senseless without a historian organizing them. They are treated 

as testimonies, as a collection of primary sources for the historian to discern what to 

believe and what not, as witnesses whose account the historian needs to take with a 

grain of salt. This ambiguous reading of images is further accentuated in the following 

paragraph, where the editor reemphasizes its “visual commitment”: “Our undertaking 

is essentially graphic, without excluding documented verification of the events 

portrayed, nor the contribution of those with full knowledge of the subject they are 

treating… in which case each author will assume full responsibility and deal with 

potential reactions” (2).18 In other words, those wanting to propose a specific reading of 

an image, or simply put in words that a particular view or portrait was historically 

faithful, would need to take full responsibility for that assessment. Concerned with 

historical accuracy, the journal neatly sidestepped any critical appraisal of the images 

reproduced, to the point that no information (e.g. authors, original media) was given of 

the portraits and scenes that filled its pages. The accompanying texts offered little 

dialogue with the images, and readers were hence not guided in how to interpret them. 

                                                      

18 “La relación que emprendemos es esencialmente gráfica, sin excluir en absoluto la comprobación 
documentada de los servicios prestados o de los hechos puestos de manifiesto en el retrato o en la lámina, ni 
los trabajos que nuestra colaboración presente, cuando ella tenga autoridad en la materia que trate y se 
abone con la firma del autor que se publicará o se reservará, en cuyo caso, cada cual asume la 
responsabilidad de sus versiones y afrontará seguramente la discusión que pudiera provocar.” 
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Almost thirty years before, however, the separation between image and text was 

not yet so distinct. If Album de la Guerra was a step back in the direction of thinking of 

images as mere decorative souvenirs, as complements to a written piece, or as objects 

that request a specialized reading, Correo del Domingo evidenced a more flexible and 

adventurous treatment of images and texts. This is not to say that images had lost all 

power or significance in the midst of their massive reproducibility. On the contrary, the 

collection of images, particularly photographs, was a practice that at the turn of the 

century was extended to a considerably wide audience.19 But where Correo del Domingo 

would start its columns commenting on the images included in the journal, Album de la 

Guerra adopted a more circumspect relationship with its visual content, more interested 

in collecting and less so in reflecting on their expression and reception. 

1.2 The Illustrated Press: Correo del Domingo 

Correo del Domingo (1864-1868; 1879/1880) was among the first journals in the Rio 

de la Plata region to give a steady and important place to images. Although there were 

some important precedents in the first half of the century, it is mainly in the 1860s that 

this type of press starts to develop.20 Even before the development of the half-tone 

                                                      

19 See Verónica Tell, "Reproducción fotográfica e impresión fotomecánica: materialidad y apropiación de 
imágenes a fines del siglo XIX." 
20 The journals published by Swiss lithographer César Hipólito Bacle during the regimen of Juan Manuel de 
Rosas are among the most important visual accounts of the 1830s. 
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process (1890s) and the beginning of photojournalism as such, the illustrated press 

during the nineteenth-century managed to include maps, portraits, and different kind of 

scenes informing about contemporary news (engravings that many times were based on 

photographs).21 It offered a dynamic and visually rich mixture of news, fiction, and 

historical accounts. It was also markedly different from that of earlier illustrated journals 

in Argentina which many times printed images that did not dialogue with the text. In 

these cases (e.g. La Gaceta Mercantil 1823-1852, La Ilustración Argentina 1853), the clichés 

were brought from Europe, giving less freedom to a visual content that was hence of 

foreign subject matter (Szir, "De la cultura impresa" 13). 

Correo del Domingo first appeared as a publication aimed at fostering the arts in 

the local scene, but its interests soon proved to be much wider and eclectic. Following 

the example of illustrated journals such as the Parisian L'Illustration (1843-1944), Correo 

del Domingo included not only serialized novels (folletines), poems, artistic reviews, and 

music sheets, but also articles on economic and political issues, reports on the number of 

railways in different countries, population statistics, immigration and criminality across 

the continent, and historical essays, to name a few examples. Once the war against 

                                                      

21 See Esther Gabara, "'Cannon and Camera'--Photography and Colonialism in the Américas," and Sandra 
Szir, "Reporte documental, régimen visual y fotoperiodismo. La ilustración de noticias en la prensa 
periódica en Buenos Aires (1850-1910)." 
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Paraguay started, the journal published numerous illustrations of the war, including 

maps and various types of visual images.  

Founded by José María Cantilo, Juan María Gutiérrez, José Mármol and Luis 

Domínguez, the support of the government and its participation in the war was no 

surprise. Cantilo was at the time senator for the Buenos Aires province. With a long and 

renowned career as historian, politician, poet and literary critic, Gutiérrez was then dean 

of the University of Buenos Aires. Paladin poets in the fight against Rosas, Mármol and 

Domínguez also held public office. As a matter of fact, Mármol was Mitre’s special 

envoy in Brazil when the war began, and Domínguez was Minister of Finance under 

Domingo F. Sarmiento’s presidency. Both Mármol’s Amalia and Domínguez’s History of 

Argentina were for long assigned readings in the public schooling system. Among Correo 

del Domingo’s frequent collaborators we find Ricardo Gutiérrez, Marcos Sastre, Mitre 

(then president of the Argentine Republic), Sarmiento (future president), and many 

other powerful figures. The variety of its content was also guaranteed by the publication 

of essays and literary works of women and men of Latin America, Anglo America, and 

Europe—sometimes even including comments on the works of the translators.22 Given 

                                                      

22 This geographically wide curiosity was actually very common in the press of the time. Newspapers were 
avid to exploit the increasingly rapid circulation of news and works, concerned with keeping up with times 
and being a universal player. Reading the newspapers of the 1860s-1880s in Buenos Aires, I was surprised 
by the informed coverage of news not only from the American continent and Europe, but also Africa, Asia, 
and Oceania. 
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the success of the publication and the number of prominent figures that contributed to 

its pages, we can safely assume that the journal expressed in many ways the views of the 

political, economic, and cultural elites of Buenos Aires. The strongly patriotic tone of its 

editorials, the symbols that appear in the journal's header, the publication of Mitre's 

histories of the wars of independence (which are founding texts in the creation of a 

national history), the gallery of portraits featuring the national "founding fathers" and 

those deemed worthy of admiration from other nations (e.g. Abraham Lincoln, Andrés 

Bello), all these were strategies aimed at forming an audience not only informed in 

literary and artistic issues, but also devotees of the Argentine nation and its place within 

the "civilized" world. 

According to Sandra Szir, Correo del Domingo set forth an epochal innovation in 

the focus and nature of illustrations: that of the coverage of contemporary news 

(“Reporte documental” 2). Until the 1860s, the visual content of the illustrated journals 

referred primarily to portraits of public figures, typical customs and national “types,” 

scientific findings and curiosities, allegorical images, and views of cities and landscapes 

from around the world. Soon enough, the recreation of fictional scenes from the novels 

being published and the reproduction of paintings also came to be included in the visual 
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repertoire of the print world. But the use of images to help inform of a particular—

contemporary—event was hitherto rare.23  

Planning its commercial strategy, Correo del Domingo used images for the value 

they added to the publication, quite literally: after announcing a price increase, the 

editors affirmed that “this increase is absolutely necessary because of the expenses this 

publication demands, particularly in its illustrated content, which adds novelty and 

interest to our pages” (July 16, 1864).24 In one of its first numbers, Correo del Domingo 

speculated with the kind of welcoming the publication was having (January 31, 1864). 

With the usual mocking tone of Cantilo's writing, the column titled "Critical Judgement" 

[Juicio crítico] did not comment on the journal's readers—whose opinion was unknown 

to Cantilo—but on "people who have not read the journal, who have not even seen its 

covers."  Cantilo imagines their reactions in the heart of a well-off household. There, a 

"girl" [niña], an "ex-girl" [ex-niña], a "man of importance" [hombre de importancia], a 

"serious man" [hombre serio], and a "lady of importance" [dama de importancia] hold a 

dialogue in which they make fun of literary people and their boring poetry and 

nonsense: “Have you seen what Gutiérrez, Gómez, Mármol, and Domínguez are doing 

                                                      

23 Satirical publications like El Mosquito (1863-1893) would use its cartoons to comment on current political 
and social issues, but not to report or inform "objectively" about a particular event. 
24 “Es de todo punto indispensable hacer este aumento por los gastos que esta publicación demanda, sobre 
todo en su parte ilustrada, que le añade novedad e interés.” 
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at their age? (…) It is something disgraceful for serious men and for the country. What 

will foreigners think of us!" 25 The "lady of importance" starts enumerating a list of 

errands to her "maid Policarpa" [criada Policarpa] and asks her to wrap one of the 

objects using “that paper with figures that was brought in yesterday.”26 Policarpa is the 

first one to value the journal: “But, madam, it is the Correo del Domingo with the portrait 

of [opera singer Carolina] Briol.”27 Then the "daughter" adds that the journal included 

“some nice verses and a very entertaining novel.”28 Curiously enough, if the comment 

above regarding foreigners' opinion seemed to mock some groups' obsession with 

international acceptance, such an attitude is actually revalidated when one of the last 

positive comments about the journal is put in the mouth of “a foreigner”: “By the men 

who write in it, I bet that paper offers something good; and also because I see what kind 

of people criticize it without listening.”29 The journal ultimately vindicates itself with the 

favorable opinion of a foreigner (the highest kind of validation apparently), never mind 

that his judgement is also based on appearances and preconceptions.  

                                                      

25 “¿Has visto, hombre, en lo que se ocupan Gutiérrez, Gómez, Mármol y Domínguez a la edad que tienen? 
(…) Eso es vergonzoso para hombres serios y para el país. ¡Qué dirán los extranjeros de nosotros!” 
26 “…ese papel que han traído ayer con figuras.” 
27 “Señora, mire que es el Correo del Domingo con el retrato de la [cantante de ópera Carolina] Briol.” 
28 “…unos versos muy lindos y una novela muy entretenida.” 
29 “Ese papel debe tener algo bueno, según los hombres que en él escriben, y luego porque veo quienes le 
condenan sin oírlo.” 
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Beyond the mockery and sarcasm, it is evident that the publication targeted—or 

at least desired—a diverse audience.  Reaching affluent households on the festive day of 

Christian tradition, the publication hoped to reach readers of different classes, genders, 

Figure 5: Back Cover. Correo del Domingo, December 17, 
1865. 
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and origins.30 Images would play a key role in overcoming these barriers. It is indeed 

significant that, in Cantilo's account, Policarpa is the first one to be attracted by the 

magazine's cover, showing the portrait of the singer that was gaining the applause of 

Buenos Aires' audiences with the operas Lucía and Medea (Bilbao 216). In this playful 

self-assessment, the journal reveals itself aware of the power of images to turn readers 

into consumers. Illustrations could attract people into reading a new novel, the accounts 

of the war, or articles about historical events and figures: “To add even more interest to 

this work [Paris in America], we have decided to illustrate several passages. Today’s 

print represents one of the interesting scenes from the chapter of the fire” (June 25, 

1864).31 If in these cases, the visual appeal was used to support the declared educational 

objectives of the journal, in that same issue we find examples stimulating the kind of 

“material interests” condemned in the journal’s declaration of principles. We read, for 

instance, the announcement of the arrival of “fashion designs from Paris” (those 

interested needed to pay 5 additional pesos) and the option of “illustrated ads”: 

merchants that wanted to complement their ads with a print of their products needed 

simply to go to the journal’s printing offices where “an intelligent illustrator will copy 

                                                      

30 Its price was clearly prohibitive for the vast majority. At the beginning, monthly subscription costed 25 
pesos (for four issues of 16 pages each). Already a few months later, however, subscription is increased to 30 
pesos, while the sale of individual copies was now also available (10 pesos each). 
31 “Para dar más interés si cabe a esta obra [París en América], hemos resuelto ilustrar varios pasajes de ella. 
La lámina de hoy representa una de las interesantes escenas del capítulo relativo al Incendio.” 
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the desired objects to accompany the ads.”32 The amount of visual stimulation that 

readers were receiving was striking—to the point that the journal also starts 

incorporating visual games (Figure 5. See footnote for solution).33  

At the same time, the differentiation of the images’ objectives and truth claims 

was a tricky matter. How would consumers distinguish between images informing 

about real events, representing fictional scenes, or depicting an advertised product? No 

matter the original medium (a painting, a drawing, a photograph, or a print), they were 

all to a great extent equalized under the hand of a copyist (usually Henry Meyer) in the 

space of the journal. In this moment of intense nation-building, what an image was 

supposed to represent, how an image was judged more or less “real,” was not 

necessarily defined by rules of objective accuracy in relation to an observable referent. 

Different conceptions of reality and representation coexisted; understandings that did 

not respect media boundaries. The example of a portrait of José de San Martín, a key 

figure in the national pantheon of heroes, is illustrative in this respect: 

The portrait published today comes from a photograph of an oil painting done 
by a lady artist in Brussels… Today’s generation is familiar with the grave 
features of the illustrious American thanks to several portraits that show him in 
the last third of his life. The one that appears today in the Correo del Domingo 
portrays him during that age in which his heart enkindled with the great 
endeavors and dangers that he needed to fight in order to obtain America’s 
independence. 

                                                      

32 “…un dibujador inteligente se encargará de copiar los objetos que se quiera para acompañar el aviso 
respectivo.” 
33 Hieroglyph’s solution: “Ahora que te veo me acuerdo” [Now that I see you, I remember]. 
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The photograph that was in turn used to create the Correo’s copy was a gift that 
Mr. Balcarce’s wife sent in 1863 to a gentleman of this city, who had the 
deference to lend it to us. In the original painting, San Martín holds the 
Argentinean flag in his hand and its colors create the painting’s background. 
Talking about this painting, we find the following words in a recent 
distinguished publication that was edited by a prominent Argentinean writer: 
“This painting belongs to the general’s family and was his most esteemed 
portrait. It has served to sculpt the head of the statues raised in Buenos Aires 
and Santiago de Chile. 

 “El General D. José de San Martín,” Correo del Domingo, January 15, 1865 
(Emphasis added). 34 

From painting to photograph, lithograph and statue, the accepted fluidity of 

media that this passage exemplifies is ultimately justified by the source image: not a 

photograph, but a painting.35 The latter’s authority is not based on its degree of 

                                                      

34 “El retrato que hoy reproduce el Correo del Domingo, es tomado de una fotografía del retrato al óleo que 
hizo en Bruselas una señora artista… La generación actual conoce las facciones severas del ilustre americano 
por diversos retratos que le representan en el último tercio de su vida. El que hoy aparece en el Correo le 
ofrece en aquella edad en que se inflamaba su corazón ante las grandes empresas que había que realizar y 
los peligros que era preciso afrontar para conseguir la independencia de la América. La fotografía que ha 
servido a su vez para la copia del Correo, es un presente que la esposa del señor Balcarce envió en 1863 a un 
caballero de esta ciudad, quien tuvo la deferencia de facilitarlo con este objeto. En el cuadro original, San 
Martín está representado con la bandera argentina en la mano, cuyos colores sirven de fondo al cuadro. 
Respecto de este, se lee en una notable publicación reciente de documentos relativos al general San Martín, 
hecha bajo la dirección de un distinguido escritor argentino, estas palabras: "Este cuadro pertenece a la 
familia del general, y era el más estimado por el personaje que representa. Ha servido para modelar la 
cabeza de las estatuas erigidas en Buenos Aires y en Santiago de Chile.” 
35 In her brilliant analysis of the different kinds of images and consuming alternatives that the journal Caras 
y Caretas offered, Verónica Tell affirms that "esa publicación propició un giro en los modos de consumo de 
imágenes promoviendo diferentes materialidades y alteró, con estos procedimientos, las posiciones de 
original y copia, de la fotografía y su reproducción" (Reproducción fotográfica 152). But, although her 
analysis shows that Caras y Caretas indeed offered innovative ways of consuming the images that the journal 
circulated, the study of previous publications (such as Correo del Domingo) reveals that the categories of 
"original" and "copy" were already blurry before. The question of a photograph's aurality (as oxymoronic as 
it may sound) seem to come as a result of the same process of division of media and their discourses to 
which we were referring before (Tagg). Tell herself gives the example of a cigarette company that offers "real 
photographs" (fotografías verdaderas). 
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accuracy. Rather, it is the fact that it offers consumers a young and strong San Martín—

an image preferred by San Martín himself. It was, in other words, the most ideal 

portrayal, showing him as the determined military leader “easy to imagine” fighting in 

the wars of independence. It needed thus to be reproduced in every possible form. Other 

images—including a daguerreotype—did less justice to the portrayed and what he stood 

for in the national imaginary.36 What examples like this one reveal is that the 

“effectiveness” of a given representation had less to do with the medium itself than with 

the feelings and discourses it could help reinforce. The daguerreotype of an aged San 

Martín, closer to death, was a less inspiring image than the painting, particularly in 

relation to war.  

In order to secure their positive appreciation, most of these images are 

thoroughly commented, but rarely described. Indeed, in most commentaries the image 

is an excuse for the narration of a story, the recreation of a setting, the rendition of a 

person’s personality, or the evocation of feelings and sensations. In this sense, Cantilo 

has a very different stance regarding the interpretation of images than that of Album de la 

Guerra del Paraguay. Correo del Domingo’s texts are a guide through which to read the 

images. This is particularly important when we notice that just as images traveled across 

different media, that same fluidity continued within the lithographic world itself. As 

                                                      

36 This image is still the most canonical portrait of San Martín-appearing, for instance, on the five pesos bill. 
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mentioned above, both the origin and the objective of lithographs were variable—and it 

was hence the accompanying text that defined whether an image was aimed at 

representing a real or a fictional event. In the visual world of the journal, real people 

(portraits) coexisted with imaginary, but familiar characters (from novels and operas), 

and also with real, but anonymous people (soldiers at war); all indistinguishably 

inhabiting the world of the lithographs. 

The differentiation of the discourses of truth and fiction behind each lithograph 

was thus not that immediate. Compare, for instance, an illustration reporting on the 

Figure 6: “View of one part of the Palermo Forest when the afternoon darkness 
waned.” Correo del Domingo, March 25, 1866. Biblioteca Nacional Argentina. 
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passing of a hurricane in the Palermo Park (Figure 6) with another one recreating a scene 

from an opera at the Colón Theater (Figure 7). The images are remarkably similar. Were 

it not for the caption, the journal's subscribers would not be able to tell one image helps 

inform about a recent event, while the other one represents an opera scene. Both images 

reach the reader through the same medium, using the same technology, and trusting in 

the skills of the same artist, Meyer. Even the reporting of the hurricane resembles the 

passage of the many novels the journal published: it describes how families and friends 

had gathered at the park to enjoy an afternoon picnic and the drama that unleashed 

when the hurricane attacked them by surprise. The print is described as a faint 

remembrance ("recuerdo, aunque débil") of that moment, and the author of the drawing 

is only referred to as “the artist.”37  

Following the visual opportunities opened by photographers (e.g. covering the 

inauguration of a new railway, the arrival of a particular figure, or life at the war front), 

                                                      

37 "El huracán en el bosque de Palermo. En la parte ilustrada del CORREO DEL DOMINGO queda un 
recuerdo, aunque débil, del huracán del día 9. En un sitio apartado del bosque de Palermo se habían 
reunido esa tarde y en diversos lugares, más de cuarenta personas, que habían ido a pasar un día agradable 
bajo la sombra de aquellos árboles corpulentos. El huracán sorprendió a los paseantes sin darles tiempo de 
tomar precauciones. Era la hora de la comida, las mesas estaban cubiertas, reinaba en todos la alegría más 
bulliciosa; había señoras y niños en algunos grupos. Los festivos jóvenes de una de las comparsas que más 
divirtieron en el último carnaval, cantaban y tocaban la guitarra en plena alegría. El huracán estalló, la noche 
tendió su manto negro sobre la tierra, y los árboles doblados hasta el suelo por el viento que bramaba, son 
tronchados o arrancados de raíz. Apenas volvió la luz del día, uno de los grupos corre hacia la diligencia 
cuyos caballos habíanla arrebatado por entre los troncos derribando al conductor, y quieren ocuparla para 
volver a la ciudad. La diligencia es pequeña para tanto pasajero, algunos de los cuales corren en otra 
dirección en busca de amigos y de alguno de los carruajes en que habían hecho el paseo. Esa es la escena que 
el artista ha bosquejado". Correo del Domingo, March 25, 1866. 
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Correo del Domingo included images referring to news of the day. But intervening in this 

innovative visual coverage of contemporary events, while also continuing with old 

discourses—such as allegories, portraits, and fictional accounts—made it even more 

difficult for lithographs to have a defined field and language of intervention. This 

ambiguity was, however, something shared with other contemporary visual media. 

Indeed, photography and visual prints were but the latest innovations of a visual 

technological revolution that had been changing the visual language already since the 

first half of the 19th century (Crary). This multiplication and interrelation of visual 

media provoked, according to Gottfried Boehm, the discursive crisis that has 

Figure 7: “Colón Theatre. Scene from the final act of ‘Forza del Destino.’” Correo del 
Domingo, September 16, 1866. Biblioteca Nacional Argentina. 
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characterized the world of images from the mid-nineteenth century onward, 

“[f]ollowing the end of a binding system of genres accelerated by the invention of 

photography and motion pictures, a system that formerly defined the co-ordinates to 

which images were to refer, which contents of the world they should thematise, and 

which cultural mission they were to fulfill." (Boehm and Mitchell 12) But what Boehm 

sees as a crisis in the European context cannot be read in the same way in the Rio de la 

Plata region, since the institutional apparatus for Western arts and visual media in 

general was not yet established. Instead, the construction and consolidation of such an 

apparatus would develop in the midst of all these contesting visual media and 

traditions.  

With this in mind, it is not surprising to find in the illustrated journal a voice that 

tried to define the role and power (or not) of the different images it presented. Its 

judgment was however quite flexible. Sometimes images were deemed insufficient in 

their communicative power; other times they were deemed more real than the referent 

itself. These are the years of a timid commencement of art criticism—which would 

become stronger in the following decades and turn of the century (Muñoz; Malosetti 

Costa). Because of this lack of any systematic method or institutional support, the texts 

themselves are quite whimsical in their verdicts and casual in the treatment of the 

subject. It is certainly often difficult to distinguish what passages refer to the image 

itself, and which ones used it as an excuse to comment on a variety of issues. There is 
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usually no aesthetic criticism. The articles hence act at once as a chronicle of the events 

or biography of a public persona, and a description of the image—as if suggesting a 

smooth congruency, unless explicitly stated otherwise.  

Without endorsing a Procrustean approach, it could be said that most comments 

on images sought to impose their view on the reader, guiding her gaze with statements 

that try to conceal their subjective interpretation. This is the case when Gutiérrez says: 

“Doesn’t it seem that he [an illustrated fisherman] is mumbling ‘Oh, good old times!’” 

(April 30, 1865)38 or when portraits are described as the best representation of a given 

figure: “I think nobody in Buenos Aires will ever do a better portrait of the president 

than Meyer, even when done in pencil” (January 15, 1865).39 These statements are all the 

more influential when they come before the print: this order prepares the reader for 

what comes next, and makes her a pre-informed viewer.40 

Taking into account all the foregoing, it becomes apparent that the images 

circulating in the press were part of another kind of disciplinary discourse: one creating 

                                                      

38 "¿No le parece a ud. que va diciendo entre dientes: "qué tiempos aquellos!" 
39 “Yo creo que nadie hará en Buenos Aires el retrato del presidente mejor que Meyer, y eso al correr del 
lápiz.” 
40 This is clearly not the case when the image appears on the front page. The number published on October 
1, 1865, for instance, offers the image of a cheering crowd and the title "Buenas Noticias." The first column of 
the following page goes under the same title and informs about the news of the defeat of Uruguayana. The 
front image is not directly mentioned, but the matching title and the description of people celebrating the 
good news show that the text worked both as a description of the events and of the illustration: "Pero ahí 
está ese grupo formado delante de la entrada de la capitanía del puerto que celebra la caída de la 
Uruguayana con un gozo exento de todo pesar." 
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national citizens. Consequently, it is possible to discern what kind of images could work 

within this discourse—or were at least capable of being adapted to it. Style and content 

needed to be simple enough to allow for an easy and unconflicted reading, while at the 

same time being sufficiently open so as not to impose limits on the textual comment. 

More importantly, an image was admired not because of its objective accuracy or 

resemblance (particularly in the case of portraits), but to the extent that it showed what 

readers wanted and had to see. In other words, images were meant to attract the reader-

viewer’s attention, while at the same time not encouraging a critical look. Illustrations of 

novels’ scenes, portraits, war reports, promotion of technological and infrastructure 

developments offered little that could disturb the predicated values of the journal, 

reproducing a set of gender, political, and socioeconomic ideals and norms. Shock was 

to be avoided.41The intentional selection of easily digestible images becomes apparent 

when we notice several dramatic examples in the first issues of the journal (such as the 

image of a train crash published on December 18, 1864 or the cover exhibiting the ruins 

of the Paysandú church on January 29, 1865) that disappear as the war becomes more 

intense and less popular. The soothing and reassuring tone would be accentuated 

during the war: 

                                                      

41 The Album de la Guerra del Paraguay would follow a similar approach, mainly printing portraits. It did 
however include a few images of the ruins of the Humaytá church and, most surprisingly, José Ignacio 
Garmendia's reproduction of one of the photographs showing a pile of dead bodies. 
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To match the portrait of the five brave men on the cover, a barmaid would be 
better than a laundress. But we must respect the artists’ whim, who ultimately 
have their own logic even when we do not see it at first. And indeed, the ideas 
that these fierce men provoke when in front of the enemy… must be mitigated 
with some cheerful spectacle, with some smiling image. That’s the role that this 
young and graceful maid performs for our subscribers, while descending to the 
river’s green shore to carry out a laundress’s humble duties (Correo del Domingo, 
March 4, 1866. Emphasis added). 42 

                                                      

42 “Para hacer juego al retrato de los cinco valientes que adornan la primera página del Correo de hoy, mejor 
cuadraría una cantinera que una lavandera. Pero es preciso respetar los caprichos de los artistas y que al fin 
tienen su lógica aunque no aparezca a primera vista. Y en efecto, las ideas que despiertan los bravos al frente 
del enemigo… deben mitigarse con algún espectáculo risueño, con alguna imagen que sonría. Ése es el 
papel que desempeña a favor de nuestros suscriptores esa joven, ágil y agraciada muchacha que desciende a 
la verde orilla del río a desempeñar su humilde oficio de lavandera.” 

Figure 8: Front and Back Cover. Correo del Domingo, March 4, 1866. Biblioteca 
Nacional Argentina. 
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The supposedly strong impression that the portraits of the officers produced in readers 

needed to be compensated with the mild image of a laundress at the back of the journal 

(Figure 8). The figure of the laundress is given as much importance as the portraits of the 

officers. Not only does she occupy the center of the back cover, but the surrounding text 

is also doubly subordinated to the image: by theme and by spatial distribution.  The text 

comments on the properties and purposes of the image, and the centrality of the latter is 

further emphasized by the prominent place it occupies on the page. The image literally 

moves the text to the margins, splitting it in two columns. The illustration hence 

interrupts the flow of words and the reader is forced to pause at the image before 

continuing to read. Additionally, the text in the upper part of the page belongs to one of 

the serialized novels the journal was publishing—one of Correo’s most alluring textual 

components. The illustration conveniently follows the “to be continued” at the end of 

the story. Hooked readers of the novel would subtly be led to appreciate the smiling 

worker: “our laundress is a type of the Del Plata’s shore, an indigenous flower that the 

artist has collected for the herbarium of national uses and customs which Correo del 

Domingo will publish every now and then.”43 The journal’s front and back covers are 

appropriately decorated with figures of the imagined national community: some duly 

                                                      

43 "Nuestra lavandera es un tipo de la orilla del Plata, una flor indígena del bajo que el álbum del artista ha 
recogido para el herbario de costumbres, trajes y usos nacionales que de cuando en cuando reproducirá el 
Correo del Domingo." 
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identified by name as heroes, others cherished as anonymous, ideal types. Both happily 

serving and constructing the nation. 

1.3 War Imaginaries 

As the example of the laundress shows, the Paraguayan War coincided with 

some of the first systematic efforts to construct a sense of nationhood; and a discourse of 

national pride permeates particularly through the press. The war constituted both a 

possibility for strengthening the patriotic discourse and a challenge to this ideally 

smooth visual landscape—the former would see its convincing powers undercut by the 

weak reasons and heavy costs of the war. Not surprisingly, in painting, the patriotic 

discourse would choose the wars of independence as the most effective theme. 

Sufficiently distant to erase its bloodier aspects and glorified by the widespread ideals of 

freedom and equality, the wars of independence—or against a European imperial 

power, as in the case of the Battle of Avahy—seemed more suitable for the objectives of a 

patriotic agenda. As one important exponent of historical painting, Chilean Pedro 

Subercaseux, recalls in his memoirs: “Two periods of our History strongly captivated 

me: Conquest and Independence, because of their heroic and picturesque nature” 

(152).44 The civil wars or the Triple Alliance war could hardly be imagined as heroic, 

                                                      

44 “Me atraían fuertemente dos épocas de nuestra historia: la Conquista y la Independencia, por lo que ellas 
representan de heroico y a la vez de pintoresco.” 
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much less “picturesque,” given that the sanguinary decimation of a till then brother 

nation was hard to hide or justify.  

During the 1850s and the first half of the 1860s, Buenos Aires had set the tone for 

the nation’s self-perception of its own “heroes” and “glorious events.” History paintings 

played a key role in entrenching a new national memory, especially before the 

expansion of schooling: 

As the modern nation-state was not yet established, with the consequent 
program of cultural homogenization, painting was one of the many weapons 
used in the debate regarding the political identity of the Argentine Nation, which 
was considered preexistent to the proto states of Buenos Aires and the 
Confederation (who were fighting for the direction of the state organization). The 
images were supposed to install in the collective memory the founding episodes 
with sufficient force to erase the political ideology that had established them 
(Amigo, Las armas de la pintura 10). 45 

During these decades, paintings were a key “weapon” in the construction of the 

nation-state. The wars of independence were the prevalent focus, but also popular was 

the fight against Juan Manuel de Rosas. In paintings and in prints, there is a marked 

repetition of portraits of figures such as San Martín, Manuel Belgrano, Giuseppe 

Garibaldi, and even Mitre. Also part of this heroic narrative were portraits of 

                                                      

45 “Al no estar establecido el Estado-nación moderno, con el consecuente programa de homogeneización 
cultural, la pintura fue una de las armas utilizadas en el debate sobre la identidad política de la Nación 
Argentina, considerada como preexistente a los proto-Estados de Buenos Aires y la Confederación que 
disputaban bélicamente la dirección de la organización estatal. Las imágenes debían instalar en la memoria 
colectiva los episodios fundadores con tal fuerza que se desliese la ideología política que los había 
establecido como verdad.” A good panorama of this kind of historical painting is the one offered by the 
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes in the exhibition: Las armas de la pintura. La Nación en construcción (1852-
1870), curated by Roberto Amigo (Buenos Aires, 2008). 
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anonymous soldiers. Both the named and unnamed soldiers helped bridge the military 

and the national spirit. Waldemar Carlsen’s Episodio del sitio de Buenos Aires (1861) and 

Juan Manuel Blanes’ Batalla de Caseros. Carga de Caballería (1856/57) portray the heroism 

of the military forces, with soldiers defending the city or fiercely attacking the enemy. 

Luigi Novarese’s Desembarco de tropas de Buenos Aires después de Pavón (1862) conveys the 

warm and cheerful welcome of the soldiers after a decisive victory. Jean-León Pallière’s 

Guardia Nacional (1858) and Partida de la Guardia Nacional al embarcarse (1862) are 

particularly good examples of lionizing anonymous soldiers. Promoting the republican 

ideal of the “armed citizen,” the paintings present an economically and racially diverse 

military force equalized under the national military uniform in defense of shared ideals. 

In all of these paintings, the military is not a corporate body, but an incarnation of the 

nation. 

Contrary to these narratives of glory and sacrifice, the Triple Alliance War was a 

failed attempt in the construction of national unity—something of key importance for 

these newly independent states. As Sebastian Díaz argues, not all nineteenth-century 

wars in Latin America helped the states to “reinforce their hegemony over different 

groups or communities, erasing their conflicts and crystallizing the nation; in the case of 

the productions of the Paraguayan War [a.k.a. Triple Alliance War], both the visual and 
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the textual spheres were unable to construct a hegemonic reading of the nation, the 

fatherland, the republic, or the citizenry” (13).46  

In this contested terrain, the official stance affirmed that Argentina was only 

reacting defensively, responding to an appalling affront that could not be tolerated—

that of Solano López’s invasion of Corrientes. Additionally, the war was to be 

understood as a civilizing mission to free the Paraguayan people from the tyrant that 

had kept them isolated from the civilized world. Following this line, the Paraguayan 

War was presented as the last occurrence of Argentina’s liberating role in the wars of 

independence in South America—read as a fight against all kind of oppression.  A poem 

by Ricardo Gutiérrez published in Correo del Domingo on April 23, 1865 summarizes this 

perspective:47 

 
La redención del Paraguay 
Se estremece la tierra      Patria despedazada 
donde abatió la frente el león Hispano,    en noche de vergüenza y tiranía, 
donde se hundió el orgullo de Inglaterra    oh! templa un tanto tu dolor profundo!... 
y el hijo del soberbio Lusitano!     ya te escuchó la tierra  
Se estremece la tierra       donde abatió su frente el león Hispano, 
donde la espada de Belgrano!      donde se hundió el orgullo de Inglaterra, 
La fuerza del destino,       y el hijo del soberbio Lusitano! 
Atila de la América, te lanza     Ya te escuchó la tierra 
sobre el suelo Arjentino!...      de Alvear, de San Martín, de Belgrano! 

                                                      

46 “…contrariamente a las hipótesis tradicionales que señalan que la guerra en el siglo XIX permiten (sic) a 
los estados reforzar su hegemonía sobre diferentes grupos o comunidades, borrando sus conflictos y 
cristalizando la nación, en el caso de las producciones durante la Guerra del Paraguay ni lo visual ni lo 
textual pueden construir una lectura hegemónica de la nación, la patria, la república o la ciudadanía.” (13) 
47 Original spelling. Notably, one of the most celebrated and remembered poems by Gutiérrez is actually one 
where the poet laments the occurrence and effects of the war: "La Victoria" (published in La Revista 
Argentina, 1868). 
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La voz del Paraguay pide venganza,    Y tú, pueblo del Sol, patria sublime, 
y el pueblo justiciero      el estandarte de tus glorias bate, 
que hundió en sus montes su primer verdugo,    sobre el escudo de tus padres toca 
vuela á romper sobre tu frente  el yugo,     y de nuevo redime 
de su opresor postrero!      á precio de sangre 
Ah! Por eso resuena       al hermano que jime 
sobre la tierra clásica de Mayo     atado á la cadena de una roca? 
el golpe de tu planta, paraguayo,     Tumba de tres coronas 
uncida al eslabon de tu cadena!     que liberaste el mundo Americano! 
Hija infeliz de la Nacion que un día    levanta el himno que en la lid entonas 
alumbró sobre el mundo      porque llama á su tumba otro tirano! 
de San Martín la formidable Espada!...       
 

As its title announces, the poem defends the idea that it was not a war against 

Paraguay, but for (the salvation of) the Paraguayan people. The chained brother claims 

for the return of the swords that “liberated the American world.” The figures and 

principles of the independence period are invoked to insert the new conflict within the 

heroic narrative deployed to explain the wars against the Spanish empire. Correo del 

Domingo published several historical articles about the independence, including excerpts 

from Mitre’s biographies of Manuel Belgrano and José de San Martín.  

What poetry, editorials, and various other articles could so easily manipulate 

proved to be an overly heavy load for the most distinguished painters in Argentina. It 

was hence left to “minor artists” (Amigo), i.e. soldier-artists and those working in the 

illustrated press industry, to visually cover the war. The drawings these artists produced 

had to face the problems painters were trying to avoid. As mentioned before, Correo del 
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Domingo was particularly blatant in its patriotic agenda,48 and it developed a series of 

strategies to try to cope with the challenges of portraying such an unpopular war. Given 

its weekly circulation and the wide range of interests, the journal could freely choose its 

content—not being constrained by the need to cover the news of the day. Sunday was 

the day of rest—and of worship of the heroes and marvels of civilization: 

The editors of illustrated journals knew that they shared the same readership as 
that of newspapers and that images’ attributes were expanded by the circulation 
of the press. In the 19th century there was no other alternative to obtain the 
dissemination of images to large social groups. On the other hand, the selection 
of an event and the narrative style responded to editorial policies determined 
by what the journal wanted the reader not only to know but also to remember 
(Szir, “Reporte documental” 2-3. Emphasis added). 49 

The editorials, articles and various contributions that constituted most of the journal’s 

content were hence key in reinforcing the ideals of patriotism and Western civilization 

that the journal so feverishly promoted. Images and texts worked together—even when 

there was not a direct description of the former, most of them were meant to be read 

                                                      

48 "Las publicaciones del género del Correo del Domingo adscriben en su tono didáctico y su aspiración 
divulgadora, al proceso de difusión de imágenes, que, junto con otras producidas en diversos soportes 
(pinturas, estampas, sellos postales) crearon valores simbólicos que acompañaron la construcción del 
estado-nación moderno" (Szir, "De la cultura impresa" 16) 
49 “Los editores de periódicos ilustrados sabían que quienes los adquirían eran asimismo lectores de diarios 
y que a los atributos de la imagen se sumaba otro: la particularidad de la extensión del alcance de la prensa. 
No existía en el siglo XIX otra alternativa que potenciaba la difusión de imágenes para tan amplios grupos 
sociales. Por otra parte, la selección de un hecho y los modos de narrarlo conciernen entonces a políticas 
editoriales que implican no sólo lo que el periódico desea que el lector conozca sino también lo que pretende 
que recuerde.” 
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with a text commenting on the same theme.50 In his editorial column (“La Semana”) 

Cantilo repetitively protested against the negative circulating news and opinions about 

the war and the country’s performance. And the journal as a whole put forward a set of 

strategies to counter these critical views. Under the pen name Bruno, Cantilo echoed the 

official arguments of the war (in speeches, other journals, memoirs, etc.) and defended 

the indefensible—to the point of arguing that the accusations against Mitre’s 

miscalculations were based on a grammatical error. According to Bruno, the president 

did not promise “in three months in Asunción” but “to Asunción” (August 27, 1865); a 

proclamation that he had indeed honored.51 

The disparate images of what war was supposed to look like (glorious, heroic, 

and honorable) and its discredited reality can be appreciated in a number of instances in 

the pages of the journal. First and foremost, there is the image of the soldier—that 

maximum expression of the ideal citizen, ready to give his life to defend the 

motherland.52 During the war, photographic studios were quick to exploit the portraits 

of politicians and military figures—especially when involved in a recent battle or when 

                                                      

50 A notable exception is the number that features a lithographic reproduction of the photograph of a 
destroyed church after the bombardment of Paysandú. The journal says nothing about the gloomy image on 
its cover-even when Argentina was not yet officially participating in the war. January 29, 1865. 
51 “El general Mitre no dijo aquella noche 'a los tres meses en Asunción (…) Lo que dijo fue 'a los tres meses 
a la Asunción.' Ya ven pues que no es lo mismo; y si lo otro no se ha verificado, ni fue tampoco ofrecido, de 
esto no se puede decir igual cosa, pues hacia allá irá el ejército, puesto en pie en tres meses” (“La Semana” 
Correo del Domingo, August 27, 1865). 
52 Nothing is said of the composition of these forces, where many former slaves and immigrants fought. 
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the news of their deaths spread. Correo del Domingo followed a similar logic (as shown in 

Figure 8). The focus on particular figures and their heroic memory also helped to divert 

attention from the fact that the prospect of peace was constantly postponed, and that the 

enemy was still resisting notwithstanding the advertised bravery of the military forces. 

But photographic studios also put in circulation portraits of regular soldiers 

(through the popular cartes-de-visite) and scenes of life in the battle zone as part of the 

catalog of war photographs. Correo del Domingo ignored these images, even when the 

journal also included references to the anonymous masses of soldiers and portrayed 

them too as heroes. It is here that the blurry distinction between reality and fiction 

characteristic of lithographic images proved particularly useful. Despite the number of 

photographs of soldiers at hand, the journal chose to create idealized depictions of the 

Argentine military forces. The liberties they took are particularly strong at the beginning 

of the conflict. On October 1, 1865, for instance, the journal published an image 

representing “a scene in the campsite [outside Uruguayana].” The successful result of 

the siege of the city of Uruguayana seemed to justify a particularly strong optimistic 

tone:  

The print on the back cover represents a scene in a camp site. The army was 
going to attack Uruguayana the next day. Our soldiers rest calmly trusting in a 
coming victory; but what soldier would not fly back home in dreams, talk to his 
wife and children, to his promised land, to his friends, to the places where he had 
left pieces of his heart? These three soldiers dream then and feel transported to 
the bosom of their sweetest affections, to the moment when the war is over, 
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affronts are mended, and a whole nation is regenerated (Correo del Domingo, 
October 1, 1865).53  

The interpretation of the print (Figure 9) is not only guided by these words, but 

also by the image that occupies the front cover. The first image that welcomes readers is 

that of a multitude, mostly men, raising their hats and cheering the “GOOD NEWS” that 

                                                      

53 “La lámina de la última página representa una escena de campamento. El ejército se preparaba a dar al día 
siguiente el asalto a la Uruguayana. Nuestros soldados reposan en la confianza de la victoria; pero ¿qué 
guerrero por esforzado que sea, [no] vuela en sueños al hogar, no habla con la esposa y los hijos, con la 
tierra prometida, con los amigos, no vuelve a pasear por los lugares donde ha dejado pedazos de su 
corazón? Esos tres soldados sueñan pues, y se sienten trasportados al seno de sus más dulces afecciones, 
terminada felizmente la campaña que ha de dar por resultado el desagravio de grandes ofensas y la 
regeneración de un pueblo.” 

 

Figure 9: “A Night at the Camping Site in front of Uruguayana.” Correo del 
Domingo, October 1, 1865. Biblioteca Nacional Argentina. 
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the journal announces in capital letters. In the next page, Cantilo explains: “There you 

see a group gathered in front of the port’s captaincy, celebrated the fall of Uruguayana 

with a joy free of any sorrow.”54 Introduced by these words and images, the print shows 

three soldiers calmly sleeping in the open air. The smoke of the fire they have forgotten 

to put out turns into the clouds that represent their dream world: one at home and not at 

war. The lithograph reporting on the life of the soldiers imagines not only their 

present—in a calm, confident, and dreamy state—but also a future victory and peaceful 

times. The chronicling of their lives appeals to storytelling, while not renouncing its 

reporting mission (emphasized by placing this scene in a precise moment, the night just 

before the victory). The publication starts with an image after the battle (the celebration 

of victory) and closes with a scene prior to it—a moment that, in hindsight, instead of 

being one of preparation and anxiety was one of dreamy calmness.55 Meyer’s drawing 

divides the scene in two worlds. The scenes at the top of the image, framed by the smoke 

and the branches of a protective tree, represent the dreams of the sleeping soldiers, with 

what they hope will be true if they return home. Outside this smoky world, the rest of 

the scene is clearer, and hence comparably more convincing. By reporting on the dreams 

                                                      

54 “…ahí está ese grupo formado delante de la entrada de la capitanía del puerto que celebra la caída de la 
Uruguayana con un gozo exento de todo pesar.” 
55 The journal echoes the kind of scenes and figures that photography was capturing in its rendering of the 
war: scenes before and after a battle, life in the combat zone, and portraits of its protagonists. 
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of the soldiers, the journal managed to push to the background the fact that those three 

soldiers resting between a fire, a tree, and a drum were also completely imaginary.  

One year later a similar image is printed, though this time the scene alludes to 

Estanislao del Campo’s poem Fausto: Impresiones del gaucho Anastasio el Pollo en la 

representación de esta ópera (Figure 10). On September 30, 1866, Correo del Domingo started 

publishing what would be one of the most celebrated works within the gauchoesque 

tradition. A two-page image by, again, Meyer was published along with the first issue of 

the text. In the poem, Anastasio el Pollo narrates to his friend Laguna what he saw when 

Figure 10: “Anastasio El Pollo.” Correo del Domingo, September 30, 1866, Buenos 
Aires. 
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he randomly entered the Colón theatre and watched the opera Fausto. The dialog takes 

place during the Paraguayan war, and although the gauchos were not enlisted, they are 

not exempt from the hardships of war times (Con el cuento de la guerra/ andan matreros 

los cobres,/ -Vamos a morir de pobres/ los paisanos de esta tierra). What is particularly 

interesting to our discussion is the fact that Del Campo makes fun of Anastasio’s 

inability to tell fiction from reality—thinking that what he saw on stage was actually 

Figure 11: “Line Officer, Line Sargent, National 
Guard of Buenos Aires, Escort Soldier, 

Artilleryman.” Correo del Domingo, May 7 de 1865. 
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happening, and that he had thus seen the devil. The ignorance of the masses was 

summarized in the naivety of a constant suspension of disbelief, with representations 

and fictional stories taken at face value. Yet, as we have seen, the journal itself took 

advantage of the power of images and story-telling to seemingly report on the reality of 

war while presenting fictional scenes.  

Another revealing instance of tension in the representation of war was the 

incongruence the journal perceived between the imagined and awaited elegance of war, 

and the disappointing dullness of the streets and salons of Buenos Aires:  

The city is not yet displaying the appropriate military appearance because the 
National Guard has not yet received its uniforms. But there are already hundreds 
of young officers who are wearing it, ready to start the glorious campaign. Their 
presence in today’s parties has given added meaning to our May celebrations 
since today another foreigner desecrates our national soil (Correo del Domingo, 
May 28, 1865).56 

Cantilo’s impatience to see the glorious aspects of war had been building up in the 

previous numbers already. Three weeks before, the journal had presented on its cover 

portraits of soldiers representing the different military forces and their uniforms, and 

Cantilo’s column celebrated in advance the expected arrival of these uniforms and the 

parade of 4,000 men fashionably (war)dressed in the city (Figure 11). Curiously enough, 

these portraits seem to have been copied from the French journal L’Illustration—though 

                                                      

56 “Todavía no ha tomado la ciudad el aspecto militar que debe tener, porque la guardia nacional no ha 
recibido su uniforme de marcha. Mas ya se cuentan por centenares los jóvenes oficiales que lo visten, 
prontos a emprender la gloriosa campaña. Su presencia en las fiestas de estos días ha dado al aniversario de 
mayo su significado propio, hoy que el extranjero profana el suelo de la patria.” 
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there is no mention of this source in Correo del Domingo (Figure 12). Indeed, on 

November 5, 1864, L’Illustration published an article commenting on the economic and 

political situation of Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina (“Les états de La Plata”). About 

the last country, the text offered a vaunting description of its army, remarking time and 

again the strong French influence—hence the illustrations. Correo del Domingo 

reproduced those pictures in the hopes that the French description would dovetail with 

the local reality—but the accompanying text is at pains to confirm such military display 

to the eyes of its readers. In this visual attention to the fashion of war (Figure 5 even 

shows new hairstyles using weapon as ornamentation), war is transformed into another 

Figure 12 “Armée de la Republique Argentine: Infanterie” and “…Cavalerie et 
Artillerie.” L’Illustration, Journal Universel, November 5, 1864. 
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consumer good. Given that the Triple Alliance War was not particularly popular, the 

attempts to trivialize the gravity of the conflict are not surprising. 

However, the superficiality and flexibility of texts and pencil creations when 

talking about the national forces recedes when observing the enemy. Indeed, when 

portraying the Paraguayans, the journal did publish lithographic reproductions of 

photographs:  

The print on the cover is an exact copy of a photograph taken in Asunción. (…) 
These portraits and many others we have seen clearly reveal the effects of 
Francia’s and López’s governments on the Paraguayan population… and prove 
the necessity for a healthy regeneration of a country which already has many 
elements of progress. The young lady wears a dress whose fabric has been 
admirably worked by her hands, and her partner wears a luxurious coat, made 
also in Paraguay—but none of them wears any footwear, something we have 
also noticed in numerous photographs of López’s soldiers… (Correo del Domingo, 
January 14, 1866). 57 

There are hence a few cases where the photographic origin of an image is not only 

acknowledged but emphasized—in this case to give proof of the supposedly barbaric 

state of the Paraguayan people. The passage reveals that there was a conscious selection 

of the type of images that the journal wanted to circulate, depending on the theme and 

                                                      

57 “La lámina de la primera página es copia exacta de una fotografía tomada en la Asunción (…) Estos 
retratos y varios otros que hemos visto, revelan claramente los efectos de la tiranía de los gobiernos de 
Francia y los López sobre las costumbres del pueblo paraguayo… y prueban la necesidad de una saludable 
regeneración para ese país que tiene tantos elementos de progreso. La joven viste un traje, cuya tela ha sido 
admirablemente trabajada por sus manos, y el compañero luce una lujosa manta, obra también de la 
industria paraguaya; pero ninguno de los dos lleva calzado, y sin él hemos visto numerosas fotografías de 
soldados de López, en uniforme de parada.” 
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people portrayed. Additionally, the comment also shows that the editors were aware of 

the large number of circulating photographs but chose to ignore them when illustrating 

Argentine soldiers and their lives in the combat zone. In portraying the Paraguayans, 

however, the photographic referent guarantees the veracity of the journal’s judgement.58 

The latter’s reading reinforces the official narrative: this war was but the last link in the 

freedom crusade against the region’s tyrannies: first the Spaniards, then Rosas, now 

López. The Paraguayan people were not the enemy, but the victims waiting to be 

liberated by the allied army. The constant repetition of the official account hides the 

subjective reading of the bare feet’s meaning. 

Another telling example of the defying work the chronicling of the war was for a 

journal with such a patriotic agenda is the criticism made to other newspapers and to 

circulating rumors in the public opinion. On February 25, 1866, for instance, Correo del 

Domingo included some illustrations (Figure 13 and Figure 14) and a letter by Nicolás 

Granada as a first-hand account of the battlefront: 

 The capital’s newspapers have spread with more or less detail, with more or less 
truth the news of a battle that has added a new chapter to our glorious history. 
The official report recounts the events with its characteristic laconic language (…) 
But these pieces of news, stories, and details have obliterated [dejado en blanco] 
the brave acts witnessed that day, which… have only been echoed in the 
camping site. (…) Attached you will find a fast sketch of January 31’s combat, 

                                                      

58 The authority of the photographic referent is not constant in the journal. On numerous occasions we find, 
for instance, comments explaining that someone’s portrait was not published because the available 
photographs do not do justice to the person that the journal wants to honor. 
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drawn when our soldiers were charging their bayonets against the enemy, 
forcing them to hastily throw themselves to the river or die… This modest work 
will give our readers an idea, although pale, of this triumphal combat… 

Nicolás Granada. Cuartel General de la Ensenada. February 15, 1866.59 

Granada denounces a big “blank” in the reports and stories of the war: that of the small 

heroic deeds that only get to be celebrated at the campsite. If people in Buenos Aires did 

not hear these stories, nor can picture these moments, it is not because they did not exist, 

                                                      

59 “Los diarios de la capital han dado con más o menos detalles, con más o menos verdad, las noticias de este 
hecho de armas que ha venido a añadir una página a nuestros fastos gloriosos. El parte oficial ha dado 
cuenta con su lenguaje lacónico y preciso de lo sucedido sin más comentarios ni digresiones. (…) Pero en 
todas las noticias, relatos y detalles, se han dejado en blanco los relatos de valor que ese día tuvieron lugar, y 
que tal vez por su aislamiento, o por la modesta esfera de sus autores, no ha hallado más eco que el del 
campamento. (…) Acompaño estas líneas con un ligero dibujo del combate del 31 de enero, tomando en el 
momento en que nuestros infantes cargaban a la bayoneta sobre el enemigo, obligándolo a arrojarse 
precipitadamente al rio o a perecer bajo la punta de nuestros aceros. Este pequeño trabajo dará a nuestros 
lectores una idea, aunque pálida, de este combate, en que las armas argentinas conquistaron un laurel más 
para la corona de sus triunfos.” 

Figure 13: “January 31st Battle in Paso de la Patria.” Correo del 
Domingo, February 25, 1866. 
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but because the state and the press ignored them. The heroism of the Argentine soldiers 

was being overshadowed. 

Granada offers his drawings as visual testimonies, drawn while events unfold in 

front of his eyes. With this documentary mission in mind, Granada provides one of the 

few images of combat made available at the time.60 Correo del Domingo once again 

combines text and images to secure a calm and positive reception of the images. The 

accompanying letter emphasizes the soldiers’ heroism and victorious result. But, 

                                                      

60 Today Cándido López’s detailed and crude paintings are widely known and celebrated, but his work 
gained little attention in the years of the war.  

Figure 14: Front Cover. Correo del 
Domingo, February 25, 1866. 
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perhaps more importantly, the reader is first prepared visually—with the image on the 

front cover (Figure 14). Here again we encounter the familiar view of the peaceful 

campsite. Soldiers are calm, enjoying moments of comradeship. These are the soldiers 

that readers will imagine triumphally fighting in the following print (Figure 13).  

Correo del Domingo’s intense visual strategy reflects the deep transformation of 

the public sphere fueled by innovations in visual technologies of representation and 

reproduction. The use of images allowed the journal to attract consumers and thus 

achieve a wider dissemination of its ideas and narratives. In the visual coverage of the 

Triple Alliance War, the strategic combination of text and images guided audience’s 

readings.  Furthermore, the use of lithographs to inform on current events (i.e. visual 

journalism) was a novel practice, whose norms and codes were not yet established. As a 

result, this kind of informative images could flirt with the codes of images of more 

fictional nature. Illustrations imagining the life and dreams of soldiers on the front line 

coexisted with drawings reconstructing battles, photographs,61 maps, social types, 

historical portraits, paintings, and representations of fictional stories—all integrated as 

lithographs on the pages of the journal. This fluidity of media, purposes and appeals to 

truth or fiction speaks of a flexible, not normalized, visual complex. In this context, the 

journal struggled to use the multiple technological possibilities to best advantage in the 

                                                      

61 The ones based on photographs rarely acknowledged the photographer or the studio responsible for the 
take. 
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creation of national consumers, profiting from this blurry line between fiction and 

reality to maintain the idea of war and glory alive.  

1.4 War Painting 

As a more established medium, the innovations and debates surrounding war 

painting are a good demonstration of the profound changes the Triple Alliance war and 

its visual coverage brought about in the public’s consumption of war, violence, and state 

power. The period’s artistic landscape was defined by the state’s deep involvement in 

promoting and sustaining the artists’ careers. Important political and military figures 

determined the contours of art production, and most of the history paintings—

particularly war paintings—were destined for military ministries and public buildings 

(Toral 218). 

With photography and the illustrated press offering new approaches to war, 

painting—the leading art of official commemorations—would not survive the war 

unchanged. Many soldiers, like José Ignacio Garmendia, Nicolás Granada, or Cándido 

López, contributed to emerging conceptions of the conflict with their sketches and 

impressions. In Argentina and Uruguay, those considered “minor artists” (soldier-artists 

and those working in the illustrated press industry) were actually the main visual 

chroniclers of the war: 

[I]n the Rio de la Plata region, there is no example of a commission like that of 
Pedro Américo’s Battle of Avahy of 1877, an expression of the military dream of 
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the Brazilian Empire (…). [T]he first thing that surprises is the obviation [of this 
war] in history painting; but more striking is the fact that none of the most 
renowned artists [of the region], with full command of the technical resources, 
was concerned with representing the Paraguayan War, even when they were 
contemporary to it (Amigo, “Imágenes en guerra”). 62 

Painters like Prilidiano Pueyrredón or Martín Boneo only indirectly broached the 

Triple Alliance War in their folkloric representations of social types. Even Uruguayan 

painter Juan Manuel Blanes—who produced some of the most important historical 

paintings in the region—approached the war in an oblique and melancholic manner in 

La Paraguaya (c. 1879). In a gesture that he would later repeat in La Cautiva (c. 1881), 

Blanes ostensibly sides with Paraguay—or at least laments the destruction and misery 

brought about—by depicting a downcast woman surrounded by ruins, dead bodies, and 

birds of prey. Despite the ambiguous message latent in Blanes’ low-angled portrayal of 

the woman and his display of her sensuous naked shoulder, his painting incites 

reactions markedly different from those provoked by independence-themed paintings 

like La revista de Rancagua (1872) or El juramento de los treinta y tres orientales (1877). 

Although this visual silence is already revealing, we can better appreciate the 

transformations and tensions in war painting on Brazilian soil, where academic painting 

                                                      

62 “…[E]n el Río de la Plata, no se encuentra un encargo al estilo la Batalla de Avahy de Pedro Americo de 
1877, expresión del sueño militarista del Imperio del Brasil. (…) [L]o primero que sorprende es la ausencia 
de su tratamiento desde la pintura de historia, pero aún más se debe señalar un hecho notable: ninguno de 
los artistas más reconocidos, con pleno dominio de los recursos técnicos, se preocupó por representar la 
Guerra del Paraguay, siendo contemporáneos del conflicto.” 
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had a longer, consolidated tradition, particularly associated with the French Artistic 

Mission (Missão Artística Francesa) under emperor João VI (1767–1826). 

In 1877, responding to a commission by the Duke of Caxias, Brazilian painter 

Pedro Américo’s painting Battle of Avahy, (Figure 15) captured one of the cruelest battles 

of the war (1868). During this episode, the Paraguayan forces were completely destroyed 

by the much larger Allied army. The memoirs of Argentine painter Garmendia offer a 

vivid description: 

The danger was so obvious that even a blind person would have felt it coming 
because of the vibrations that the march of an army produces on the earth. (...) 
Then there came a spectacle that still horrifies my memory, and I close my eyes 
in vain trying not to see that battlefield. (...) That was not a battle, but a slaughter 
(339-349). 63 

The violence of this moment was so great that the painter first declares the 

event’s multi-sensorial intensity—emphasizing war as an atmospheric, totalizing 

experience—while simultaneously revealing the traumatic impossibility of seeing 

anything else but that bloodshed. This is the episode that Américo chose to remember. 

 It was in 1872, only a few years after that battle, that Américo began working on 

what would be one of his most important paintings, encouraging a polemic over a war 

that—though won—had doubtful vindications to offer. This visual battle unfolded when 

                                                      

63 “Aquel peligro era tan claro, que hasta un ciego lo hubiera presentido por las vibraciones que produce en 
la tierra la marcha de un ejército. (...) Entonces se vio un espectáculo que horroriza mi recuerdo, y que cierro 
los ojos en vano para no ver ese campo de batalla. (...) Aquello no fue una batalla sino una carnicería." 
Garmendia would then make watercolors out of many of the photographs by Bate & Cía. 
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Américo’s canvas and Victor Meirelles’ Battle of Guararapes (Figure 16) were exhibited 

together. Meirelles' painting depicts the Portuguese reconquering of Pernambuco from 

the Dutch—an episode reappropriated as part of Brazil's heroic history. Meirelles’ work 

was in accordance with an iconography that purported a continuity between the 

Portuguese and the Brazilian empire, between past and present (Castro Vieira Christo 

1154). In this narrative, the temporal continuity was reinforced by a spatial unity defined 

by the historical episodes of defense against an external enemy. The fight against the 

Dutch in the sixteenth century was emblematic in this sense: “In trying to establish a 

continuity between present and colonial past, the fight against the Dutch became one 

favored theme by the Brazilian Institute of History and Geography. An important factor 

in the construction of national identity, the expulsion of the invader was supposed to 

unify the three races (Indian, White and, now, Black), turning into an important factor in 

the construction of national identity" (Castro Vieira Christo 1155).  Here too war 

episodes were exploited to create and solidify national unity, a particularly serious 

threat in light of Hispanic America's recent fragmentation. The centuries-old fight was 

clearly a more convenient subject than the Triple Alliance War. The temporal distance 

helped to smooth the conflict and its violence, allowing for a heroic account that few at 

the time would care to challenge. This uncontested triumphant view was not 
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conceivable in the case of the war against Paraguay. Américo’s work was a direct stroke 

against the official artistic discourse.64  

Américo and Meirelles' paintings were exhibited for the first time in 1879. Both 

artists were key players in Brazilian academic art, having already canvased important 

battles from Brazilian history. But their style and point of view were radically different, 

opening a heated controversy over what style and discourse was the more appropriate. 

In the press, the "battle over the battles" (Vermeersch) tended to follow the political 

                                                      

64 The uneasiness in offering a glorious portrayal of the Triple Alliance war can even be appreciated in 
Meirelles’ work. In Passagem do Humaitá (1868-1872) he takes a very different approach from that of Battle of 
Guararapes. In the former, the night sky, the red smoke of destruction and the dark sea fuse their colors and 
take over the painting, creating a lugubrious impression. This impressionistic approach helped him avoid a 
direct critique and analysis of that violence. 

Figure 15: Pedro Américo, “Battle of Avahy.” Museu Nacional de Belas Artes – Rio 
de Janeiro. 
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division of republicans versus monarchists, but, more importantly, it revealed two 

different interpretations of war. In Meirelles' work, the soothing sky of pastel colors and 

the dramatically brave poses of the combatants make for a heroic—almost elegant—

account of the conquering of the land. The enemy is not presented as a barbarous threat 

and is limned with as much grace and heroism as the triumphal Portuguese/Brazilian 

warriors (Coli 3). The scene is focused on one tense moment just before the clash of the 

battle’s two leading figures (André Vidal de Negreiros and Peter Keeweer) and their 

forces. Though many hold their weapons high and a few lie defeated on the ground, the 

bloodshed has not yet really begun, and is in fact barely suggested. This balanced and 

bloodless composition corresponds to the tidy and heroic depictions of the wars of 

independence in Argentina and Uruguay.  

Figure 16: Victor Meirelles, “Battle of Guararapes.” Museu Nacional de Belas Artes – 
Rio de Janeiro. 
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Américo's large-scale canvas, on the other hand, is a confusion of bodies, cries, 

and smoke, a whirlwind of twisted torsos aiming with deadly precision or howling in 

agony. This anarchy conquers the space of the field, leaving almost no square of land 

uncovered. The cavalry, the Duke of Caxias and his officers, observe from a low hill on 

the left side, though their elevated position fails to dominate the space. The viewer is 

invited to look and inspect the entire painting's surface. Each character is involved in a 

different action, though lines of interactions—marked by aiming guns and swords—lead 

the eye from one spot to another. Contrary to the Battle of Guararapes, here there is no 

clear leadership—no dramatic unity. The heroic figures, one of whom was the painter’s 

commissioner, become lost in the chaos. The horseman near the center paradoxically 

mirrors Meirelles’ triumphant Vidal de Negreiros, except that the horse and its rider in 

the Battle of Avahy are flanked by an approaching spear and sword. 

The Battle of Avahy allows for multiple readings (Schwarz). At one level, the 

painting flirts with the idea of civilization versus barbarism: the Paraguayan forces are 

depicted half naked, robbing cattle, and armed with spears and swords, while the 

Brazilians are fully dressed and armed. But the battle unfolds chaotically, and, on closer 

inspection, the viewer discovers scenes and faces unsuitable for the civilizational cause 

of the war. Especially the family near the bottom right corner points to the many 

innocent lives involved in the conflict—and to the allies' decimation of Paraguay's 

population. 
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The Battle of Avahy came only a few years after the war was over, and it 

condenses many of the contradictions and tensions present in the states touched by the 

war. Though an official commission, the painting could not deliver a heroic 

interpretation of the dezembrada of 1868. Monumental as it was, the canvas was not an 

expression of the empire's power and their undeniable defeat of the Paraguayan enemy. 

Instead, the legitimacy of that power and violence was called into question with a visual 

display of chaos and horrors. Américo’s painting depicts a battle that photography 

could only suggest with its dead spaces and corpses. The contrast with the heroic and 

admirable characters of the Battle of Guararapes could not be greater. Whereas the latter 

invites the viewer to admire the figures and events that “made history,” the Battle of 

Avahy provokes the viewer to question: what is it that we are seeing here? 

1.5 War Photography 

Given their innovative and improvisational character, commercial 

photographers’ coverage of the war was partial, if not random—a perception reinforced 

by the fact that even traditional subjects like military portraits appear under the less 

flattering light of a technology not yet easily mastered. With the images of soldiers of all 

ages—children included—wounded and tired, prisoners and hospitals, precarious 

camping sites and destroyed churches, trenches and piles of dead bodies, war 

photographers offered a new perspective on the reality of war. 
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The photographs brought the war scenario to the urban space, to the eyes and 

minds of the city dwellers. But what they were showing was not a heroic, strong and 

organized confrontation with the enemy. Instead, viewers were witnessing the mundane 

side of war beyond its savage moments, a theme painting had rarely chosen as its focus.  

The immediacy offered by the photographic camera was not only temporal, but 

thematic and spatial as well. Because of technological limitations, war photographers in 

the 1860s could not yet document scenes of action as they unfolded. The camera focused 

instead on scenes where time is paused—not as a result of the photograph itself (the 

photographic capture of an instant), but because it could only capture moments already 

slow by nature. The usual stillness of portraits was also reproduced and discovered in 

the daily lives of soldiers at camping sites and, more astonishingly, in the moments 

before and after a confrontation. War could also be an ordinary and uneventful 

experience—it all depended on the frame through which it was seen.  

As we saw above, while these images were circulating, nationalistic press such as 

Correo del Domingo made concerted efforts to insert the Triple Alliance War into a wider 

narrative that connected it to the wars of independence. This approach tried to recover 

an epic narrative of war that was in crisis.65 Curbed by technological limitations, the 

                                                      

65 The crisis of the heroic portrayal of war can be appreciated in various regions of the Western world. As 
Laurence Bertrand Dorléac explains, even though it is possible to find prior examples critical of the violence 
of war, it is not until the nineteenth century (in Europe particularly with the Napoleonic wars) that this kind 
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photographic coverage of the war moved away from this epic narrative—epitomized by 

war painting in the moment of battle, the most important action of war—to campsites 

and abandoned battlefields. In this way, photographers opened new points of entry into 

conceptualizing armed struggle beyond painting and the memoirs of military and 

political key figures. Photographers gave visibility to the otherwise imaginary masses of 

soldiers and their struggles beyond the battlefields: tired troops, drinking to endure the 

                                                      

of violence is no longer “authorized” and is instead seen in all its horror and absurdity as a product of 
modernity: “Longtemps, la guerre fit non seulement partie de l'histoire des sociétés mais elle semblait en 
assurer l'ordre, les fièvres nécessaires, la violence autorisée, ritualisée, glorifiée. Même si l'on n'aimait déjà 
pas ses conséquences et même si la peinture faisait allusion à ses désastres sans y insister, elle s'inscrivait 
avant tout dans un cycle d'héroïsation. (…) C'est Goya et Géricault qui allaient tirer au plus vite la meilleure 
leçon visuelle des effets de [l’] hubris [de Napoléon]. Les deux actaient la contradiction née de la naissance 
de l'individu dans la Révolution qui n'acceptait déjà plus les désastres de la guerre sans en voir l'absurdité. 
(…) Après les campagnes de Napoléon, la guerre ne serait plus seulement grandiose et ses conséquences sur 
les êtres et les choses désormais inscrites visuellement risquaient à tout moment d'être considérées comme 
fascinantes mais absurdes” (Bertrand Dorléac 17-19). Goya’s prints The Disasters of War were published 
posthumously in Madrid in 1863.  I do not know when they started to circulate in the Rio de la Plata region. 

Figure 18: Unknown, “Memory of the Yuque 
Campsite.” Museo Udaondo. 

Figure 18: Unknown, “Paraguayan 
Prisoners.” Biblioteca Nacional de 

Uruguay. 
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battle (Figure 17), living side-by-side weary prisoners of war (Figure 18).  With this 

newfound representation of faces and situations, also came portraits of generals and 

political leaders still central to the visual propaganda that promoted patriotism and 

support for the cause (Figure 19).  

If soldiers gained a different, unexceptional presence, more striking still was the 

loss of glory in representations of battle and the battlefield in general. Photographers 

could only approach these scenes from the periphery (Figure 3) or after the combat had 

ended (Figure 20 and Figure 21), offering an alternative and delayed chronicling of the 

events. In doing so, they diverted attention to the before and after of the battle: either 

moments of expectation and preparation, in the trenches or with the batteries ready, or 

moments right after, when the action had already ceased (leaving behind, as one of the 

photographs has it, a deathfield). Because war photography could not yet document the 

exact moments of battle, the space of action rather than the action itself became the 

focus. It could be said that if painters revisited historical events with their visual 

reconstructions, photographers visited combat zones to document the terrestrial—and it 

was left to the viewers to reconstruct what had happened there moments before the 

image was taken.66 Photography’s vantage was not meant to supersede the narration of 

                                                      

66 A similar strategy can be spotted among the photographs after the siege of Paysandú. Adding to the many 
views of the ruined city, there is a photograph that shows the “Scene of the death of Leandro Gómez.” 
Gomez was a Uruguayan military officer whose participation in the defense of the city was raised to heroic 
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the events that had marked the land; on the contrary, its views foreground the actions—

the histories—viewers were not seeing. They were an attempt to field that gap, while at 

the same time pointing to its existence.  

What photography offers here is the immediate aftermath of war. The past tense 

of photography—Roland Barthes' ça a été—is here redoubled, as the camera itself is late 

to capture what has already passed. In this way, war photographers changed not only 

the visualization of war, but also how viewers experienced its tempo: from painting’s 

heroic depictions of military assaults, charging cavalries and decisive moments between 

life and death to photography’s focus on fortifications and machineries, life at the camp 

                                                      

myth. He was immediately executed after being taken prisoner. The photograph shows a piece of wall 
surrounded by trees and copious vegetation. Once again, it’s the information in the caption that turns an 
uneventful image into a view of a sacred place. 

Figure 19: Descalzo e hijos, “Triptych: The Triple 
Alliance. Gral. Mitre, D. Pedro II, and Gral. 

Flores.” Museo Udaondo. 
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and, most notably, I argue, the landscape left after a battle. This late immediacy—not 

capturing the event, but what remained after—defined visual documentation of war, 

privileging traces or echoes over testimony, the ordinary and accidental over the 

grandiose and heroic.  

Two notable images representing this non-immediacy of photography were 

among the first photographs released by Bate & Cía. after their first incursion to the 

front lines (Cuarterolo, "Una Guerra en el lienzo" 96-97). The studio had opened in 1862 

in Montevideo and was run by the US-American George Thomas Bate. As mentioned 

above, in 1864 Bate traveled to the United States and witnessed growing photographic 

Figure 20: Bate & Cia., El Boquerón. Scenario of the Battle of July 18. Biblioteca 
Nacional de Uruguay. 
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demand during the US-American Civil War (1861-1865). Soon after returning to 

Uruguay the siege of Paysandú began. The outbreak of the Triple Alliance war offered 

him a similar visual and commercial exploit of war (Cuarterolo, "Una guerra en el 

lienzo" 95-96).  In August 1866, the studio released a series of 10 images, including the 

first Pile of Paraguayan Dead Bodies (Montón de cadáveres paraguayos). Two of these 

images were dedicated to battlegrounds of war: El Boquerón, Scene from the Battle of July 

18 (Figure 20) and A Forest in Ñumanó—Deathfield (Campo de la muerte—for the Guaraní 

Ñumanó. Figure 21).  

The photograph El Boquerón opens with ample space, its curved distortion 

inviting the viewer into a scene dominated by land and sky.  The ground extends almost 

uninterrupted, drawing the viewer in towards an opening between a ghostly army of 

trees—the only visible witness of the combat that took place here. The Battle of 

Boquerón lasted three days, ending on July 18th. León de Palleja, the Spanish mercenary 

leading the allied forces, would die in combat as would his Paraguayan counterpart, 

Colonel Elizardo Aquino. But their deaths do not appear in the photograph. Only when 

we read the caption can we, the viewers, interpret the image. The photograph is a silent 

witness and remnant of the violent confrontation that took place just moments before. 

The documentation that photography provided was limited. It demands explanatory 

caption, descriptive accounts of battle, and its significance is often only made clear with 

the addition of paintings, drawings, and more photographs. The partial view that 
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photography offers here is put in evidence. Its images work and gain meaning mainly 

by circulating among other images and discourses.  

The second photograph confronts the viewer in a more abrupt way (Figure 21). 

Whereas El Boquerón provides a clear entryway, with its perspectival flow into the forest, 

A Forest in Ñumanó has an asphyxiating frame.  There is no point of entrance—and no 

way out. The viewer is confronted with a barrier of trees that leaves no escape. The land 

is unwelcoming, and the second title, couched in shadowy brackets (Campo de la 

Muerte) traps the viewer in the uninhabitable.  

Figure 21: Bate & Cia, Ñumanó Forest (Deathfield). Museo Mitre. 
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These are views marked by voids. The absence of human presence (and human 

remains), of ruins and of the confusion after battle, of military order and organization, 

indeed of all the visual elements so characteristic of war painting make these images 

disquieting. They are like crime scenes, marked by the feeling that the camera arrived 

too late, but still forcing us to look where at first glance nothing remains to be seen.   

These photographs circulated together with a wide array of images and texts, 

each adding context and content for viewers. The contrast between these deserted 

scenarios and the images of dead generals, tired soldiers and battered churches imbues 

these two photographs with a disquieting tension. It is because of this permeating 

discomfort that the photographs—taken in the immediate aftermath of violence—are 

unable to turn those places into ahistorical, innocent landscapes. A certain uneasiness 

arises from a history of violence that is not being told—there are no traces, no witnesses, 

no monuments—and the feeling that these are anything but peaceful landscapes. These 

are not scenes that invite rest. The "emptiness" of these views—without leading details, 

anecdotes, and narratives—hardly evokes a sense of wonderment in the face of nature, 

that is, a landscape. Nature too has died.  

Here nature is captured without romantic interest. Its frame is disquieting, but 

also indecipherable, even gothic. The viewer is not mesmerized by the 

incommensurability of the forest. The trees remain at eye level, easily grasped in their 

entirety, offering at first glance a familiar sight. Yet there is something uncanny within 
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this normality. The first photograph invites us to enter and discover what lay beyond 

the first line of trees, where a passage opens, and the ghostly shadows of nature await. 

The second photograph, however, offers no entryway: it is the trees that take center 

stage and, unlike the indistinguishable mass of trees in the first photograph, those in the 

second advance a disturbing individuality. Their trunks stand out sharply, but their 

shaky form breaks the stability of an otherwise balanced composition of sky, trees, and 

earth. Where is the deathfield?  Are those trees now the sole witnesses and traces of the 

lives there lost? 

With these unique images, photography of the Triple Alliance War was the 

clearest step in the de-glorification of the war narrative, even as it coincided with the 

first more straightforward initiatives to construct a historical national narrative based 

primarily on the heroic deeds of the independence wars. The attempt to include the 

Triple Alliance War as another instance of the historical liberation movement was clearly 

not successful. As the dialogue with Correo del Domingo and war paintings makes clear, 

photographers visited new scenes and showed military forces in a less grandiose light 

than that imagined by the press and the brush. More importantly, the incorporation of 

until then marginal scenes and the absence of moments of battle made for a war without 

movement or dramatic action. This is best appreciated in the diverse photographic 

albums of the war: even when most do not include photographs of corpses and injured 

people, the lack of glory often resulted from the absence of visible action. The ups and 
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downs of heroic narrative are lost. The progression is flattened by a camera that registers 

with equal attention the marginal spaces of the battlefield, the precarious constructions 

of the campsite, and the groups of officers and soldiers. As a result, the hierarchy of 

action loses its logic. The drama is lost when the time of battle is left outside the frame, 

and all we are given is a succession of moments of preparation or repose. Instead of 

glorious marching columns, we visit the tired soldiers dispersed on the plains; instead of 

the noise and unrest of battle, we are left to contemplate the desolate, mysterious views 

of land, sky, and trees. The visual space is quietly and poorly occupied by tents, towers, 

batteries, young and old soldiers, marching and scattered forces, musicians, officers, 

prisoners, children, ruined churches, and uninhabited landscapes. Stripped of a guiding 

narrative to help give meaning to this military scenario, these photographs offer no 

justification for the violence and suffering they document. If photographs were to bring 

a vision of war to urban dwellers, this dissemination did not result in the expansion of 

the fighting spirit. Even in the world of portraits, the status of generals and political 

leaders was neutralized by the proliferation of cartes-de-visite, which frame all ranks 

and classes with the same format and pose.  

Significantly, this nullification of narrative is also present within individual 

photographs. Standing by themselves these images are mute. The window into “great 

upcoming events” that photographs promised proved opaque. This is particularly the 

case with photographs of battlefields. Here, the lack of information is disquieting—
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seeing is no longer understanding. The trust in the power of vision to access reality is 

shaken. What is more, there is no story-telling; confronted with these photographs, the 

viewer finds no guide. Where should she look? What should she see? Whereas in 

Américo’s painting the lack of a strong nucleus invites the viewer to inspect the whole 

canvas and discover the rich details of its composing elements, a similar inspection of 

battle photographs yields little more information than what was first seen. Instead the 

viewer is left full of questions.  

The Triple Alliance War coincided with a number of transformations in the press, 

photography, and painting. In this visual explosion, images worked within a field where 

the status, discourse, and value of each visual medium was not yet established. New 

forms of production and consumption developed simultaneously. If paintings were 

limited to the salons of public buildings and the homes of private wealthy families, 

photographs and prints enjoyed a much wider circulation. Visual images began 

populating the public sphere, circulating on media that were easily transported and 

exchanged. In this moment of buzzing new visual media and its producers, official 

discourses saw their visual hegemony threatened. State authority and the support given 

to an unending and sanguinary conflict ebbed as the images of death, hunger, and 

disease increased. Against this background, the use of photographs to foster admiration 

for the military actions was unsuccessful. Through the camera’s eye, it was seen as a war 

without glory, where action was not seen, but its consequences deeply felt. 
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2. White Raids: A Visuality of Non-Violence in the 
Conquest of the Desert 

The diversification and increased circulation of visual material during the Triple 

Alliance War posed serious challenges to the institution of the Argentine official 

narrative of the conflict. A decade later, the visual coverage of the extermination 

campaigns against neighboring indigenous communities would be much more uniform 

and one-sided. More than that, the flattening of the glorious narrative that during the 

Triple Alliance War had worked against the government’s authority and stability would 

in the case of the conquest of the southern territories be used to defend the idea that 

there was not much to be seen. Already in their labeling—"Campaign of the Desert” and 

the “Pacification of the Araucanía”—war and violence references are minimized. 

Contemporary textual accounts, however, do not share this seemingly unassuming 

narrative of the invasions. In the books and journal articles written by military and state 

officials, the language is virulent in its arguments and proudly crude in the details of the 

Indigenous defeats, deaths, and captures. On the other side, the photographs and 

paintings I study in this chapter and the next offer a representation much closer to their 

historical labeling and to what ultimately would be the prevailing historical narrative: 

one that adduces a minimal indigenous presence, too primitive to own those lands. The 

latter were to be regenerated by the beneficial power of progress that the Chilean and 
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Argentine states represented. In the official images of the period, I observe a 

transformation in the representation of the military forces. Scenes of battle and death are 

now purposely avoided, since the priority is their portrayal as civilized forces of 

“pacification.” Generals, officers, and soldiers are turned into agents of civil and 

administrative duties—moving away from the portrayed role of the military during the 

foundational wars of independence.  

In this chapter and the next, I will analyze the visual rendering of the military 

conquest of the southern territories of what is now Chile and Argentina, and the 

consequent dispossession, subjugation, and decimation of the Indigenous nations—in 

the regions here studied, mainly the Mapuche, Tehuelche, Ranqueles. Concurrently to 

this expansion, Chile went to war against Peru and Bolivia and seized the territories of 

Arica, Tarapacá, and Antofagasta. During this same period, Argentina—having secured 

its borders with Paraguay—was also engaged in the conquest of the Chaco territories, 

until then occupied mainly by Guaycurues and Wichis, among others. The Pacific War 

enjoyed wide visual coverage from all sides involved, a fact that highlights the obscurity 

with which the Pacification of the Araucania was handled. The conquest of the Chaco, 

on the other hand, is an example of a deeper level of oblivion and invisibility. Whereas 

the conquest of the South was given a key—yet misleading—role in the Argentine 

historical narrative, the conquest of the Chaco fell into a deeper silence, an obscurity in 
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which the region as a whole remains today. Photography helped to reinforce these 

silences and shadows. They are not only scarce, but they also utterly avoid any inclusion 

of death and physical violence. As for the military powers, they are either portrayed as 

peaceful forces or minor wanderers in a deserted place.  

While chapter three will discuss the images that defined the Chilean Southern 

expansion, in this chapter I will focus on the visual rendering of Julio A. Roca’s invasion 

of the Southern indigenous territories. I will start by offering an overview of earlier 

images and narratives surrounding the Wallmapu ever since the arrival of the 

Europeans—discourses that ultimately facilitated the obscure treatment of the 

nineteenth-century conquests. The following section discusses the propaganda of Roca’s 

military invasion, explaining his political ideas as perceived by the satirical journal El 

Mosquito. The latter’s lithographs offer a counterexample to the understatements of 

Pozzo’s photographs, commenting on the stratagems of creole political figures and on 

the imprisonment of indigenous leaders. 

I then analyze one of Antonio Pozzo’s photographic albums, offering a general 

reading of the album while considering more closely some of its most significant images. 

Pozzo’s photographs differ from what would have been the expected photographic 

rendition of the campaign against the “barbaric Indians.” Earlier literary works (such as 

Esteban Echeverría’s The Captive) and visual representations (such as Johann Moritz 
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Rugendas’ paintings of Indian raids and rescues of captives) had constructed a dramatic 

image of the indigenous-creole relations, fundamentally as two opposing forces of 

impossible coexistence. Pozzo instead offers photographs with no drama or narrative, 

curtailing the documentation of the events they register. His distant views construct an 

uneventful visual narrative by minimizing all the elements (accidental and intended) 

captured by the camera. The result is a collection of views of wild grass and grey skies 

that do not attract the eye and can be easily forgotten.  

2.1 Patagonia: País del Diablo 

Viewing these lands' organic transformation… slowly changing their dreadful infertility, 
one understands why Spanish explorers named this region "Country of the Devil." 

Today these lands are simply dry and hard to traverse, but the mythological or 
Araucanian demons have fled because these domains have been sprayed with men's 

sweat and our veterans' blood-the holy water with which Argentine Civilization 
conducts redeeming exorcisms on these lands. 

Estanislao Zeballos1 

 We should calculate our military equipment considering the natural difficulties of the 
enemy's terrain, which work to the latter's advantage. We should envision our enemy not 

as the poor Indian easily fooled with words and cheap gifts but as the fierce and 
untamable Araucanian from the legends, who gives it all before letting himself be 

                                                      

1 “La trasformación orgánica, lenta pero palpable en estas tierras, que las ha abonado en los siglos, 
reemplazando la esterilidad pavorosa, con una vida lánguida y escasa en unas zonas y muy buena en otras, 
justifica la denominación de "País del Diablo", que primitivamente dieran los exploradores enviados por la 
madre España. Hoy son tierras simplemente secas, de penosa travesía, crueles para el viajero; pero de donde 
los demonios mitológicos o araucanos han huido, porque las ha rociado ya el sudor de los hombres y la 
sangre de nuestros veteranos, que son el agua bendita con que la Civilización argentina opera en estas 
comarcas sus redentores exorcismos” (Zeballos, Viaje al País de los Araucanos 258). 
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annihilated. Once in Arauco, we will be truly surrounded by enemies, needing to protect 
ourselves… from every tree, every stone… 

Cornelio Saavedra2 

“Devil’s country,” “mythologic or Araucanian demons,” “redeeming exorcisms,” 

“fierce and untamable Araucanian from the legends” …. Estanislao Zeballos’ and 

Cornelio Saavedra’s words reflect the special mystique surrounding the southern 

Pampas and the Patagonia regions. In the nineteenth century, Patagonia was still a place 

little known by non-aboriginal people on both sides of the Andes. Ever since the arrival 

of the first European travelers to the southern regions of the American continent, the 

region was perceived and portrayed as a land of wonders and mysteries. Its very name 

reflects this fantastic nature in the European imaginary. Patagonians was the name given 

by Fernão de Magalhães to its inhabitants when he reached the region in his search for a 

route to the East Indies in 1520. Most scholars accept that the term was borrowed from 

the popular Spanish chivalric romance Primaleón (1512), which circulated widely across 

Europe. As Surekha Davies notes, “the romance described an island inhabited by wild 

men dressed in skins and a certain ‘Patagón’, a large creature born of an animal, the 

                                                      

2 “[H]abría que medir nuestros elementos bélicos por las dificultades naturales que ofrece el territorio 
enemigo y que es un poderoso medio de acción y defensa en su favor; habría que calcularlos, teniendo en 
vista, no ya al pobre indio que se atrae con palabras e insignificantes obsequios, sino con el feroz e 
indomable araucano de las leyendas, que apura todo su valor y todos sus artificios antes de dejarse 
aniquilar. Entraríamos en Arauco verdaderamente rodeados de enemigos, teniéndonos que guardar, como 
se dice figuradamente, de cada árbol de cada piedra...” (Saavedra, Documentos relativos a la ocupación de 
Arauco 246). 
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most monstrous being on earth...” (154). The appeal to that literary character was 

allegedly inspired by the Tehuelche European travelers encountered, who in many 

accounts were described as giants. European travelers produced a large corpus of 

works, creating fictions that would later influence the local Creole perceptions of this 

space and its inhabitants (Pratt; Prieto). Accounts, maps, and illustrations provided 

contradictory reports, resulting in the region’s constant rewriting and redefinition—with 

each new traveler confirming, denying, and correcting previous observations and 

stories.3 As Fermín Rodríguez explains, the region was populated by an endless variety 

of documents that displaced the actual inhabitants and their views:  

                                                      

3 In a conference presentation delivered by explorer and slaughterer Julius Popper to the Geographic 
Institute, Popper started by complaining about the ridiculous and erroneous accounts of Tierra del Fuego: 
“A principios del año próximo pasado, en un viaje de exploración al Cabo de las Vírgenes, tuve ocasión de 
observar, por repetidas veces, la orilla opuesta del Estrecho de Magallanes. Allá, velada por un cielo gris 
oscuro, se veía la alta planicie, que sombría y monótona, forma el extremo Norte de la Tierra del Fuego. Una 
columna de humo azulado revelaba la presencia del hombre, y explicaba a la vez el motivo que hizo 
denominar Tierra de los Fuegos, a un país cuya temperatura media no pasa de seis grados centígrados. El 
aspecto melancólico de aquella costa trajo a mi memoria una curiosa publicación, consistente en un mapa 
conservado en la Biblioteca Nacional de París, y que lleva por título Tabula Geográfica Regni Chile. Esta 
carta, confeccionada en el siglo xvii por los P. P. Jesuitas de ese reino, presenta en los diferentes puntos de la 
Patagonia dibujos de indios, guanacos y avestruces, mientras que la Tierra del Fuego aparece allí con el 
diseño de un indio en actitud de lanzar una flecha. Lo curioso de esta figura consiste en que la parte 
posterior está adornada por una rara prolongación de la espina dorsal, acompañada de una inscripción que 
dice: Caudati homines hic, o lo que es lo mismo: Aquí hay hombres con cola. Tal derroche de imaginación 
era explicable en el siglo xvii, tanto más cuando hoy mismo se difunden versiones inverosímiles, hasta por 
los hombres civilizados que habitan a mayor proximidad de aquella región; pues durante mi estadía en el 
Cabo de las Vírgenes, no me fue posible obtener dos informes concordantes, aun cuando me dirigí a los 
numerosos individuos que, atraídos por el brillo del oro, poblaban entonces aquel paraje, y entre los cuales 
figuraban varios cazadores de lobos, que algunas veces habían abordado la costa fueguina. Sus informes 
eran tan contradictorios como los que se encuentran al compulsar las publicaciones de Fitzroy, Coock, 
Darwin, Bove, etc.” (73) 
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An extensive territorial narrative—dispersed in travel books, naturalistic 
fictions, military wires, topographical reports, journalistic chronicles, 
diplomatic treaties, territorial laws, life stories, sketches of manners, 
taxations, scriptures, quotes, statistics, court records, essays on the nation, 
poems, legends and novels—grew and populated with multiple 
inscriptions the voids of a vacant geography opened to imagination 
(Rodríguez 13).4 

The fact that this space proved resistant to European—and then creole—colonization for 

almost three centuries clearly added to its exceptional aura. Particularly during the 

nineteenth century, this white “failure” gave rise to narratives that focused on the 

perceived destructive forces of the region, and the threat they posed to construction of 

the creole nation-states.5 Indeed, after independence, creole intellectuals used travelers’ 

accounts to construct their own vision of these places—which were equally unknown to 

them. Thus, these heterogeneous accounts’ fictions transformed, mingled, and remained 

a key element of the imagination of these nations, a firm interlocutor in the tradition of 

essay-writing on national realities. 

In the Argentine and Chilean cases, the most recurrent voices were those of 

Charles Darwin, Francis Bond Head, Rugendas, and even a sixteenth-century figure like 

                                                      

4 “Un extenso relato territorial disperso en libros de viaje, ficciones naturalistas, partes militares, informes 
topográficos, crónicas periodísticas, tratados diplomáticos, leyes territoriales, historias de vidas, comentarios 
de costumbres, tasaciones, escrituras, cotizaciones, estadísticas, archivos judiciales, ensayos de 
interpretación nacional, poemas, leyendas y novelas, creció y pobló de inscripciones múltiples los huecos de 
una geografía vacante abierta a la imaginación.” 
5 “Así, las catástrofes y la destrucción fueron la tónica de los relatos de la Araucanía. (…) Esta percepción del 
territorio dominada por la presencia de fragmentos y vestigios residuales, lo instala en un contexto pre- y a-
histórico” (Figueroa Garavagno “Geografías en disputa” 10) 
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Ulrich (Ulrico) Schmidl. Not surprisingly, Echeverría, Andrés Bello, Domingo F. 

Sarmiento, Marcos Sastre, Alberto Blest Gana, José Mármol—to name a few of the most 

prominent nineteenth-century intellectuals—wrote their most important pieces with 

these accounts in mind. As a result, they also incorporated their circulation spaces, 

working with different audiences: locals and foreigners, politicians and investors, 

scientists and travelers. They were not just writing for readers at home—with whom 

they had to negotiate a project of nation-state—but also for those in Europe, old readers 

of travel literature and potential investors. The weight of this literary corpus had very 

real effects on the actual (in)visibility of the region and its various inhabitants, ultimately 

affecting their political representation.  

This fantastic reality posed serious problems to the region’s visual 

representation. Eduardo Schiaffino, key figure of the Argentine art scene, founder of the 

National Museum of Fine Arts and also among the founders of the Society for the 

Promotion of Fine Arts in Argentina, was openly convinced that La Pampa lacked the 

aesthetic beauty necessary for landscape painting, admitting however that for literary 

purposes it was a rich source of inspiration (Penhos and Malosetti Costa 201). Indeed, 

the image of the desert that Echeverría and others constructed was difficult to put on 

canvas: immensity, mystery, silence, solitude, emptiness and a metaphysical 

atmosphere—these were characteristics that had no place in the visual language of the 
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time. Many artists would tackle the problem of how to depict those lands “devoid of 

landscape” by giving total focus to the scene itself rather than the scenery as such—an 

approach that would continue until the end of the century. Hence, even in paintings the 

plains became the vaguely suggested scenery of the stories, myths and figures that 

nurtured the minds of painters and writers, particularly Indian raids and the abductions 

of white captives.6 

2.2 Pacifying and Conquering Deserts: Roca’s Military Campaign 

On April 5, 1879, Chile declared war on Peru and Bolivia in response to new 

taxes that the Bolivian government imposed on Chilean mining companies, and a secret 

alliance between Peru and Bolivia took form. Chile's expansionist movement through 

the Atacama Desert was not well received by other countries of the region, and the 

Chilean government increased its foreign diplomatic efforts to prevent an organized 

international condemnation of its policy (Escudé and Cisneros, ch. 33). To this end, the 

Chilean government sent José Manuel de Balmaceda to Argentina. As plenipotentiary 

minister, Balmaceda was in charge of ensuring Argentina's neutrality during the War of 

                                                      

6 “Durante el siglo XIX el paisaje pampeano constituyó un todo inescindible con el drama que se 
desarrollaba en él. Éste, que podría resumirse como el drama de la conquista, presenta dos aspectos: uno 
consiste en la epopeya cotidiana de atravesar y poblar el desierto. Los ranchos, las carreteras señalan la 
proeza de la presencia humana en esas soledades. El otro es el enfrentamiento con el indio por la posesión 
de la tierra” (Malosetti Costa and Penhos 197). 
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the Pacific, offering in return a series of concessions in the long running border dispute 

between the two countries. Balmaceda arrived in Buenos Aires at a tense moment 

dominated by the feeling of “territorial loss”: the United States had just ruled in favor of 

Paraguay in the arbitration of (indigenous) territories in the Chaco region, and Chile's 

military advancements to north and south were sparking nationalist fears of 

subordination to Argentina's main competing powers: Chile and Brazil. Argentine 

General and newly appointed minister of war, Julio Argentino Roca, was also sending 

5,000 soldiers to the southern frontier, as part of a plan to move the frontier down to the 

Black River, and to conquer 15,000 square miles of the land of Mapuche, Tehuelche, and 

Ranqueles. Though Balmaceda's mission did not seem promising at first, at the end of 

May president Avellaneda officially declared Argentina's neutrality. There are various 

hypotheses on the reasons behind this unexpected decision, but it seems clear that the 

Argentine government took advantage of Chile's difficulties to move forward with the 

extermination and occupation campaign on the south.  

The Conquest or Campaign of the Desert, as it is commonly called, was carefully 

planned, with five columns moving forward in an enveloping movement that would 

converge in Choele-Choel on May 25, 1879, ready to celebrate the national remembrance 
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of the first locally elected government.7 Choele-Choel was located on the Black River 

shore and was a neuralgic point of indigenous power, at this point led by a 

confederation of Mapuche, Tehuelche, and Ranqueles. The arrival to Choele-Choel and 

the celebration of May 25 was intended to mark the inauguration of a new era for the 

nation, a rebirth, breaking free this time not from the backwardness of the Spanish 

crown, but from the barbarism of the Indian raids and the dominion of the desert.  

The propaganda surrounding the military campaign was indeed very 

powerful—before, during, and after the main military operations.8 It fed on the 

                                                      

7 On May 25, 1810, after a week-long series of events, the Viceroy of the Rio de la Plata was removed, and a 
"patriotic Junta" was elected in his replacement. It was one of the first successful actions towards 
independence of the Spanish empire. May 25 is more heavily celebrated than the Independence Day—July 9, 
1816. 
8 During the twentieth-century, Roca’s extermination campaign was studied from a predominantly military 
and political perspective (with most of the researchers coming from the military). These works imagine the 
invasion as a series of violent clashes at the end of which white civilization triumphed over Indian 
barbarism. Unsurprisingly, Roca was cherished by the last dictatorship and special events were organized to 
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the conquest (1979). If in the case of the Triple Alliance War even official 
commemorations offer conflicting views, the history of the exterminating campaigns against various 
indigenous groups remained an unchallenged narrative until the 1980s. Most of the revisionist lines in 
Argentine historiography had until then focused on the discussion of the figure of Juan Manuel de Rosas. In 
the fight against the last military dictatorship, however, denunciations of state violence and the massive 
forced disappearances renewed interest in other state-silenced victims. Little by little, the indigenous 
genocide has gained more visibility. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, it was not a historian but a literary critic who 
delved into the texts of the military, politicians, and intellectuals involved in the "conquest of the desert" and 
denounced the massive killings of the indigenous population, declaring the latter to be the first desaparecidos 
(“the disappeared”) of Argentine history. In Indios, ejércitos y fronteras (1982), David Viñas gathered 
selections from the texts he studied while in exile, decrying the power of the military all along Argentine 
political history. 
Voices unquestionably defending the actions of Roca are still heard today, especially when dealing with 
memorial issues. A few years ago, for instance, when a project to rename a park in Buenos Aires was 
proposed, changing it from "Roca" to "Bicentenario", judge Federico Young protested against the plan, 
alleging that Argentinians needed still to honor his memory. It was thanks to Roca, Young said, that the 
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increasing demand for land that the economic crisis of the 1870s had further instigated.9 

Roca conquered the presidential seat immediately after his return from the Black River 

(1880-1886), and then a second time at the turn of the century (1898-1904), further 

helping to create an official consensus in the portrayal of the Conquest of the Desert in 

years to come.  

                                                      

country had the current territorial extension. According to him, the young general had conducted a 
"sovereignty campaign" to the Black River, putting an end to Chilean ambitions (Pertot). The fact that such 
statements can still be repeated today, faithfully reproducing nineteenth-century arguments, shows how 
effective the official view on the Desert Campaign has been. 
9 In 1866 the Argentine Rural Society was created—a sign of the stronger organizational efforts of the rural 
economic forces. 

Figure 22: “Where is the [presidential] baton? It’s at the Negro River. Roca went to 
look for it.” El Mosquito, April 20, 1879. 
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Roca’s propaganda efforts did not go unnoticed, as the cartoons published in the 

satirical magazine El Mosquito show (Figure 22 and Figure 23). El Mosquito is 

symptomatic of the expansion and diversification of the illustrated press. It was founded 

by one of Correo del Domingo’s main illustrators, Henri Meyer (whose images we 

discussed in chapter one) and was incredibly successful, appearing for three decades 

(1863-1893).10 The journal’s popularity was shot after the incorporation of Henri (then 

Enrique) Stein, who would become the star satirical illustrator of the last decades of the 

nineteenth century. Stein joined the journal in 1868, by 1872 he was its editorial director 

(as the bold letters under the journal’s title advertised), and three years later its owner. 

The comparison with Correo del Domingo reveals how visual languages changed 

according to the intentions of the publications. El Mosquito was also a weekly journal 

published on Sundays, but its announced objectives were quite the reverse of Cantilo’s 

publication. “Independent, Satirical, Burlesque, and with Caricatures” [Independiente, 

Satírico, Burlesco y de Caricaturas], El Mosquito was meant to be critical of the 

government and its main political figures.11 Images played a key role, gradually taking 

                                                      

10 For a complete study of El Mosquito and its significance, see Claudia Román, Prensa, política y cultura visual. 
El Mosquito (Buenos Aires, 1863-1893). Buenos Aires: Ampersand, 2017. 
11 Stein’s political engagement was quite questionable, however. During the 1874 presidential campaign, 
Mitre’s forces asked him to illustrate the pages of their journal La Presidencia. Stein accepted, and under the 
pen name Carlos Monet, he criticized his own caricatures in El Mosquito, which at the time was supporting 
the Alsinist forces. The move was openly condemned by other illustrated journals (Del Pópolo). 
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over this four-page publication: at the beginning only one page was dedicated to 

illustrations, later the two internal pages were almost entirely visual, and by the end of 

its publishing life three quarters of its content was made of images. The fact that images 

were not primarily placed on its cover—as was the case the case with Correo del 

Domingo—but given full prominence inside reveal that images were not a mere alluring 

element to gain more subscribers, but an integral part of their communication scheme. 

Additionally, caricatures are by definition more playful with their meanings, and those 

of El Mosquito offered plenty of details for eyes to inspect and interpret. The 

accompanying text did not try to guide the reading (imposing a single message), and 

Figure 23: “July 27 (Julio) Roca on the move. /- Sarmiento: “Oh, hell! I won’t mess 
with these foolish people! They’ll be smashed!” El Mosquito, July 27, 1879. 
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instead offered new information (as in the form of dialogues), complementing or 

contrasting with the image. With its images, El Mosquito encouraged consumers to 

develop a more critical—or at least more active—reading of images. 

Figure 22 and Figure 23  illustrate this point. The first, published on April 20, 

1879, shows several political figures playing a futile treasure hunt. They are looking for 

the presidential baton, but only Roca knows where it is. The Republic is showing him 

the way—it is at the Black River. The dialog below simply says “Where is the baton? It’s 

at the Negro River. Roca went to look for it.” The treasure hunters are not labeled, but 

their faces should be recognizable for the visually informed reader—or at least for those 

familiar with Stein’s caricatural portrayals of the political elite. Those aspiring to 

presidency are ridiculed, and the whole campaign is denounced as having already been 

defined by Roca’s military plan. The second cartoon is no less provocative. This time the 

image covers two full pages (instead of sharing the space with other images). An 

oversized sculpture of Roca’s head is being pushed by some politicians and a figure that 

though seemingly resembling the allegorical republic actually represents “public 

opinion.” The rollers that are helping to move this big rock (roca in Spanish) bear the 

names of the most important newspapers in Buenos Aires. On his way to the presidency, 

as the sign on the left announces, Roca will smash the conciliatory strategies of president 

Nicolás Avellaneda. 
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Roca’s evidently calculated moves and gestures earned him the nickname “the 

fox.” The epic language used to describe the occupation, together with the constructed 

idea that his predecessor in the ministry of war had followed a merely defensive and 

weak strategy, helped to install his own military campaign as a turning point in the 

country’s history with an exact date: June 11, 1879, the day he arrived at the confluence 

of the Neuquén and Limay Rivers. The frontier with the Indigenous territories had never 

been a stable border, and the creole forces had moved it slowly but steadily further 

south. The 1870s, however, were a decisive moment, as can be observed on historical 

maps showing the frontier changes. After the end of the Triple Alliance war, the 

government was able to regroup its forces to eliminate both the questioning of its power 

by caudillos and their montoneras, and the limits imposed by the Indigenous frontier. 

Therefore, despite the apparently defensive nature of projects like the notorious Zanja de 

Alsina (Alsina’s Trench, 1876), it is then that the government adopted a much more 

offensive approach—as evidenced by the number of caciques defeated, indigenous 

prisoners, and the construction of new forts and towns. It was also then that the “white 

raids” started—a form of attack that focused on being quick and destructive, without 

immediate occupation, but destroying the indigenous tolderías, and pushing them 

further south. The reports and letters of these years are a good reflection of the 

devastating power with which the military were advancing: 
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We have accomplished our mission leaving no Indian standing in the vast and 
rich Ranquelean territory, which was in yestertime the seat of two powerful 
tribes and whose annihilation you trusted to the Division under my charge. 
Greetings,  

Colonel Eduardo Racedo, Río IV, September 20, 1878 (in Olascoaga 101).12 

Or: 

Mendoza, February 3, 1879 

To the Minister of War: (…) The captured riffraff has been distributed among the 
wealthy families of this city. Greetings,  

Rufino Ortega, Lieutenant Colonel (in Olascoaga 148).13 

As these reports make clear, the Argentine government was committed to an 

“us-or-them” strategy, one of absolute exclusion of the indigenous groups. The fears of 

La Cautiva were still looming, determining that Creole society could not survive in 

coexistence with native societies. Where physical extermination was not followed, a 

careful separation of families and communities, distributed as domestic labor to rich 

families or as a work force in plantations and mills in different parts of the country, 

ensure a cultural genocide (later further secured by different Christian churches and 

their evangelical missions). By 1879 then, the indigenous forces had considerably 

weakened. 

                                                      

12 “Hemos cumplido nuestra misión no dejando un solo indio en pie en el vasto y rico territorio ranquelino, 
asiento ayer de dos poderosas tribus y cuya campaña V.E. confió a la 3a División de mi mando. Saludo a 
V.E. Coronel Eduardo Racedo - Río IV, septiembre 20 de 1878.” 
13 “Mendoza, febrero 3 de 1879. Al señor ministro de la Guerra: (...) La chusma tomada se ha distribuido 
entre las familias pudientes de esta ciudad. Saludo a V.E. Rufino Ortega. Teniente coronel.” 
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In apparent contrast to this scenario, Roca assumed the presidency of Argentina 

in 1880 with the motto “Peace and Administration” (“Paz y Administración”). The 

slogan was primarily addressing the still violent divisions within the creole political elite 

itself, mainly those referring to the ongoing confrontation of Buenos Aires and the 

provinces previously united under the confederate flag. But it clearly also made 

reference to the elimination of the “Indian problem.” Another political cartoon from the 

journal El Mosquito illustrates this point (Figure 24). In this satirical caricature, we see a 

“peaceful general”—Roca—calmly gardening. Some of his crops read “border security” 

Figure 24: “A peaceful general and a belligerent doctor. /- Roca: Tejedor, clever devil, 
wants to fire at me; how tempted I am to fire back… /- Bartolo [Mitre]: What a nice 

target, Doctor! Do not miss the shot!” El Mosquito, August 24, 1879. 
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and “Pacification. Colonization.”  To his back, we see a group of politicians, led by the 

“belligerent doctor” Carlos Tejedor, stealthily approaching Roca. While Tejedor and the 

others are heavily armed, Roca seems to guess the move, but refrains from answering—

with his butt. 

Tejedor was at the time governor of Buenos Aires (1878-1880) and a fierce 

opponent of the Federalization of Buenos Aires as the national capital (and the 

concomitant federalization of the port’s customs). Since Rosas’ fall (1852), Tejedor had 

been a key figure in the confrontations and negotiations of Buenos Aires and the 

Confederate provinces. After Buenos Aires’ readmission into “Argentina” in 1862, the 

problem of the national capital still remained. The political cartoon of El Mosquito dates 

from July 1879; just months later Tejedor would run for president against Roca. When 

defeated, he organized a military uprising, forcing the national government to move to 

the outskirts of the city (to Belgrano). Roca led the national forces against him, and only 

after a series of bloody confrontations was the city won over. This victory is now seen as 

the final battle between Buenos Aires and the provinces. When Roca assumed the 

presidency, there was no longer strong opposition to making Buenos Aires the capital, 

and in 1880 Argentina finally established its national capital. Roca could now boast of 

having defeated both the desert and the proud city of Buenos Aires.  
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Now the time of “peace and administration” could begin. The slogan referred to 

the first element of the elites’ guiding formula—that of “order and progress.”14 As Oscar 

Oszlak explains, the idea of order was understood as a prerequisite for progress to follow 

its natural course: “…the question of ‘progress’ emerged as the other side of ‘order’, as 

its natural corollary. The formula that united them established an order of precedence 

that would turn into a necessary condition for the full realization of both terms. Order 

and progress, but first order, then progress” (La formación del estado 29).15 The ruling elite 

selectively understood the idea of “progress”, dividing the spheres and times on which 

such a force could work.16 Their notion of progress combined liberal economic ideas of 

market autonomy with positivist ideas, and thus the ruling elites could consider 

themselves “progressive” in the economic sphere while maintaining an oligarchical form 

of government.17 Politics could now be left aside, candidates and elections negotiated 

                                                      

14 Surely the best sign of its force can be appreciated in the Brazilian flag, designed just after the 
proclamation of the republic (1889): in the very middle a blue disc with a starry sky and golden ring with 
the phrase “Ordem e Progresso.” 
15 “…la cuestión del "progreso" surgió como contracara del "orden", como su natural corolario. La fórmula 
que las reunía señalaba un orden de prelación que adquiriría el carácter de condición necesaria para la plena 
realización de sus dos términos. Orden y progreso, pero primero orden, luego progreso." 
16 This is clearly stated by Juan Bautista Alberdi, author of Bases y puntos de partida para la organización política 
de la República Argentina (1852), from where the Argentine Constitution (1853) took many of its principles 
and rules. In there, Alberdi claimed that the Argentine society was not politically ready for a “real republic”, 
and that its leaders should first work with “possible republic” or the “republic of inhabitants as pruducers 
of wealth.” Roca was an open supporter of Alberdi’s ideas, and his own motto “peace and administration” 
can be thought as Alberdian in nature (Herrero). 
17 “Pero en general, quienes se inspiraban en Comte, Spencer, Stuart Mill o Darwin formaban parte de las 
corrientes de opinión que, al presenciar los efectos centrífugos de las programáticas liberales, preferían 
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within the closed circle of the “governors’ league” (Botana). Inhabitants would first need 

to integrate themselves as economic subjects before becoming “real citizens” 

(paraphrasing Alberdi’s division).  

The slogan “peace and administration” was a persuasive way of promoting a 

non-violent image of the government’s political and economic agenda.18 But, just as with 

the irreconcilable image of the pacifying general, “peace and administration” implied a 

set of drastic measures of which the occupation of the indigenous territories and the 

decimation of their societies are the most extreme manifestations.19 In the series of 

processes and measures that led to the conformation and consolidation of the nation-

state, “peace” (or “pacification” in the Chilean version) meant the imposition of a certain 

order of things. On a similar note, “administration” stood for the deep penetration of the 

Argentine state in new social spheres, regions and groups:20 

It is important to observe that, in the eyes of nation-building men, to "regulate"—
or, in their terms, "regenerate"—did not point to the social restoration of a set of 

                                                      

apelar a las tendencias centralizadoras, aun autoritarias o cesaristas, posponiendo "el tiempo político" al 
previo ordenamiento económico y social” (Terán, “positivismo y nación”15). 
18 Argentine historiographies have labeled the period inaugurated by Roca’s first presidency and closed 
with the arrival to power of a new middle-class party (Unión Cívica Radical) the “Conservative Order or 
Period” (1880-1916). See, for instance, Natalio Botana, El Orden Conservador. La política argentina entre 1880 - 
1916 (1977). Here, the question of order is more related to the idea of “preserving power” (“conserve”), but 
again, it should not be inferred that this kind of “order” did not allow or encourage processes of deep 
transformation and violence. 
19 Roca’s peace is hence popularly known as the “peace of the graveyards.” 
20 Oscar Oszlak distinguishes four methods through which state power could “penetrate” the regions it 
wanted to control: ideological, coopting, represive, and material penetration. The army was clearly the agent 
in charge of the represive strategy (La formación del Estado 539-540). 
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rules of relation and cohabitation, nor to the return of a natural "order" 
temporarily dissolved by civil conflict. Rather, it was the imposition of a new 
organizational frame and social functioning, consistent with the developing 
contours of the production system and domination relations (Oszlak, 
“Reflexiones” 536).21 

In this sense, the term “order” was as deceptive as that of “peace.” It pointed to 

the imposition of a new order, and consequently, a total reorganization of the dynamics 

of power. More importantly, it reveals the confidence the military and political elites had 

in their power to mold society according to their vision—playing with time and 

accelerating so-called progress.  

This review of the dominant political and economic ideas of the time will help us 

understand the ambiguous representation of war in Pozzo’s photographs, given that 

“peace” and “order” had more of a political and symbolical capital than “war.”  

2.3 The Military Campaign According to Pozzo’s Photographs 

The arrival of photography to the territories that for so long had resisted Western 

powers was symbolic of the expansionist agenda of the Argentine state.22 With their 

                                                      

21 “Es importante observar que en la intención de los hombres de la organización nacional, "regularizar" -o, 
en sus términos, "regenerar"- no significaba restituir a la sociedad determinadas pautas de relación y 
convivencia ni regresar a un "orden" habitual momentáneamente disuelto por los enfrentamientos civiles, 
sino imponer un nuevo marco de organización y funcionamiento social, coherente con el perfil que iban 
adquiriendo el sistema productivo y las relaciones de dominación.” 
22 As Abigail Solomon-Godeau explains, photography was critical to imperialism. The French army 
employed the camera's lens to chronicle military exploits, first in Algeria during the 1850s, and later in 
Tunisia and Morocco. The British army similarly used photography in its colonial practices in India and its 
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photographic capture, these territories were doubly appropriated. And so were of 

course the caciques and groups defeated and taken prisoner. In this sense, the use of 

photography to document the creole conquest responds particularly well to the 19th 

century nationalist-imperialist wave. The rapidity and multiplicity of the photographic 

image made it especially suitable for conquerors’ exploratory and ostentatious 

approach: "From its inception, photography implied the capture of the largest possible 

number of subjects. No other prosthetic technology or figurative art had been so 

imperial in scope before. To photograph is a form of appropriation reminiscent of 

collecting through hunting and embalming" (Nouzeilles, “The Archival Paradox” 40). 

When shooting a photograph of non-White territories and of non-White subjects, 

photographers were violently participating in the appropriation of those lands and 

bodies. 

For this reason, it is not surprising that a photographer would join Roca’s column 

in its advance of the frontier up to the Black River. And not just any photographer—

Antonio Pozzo (1829-1910) was one of the most prominent professional photographers 

                                                      

other colonies. Photography was immediately applied in documenting the world as seen by Western 
powers, to create a visual encyclopedia: "The status of photography at its birth hinged on what was thought 
to be its capacity for objective transcription… The world and its objects offered itself to the camera's lens, 
promising an encyclopedic visual registry -an inventory to be out at the service of science, commerce, 
physiognomy, empire, and art" (Solomon-Godeau 171).  Wars and imperial projects were documented 
together with ruins and historical sites (the Mayan ruins by Désiré Charnay, for example) and "exotic" 
communities and destinations (as seen in the work of Samuel Bourne in India and Nepal). 
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of the time. Born in Italy, he likely arrived in Buenos Aires at a young age. He appears in 

the 1850 registry enlisted as a municipal photographer, and already in 1852 we have 

proof of his popularity among the political elite when he makes a daguerreotype of Juan 

Justo Urquiza right after defeating Rosas in the battle of Caseros. A few years later he 

worked for the Buenos Aires Western Railway, documenting the inauguration and 

expansion of the first railway built in Argentina. After this successful career he was able 

to open a studio that he tactically named “Alsina”, either in reference to Valentín or 

Adolfo Alsina, father and son, both key figures in the political and military circles of the 

country. Pozzo’s portrait business flourished and it was his camera that captured 

Buenos Aires’ political elite. He nevertheless seems to have had a pioneering and 

curious spirit, for he attempted risky photographic projects. In 1864, he tried to take 

aerial photographs from a hot-air balloon (Gesualdo 34), though the result of this 

experience is not known. He also traveled to Mendoza after an earthquake left the city in 

ruins in 1861 (Gómez 61). And it was Pozzo again who photographed the famous 

cacique Pincén after he was defeated and taken prisoner in 1878. He would also be given 

the opportunity to compete with his photographs at the Centennial International 

Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1875, together with Christiano Junior (he was popular 

enough to be included in El Mosquito’s caricatures, like the one on April 11, 1875 

showing an eager Pozzo on his way to Philadelphia). Pozzo was thus no marginal 
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figure, and in his role as a photographer he positioned himself as a public actor. 

Curiously enough, it is after his participation in the invasion of the south that we lose 

track of his life. We do know, however, that after coming back he asked for and was 

given copyright protection for his images (La América del Sur July 11, 1879);23 he also 

received two medals, a portion of the conquered land, and the title of Captain (Caras y 

Caretas, August 29, 1910).  

Pozzo’s participation in the “conquest of the desert” was inspired by his own 

professional interests and political liaisons; it was he who asked to join and had to cover 

the costs of the enterprise. Given his political involvement, however, we can safely 

assume that he joined Roca’s forces as someone who supported the state’s project. It is 

unclear precisely how many photographs he took, but surveying the different albums 

archived in museums, libraries and private collections, there are approximately sixty 

different surviving images. Using the wet-collodion technique, Pozzo was obliged to 

develop his photographs as quickly as possible. His wagon was literally a photographic 

lab on wheels. Once developed, the glass negatives were very delicate, and in the 

photographs we can appreciate the cracks that some suffered. Earlier copies also bear 

prominent stamps with the inscription “Fotografía Alsina - Victoria 590 Bs. As.”  

                                                      

23 "Don Antonio Pozzo se ha presentado a la oficina correspondiente solicitando privilegio de marca de 
fábrica por las vistas fotográficas que ha sacado de todos los puntos donde hacía alto la expedición al Río 
Negro.” La América del Sur, julio 11 de 1879. In Döring and Lorentz 172. 
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The fact that most archives treasure these photographs in the form of an album 

(or, in the lack of it, in the loose sheets of an album) speaks to the successful protection 

of his images during his lifetime. I have not found any reproductions of his photographs 

as postcards or lithographs in the years immediately after the conquest. Upon Pozzo’s 

death, however, the illustrated journal Caras y Caretas (1898-1941) dedicated a page to his 

memory, including two photographs of Pozzo himself and three of the “conquest of the 

desert.” Interestingly, Pozzo is described as someone who at times would leave his 

photographic camera aside to brandish a weapon in combat. This is most probably 

poetic license on the part of the journal, since none of the accounts of the people 

accompanying the same military column as Pozzo mentions anything of the sort.24 It 

reveals, however, that the desire for audacious figures and stories was still present, 

making this description more appealing than the simple idea of a photographer 

promenading across the Pampas.25 Another interesting detail is the fact that the 

photographs were significantly cropped: top, bottom, and even substantial parts on the 

sides were removed without acknowledging these modifications. This, I believe, is 

                                                      

24 In fact, only the journalist Remigio Lupo and the priest Antonio Espinosa make references to Pozzo in 
their memoirs of the “conquest of the desert.” Olascoaga, on the other hand, completely ignores his 
presence. In his book, Pozzo’s name appears only once: in the list of people accompanying the first military 
column (the one led by Roca) under the category “citizens.” 
25 The closest to a scene of action that Pozzo gets is one where he is actually robbed of part of his equipment 
(luckily, he recuperates it later). See Lupo 150. 
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representative of the kind of reaction Pozzo’s photographs provoked: in order to 

understand them as documents of the conquest of the south, it was necessary to inspect 

them, manipulate them, and redefine them. We will see that this “zoom-in” operation 

has been practiced by viewers with very different political and historical expectations.  

Given that the format of the album was the preferred form of circulation for 

these images, I would like to think of these photographs as forming a corpus, since they 

are revealing not only as individual images, but also in what they show as a whole. I will 

hence focus on one of the albums kept in the Roca Museum. This album is particular in 

Table 1 List of the photographs in Antonio Pozzo's album. Museo Roca, Buenos Aires 

1. Jefe de la Expedición General 
Roca y Estado Mayor General 

2. Grupo de Jefes- Roca, Winter, 
Villegas y García 

3. Fortín “General Lavalle” 
4. Fortín “Salado” 
5. Grupo de Oficiales 
6. Fortín “Sauce Corto” y Oficina del 

Telégrafo 
7. Carhué, Casa del Coronel Nicolás 

Lavalle 
8. Carhué, Fortín “Mangrullo” 
9. Carhué, Maestranza – Laguna 

Carhué 
10. Carhué, Mayoría. 
11. Carhué, Pueblo – 11 Bis. Pueblo 
12. Puán, Grupo de Jefes en el 

Cuartel. 
13. Puán, Vista general del Cuartel. 
14. Puán, Cartel y Calle Comercio – 

Sierra Curumalal 
15. Puán, Coraceros en el Cuartel. 
16. “La Tórtola” - Campamento. 
17. Fuerte Argentino - Campamento 

Nueva Roma 
18. "Rincón Grande" - Misa de 

Campaña 

19. "Paso Alsina" 
20. "Paso Alsina" 
21. "Fuerte Argentino" 
22. Nueva Roma 
23. Artillería de Villegas, después del 

"Paso Alsina" 
24. "Hábrá de Catriel" 
25. Artillería en la picada "24 de 

Mayo". 
26. La picada "24 de mayo" 
27. "Las escaleras" 
28. Los Médanos de Salinas Grandes 

- Campamento del 2 de Línea 
29. "Los Médanos" - Campamento 

del 6 Línea 
30. "Chico Movida" 
31. Choele-Choel - Punta de abajo 
32. Campamento en marcha 
33. Fortín "Sauce Corto" 
34. Choele-Choel - Campamento del 

Comandante García 
35. Choele-Choel - Doctrina por el 

Rev. Sr. Espinosa, hoy Arzobispo 
36. Choele-Choel – Tedeum 
37. Choele-Choel - Formación de 

Cuarteles 

38. Convoy del Ejército en marcha - 
Mujeres de los soldados 

39. Construcción de Cuarteles-Bis - 
Construcción del Pueblo 
Avellaneda 

40. La confluencia de los ríos Limay y 
Neuquén 

41. Día de la Correspondencia 
42. El Chichinal 
43. El Chichinal 
44. Nido del Aguila – Chichinal 
45. El Chichinal punta de Abajo 
46. Los Indios de Linares - En el 

Chichinal 
47. "Chimpay" 
48. El ejército marchando en 

columna 
49. Carmen de Patagones, con el 

Vapor Triunfo 
50. Carmen de Patagones - El puerto 

con el Vapor "Santa Rosa" 
51. Carmen de Patagones - Ciudad 

con el Arco de Triunfo 
52. Carmen de Patagones - Sierra "La 

Caballada" 
53. Plaza y fuerte de Carmen de 

Patagones 
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the fact that it belonged to Roca himself, presumably a gift that was put together years 

later, in 1901 (Alexander, Informe 3).26 In its organization and selection, it also intensifies 

the most troubling characteristics of Pozzo’s photographs: wide spaces, distant objects, 

lack of details, and lack of narrative.  

The album brings together fifty-four images, most of which are views—as the 

album title notes (Figure 25). The first photographs vaguely capture the young 

settlements and forts along the frontier line. After leaving Puán (photograph n.15), the 

real “inland” advancement begins. The more solid constructions of some frontier towns 

are replaced by the more obvious precarity of camping sites. Only towards the end does 

the album include some photographs that break with this monotony: we see the convoy 

and its families, the priests indoctrinating a group of Indigenous people, and a 

                                                      

26 For quality reasons, I may sometimes use the copies from other archives, provided they are exact copies 
(which is not a given, since the comparison of Pozzo’s albums reveals the manipulation of the copies’ frame 
and sometimes even its composition, as we will see below). 
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photograph of “friendly Indians” (“grupo de indios amigos”). In the last five 

 

Figure 25: Antonio Pozzo, Expedition to the Black River. Views taken by Antonio 
Pozzo accompanying the Headquarter of War Minister and Chief of Operations, Julio A. 

Roca. Museo Roca. 
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photographs, we have finally arrived in Carmen de Patagones, and “civilization” 

returns. This whole succession is however barely noticeable due to the distance from 

which these images were taken, since it does not allow the viewer to approach and focus 

on the human events they frame. A certain monotony invades the space—each view as a 

repetition of the previous one, invalidating the advancement on new land. There is 

hardly any progression, or story told—apparently, there is nothing to be told, nothing to 

be seen.  

The traces of the military operation that sought to eliminate the Indigenous 

communities are barely noticeable. Once again, war photographs move away from the 

moments of confrontation and execution. In the documentation of the Triple Alliance 

War, however, the lack of an epic narrative of the photographs worked against the 

militant propaganda and political use of the conflict. In this new context, the numbing 

effect of those distant views with no apparent action would ultimately be congruous 

with the state historical narrative.  

2.4 Reception of Pozzo’s Photographs 

The literature on these photographs has criticized their complicity with Roca's 

project in that they do not show nor condemn the killings and expropriations they 

accompanied. Because of this, researchers suggest that Pozzo’s photographs are a 

celebration of Roca and his military exploits. In their readings, “praise”, “apologetic 
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story”, “epic narrative”, “self-celebration” are common denominators to describe 

Pozzo’s photographs. According to Héctor Alimonda and Juan Ferguson, his 

photographs accentuate the “spectacular gesture” that characterizes the campaign as a 

whole: “This vision of the 1879 campaign as "spectacular gesture" is reaffirmed when we 

examine the collection of fifty photographs that the National Library of Rio de Janeiro 

holds” (Alimonda y Ferguson 2).27 Verónica Tell proposes that Pozzo’s album be read as 

complementary to Manuel Olascoaga’s account of the conquest, and then adds:  

In Pozzo's photographs there are no images of violence, battle, or death. (…) 
Additionally, when we take a deeper look at the album, we can see that the 
conquest's glorification was mainly achieved by focusing on the army, its men, 
and the "liberated" territory rather than on its prior owners, and their 
subjugation and annihilation. (…) As a fervent supporter of Alsina, Pozzo's 
camera revolves around the military intervention, seeking to document a great 
historical event (“Panorámica y close-up” 3-4).28 

Luis Príamo notes the exaggerated distant takes, but still reaffirms the idea that 

Pozzo was working towards an epic gesture: “the epic purpose in Pozzo—who admired 

                                                      

27 “Esta visión de la campaña de 1879 como "gesto espectacular" se reafirma cuando examinamos la 
colección de cincuenta fotografías de la misma existente en la Biblioteca Nacional de Río de Janeiro.” 
28 “En los registros que realizó Pozzo al acompañar a la quinta columna del ejército no hay imágenes de 
violencia ni batallas ni muertos (…) Además, al analizar más en profundidad el álbum se verá cómo toda 
finalidad enaltecedora de la conquista que el fotógrafo sostuvo se depositó más en la figura del Ejército y 
sus hombres y en el territorio "liberado" que en los anteriores poseedores de ese espacio y su dominación y 
aniquilamiento (…). Alsinista ferviente, Pozzo ponía el foco en la intervención militar e iba en busca del 
registro de un gran acontecimiento histórico.” In her recent book, however, Tell complements this reading 
with a comparison of Olascoaga’s painting Paso Alsina and two photographs by Pozzo registering the same 
event (the crossing of the Colorado River). In contrast to Olascoaga’s representation, Pozzo’s photographs 
“carecen de rasgos épicos y de personaje destacado. El general en el llano, no identificable entre otros 
hombres, no ofrecía la impronta que un acto grandioso merecía conservar” (El lado visible 50). 
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General Roca—is evident, even when muted by that sort of distant neutrality of the 

images” (“La fotografía italiana”).29 Carlos Masotta also points to Pozzo’s puzzling 

professional decisions and the unflattering effect it has on Roca’s army:  

Pozzo's photographs assemble portraits of the military authorities together with 
panoramic views, in many of which the photographer made an evident "error" 
when calculating perspectives and proportions. These images create a vacuum 
effect and the feeling that the territory is overflown with space: it is the desert 
as disproportion. The photographer moves away from the subjects. The larger 
the distance, the bigger the share of horizons he can capture; in this dialectic, the 
former wins. On this territory, men are made to look smaller, lost, and adrift 
(“Telón de fondo” 115. Emphasis added).30 

But Masotta goes on to argue that the state arrives to impose its law and order on 

these docile lands: “the state transforms the territory into a docile stage for its dramatic 

power” (116).31  

It is undeniable that Pozzo’s photographs are images of an invisible violence. In 

them, there are no dead or wounded people, and those taken prisoner are only included 

in images of religious rituals, such as masses and baptisms. The avoidance of the most 

evident scenes and signs of violence, however, should not be the only criterion by which 

                                                      

29 “El propósito épico de Pozzo, que admiraba al general Roca, es evidente, aunque queda asordinado por 
esa especie de neutralidad distante de las imágenes.” 
30 “Las fotos de Pozzo reúnen retratos del grupo de autoridades militares con panorámicas, en muchas de las 
cuales es evidente el "error" del fotógrafo al evaluar la relación entre perspectiva y proporciones. En ellas se 
crea un efecto de vacío o de un territorio desbordado por el espacio: el desierto como desproporción. El 
fotógrafo se aleja de los sujetos. Cuanta más distancia toma de ellos mayor es la porción de horizontes 
retratable y, en esa dialéctica, gana el primero. Sobre ese territorio los hombres son empequeñecidos, 
parecen perdidos y sin rumbo.” 
31 “El Estado se escenifica allí y hace del territorio una pose dócil a sus objetivos.” 
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to judge the aesthetic and political portrayal of the military conquest in Pozzo’s 

photographic album. In other words, Pozzo’s photographs did construct a violence-free 

account of the “Conquest of the Desert,” thus contributing to the denial of the 

indigenous genocide through the idea that those were empty lands, and that military 

forces did not need to perpetrate any kind of violence. However, this gesture would not 

have served the construction of an epic presentation of the military forces and their 

mission. In fact, there is a marked disregard for the pomposity and publicity with which 

Roca and his most fervent propagandists, Olascoaga and Zeballos, are managing the 

advancement on Ranqueles, Tehuelche and Mapuche, to the point that those complicit 

with Roca’s project also feel disappointed with Pozzo’s work.32 

In viewing this album as a register of Roca’s advancement through the Pampas, 

Sarmiento’s comment that the former’s military offensive was not more than a “horse 

carriage ride across the Pampas” (Alexander, Informe 1) is not very surprising. In this 

album, the camera runs its eye through the extension of a territory that had been 

synonymous with the White nightmare of the Indian raids; but now it finds nothing to 

be afraid of. The camera actually seems, quite simply, to register nothing. If the 

                                                      

32 Olascoaga chose his own drawings for the lithographs that were included in his book. As we see below, 
Zeballos made a clear statement in favor of Pedro Morelli’s photographs over those of Pozzo. And not even 
the last Argentine military dictatorship, in its celebration of the centennial of Roca’s invasion, rescued 
Pozzo’s photographs. 
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photographs of the Triple Alliance War moved the attention away from the moments of 

battle and the heroic deeds, and made room instead for the campsites, hospitals, and the 

barren and gloomy landscapes after the confrontation, the photographs of the conquest 

of the Indigenous territories move away from practically everything. The distance Pozzo 

takes to frame his views, in spite of his heavy equipment, results in images that avoid 

detail, anecdote, and story. The viewer is not invited to visit the battlefields, nor can she 

approach the towns, campsites, and marching armies on the way to the Black river. 

The captions accompanying the photographs are remarkably sparing in the 

amount of supplemental information they offer. There are no dates, nor description of 

the places they are advancing upon, to the point that deception and information are just 

as likely. Take photograph number 33, for instance. In the Roca Museum’s album, the 

place photographed is recognized as the “Sauce Corto” Fort, whereas in the Bicentenario 

Museum’s album, the caption identifies it as “Pescado Fort,” less than a day away from 

Sauce Corto. Pozzo has changed the referents, and little changes for the viewer. Towns, 

campsites, and forts follow one another, but it is hard to appreciate the advance. One 

place looks like the one before—even to the eyes of the person taking those photographs. 

As a matter of fact, the album does not strictly follow a chronological order. Many 

images break with that linear history of progression (e.g. n° 1, 2, 16, 21, 22, 24, 33). 
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Instead, it first presents the portraits of the “main protagonists,” and then forgets about 

them to go to the frontier, the new-born towns, and the fragile forts and campsites.  

If we compare Pozzo’s work to the detailed accounts written by other members 

of the military column (religious and military men, scientists, and journalists), the 

photographic album comes across as sloppy and vague. But the contrast is even more 

substantial when we set Pozzo’s photographs side by side to another important visual 

conquest: the photographs of Pedro Morelli. Pedro Morelli was the photographer 

accompanying the land-surveying expedition of Carlos Encina and Edgardo Moreno in 

1882-83. Their expedition had a clear topographical focus, and the photographs were 

thus meant to generate knowledge about those lands—and to circulate that new 

knowledge. The task of the engineers Encina and Moreno was to measure that territory 

and turn it into acres to be sold. The topographic-driven view is highlighted in the two 

resulting photographic albums, which start with a map of the region surveyed. Each 

photo is then accompanied by a detailed description indicating location, orientation, 

altitude, and sometimes even an evaluation of the land quality (Tell, “Panorámica y 

close-up” 5). Morelli’s 183 photographs offer higher quality and detail, and in them the 

land is no longer seen as a desert.33 Instead, it becomes not only fertile land to be sold, 

                                                      

33 Although, as Tell points out, it was not exactly the same terrain. The engineers went to Neuquén, and the 
topography there helped in the diversity of the takes. 
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but also enjoyable enough to become a landscape (starting the transition towards the 

ahistorical national landscapes that would be the defining image of the southern 

territories both in Argentina and Chile). The marked contrast between Pozzo’s and 

Morelli’s photographs was also noticed by their contemporaries, as can be appreciated 

in Zeballos’ words of praise to Morelli’s work:  

In Encina and Moreno's work, the economic and geographic quest is 
complemented with a marvelous artistic work: two splendid photographic 
albums by the humble photographer Pedro Morelli, hired by the explorers. It is 
the most important and best executed collection of the Argentine territories-
certainly far superior than those exorbitant works paid for by the government. 
Morelli's photographs evidence the artist's talent, good judgement, and 
meticulousness in the views' selection and combination… The collection leaves 
such a nice impression that we feel the government should buy and expose it (in 
Vezub 25. Emphasis added). 

As evidenced by Zeballos’ critique, the photographic albums of the Encina, Moreno & 

Ca. expedition satisfied the expectations and aspirations of the new owners of the land. 

They were visually pleasant and provided all the information that was considered 

pertinent and useful (e.g. location, orientation, altitude, land qualities). They were a 

confirmation of the grandiose—and portable—ownership of those lands, of the richness 

of the new possessions.34 Ultimately, they were photographs that worked to validate the 

claims of knowledge and ownership of beautiful and rich lands. 

                                                      

34 Verónica Tell also sees the ownership of the land reaffirmed in the few photographs that include 
Indigenous people: “Tanto los álbumes de Encina y Moreno como el de Pozzo incluyen unas pocas 
imágenes de indios. A rasgos generales, cabe afirmar que prevalece en todas ellas el registro del momento 
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Pozzo’s photographs, by contrast, are impenetrable. Contrary to Encina, Moreno 

& Ca.’s albums, the crude portrayal of the land, its heavy presence as an extension of 

wild pastures—not translated into measures, orientation, or exploitation potential—

made it more undecipherable. The desert in Pozzo’s photographs remains almost as 

mysterious and measureless as before the conquest. In other words, in the first 

photographs of the North-Patagonian region, the desert remains a desert, a perspective 

that is in tension with the new beginning and future of progress that the arrival of the 

civilizational forces is supposed to represent. Observing the photographs side by side 

(Figure 25) the recurrent framing of the images becomes apparent: two-thirds land, one-

third sky. In most cases, the other elements included in the view are either below the 

horizon line or at the same level (Figure 26) (the second and seventh photographs of the 

album are two clear counterexamples of this approach). As a result of this positioning 

and of the low contrast in the developing process, anything that is not land or sky tends 

to fade away among the tall grasses of the plains. And hence, the main protagonists of 

this album are the land and the sky.  

                                                      

de la dominación, es decir, del quiebre en la historia de esos pueblos, por sobre el intento de conocimiento y 
comprensión de sus hábitos, características culturales o físicas incluso -tan frecuentes en años posteriores, 
por ejemplo, en el trabajo fotográfico de Guido Boggiani en el Chaco u otros. Así, antes que la etnografía o 
antropología, lo que prima en esas fotografías es el registro del encuentro entre los antiguos y los nuevos 
dueños de las tierras o, más bien, del momento de cambio de propiedad. Pues se trataba de un encuentro 
donde no se pretendía conocer al Otro, sino, en esa primera instancia, asegurar y mostrar la posición de 
dominio sobre aquél y, por extensión, de sus dominios” (“Panorámicas y close-up” 8). 
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Pozzo’s views are more in dialogue with the recurrent comparisons to the sea of 

English travelers (Prieto) than with reports and projections of wealth and progress that 

the other members of the expedition created. The comparison of the “desert” to a sea is 

not innocent: the sea is more easily perceived as an ahistorical space, always the same, a 

world more impenetrable to the human eye and understanding, and hence reduced to 

its apparently unchanging surface. In Pozzo’s photographs, the newly invaded 

territories are thought in the same way. They have no history—since little reference is 

made to those whose land is being invaded. But, curiously enough, in these photographs 

the new inhabitants/owners are hardly marking the territory and making history. The 

land wins over the military columns, paraphernalia, and precarious settlements, 

blocking their agency.  

For an album that was supposed to document the military advancement on a 

people-land that for centuries had resisted White conquerors, there is surprisingly very 

Figure 26: The human element in Pozzo’s photographs. Comparison of Visual 
Information. 
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little action. Following the labeling of the captions, of the fifty-four albumins, thirty-

seven of them focus on a place—either a natural scenario like a slope, or a human 

settlement, like a fort or a campsite. Only six photographs have people as the main 

subject of the take, and two that focus on military apparel. This leaves nine photographs 

that we could group under a loosely defined category of “events.” Strikingly, three of 

these refer to actions by the Catholic church: “Rincón Grande – Outdoor Mass”, 

“Choele-Choel. Preaching of Rev. Espinosa, today Archbishop,” and “Choele. Choel – 

Tedeum.” The military forces take the lead in one caption—with the sole gerund of the 

album—if we leave aside the one of the title, in which the figure of agency is actually the 

photographer: “Views taken by Antonio Pozzo accompanying the headquarter” [Vistas 

tomadas por Antonio Pozzo acompañando al cuartel general…]. Titled “The army 

marching in column” [El ejército marchando en columna], (Figure 27) the photograph is 

however far from painting’s rendering of similar themes (see, for instance, Blanes’ 

Revista de Rancagua or Pueyrredón’s Juramento de la bandera a orillas del río Pasaje). In 

Pozzo’s perspective, the military column is almost consumed by the plains. Marching 

below the horizon line, with a remarkable distance from the camera, the state’s forces 

appear as a disoriented stream of ants, unable to conquer the space that invades them. 

Consequently, the only photograph that is supposed to register the military forces in 
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action completely blocks their agency by placing their movement within a frame so wide 

that their presence becomes meaningless.  

If the vastness included in the photograph is disorienting, reading the caption 

confuses the viewer even more. The alleged subject of the photographs is usually lost in 

the vast space of this desert. The accompanying captions offer little aid—and can even 

be misleading. This is particularly the case when the caption indicates the photograph 

shows a city, a temporary settlement, a group of people, or war machinery. And yet, in 

those cases the most obvious and immediate image is that of wild grass or dry land. 

Figure 27: Antonio Pozzo, “The Army marching in Column.” Museo Roca. 
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“Construction of Avellaneda town” [Construcción del Pueblo de Avellaneda] does not 

show any construction work. Instead, we see some scattered ranches placed near the 

horizon line and the shadow of the photographer and his camera that extends over the 

plains, occupying as much space as the settlements. In "Artillery in May 24 slope" 

(Figure 28), the artillery is the least evident object in the image. On the other hand, the 

presence of such heavy war equipment seems unjustified where no war is being 

documented. The white cloth of the line of tents is one of the few remarkable accidents 

in a view invaded by wild grass and dried vegetation. The caption here—as in most of 

his photographs—is in clear contrast with what the image is mainly showing (Figure 29). 

At the same time, however, it is this same apparent opposition between 

photograph and caption that may force the viewer into looking closer and more 

attentively. The themes and objects highlighted by the caption are certainly part of the 

photograph, even when seemingly hidden. With this play between distant objects and 

short, but intriguing captions, Pozzo unknowingly asks his viewers to act as detectives if 

they want to find more information on these photographs. And indeed, with a 

magnifying glass and patience, so many faces and situations can be found, totally 

unsuspected at first.  
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As Alimonda and Ferguson have pointed out, the transcultural and transracial 

world of the frontier can still be discovered in Pozzo’s photographs thanks to a deep 

depth of field, a reality they suppose wanted to be hidden, since it denied the 

dichotomous language of the White-Indian narrative. But Pozzo actually hides 

Figure 28: Antonio Pozzo, “Artillery in May 24 Slope.” Museo Roca. 

Figure 29: Antonio Pozzo, “Artillery in May 24 Slope” (detail). Museo Roca. 
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everything: the artillery, the frontier population, and even “innocent” events as the 

“Mail day” (Figure 30). Indeed, one of the few events that his camera records is that of 

the arrival of the mail to the Huayque-Gnelo camping site. By making it the event of the 

day, the caption presents it as another landmark to be celebrated. The arrival of the mail 

to the formerly barbarian lands was seen as another expression of the advancement of 

the state power. It attested to the expansion of its communications network, epitomized 

in the power of the telegraph. It is worth remembering that just one year before, in April 

1878, Argentina had been accepted as member of the Universal Postal Union, another 

proud sign of progress, part now of the international unified mailing territory: “In the 

international imaginary, the postal service… was associated with the progressive 

organization and increased complexity of the state apparatus, and was therefore 

considered another sign of progress” (Farkas 136).35 In Pozzo’s photograph, however, 

                                                      

35 “[El] servicio de correos… estaba asociado en el imaginario internacional a la progresiva organización y 
complejización de las administraciones estatales y por lo tanto era considerado también un indicador de 
progreso.” Mónica Farkas has studied the way Argentina actively sought to be part of this informational 
community: “La República Argentina ocupaba un lugar destacado entre las administraciones de correo 
internacionales: el quinto lugar entre los países de la Unión Postal Universal, por corresponderle a cada 
habitante un promedio de 31,1 cartas. Entre 1894 y 1898, el total de correspondencia recibida y expedida se 
había incrementado un 70 por ciento, pasando de 127.564.667 a 216.452.169 piezas postales. El 1º de abril de 
1878, la Argentina se había incorporado como país miembro de la Unión General de Correos, creada en 
1874, que poco después cambió a su denominación actual, Unión Postal Universal (UPU) con sede en Berna 
(Suiza). El primer artículo de la Convención de París de la UPU (1878) decretaba que todos los países 
miembros forman un único territorio postal con el objetivo de garantizar el intercambio recíproco de 
correspondencia. Este principio tenía dos consecuencias fundamentales: por un lado, la libertad de tránsito; 
por otro, la unificación de las tarifas postales que incluía la prohibición de cobrar tarifas que no estuvieran 
aprobadas por la UPU (Wierzchowiecka, 2007: 386-387). A nivel local esto requería una infraestructura 
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the reading act is hardly evident.36 Only with the aid of the caption can the viewer 

imagine that the white spots here and there are the newspapers, orders, and letters that 

officers are eagerly reading.  

Captions chiefly indicated places and not events. The photographs marked the 

advancement by adding new names to the national topography, similar to Olascoaga’s 

and Zeballos’ maps. With these brief captions, the narrative weight of the “Conquest of 

the Desert” was almost entirely put on the images. As discussed before, the album is 

commonly read as a celebration of the advancement of the civilizational forces, since, as 

                                                      

edilicia, vial y administrativa que convertía al correo en un agente activador de otras áreas.” (136. Emphasis 
added). 
36 I still cannot decipher the objects closer to the forefront of the photograph; they appear, perhaps, to be 
bones and a skull. 

Figure 30: Antonio Pozzo, “Mail Day” together with details. Museo Roca. 
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a “historical document”, it fails to openly show state violence. This reading focuses on 

the content of the images more than on their aesthetic. It rescues the fact that most of the 

views include elements that mark the presence of creole civilization (campsites, forts, 

and soldiers), leaving aside the way these elements are included: lost in the horizon, 

occupying a very small percentage of the photographic surface. In this way, the images 

block the narrative by placing the elements of Roca’s epic campaign (e.g. officers, 

soldiers, cavalry, artillery, tents) as fortuitous components scattered with no clear 

purpose on the photograph’s format.  

Once again, photography offered another view of a theme already visited by 

painting. Painting had made of the stories of the desert the representation of the desert. 

A narrative invaded the whole space of the canvas—hiding the desert as a space and 

highlighting instead its association with the Indian raids. In Pozzo’s photographs we 

observe the reverse operation: the space—still a desert—flattens the narrative, no human 

action can be strong enough to make its mark on it. If in painting, the drama of the scene 

took over the space, in Pozzo’s photographs the space takes over and prevents any 

storytelling. The desert seems to win over the pre-written history of progress. How, 

then, are Pozzo’s photographs part of the epic narrative of conquest? 
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2.5 The Epic Narrative 

With a few exceptions, the military forces in Pozzo’s album do not conquer the 

space. Their presence is almost camouflaged in the vastness of the plains. A few 

photographs, however, seem to lend themselves better to the discourses of praise and 

celebration exemplified particularly by Colonel Manuel Olascoaga. 

Olascoaga was one of the main promoters of the conquest of Indigenous lands. 

With rich experience all along the south frontier, Olascoaga had had the opportunity to 

learn and compare the frontier situation on the other side of the Andes. During the years 

he spent in Chile (1869-1871), he created a detailed map of the country and was deeply 

involved in the conquest of the Araucania, working closely with General Cornelio 

Saavedra. It is after this experience in Chile that his campaigning for a similar strategy in 

Argentina becomes more violent. By the time Roca was appointed as War Minister, 

Olascoaga was working as his secretary. Unsurprisingly, he took part in the 1879 

campaign, in the same military column Pozzo was following. Olascoaga wrote a 

meticulous account of those three months marching towards the Black River and 

published it immediately under the name of Topographical Study of La Pampa and Río 

Negro [Estudio topográfico de La Pampa y Río Negro] (1880). The seemingly technical 

title does not preclude an openly political account of the invasion of those territories. 

This is how he summarized his perception of the “Conquest of the Desert”: 
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It could be said that the Desert invaded us since, camping north of the 35° 
parallel, we have seen more ferocious and barbaric caciques than those ruling 
south of that border. And one day, in 1874, it so happened that a cacique entered 
triumphantly in Buenos Aires, as general and allied of our forces—this cacique 
has come back today as a prisoner.  

Sad experience had taught us a fatal law: civilization and barbarism were two 
forces that lived invading one another. It was not possible to establish a limit for 
these forces to settle down. If one paused, the other would take over. We had 
then to overpower barbarism for once and for all, defeating her on the material 
terrain and in all her spheres of influence… One day, the newly appointed 
Minister of War, General Julio A. Roca, arrives in Buenos Aires… Naturally, 
the Ministry of War is profoundly shaken under his command. The land and sea 
armies feel the contact of this superior intelligence, stamping on them the 
organization and activity that heralded great martial events and the desired 
opportunities of glory. Instructions and orders fly via the telegraph to the 
southern, northern, and western frontiers.  

Suddenly… from all corners of the frontier, from all the divisions in the 
Desert, the telegraph begins to transmit successive and continuous news of all 
sorts of triumphs over the Indians and conquests in their dominions. Inquiries, 
happy expeditions, important field surveys, rescue of captives and cattle, total 
scattering of their tribes, important caciques taken prisoner, riffraff and 
smugglers, etc. etc. Complete breakdown of the barbaric empire of the Pampa. 

(…) Five columns armed with three kinds of weaponry entered simultaneously 
to the Pampa and in a short time swept twenty thousand leagues of the desert. It 
was certainly the Indians' final judgement. Not only because most of them 
have blended into our populations and the rest have been defeated or 
expelled, but also because we have gained complete knowledge of their lands, 
which puts in our hands the secret to their former power and impunity 
(Olascoaga, Estudio topográfico 52-55. Emphasis added)37 

                                                      

37 “Todavía puede decirse que el Desierto nos invadía, pues habíamos visto campear al norte del paralelo 35, 
caciques más bárbaros y feroces que los que reinaban al sur de esa línea, y un día, en 1874, pudo suceder que 
entrase triunfante a Buenos Aires, en clase de general, aliado de una columna regeneradora, uno de los 
caciques que hoy han llegado prisioneros. La triste experiencia nos había demostrado esta ley fatal: la 
civilización y la barbarie eran dos fuerzas que vivían invadiéndose; no era posible un límite para que ambas 
se estacionasen, la una frente a la otra; si la una se detenía la otra debía sobreponerse. Teníamos, pues que 
sobreponernos definitivamente a la barbarie, venciéndola desde luego en el terreno material y en todas las 
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In this blatantly apologetic exposition of the invasion of Indigenous territories, we find 

many of the key images and stories that would conform its official history for decades to 

come. It first starts with the erasure of the history of alliances and negotiations between 

Creole and Indigenous leaders, replaced by the emphasis on the Indian Raids. As 

Geraldine Davies explains, the raids were rather a deviation in this world of treaties, 

exchanges and parental-political relationships of power that had developed until the 

second half of the nineteenth century:  

In this interethnic world, success and political power were based on negotiation 
and miscegenation. Calfucurá negotiated numerous treaties with Rosas, [José 
Justo] Urquiza and Mitre, among others. These negotiations had a strong impact 
in the resolution of Creole civil conflicts, such as the Cepeda (1859) and Pavón 
Battles (1861). The large raids that spurred on thousands of livestock and 
hundreds of captives taken from the frontier towns were but sporadic episodes, a 
retaliation for the breakdown of frontier agreements (Davies).38  

                                                      

acepciones de su influencia... Un día llegó a Buenos Aires el general don Julio A. Roca, nombrado ministro 
de la Guerra… Desde luego, el Departamento de Guerra se conmueve bajo su actividad. El Ejército de mar y 
tierra siente el contacto de una inteligencia superior que empieza a imprimirle la organización y la actividad 
precursoras de los acontecimientos marciales y de las ocasiones anheladas de la gloria. Vuelan por el 
telégrafo las instrucciones y las órdenes a las fronteras del Sur, Norte y Oeste. De repente, cosa nunca antes 
oída, cual si se hubiera abierto un surtidor cargado de novedades de mucho tiempo, el telégrafo comienza a 
transmitir, de todos los lugares de la frontera, de todos los destacamentos sobre el Desierto, noticias 
sucesivas y continuas de toda clase de triunfos sobre los indios y adquisiciones en sus dominios.  Pesquisa, 
expediciones felices, reconocimientos importantes, rescatamiento (sic) de cautivos y de haciendas, 
dispersiones totales de tribus, capturas de caciques principales, de chusmas y traficantes, etc., etc. 
Desmoronamiento completo del imperio bárbaro de la Pampa. (…) Cinco columnas de tres armas entraron 
simultáneamente a la Pampa y en ese corto tiempo barrieron veinte mil leguas de desierto. Fue propiamente 
aquello el juicio final de los indios. Y esto no es sólo porque la mayor parte de ellos se hayan refundido en 
nuestras poblaciones y el resto haya sido batido o expulsado, sino porque el conocimiento completo que se 
hizo de sus campos ha puesto en nuestras manos el secreto de su anterior poder e impunidad.” 
38 “En este mundo interétnico, el éxito y el poder político se basaban en la negociación y el mestizaje. 
Calfucurá negoció acuerdos con Rosas, Urquiza y Mitre, entre otros. Estas negociaciones impactaron 
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According to Olascoaga, however, the raids were evidence of that “fatal law” that 

dictated the inevitability of the extermination of a group for the survival of another. The 

image of a Cacique being a General of the Argentine military forces is clearly not the 

kind of “merging” that Olascoaga envisions. He celebrates instead his capture and his 

new status as prisoner.  

Olascoaga appeals to two seemingly contradictory logics: a positivist 

understanding of history with laws that define its unending progression, and a religious 

language that reduces human history to the final moment of divine justice. But both 

logics ultimately help to support the idea of destiny, inevitability, and, ultimately, the 

victims’ fault. Barbarism is doomed, Western Civilization and Progress are destined to 

prevail, barbaric acts will be punished by the Christian—universal—god, and so forth. 

Furthermore, Olascoaga offers an apocalyptic view of the situation prior to 

Roca’s leadership in the Ministry of War. And hence the general’s arrival to Buenos 

Aires is described as that of a messiah. “Suddenly” things start moving, and the 

telegraph brings every day news from the desert: it is no longer a threat, the “barbaric 

empire” is falling—and a new world has begun. Significantly, the colonel portrays the 

                                                      

fuertemente la resolución de los conflictos civiles criollos, como las batallas de Cepeda (1859) y Pavón 
(1861). Los grandes malones que arreaban cientos de miles de cabezas de ganado y cientos de cautivos de 
los pueblos de frontera fueron episodios esporádicos y expresaban represalias por el quiebre de acuerdos 
fronterizos” (Davies). 
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indigenous extermination as almost anecdotal in relation to the real objective of the 

conquest: knowledge of the land. Olascoaga’s Topographical Study is hence the 

transference of that knowledge to the Creole elite.39 

There is a remarkable contrast between the precision with which Olascoaga 

documents the column’s advance through the plains, recording times and distances, 

including maps and epistles, and the blurry and mythical image he constructs to 

                                                      

39 In a welcoming review by Alberto Navarro Viola, the latter celebrates Olascoaga’s book for the detailed 
knowledge of the territory: “El año 1880 ha sido relativamente pobre en libros de viajes y exploraciones 
científicas; no es dado sin embargo quejarse de las pocas obras de ese género que se han publicado. El libro 
del Teniente Coronel Manuel J. Olascoaga tiene una importancia indiscutible, no sólo para los habitantes de 
la república—ignorantes de las riquezas de su suelo—sino con mayor razón para los extranjeras que 
empezarán a conocer y apreciar el valor de nuestra situación geográfica (…) Gracias al Teniente Corolonel 
Olascoaga podemos huir de aquella vergüenza que anatematizaba un pensador latino—peregrinar en la 
propia patria y ser huésped de las cosas que a la patria pertenecen—porque nos ha descubierto las bellezas 
de la Pampa, al hacer un libro a la vez histórico y descriptivo—un libro siempre científico” (254-261). 

Figure 31: Manuel Olascoaga, “Drawing of La Pampa before 1879.” Museo Histórico 
Nacional – Argentina. 
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describe the times “before Roca.” His precise language is lost whenever he refers to the 

Indigenous and the desert. The images he created reinforce this idea (Figure 31 and 

Figure 32). In La Pampa before 1879 (Figure 31), Olascoaga again establishes a “before” 

and “after” Roca’s extermination campaign. In an emptiness reminiscent of Emeric Essex 

Vidal’s works, an Indian raid travels through the desert, carrying with it stolen cattle. 

Fallen animals and riders mark the traces of this barbarous horde. The cloud of dust 

they raise just emphasizes the aridity of a ground that is flanked by dry cracks only 

watered by skeletons and ruins. The columns of smoke at the back possibly suggest the 

destruction and burning down of a frontier settlement. Knowledgeable of the fictive 

nature of the image of the desert, Olascoaga nonetheless nurtures it. As a fiction it is 

easily manageable, and thus the landscape changes according to the year and owner: a 

desert because of the savages before 1879 and fertile and abundant plains for the big 

landowners after 1879.  

That said, it is significant that the Indigenous are no longer portrayed as 

complete owners of the desert. The Indian raid is mostly a cloud of dust; their tiny 

bodies have hardly more presence than the big and defined skeletons that crawl behind 

them. What is more, the horizon line is noticeably elevated, making the desert bigger—

just like in Pozzo’s photographs, except that here it is the Indians that appear tiny and 

insignificant, and not the Creole military forces. Contrary to the iconic paintings of 
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Johann Moritz Rugendas and Ángel Della Valle, the Indian raid no longer occupies the 

view. Just the opposite: for the first time they look to have lost control of all that 

vastness. The arid and sterile land dramatically splits open just below the riders—and to 

where they are heading as well. The desert will eventually eat them too. 

In the painting Paso Alsina40 (Figure 32), on the contrary, the space opens up to 

the calm but firm Creole military column. General Roca leads his followers across the 

Red River [Río Colorado], in a movement that in the image forms an ascendant line 

                                                      

40 A photographed copy of this painting was included already in the first edition of Olascoaga’s book (1880), 
together with several lithographs: “Contiene varias láminas y termina con el plano general del territorio 
referido (…) Las láminas son: retrato del general Roca, vista de Sierra Chica, las dos hermanas, litografías; 
Paso Alsina, copia fotográfica de un cuadro de Olascoaga; vistas de la Escalera, Choyque-Mahuida, Codo de 
Chiclana, Chimpay, vista panorámica del valle del Río Negro, todas litografiadas” (Navarro Viola 254). 

Figure 32: Manuel Olascoaga, “Paso Alsina” in Topohographical Study of La Pampa 
and Black River. 
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towards the south. In contrast to the dusty and broken ground of the previous drawing, 

here land and water are plentiful and fertile. There are no skeletons. The land from 

where they depart is already favored with some young trees, and it is to be expected that 

the riders will reproduce this fruitfulness to the plains they are about to occupy. The 

calmness and slowness are marked by the presence of women transporting children, 

riders leisurely waiting in any direction, and some even sitting down and chatting. In 

Olascoaga’s visual representations, the scenario changed according to the actors 

playing—the same way the plains were interpreted in concurrent paintings and political 

and even scientific writings. 

How could Pozzo have tried a similar approach? The two photographs that open 

the album may offer an answer (Figure 33 and Figure 35). Despite the distance that 

characterizes the views we have analyzed, Pozzo had made a career as a portraitist and 

in the two opening photographs, particularly the first one, his portraitist abilities become 

evident. Indeed, the album opens with two photographs that clearly show and state who 

the protagonists of this expedition are: Roca and the officers under his command.  

In the first photograph (Figure 33), the officers are carefully aligned so that the 

eyes of the viewer are directed towards the centered figure—Roca. To emphasize the 

centrality and power emanating from his persona, our eyes are not above the figures (as 

in Olascoaga’s images), but roughly at the height of their waists (Figure 34). Roca and 
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his officers are looking at us from above.41 The following photograph offers an even 

closer look at the said heroes of this conquest (Figure 35). In an outstanding contrast to 

the general approach of the album, here Pozzo’s camera advances so close to the figures 

that there is nothing else to see. Sky and land—the main protagonists of the album—are, 

to the extent possible, practically absent. As a result, the frame is almost asphyxiating. 

                                                      

41 Roca’s perfect pose was chosen by the Roca Museum—isolated from the rest—to feature the cover of their 
dossier on the Conquest of the Desert, published for the Bicentenary (La campaña al desierto según sus 
protagonistas, Museo Roca, 2010) 

Figure 33: Antonio Pozzo, “Leader of the expedition, General Roca, and the General 
Military Council.” Expedition to the Black River. Museo Roca. 
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Additionally, although all the officers present a careful pose (head turned to their right, 

one foot forward, their hands holding their swords, one arm curved), the photograph 

presents an untidy look. In contrast to the exalting perspective of the previous 

photograph, here the lines are not that well established. A tilted horizon line cranes the 

tent also to the side, and the entire scene seems to fall apart. As a result, the sole portrait 

of the main military figures (each leading a different military column) offers almost no 

worshipping—in spite of the models’ well-thought poses. The confidence of the officers, 

finally setting foot in Choele-Choel42 and looking to the blank but promising future, is 

rebutted by this falling reading line. What is more, here the viewer is placed at the same 

height as the commanding officers, as the shadow of the camera next to Roca also 

                                                      

42 This photograph was taken in Choele-Choel, the point Roca wanted to reach to celebrate May 25. “La 
Gibraltar de la Barbarie” in Sarmiento’s words, “la llave de desierto” according to Zeballos (Cricco 26), 
Choele-Choel had certainly been a key hub of the Mapuche-Tehuelche Confederation. Its occupation by the 
Creole forces was hence more than significant. 

Figure 34: Lines of Visual Composition. 
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shows. Their figures are not part of the main lines of the photograph either. Instead, they 

are placed on a layer somehow to the front of the main focus of the image, but 

disassociated from it, creating a sense of isolation. The main lines of the composition 

point toward the center of the tent, where we spot a fifth, unnamed person. An 

unknown figure is the center of the photograph portraying the leaders of the “conquest 

of the desert.” 

These two photographs are a deceptive opening to the photographic album. By 

starting with the heroes that the album is thought to cherish, it promises a visual 

Figure 35: Antonio Pozzo, “Group of Leaders: Roca, Winter, Villegas, and 
García.” Expedition to the Black River. Museo Roca. 
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narrative that it never fulfills: the epic defeat of the Indians and the conquest of their 

territories. The album puts Roca and his officers at the forefront, only to lose them in the 

following 52 photographs, though his figure and tent can be spotted here and there by 

an attentive eye.    

These opening photographs clearly contrast with the standpoint of the other 

views of the album not only in that we actually see the faces of the people captured by 

the camera, but also—more strikingly—in that they literally erased part of the 

photographed referent. Indeed, the reproductions included in this album were 

manipulated in order to clean the composition of any distracting elements. In Figure 35, 

the line of the horizon on the left of the image is noticeably lower than on the right side. 

That perfectly flat soil is the result of a careful deleting: originally, a few soldiers and 

horses stood behind the left line of officers (as can be seen in other reproductions of this 

photograph). Interestingly, on the right side of the image we find a similar arrangement, 

except that here a (beheaded) horse conveniently hides them (while offering its back to 

the group of officers). The photograph creates a void that is not to be occupied by the 

regular soldiers (who in the original photograph were posing for the camera too). The 

second photograph received a similar treatment: the right side of the image, to where 

Lorenzo Wintter, Teodoro García, Roca, and Conrado Villegas are looking, is a 

constructed blank space.  
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These voids lend themselves to multiple readings. The image could be read as a 

celebration of what will come: the future as an open space that only these men can 

envision, the blank pages of history that they will write. Or it could be interpreted as a 

downfall, the military officers leading us on a road to ruin, to disappearance, to the 

desert. Within the reading, the shadowy fifth person—who, despite his covered looks, 

may very well be interpellating the viewer—acts as a question mark in the composition 

of this image, inquiring about the subject of portrayal, and standing for the many left 

unseen. The voids could also point to Pozzo’s efforts to “simplify” the reading of the 

images, cleaning them from any noise or distraction, and accentuating their main 

message—the power of those figures.   

But those changes were not enough. As with many of Pozzo’s photographs, this 

one was also “corrected.” In a painting based on this photograph (Figure 36),43 the 

erased space is not only recovered, but also multiplied—adding more air and fluidity in 

an otherwise asphyxiating non-space. The gaze of the military leaders, now rooted in a 

calm scenario, is given room to look beyond and project into the future. The ambiguity 

                                                      

43 The painting is probably similar to the one made by Eduardo Cerruti, archived at the Círculo Militar: “En 
el Círculo Militar se guarda un óleo del artista italiano Eduardo Cerruti, fechado en 1895, retrato de un 
grupo de oficiales (Lorenzo Wintter, Teodoro García, Julio A. Roca y Conrado Villegas) en el momento 
previo al Te Deum en el campamento de Choele-Choel, basado en una difundida fotografía de Antonio 
Pozzo, fotógrafo oficial de la expedición militar” (Amigo, “Imágenes para una nación” 326). 
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of the photograph is further dismissed by the removal of the intriguing fifth person and 

the straightening of the horizon line.  

 Photographs that erase their referent, paintings that correct the photographic 

eye: these erasures and adjustments convey a sense of uneasiness with photography’s 

rendering of the “conquest of the desert.” Pozzo’s reluctance to offer an unambiguous 

glorifying portrayal of the military forces is summarized in photograph n.15 (Figure 37), 

“Puán. Cuirassiers at the barracks” [Puán. Coraceros en el cuartel]. As mentioned before, 

this image marks a crossroads in the album’s itinerary. Puan, founded in 1876, was the 

last settlement on a frontier that now was trying to be erased. At the beginning, the 

Figure 36: Unknown, General Roca’s Tent on the Black River’s Shores. Museo 
Histórico Nacional – Argentina. 
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photograph would seem to go against the camouflaging of the military element 

characteristic of the album. The photograph is indeed one of the few examples of that 

military order through which civilization was supposed to be advancing. There we see a 

row of perfectly aligned coraceros (mounted guard), those soldiers usually associated 

with the cavalry, except that here there are no horses, they are on foot. But despite their 

number and their supposed role as protagonists, they too tend to form a distant line at 

the horizon level. Instead, the most remarkable element of the photograph is Pozzo’s 

shadow, which projects along the soil that separates him from the cuirassiers, reaching a 

much more prominent height than that of the guards with their flags.  Pozzo’s shadow 

and that of his tripod, camera, and sometimes his assistant Alfredo Bracco can be 

spotted in at least three photographs of the album (no. 15, 21, and 39). As Verónica Tell 

explains, the manifest presence of the shadow, where a simple change of direction could 

have avoided it, points to the conscious inclusion of what others see as an accident or a 

mistake. Tell reads the photographer’s shadow as a signature, a mark of authorship: 

[The presence of his shadow] represents a support of his authorial discourse 
from within his own field of operation, a signature in and from the photographic 
media. We can interpret this fact as affirmation of his savoir faire in a field where 
he was certainly consolidated, but where a strong demand and heavy 
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competition pushed him to strengthen his professional credentials (“El poder de 
la auto-representación” 199).44  

                                                      

44 “Se trata de un sustento autoral del discurso desde su propio campo de operación, de una firma en y 
desde el medio fotográfico. Podemos asumir este hecho como una afirmación de su savoir faire en una 
actividad en la que estaba ciertamente afianzado, pero donde una fuerte demanda y una abultada 
competencia requería por otra parte la consolidación cada vez mayor de su profesionalidad.” In another 
article, she adds: “En las imágenes donde se encuentran las sombras del fotógrafo y su equipo, también la 
dimensión transitiva remite a la fotografía. En otras palabras, se trata de una autorrepresentación desde una 
doble vertiente pues incluye mediante estas sombras la visualización de los medios que hacen posible a la 
Fotografía -entendida como dispositivo y sistema de representación- y devela, por otra parte, su propia y 
específica situación de producción -de esa fotografía concreta-. Se da aquí una particular forma de mise en 
abîme que pone en escena no una nueva representación sino lo que está fuera del campo y, de manera 
sintomática, lo que hace posible la representación” (“Panorámica y close-up” 12). 

Figure 37: Antonio Pozzo, “Cuirassiers at the barracks.” Expedition to the Black 
River. Museo Roca. 
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With this gesture, Pozzo defies any facile classification of his work using future 

photographic genre division. The obvious presence of the photographer was not 

something that would be admitted in documentary uses of photography. Contrary to 

artistic photographic practices, documentary photography would develop a discourse 

based on the erasure of the author: “…if the real subject of an emergent art photography 

was the imaginary force of presence of the creative author, in these lowly archives, 

authorship was less than nothing. To serve as evidence and record, the image… had to 

be unsigned and said to speak for itself, though only qualified experts could read its lips” 

(Tagg, “The Discontinuous City” 93).  

To speak for itself, this photograph was cropped, and in this amputated way 

circulated in journals, magazines, and books. The cropping deleted the upper and 

bottom part of the photograph, getting rid of Pozzo’s shadow and focusing all the 

attention on the cuirassiers. The same procedure was applied to all the photographs that 

circulated or were reproduced independently from the album. These persistent 

croppings reveal how difficult it was to use Pozzo’s photographs to visualize and praise 

the government’s actions. It also becomes clear that it is the strong and organized 

presence of the military forces that is desired, and not the disquieting presence of a 

desert that is supposed to have been mastered and tamed. The cropping reveals the 

search for the general’s power, the order and discipline of the military forces, and the 
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details and anecdotes of the event that were said to have put an end to centuries of 

barbarous Indian rule. Additionally, the removal of the “land” from these photographs 

shows that their portrayal of the land was neither perceived as pleasurable nor imperial, 

as an expression of dominance. The conquerors do not own those plains, and hence the 

album works poorly as a celebrative and commercial catalogue that would attract future 

owners and producers.45 

Against its documentary and propaganda purposes, Pozzo’s photographs elude 

both expectations, offering instead photographs of the desert—only that now, the desert 

was supposed to be replaced by images of green and fertile plains, scenario of 

Argentina’s future prosperity.46 Precisely when photography is establishing itself as the 

main medium of documentation, these photographs erase, confuse, and hide 

                                                      

45 There are many counterexamples that show how photographic albums could work in this way. To the 
already mentioned album of Encina, Moreno & Ca. we could add the album that Pedro Godoy, governor of 
Tierra del Fuego, commissioned in 1895. The album offers a clear road from the exuberant forest to the 
sawmills that process the wood and transform it into exportable good. 
46 This is particularly clear in all the written accounts of the invasion. See, for instance, Olascoaga’s 
correction of previous descriptions of the plains: “Así se han dicho absurdos acerca de nuestros territorios 
desconocidos. Los sabios escritores extranjeros que, como el aquí citado [M. de Moussy], han venido a 
hacernos geografía, se han explayado bondadosamente en transmitirnos sus conocimientos y vistas sobre la 
Pampa con esa entera confianza y aplomo con que los astrónomos hablan del mundo sideral, cuando 
sospechan que los oyentes son más dispuestos a admirar que a verificar (…) El camino de Darwin es un 
medanal uniforme sin agua ni vegetación, así como el camino de pampa que sirvió de criterios a De Moussy 
y otros “poetas” ofrece la vista de un llano inalterable sin un árbol y sin la menor curva en el horizonte (…) 
Pero ¡cuán distinto de lo que se ve en aquellos alrededores es el gran territorio pampeano que hoy venimos 
cruzando!” (Olascoaga 201) Surprisingly enough, this includes a recognition of its Indigenous inhabitants—
even if ultimately insubstantial: “Hemos venido a saber también que muy lejos de ser la Pampa un desierto, 
se abrigaban en ella infinidad de poblaciones de indios y cristianos…” (Olascoaga: 161). 
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information—in a very open way. The order of evidence and truth is further shaken by 

the clear presence of the observer—the photographer. His shadow being more 

prominent than the soldiers themselves removes attention from the actual framed 

content of the photograph, and points towards what is left outside the frame—lessening 

even more the possibilities of a guided narrative focused on the military action.  

What, then, is being documented? Offering such an unattractive rendering of the 

invasion of the indigenous territories, Pozzo’s photographs ultimately helped to create 

an uneventful historical narrative that avoided grandiloquent statements. Openly 

contrasting with Olascoaga’s ostentatious approach, they were in fact the other side of 

the coin. Offering proof of the advancement, while working poorly as documentation 

and hiding any form of explicit violence, these photographs worked fittingly well with 

the “peace and administration” motto of Roca’s political campaign. It would be 

commissioned to painters to offer a more celebratory—but also allegorical—vision of 

this blurry colonization process.  

2.6 The Painting of History: Blanes’s Campaign of the Desert 

In the paintings of the advance into Indigenous lands, we see no forts, 

controlling towers, nor telegraphs. Here and there a rifle is included.  But in general, a 

benign and innocent portrayal is preferred, as can be seen in the work of Ángel Della 
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Valle.47 The presence of the military is surprisingly an element that allows for a peaceful 

and comforting portrayal of the Pampas.  

Two paintings condense the pictorial representation of the invasion of the 

indigenous territories: Della Valle’s La Vuelta del Malón (1892) and Juan Manuel Blanes’ 

Ocupación Militar del Río Negro (1889). Given their immediate and long-standing 

popularity, they could arguably be thought as “foundational images,” following Hugo 

Achugar’s proposal. Complementing Doris Sommer’s “foundational fictions,” Achugar 

points to the importance of visual images in the nation-building projects of states in 

general. While at the level of coins, bills, and stamps, the images tended to present 

allegorical figures, in the case of paintings, the most iconic were those that represented 

historical scenes—naturally including multiple allegorical concessions. Taking as an 

example Blanes’ El Juramento de los Treinta y Tres Orientales (The Oath of the Thirty-three 

Uruguayans, 1877), and Emmanuel Leutze’s Washington Crossing the Delaware (1851), 

Achugar shows that after being reproduced in public spaces and used “in programs of 

public (state-run) education,” these images take a life of their own, becoming part of the 

national imaginary (13).  

                                                      

47 In paintings such as Infantería de Línea (1892), Roca pasando revista (1894), Patrulla en la Pampa (1899), while 
a growing image of the Pampas as peaceful and picturesque can for instance be appreciated in Un potrero 
(1902), De regreso. Vuelta al rancho (n.d.), Enlazando (n.d.), and Tren de la Pampa (1888). 
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 This helps to explain why, despite the photographic coverage of Roca’s military 

campaign, the most iconic image of the conquest is Juan Manuel Blanes’ Ocupación 

militar del Río Negro en la expedición al mando de Julio Argentino Roca (1889. Figure 38). 

Blanes (1830-1901) was an Uruguayan painter who had a remarkably successful career—

quite before the professionalization of the arts. Following the professional path of those 

decades, Blanes spent five years in Italy sponsored by the Uruguayan government. 

There he trained with Florentine painter Antonio Ciseri (1821-1891), as did many of his 

local contemporaries.48 Once back to the shores of the Plate river, Blanes strengthened 

his ties with both Uruguayan and Argentine authorities, receiving numerous 

                                                      

48 Numerous regional artists received training in Ciseri's studio. Martín Boneo, Claudio Lastra, Emilio 
Agrelo, Ángel Della Valle, and José Bouchet, among others. 

Figure 38: Juan Manuel Blanes, Military Occupation of the Black River. Museo 
Roca. 
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commissions from both countries, and developing a remarkably Americanist agenda 

that touched on themes and historical events relevant to multiple regions of South 

America, although mainly focusing on Argentina and Uruguay. The commission of a 

painting commemorating Roca's military campaign was thus not surprising, since 

Blanes' art in general was committed to the construction and consolidation of national 

historic landmarks and heroes.49 Two themes dominate Blanes’ oeuvre: historical 

painting, and folklore or genre painting. One was meant to immortalize the main 

protagonists of a nation; the other was supposed to offer a space where the anonymous 

masses could see themselves recognized as one of the different types of the nation.  

Paintings with historic subjects hide a meticulous work behind their 

reconstructions.50 In quiet competition with photography, painters who wanted to make 

a strong claim of veracity carried out a careful process of collection and analysis of 

different sources. Blanes was no exception. Using Pozzo's (and probably Pedro Morelli's) 

                                                      

49 It is noticeable that Blanes played a similar role for similar governments. After decades of political unrest 
and violence (let's remember that the Triple Alliance War started as an international intervention in the 
Uruguayan civil war), in March 1876 a group of merchants, landowners and foreign traders backed the coup 
d’état that would put the then ministry of war in power. Just a few years before Roca's arrival to the 
presidency, General Lorenzo Latorre started a government of "modernization and militarization"--as it is 
known today in Uruguayan historiography. 
50 I follow here Roberto Amigo's widening of the European genre of historic painting: “Utilizo el término 
"pintura de tema histórico" ya que en el Río de la Plata son escasas las pinturas que responden al patrón de 
las grandes máquinas pictóricas. Evito así el sentido restringido del término "pintura de historia" 
aprovechando que, a la vez, la amplitud del primero permite incorporar al análisis, por ejemplo, géneros 
como la pintura militar o de crónica de sucesos contemporáneos. Manifestaciones que, muchas veces, 
asumen características estilísticas e ideológicas de la pintura de historia romántica de exaltación nacional” 
("Imágenes para una nación" 315). 
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photographs of the military campaign, and consulting the journals and sketches of some 

of its most salient participants, Blanes created a piece that was meant to be at once 

historic and allegorical. Quite a number of the political, military, and scientific figures 

here portrayed are easily recognizable, among them of course Roca and the chief figures 

of his military staff Conrado Villegas, Nicolás Levalle, and Teodoro García. But also, 

chaplain Antonio Espinosa (on the left), and members of the scientific commission, such 

as Adolphe Döring and Paul Günther Lorentz (on the right). The military arms and 

apparel are likewise very detailed and meticulously depicted. Finally, a lifelike 

grassland with the falling colors of an autumnal sunset invites the viewer to step into the 

canvas and pat the three-dimensional dog.   

As much as Roca wanted his four military columns to reunite in Choele Choel on 

May 25, many of the people here depicted did not make it on time (Levalle, Racedo, 

Uriburu, Espinosa, Rufino Ortega, etc.). The painting hence (re)creates what should have 

happened, but not what actually happened—a correction that was publicly known, and 

also forgiven. In this sense, the painting openly plays in the borderline between history 

and allegory, choosing to follow Roca's plan over its execution. It ultimately seeks to 

define the importance of Roca's move with a representation that alternates the facts, 

creating an image more faithful to the perceived significance of the "Conquest of the 
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Desert" than to the dull picture of a tired and rough group of soldiers and convoy under 

the pale, cold light of an autumn day in the Patagonia.   

Contrasting the ambiguity of Pozzo’s photographs, Blanes’ painting is an 

example of “unopposed visualized dominion” (Mirzoeff, The Right to Look 123). Here, 

Roca is once again the peaceful general (notice the relaxed way Roca and his officers 

reunite). Finished in time for his second presidential mandate, this painting glorifies 

Roca’s strategic abilities by representing the end of the “conquest of the desert” just in 

the way he had planned it: celebrating May 25 on the shores of the Black River, 

accompanied by all the military forces, scientific specialists, church representatives, 

grateful rescued cautivas, and submissive Indians. In other words, the painting celebrates 

him more as a strategist than as a warrior. This speaks of what Mirzoeff describes as the 

new form of hero in modern times, the agent of visuality:  

In 1840… Carlyle coined the terms visualize and visuality to describe this 
dominant view of the Hero over History. Whereas Clausewitz had defined a 
military strategy of rendering the battlefield as a mental picture, Carlyle 
generalized the visualizing of History itself as being the means to order and 
control it. In so doing, he epitomized Michel Foucault’s reversal of Clausewitz’s 
well-known aphorism that “war is merely the continuation of politics by other 
means” to read, “Politics is the continuation of war by other means.” If the 
exceptional capacity for vision and imagination was first formulated as a tactic 
for war, it was then reversed-engineered by Carlyle as a mode of governance. In 
Carlyle’s view, the agent of war that is visuality was the Hero. (The Right to Look 
125) 

The necessary skills to succeed in modern war according to Karl von Clausewitz (“a 

complex event that did not resolve itself in a single moment. War now required the 
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ability to grasp topography as ‘an act of imagination… imprinted like a picture, like a 

map, upon the brain.’” 124) were extrapolated by Thomas Carlyle to define the modern 

political leader. Genius was to be found in strategy and in the capacity to look beyond—

to visualize history.  Blanes’ painting is indeed the celebration of Roca, the strategist, the 

one with the authority to order different forces, the peaceful general now preparing for a 

second presidential mandate.  

The institutionalization of such a perspective is even more patent when we trace 

the many reproductions of this image: from the back of 100 pesos bill (until 2016 the 

highest value in paper money) to its prominent place in the National Historical Museum 

and its multiple reproductions across provincial historical museums (Pinto Aparicio).51 

As a matter of fact, the painting was immediately placed in the National Historical 

Museum and has not been moved since.52  

                                                      

51 In 2004, historian and then director of the MHN, Juan José Cresto, published a piece in the newspaper La 
Nación entitled "Roca and the genocidal myth" ("Roca y el mito del genocidio"). In this piece, Cresto not only 
affirmed that the country had “not remembered him enough,” but firmly declared that there was no 
genocide to be denounced: “Was Roca occupying Indian lands? The answer is a categorical no.” Because of 
these statements, however, he was forced to resign as director of the MHN less than a year later. Cresto also 
has a journalistic piece on Blanes' painting, explaining “how to see the work”: viewers should appreciate it 
as “a piece of history wrought in art.” despite recognizing the liberties the artist took (Cresto "La ocupación 
militar"). 
52 Its gigantic dimensions (710cm x 355cm) no doubt played a role in the decision to keep it on display in this 
Museum.  
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Blanes’ painting presents the celebratory image that Pozzo’s photographs did not 

capture. Reproducing Pozzo’s division of two thirds of grass and one of sky, the painter 

zooms in on the faces behind this great historical event. The desert is but the scenario for 

the parade of new shadows. Blanes recurs to the familiar literary and visual 

representations of the Indigenous territories, which focus on the human narrative rather 

than the space. This time, however, the creole forces were finally the protagonists.53 

Roca’s peaceful arrival to the Black River’s shores, as portrayed by Blanes, was the 

antithesis of the furious Indian raids that Della Valle reminded his viewers about in his 

painting The Return of the Indian Raid. In painting, Roca’s glorification was fulfilled by his 

absence from any scene of violence—only ascribed to the barbaric Indians.    

                                                      

53 In Rugendas' watercolors and Echeverría's descriptions, the driving narrational forces are the Indians, 
seen as anonymous, bloody beasts, whose sole purpose of living is to attack and torture white settlers. The 
Indians are thus the aggressors, the invaders. They are the ones stealing, taking away the white man's cattle, 
the white man's women, and the white man's land. The figure of the white captive hence adds to that of the 
dark savage. In a moment where the balance of forces was not satisfying the expectations of white 
supremacy, the white captive not only represents the fear of miscegenation, but also the weakness of the 
white settlers towards a force they did not understand, nor control. Echeverría's epic poem tellingly ends 
with the death of its heroine, María, her husband and their offspring—offering a message of White fear of 
extinction. 
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2.7 The Ungraspable Panorama 

The final erasure of the Indian Raid was meant to achieve the panoramic dream 

of the creole forces.54 Voices celebrating the “Conquest of the Desert” put strong 

emphasis on the knowledge conquest of that territory—both seen as the secret to Indian 

power and the key to future wealth (as seen in the quotes by Zeballos and Saavedra 

above). The delight was all the greater when seen as the final breakage of those plains’ 

curse—paraphrasing Sarmiento’s words.55 The literary tradition that imagined the 

vastness and immeasurability of these plains as Argentina’s evil is epitomized in 

Echeverría’s La Cautiva. The poem starts with a vision of anxiety: this is a place where 

“the eyes cannot find a spot where to rest, just like a bird in the sea. Fields that are den 

of brutes and animals. Sky and loneliness everywhere, by God only known.”56 The poem 

struggles with a reality it wants to deny: that of a territory dominated—and known in 

detail—by Ranqueles, Tehuelche, and Mapuche. They are the dreaded god-like force 

                                                      

54 Olascoaga’s description of the arrival to the Black River is full of visual pleasure: “¡El Río Negro! (…) Es 
aquella una visión tan nueva, tan arrobadora y que se presenta tan de improviso que realmente ataja como 
si fuera un lienzo pintado que se levanta al frente del camino. El primer plano del paisaje principia a cien 
pies de profundidad. Tiene, pues, por esto, algo del encanto del abismo. Es el valle del Río Negro que se 
presenta propiamente a vista de pájaro. Nuestras visuales lo abarcan claramente hasta las barrancas del 
Sud…” (218). 
55 “El mal que aqueja a la República Argentina es la extensión: el desierto la rodea por todas partes,  
se le insinúa en las entrañas” (Sarmiento, Facundo). 
56 “Gira en vano, reconcentra / su inmensidad, y no encuentra / la vista, en su vivo anhelo, / do fijar su fugaz 
vuelo, /como el pájaro en el mar. /Doquier campos y heredades /del ave y bruto guaridas, /doquier cielo y 
soledades /de Dios sólo conocidas, /que Él sólo puede sondar.” 
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that own the vast territory that escapes white men's control. La Cautiva is a lamenting cry 

on the impossibility of panorama. Blaming it on the extension of the plains, the 

uncomfortable reason is the Indigenous presence. They are the obstacle to the panoramic 

view to which the Argentine state aspires (as in Zeballos’ print. Figure 2) The Indian 

raids are the embodiment of that power of movement and control that the creole desire.  

Pozzo’s photographs were meant to open the views of the plains to the non-

Indigenous gaze, but they offer very little to the eye. His ground-leveled and distant 

views not only move away from the drama unfolding there, but also block any informed 

appreciation of the space. With scarce references or anecdotes to orient the gaze, Pozzo’s 

album is a succession of views with no sense of guidance and understanding of that 

mysterious space. The panoramic view of the plains is still thorny. In his non-

documentary photographs, Pozzo offers the overdue visual rendition of that imaginary 

desert of non-Indigenous travelers and poets—the plains as seen by creole eyes.57 It was 

the beginning of the desertification of the Pampa and Patagonia (RES).

                                                      

57 Zeballos takes notice of the different appreciation of the terrain: “Los indios conocen tan bien estos 
campos, que las direcciones que trazan con el índice al ser consultadas pueden compararse a las dadas por 
la misma brújula. Ellos no necesitan mapas porque saben de memoria todo su país con los más 
insignificantes accidentes, que parecerían perdidos en inmensa extensión de miles de leguas cuadradas” 
(159). What for him are insignificant accidents, lost in the immense extension of the plains, are clearly not so 
for the original inhabitants. Later on Zeballos disavows his own sight once again: “Acostumbrado a viajar 
en los campos argentinos, al divisarlos, llamé a Pancho Francisco y con visible sorpresa le dije: — Aquella 
parece una yeguada. El indio alzó majestuosamente la vista, hundió su mirada en la dirección que yo le 
señalaba y con cierto desdén, volvió a fijar sus ojos en el suelo como de costumbre, siguiendo el triqui-
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traque del sobrepaso de su caballo blanco. — ¿Pero qué es aquéllo? repetí. Pancho Francisco no me miró, ni 
se preocupó del asunto, respondiendo con cierta negligencia y como admirado de mi mala vista: — Nolay 
aucá-eghuà mamúel, mamúel (No hay yeguas — Son montes Son montes.) En efecto, a medida que 
avanzábamos camino, distinguíanse mejor los objetos” (180). 
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3. The Invisible Conquest: The Pacification of the 
Araucania 

Until 1860, what we today know as Chile stopped at Concepción and Chillán.1 

Because of its long history of confrontations and negotiations, the southern frontier in 

Chile (marked by the Bio Bio River) took on legendary connotations for both royalist 

Spaniards and independent Chileans. Unlike the situation on the other side of the 

Andes, however, the southern border in Chile was for long quite stable and well-

defined. True, Valdivia had stood as a strong threshold on the other side since the mid-

sixteenth-century,2 and other coastal towns and forts were slowly managing to venture 

further south.3 But these strongholds were unable to expand, foregrounding the power 

of a world that refused to be conquered.  

                                                      

1 The Chilean state recognized as Mapuche territory only the region between the Bio Bio and Toltén Rivers, 
but most Mapuche affirm their territory was much larger. Additionally, the southern territories that Chile 
already claimed as theirs was in fact inhabited by Selk’nam, Kawesqar, and Yamana (usually grouped as 
“Fueguinos”). 
2 The Spanish settlement in the region of Valdivia began around 1544-52, in an area previously inhabited by 
the Huiliche. The river and city where renamed after the governor of the Chilean Captaincy, Pedro de 
Valdivia. Soon after, the Spanish would also settle in the Chiloé Archipielago. These two coastal colonies 
would be the only successful trespassings until the nineteenth-century. A somehow similar strategy would 
be followed on the other side of the Andes with the foundation of the city of Carmen de Patagones in 1779—
built on the banks of the same river that a century later would be pointed as the new objective of general 
Roca's military campaign (Black River). 
3 Like Osorno and Concepción. 
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During the wars of independence, creole forces celebrated the memory of the 

Arauco Wars and the Mapuche resistance to the Spanish crown in an attempt to both 

win Mapuche support and create a national discourse with a historical lineage. 

Accordingly, after 1818 liberal laws were passed dictating Chilean citizenship to all the 

inhabitants of the newly independent state—indigenous and creole were to be merged 

under a new Chilean identity. As a result, the different Indigenous groups north of the 

Bio Bio River lost communal protections such as the prohibition of sale and purchase of 

indigenous lands. Soon there were no indigenous towns left in that region.4 This first 

understanding of the Chilean nation would foreseeably clash with the massive forced 

incorporation of the Mapuche south of the Bio Bio River as subjects ruled by the Chilean 

state.  

In the first decades after independence, however, the frontier was revalidated. 

Several councils [parlamentos] and treaties were held (e.g. 1824, 1836, 1837, 1838), 

which, continuing the colonial practices, acknowledged the frontier and hence 

                                                      

4 “Se trata del Bando del 14 de marzo de 1819 firmado por el Director Supremo Don Bernardo O'Higgins (…) 
Se denomina a estas disposiciones "las leyes de ciudadanía" y fueron dictadas de a misma forma 
prácticamente en todos los países de América Latina. Se trataba de eliminar las políticas conocidas como 
"leyes de castas" que fueron de mucha importancia en el último siglo de la Colonia, las leyes borbónicas, y 
que tenían por objeto la "protección de los indígenas". Esas leyes de protección si bien impedían a los 
indígenas realizar muchos actos de comercio, les protegían sus tierras de tal suerte que en muchos casos se 
enriquecieron. La población indígena aumentó bajo la política proteccionista de los borbones. En muchos 
países latinoamericanos el período liberal fue el de mayor usurpación de tierras indígenas comunitarias, 
después del primer período de la Conquista” (Bengoa, Mapuche, colonos y el estado 45). 
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recognized the autonomy of the indigenous territories beyond the southern border. 

Indeed, the Mapuche successfully defended their autonomy until the second half of the 

19th century, but then tables began to turn. The pressure to move the frontier grew as 

the international prices for Chile's main export commodities (silver, copper, and wheat) 

started to drop, and the production in its northern mines and the central valleys 

stagnated. The country's export-based economy overcame this crisis through two wars, 

and the territories and resources consequently conquered: The War of the Pacific against 

Perú and Bolivia (1879-1883) in the north, and the Pacification of the Araucania (1861-

1883) in the south. With these concurrent military invasions, Chile conquered two thirds 

of its present national territory (Consuelo Figueroa, "Trazando paisajes" 134-5). 

The conquest of Wallmapu was neither quick nor easy. Though efforts to 

colonize the area were already manifest at least since the 1840s (particularly through 

state incentives to settlers),5 it was not until 1861 that colonel Cornelio Saavedra’s plan of 

                                                      

5 Already president Manuel Bulnes Prieto (1841-1851) set a plan to encourage the creole population of 
Arauco, sending the trained veterans of the Confederation War (1837-1839) to the region (Burgos). Little by 
little the frontier became more porous, with more settlers and explorers adventuring south of the Bio Bio 
River. The German botanist Eduard Friedrich Poeppig and the Polish geologist Ignacy Domeyco were 
among the first in exploring and writing accounts on the Araucania and the Mapuche. This first colonizing 
efforts were also fueled by the wheat boom that the mining industry in the North, and the gold fever in 
California and Australia were creating, while government-sponsored immigration from Germany (ca. 1850-
1875) was adding weight to the southern enclaves of Valdivia, Osorno, and Llanquihue . 
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progressive occupation was officially approved.6 A first line of small forts was to be built 

on the Malleco River, to protect the settlements between this watercourse and the Bio 

Bio River, followed by a second line on the Toltén River. The advancement onto the 

Malleco River was made relatively fast, rebuilding the city of Angol (1862) and 

establishing a number of fortified settlements along the river (1864). During this time, 

however, the Mapuche organized a number of attacks that managed to hold back the 

Chilean forces. Additionally, with the irruption of the War of the Pacific (1879), the 

Chilean state concentrated its forces in that front. The Mapuche took advantage of this 

situation and in 1881 organized, according to historian José Bengoa, the first coordinated 

movement in which all lonkos united forces, including groups that were escaping from 

the attack of the Argentine military forces. The outcome was uncertain for both sides, 

but the Mapuche were in poor conditions to build up their forces. As the War of the 

Pacific wound down, President Domingo Santa María (1881-1886) renewed the attack on 

the southern frontier. Under his presidency, the “Pacification of the Araucania” is 

announced to be formally over—together with the autonomy of the Mapuche. The 

                                                      

6 The straw that broke the camel was the proclamation of French lawyer and adventurer Orélie Antoine de 
Tounens as king of Araucania and Patagonia in 1860. He was captured in 1862 by Cornelio Saavedra. The 
Chilean government declared him insane and sent him back to France. The whole affair, though worthy of a 
Herzog movie, was real enough to alarm the Chilean government regarding competing sovereignty claims 
for a territory it long aspired to control. The king of the Araucania and Patagonia was actually backed by 
some lonkos, who thought the new state would be seconded by the French government and could hence 
play for the Mapuche autonomy against the Chilean and Argentine states.   
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“reconquest” of Villarrica and the refunding of the city is celebrated as the iconic 

moment of the Chilean conquest of the Araucania (1883).    

The language used to refer to these concurrent military conflicts reveals the 

degree of presence and visibility they have been given in Chilean historiography: one 

was a "war," the other merely a "pacification." The Wallmapu was to be “pacified” 

because the territory was thought to be already part of Chile’s sovereign territory. 

Indeed, the shameful southern frontier was first eliminated by an 1852 law decreeing the 

creation of the Arauco province—and the demarcation of “settlers’ territories” (Bernedo 

and Gonzalez Leiva 180). The pacification, as Saavedra states, was a plan to "integrate 

the republic into its natural territory" (Documentos 13).  As Joanna Crow points out, 

“Indigenous territory was legally reconceptualized and re-presented as “territory 

inhabited by indigenous people” or as “frontier lands” that, as of March 1853, could be 

bought or sold only with the authorization of local state authorities” (19). The reality 

was far from this ideal however. Sarmiento clearly expressed this when he wrote: “In 

between two Chilean provinces [Concepción and Valdivia] there is a piece of the 

country which is not a province, and of which it could even be said that it is not Chile, 

since Chile is where its flag is waved and its laws are obeyed” (El Correo, Concepción, 
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November 1854).7 But the changes on papers and maps gave a sense of legitimacy to 

Chilean claims. 

This legal and civilized historical narrative nicely dovetailed with Chile’s 

imagined exceptionalism as a stable and organized nation in contrast to the region’s 

governing anarchism. Up until the 1980s Chilean historiography largely adhered to the 

historical narrative that posited the occupation of Wallmapu and the subjugation of the 

Mapuche as a non-war, as a process of minimum violence.8 Cornelio Saavedra, the 

colonel who designed the invasion plan, famously summed up this view when he wrote: 

“The pacification of the Araucania, Mr. President, has cost us a lot of wine, a lot of 

music, and little gunpowder.”9 Additionally, the occupation received but brief and 

vague references in the state’s historical narrative, already from its early aftermath. 

Diegos Barros Arana and Benjamin Vicuña Mackenna who wrote extensively on the 

history of Chile and raised the War of the Pacific as one of the most glorious chapters of 

                                                      

7 “Entre dos provincias chilenas [Concepción y Valdivia] se intercala un pedazo de país que no es provincia 
y que aún puede decirse no es Chile, si Chile se llama al país donde flota su bandera y sean obedecidas sus 
leyes.” El Correo, Concepción, November 1854. Quoted in Leiva 22. 
8 For a contemporary example of this posture, see the work of Sergio Villalobos. Crow has traced the 
histories of the invasion of the Araucania, noticing an insistent silence—only interrupted with vague and 
brief references-in national history textbooks and museums. Following the lead of José Bengoa's Historia del 
pueblo Mapuche (1985), the last decades have seen a major overturn of these narratives. 
9 La pacificación de la Araucanía, señor Presidente, nos ha costado mucho mosto, mucha música y poca 
pólvora" (en Bengoa, "Historia del pueblo Mapuche" 176). 
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Chilean history, paid little attention to the occupation of the Araucania in their historical 

works (in spite of supporting the invasion in newspaper articles).10  

Against this background, it comes as no surprise that there was little visual 

documentation of the occupation. A few iconic images have been repeatedly used to 

represent it: a painting and a handful of photographs from the Putué Meeting. In this 

chapter, I contend that the violence of these military campaigns can nevertheless be 

appreciated in the steady growth, parallel to this expansion, of proto-ethnographic 

photographs portraying anonymous indigenous subjects. The displacement of the 

Mapuche in nineteenth-century Chile is further evidenced by the construction of a 

national literature that is suspicious of the rebellious Mapuche spirit cherished in the 

Spanish epic poem La Araucana (1589) and erases the Mapuche from modern Chilean 

society. Alberto Blest Gana’s novel Mariluán (1862) will be briefly discussed in the last 

section of the chapter to exemplify these issues. Blest Gana actively worked for the 

                                                      

10 In 1868, as Valdivia's national legislator, Vicuña Mackenna hurled against the Mapuche without holding 
back: "Señor, hay almas tímidas que se asustan de pronunciar la verdadera palabra que es la amplia solución 
de esta cuestión: ¡la palabra conquista! Pero yo, señor, la he dicho en alta voz y la repito otra vez como un 
eco de conciencia de ciudadano, como una inspiración de mi patriotismo. Delenda Arauco! Esa debe ser la 
divisa de la generación a que su señoría y yo pertenecemos. Basta ya de esta vergüenza de trescientos años. 
Dejemos de ser el juguete del capricho y de la lanza del bárbaro. Arranquemos al corazón de la república la 
flecha envenenada de sus venganzas salvajes. Destruyamos de una vez los bastidores de esa comedia 
deshonrosa, que ayer nos exhibió ante el mundo bajo la irrisión de un rey de cartón" (La conquista de Arauco 
9). Vicuña Mackenna died in January 1886, a few years after the final offensive of the invasion campaign, but 
that did not prevent him from publishing copiously on the War of the Pacific, ensuring the glorification of 
its protagonists. 
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promotion both of a national literature and the education of the social “morals and 

customs,” and his novels are still today mandatory reading in Chilean schools. Mariluán 

is titled after the novel’s protagonist, a “civilized Mapuche”, serving in the Chilean 

army, but fatally doomed—as all his “race”—to perish in the modern world. 

3.1 Visual coverage: Parlamentos and Masses 

While the territories and events related to the War of the Pacific were 

remembered and commemorated through the recounting of innumerable details and 

material reminders (monuments adorning towns' plazas which celebrated a range of 

heroes and battles) the so-called "Pacification of the Araucania" had a more veiled 

exposure. Chilean historian Consuelo Figueroa has recently analyzed the disparity in the 

narrative of these two conflicts, showing how the official account imagines the War of 

the Pacific as a decisive and quintessential part of Chilean history, while subsuming the 

Occupation of the Araucanía into a cloudy matter: 

Although the incorporation of these two frontiers took place at the same time 
and was encouraged by similar economic objectives, their presence in the 
[historical] narrative is disproportionately different. Whereas the northern 
territories acquired life through the profuse evocation of historical events 
regarding the Pacific War, the southern frontier appeared only as part of a 
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mythical account that relegated it to the conquest and colonial times, an account 
governed by vagueness and temporal imprecision (“Geografías” 10).11 

This is all the more apparent when we pay attention to the visual coverage of 

both conflicts. In contrast to the extensive photographic coverage of the War of the 

                                                      

11 “Pese a que la incorporación de estas dos fronteras tuvo lugar en el mismo período y fue estimulada por 
objetivos económicos similares, su presencia en los relatos es desproporcionadamente diferente. Si los 
territorios del norte adquirieron vida a través de la profusa evocación de eventos históricos de la Guerra del 
Pacífico, la Frontera Sur aparecía en un relato mítico que la relegaba a los períodos de la conquista y la 
colonia, en el que primaba la vaguedad e imprecisión temporal.” 

Figure 39: Manuel Olascoaga, “Hipinco Meeting.” La Ilustración Artística, February 
23, 1891. 
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Pacific (chapter four), in which Saavedra also participated, there were no photographers 

accompanying and documenting the advancement of the military forces to the south. 

This apparent lack of visual documentation certainly helped in the construction of a 

discourse of non-violence. Whereas numerous images of the War of the Pacific were sold 

as the fighting unfolded and continued to circulate as a triumphalist historical account  

was written, the conquest of the south was simply summarized in a few--today iconic--

pictures. The first is the copy of a painting by Olascoaga (Figure 39). The picture 

recreates the Hipinco Meeting [Parlamento de Hipinco], an official meeting held in 1869 

between Chilean and Mapuche leaders. The second set of images are the only known 

photographs directly documenting a moment of the conquest (Figure 40). They are part 

of a private album and the photographer's identity has not yet been established, but they 

clearly show General Gregorio Urrutia's forces after the Putué Meeting—better known 

as the reconquest of Villarrica and the official end of the “Pacification of the Araucanía.” 

What all these images have in common is that they portray the occupation of Wallmapu 

as a simple series of councils. Olascoaga’s painting shows the calm reunion of Mapuche 

and Chilean forces (Figure 39). The space of the painting is crowded with people, most 

of them men, orderly arranged around Saavedra, on whom most eyes converge. The 

crowd is divided in two main groups: Chilean on the left and Mapuche on the right. But 

within each of them we find different social groups represented, and a few faces are 
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recognizable. Olascoaga himself is standing behind Saavedra, sketching in his book 

probably this very scene (choosing a different viewpoint). Urrutia is sitting next to 

Saavedra—the two most prominent military figures of the occupation are the only ones 

sitting on a chair. On the lower left corner, we see Fray Victoria Palavecino, sitting next 

to lonko Domingo Melín (Canel).12 Though the Mapuche form the largest group, the 

Chileans are in control of the scene. A bulky tree accentuates their calm yet grounded 

and assertive postures. On the right side, bodily and facial expressions are more varied. 

One figure has his arms extended, as if exasperatedly objecting to Saavedra’s 

propositions. The latter’s impassiv expression, however, reveals that Chileans will have 

the last say. This is Olascoaga’s representation of the Pacification.  

                                                      

12 Other figures in the painting are Pedro Nolasco, Mauricio Muñoz, Luis Barra, and lonkos Norín (Canel). 

Figure 40: Collection of Photographs of the Putué Meeting. Private Collection, 
Courtesy of Margarita Alvarado. 
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As a true supporter of the occupation at both sides of the Andes, Olascoaga 

unambiguously reflects in his paintings the narratives that each country developed to 

justify and glorify the invasion. In Chile, he represents the Mapuche acceptance of creole 

dominion and the peaceful cession of their lands to the Chilean state. In Argentina, he 

cherishes the epic advancement of Roca onto a deserted land, with no vestiges of any 

competing power (Figure 32). The lack of any official commissions as that of Blanes in 

Argentina, the relegated place the occupation has had in the Chilean historical narrative, 

and the ideological correspondence with official explanations, all this combined to make 

Olascoaga’s plain painting the defining image of the “Pacification”, countlessly 

reproduced in textbooks and journals.  

The narrative of non-violence favored by state officials and represented in this 

painting was soon the prevailing one once the occupation was secured. Already in 1891, 

less than a decade after the invasion’s official end, Spanish writer Eva Canel could 

describe the history of the military campaigns in the following terms: 

You can still see in the veterans' faces the long and deep scars that speak of the 
terrible Indian spears and their countless skirmishes against their neighbors, the 
guardians of the civilized frontier. 

Today such clashes are happily unusual, thanks to the effect and exquisite tact 
with which Chile has treated them. 

Several councils have been held with the Araucanians. The most important one 
since Chile's independence is known as 'Parlamento de Hipinco' (represented in 
the accompanying print) which was held on November 24, 1869. Then Colonel, 
today General Lieutenant Cornelio Saavedra (whom his compatriots rightfully 
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call the Restorer of the Araucania for having contributed the most to its 
pacification) gathered in Hipinco more than sixty tribes… [T]he results were 
extremely beneficial to the relative peace that since that time is enjoyed. 

(...) Chile has practically taught the moluches [sic] that peace is in their 
interest, understanding that by use of force they would never be calm owners 
of such a beautiful region. For its country's glory Chile's government has 
strongly promoted public education and wealth and is now expanding its 
peaceful dominion on the Araucanian territories with sweet parsimony—aided 
by the diplomatic negotiations with its neighbor, the always prickly Argentine 
Republic (La Ilustración Artística, Año X, Núm. 478, Barcelona, February 23, 1891. 
Emphasis added).13 

Across the national and international press, we find echoes of this same 

narrative: the “pacification” was a process of peaceful conversion of the barbaric 

Mapuche into civilized life. The article was accompanied by a photographed copy of 

Olascoaga’s painting, each medium reinforcing the another.14 Contrary to the hundreds 

of photographs of the War of the Pacific, showing intense and ambitious military 

                                                      

13 “Aun se ven entre los veteranos rostros surcados por largas y profundas cicatrices que denuncian terribles 
lanzazos de los indios, en las infinitas escaramuzas que han sostenido con sus vecinos, los guardadores de la 
frontera civilizada. Ya es hoy felizmente desusado algún pequeño choque de esta naturaleza, gracias al 
efecto y el exquisito tacto con que Chile los ha tratado. Se han celebrado con los araucanos varias 
conferencias. La más importante desde que la nación chilena ostenta el nombre de tal, es la que se conoce 
con el nombre de Parlamento de Hipinco, que reproduce nuestro grabado y que se celebró el 24 de 
noviembre de 1869. El coronel entonces y hoy teniente general D. Cornelio Saavedra, a quien sus 
compatriotas llaman con razón el Restaurador de la Araucania, por haber haber sido el que más contribuyó 
a su pacificación, congregó en Hipinco a más de sesenta tribus... [L]os resultados fueron en alto grado 
beneficiosos para la paz relativa que desde entonces se viene disfrutando. (...) Chile ha enseñado 
prácticamente a los moluches (sic) cuánto les conviene la paz, comprendiendo a su vez que por la ley de la 
fuerza no llegaría a ser tranquilo poseedor de tan bella región; y sus gobiernos, que tanto han fomentado 
para gloria de aquel Estado la instrucción popular y la riqueza pública, van ensanchando su pacífico 
dominio en territorios araucanos con dulce parsimonia, ayudada por los arreglos diplomáticos que trae 
entre manos con su vecina, siempre quisquillosa a causa de las fronteras, la República Argentina.” 
14 I have found very little information about the Hipinco Meeting since it is hardly “the most important one” 
as Canel puts it. The meeting is actually mostly remembered thanks to Olascoaga’s painting. 
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movement, the military forces in the Araucanía are presented in reduced numbers and 

performing civil duties. Similar to the portrayal of Argentine forces on Indigenous 

territory, the Chilean army was represented as an agent of peace. More than that, it was 

welcomed by the Mapuche. The photographs of the “Reconquest of Villarrica” (Figure 

40) include both Chilean and Mapuche subjects friendly gathered. There are no signs of 

confrontation, yet the Chilean forces tend to be placed on a higher position (on horse or 

sitting on a more elevated surface). The impermeable forest, one of the “natural 

difficulties of the enemy's terrain” (Saavedra, Documentos 246) is finally penetrated. A 

high-angled view of the Villarrica Lake and its surrounding forest attests to the conquest 

of the enemy’s terrain.  

The civilizing mission of the Chilean army is mainly expressed through the 

presence and work of the Catholic church. Just as in Olascoaga’s painting, a Franciscan 

missionary is included in the photographs of the Putué Meeting. In one of them (upper 

right corner of Figure 40), he is standing in the middle of the image, accompanied by a 

few children and with the army at his back. Another photograph registers the 

celebration of a Catholic mass (Figure 41). It is remarkably telling that of the very few 

photographs directly documenting the Pacification of the Araucania, two are dedicated 

to a mass celebrated in Villarrica after the city’s reconquest by Colonel Urrutia’s forces. 

During both the “pacification” and the “campaign of the desert”, some of the few actions 
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or events that the camera records are those related to the evangelical power that 

advances with the creole troops. Indeed, Pozzo documented various instances in which 

the Catholic church is the main protagonist, the driving force of action. Baptism 

photographs were also included in the photographic albums of Encina, Moreno & Ca. 

(“Baptism of Reuqué’s Indians” for instance). These photographs echoe the view 

animating the images of the parlamentos: peaceful gatherings, willing renditions.  

Religious ambassadors and their missions were particularly successful when 

presented as an alternative power to that of the military. They presented themselves as 

not connected to the state (Flores y Azócar, “Fotografía de capuchinos y anglicanos” 78). 

Figure 41: Unknown, “Catholic Mass. Villarrica, Araucania Region, 1883.” 
Album Valdivia. Private Collection. Courtesy of Margarita Alvarado. 
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They were the “gentle” side of the conquest. Photographs showing the missionaries’ 

work with Mapuche children were numerous and quickly circulated in the form of 

postcards (mainly in the first decades of the twentieth century).  

However, the 19th century in general, and the 1880s in particular, were marked 

by a strong process of secularization in both Chile and Argentina. In 1883 and 1884, the 

government of Domingo Santa María enacted a series of laws known as the “secular 

laws”, by which traditional church-ruled spaces and institutions were transferred to the 

purview of the national government. The Chilean church had showed itself to be 

particularly alarmed by the nineteenth-century secularization process both in Europe 

and Latin America, to the point that many religious thinkers interpreted different 

historical events (from Napoleon to the Latin American independences) as signs of an 

upcoming Armageddon (Cid, “Las señales de los últimos tiempos” 179).15 

                                                      

15 “La apostasía tenía su sustento doctrinal en una serie de ideologías. En 1857, La Revista Católica, una 
publicación eclesiástica chilena, nombró una serie de corrientes que encontraban su unidad en su profundo 
anticristianismo: ‘El deísmo, el ateísmo, el escepticismo, el racionalismo, el panteísmo, el comunismo y el 
socialismo, he aquí las siete cabezas de la gran bestia engendrada por el protestantismo, y que amenaza 
devorar las sociedades y hundir al mundo en la barbarie.’ (…) [L]a laicización de las instituciones fue 
percibida como una señal indisputable de la proximidad del fin de los tiempos para los comentaristas 
católicos” (“Las señales de los últimos tiempos” 191-193). 
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 In this context of wider secularization, the prominent role the clergy played 

during the invasion of Indigenous territories may come as unexpected. However, the 

usefulness of enabling and fostering the advancement of the Christian church in the 

newly conquered territories was clear to the political elites: it was but another force of 

dominion and acculturation. This can clearly be appreciated in the photographs of the 

conquest. “Catholic Mass. Villarrica” (Figure 41) is the most carefully thought out 

photograph of the occupation of Araucania. As pointed out earlier, the identity of the 

author of these photographs is unknown, yet this image in particular shows that (s)he 

Figure 42: Antonio Pozzo, “Choele-Choel. Preaching of Rev. Espinosa, today 
Archbishop.” Expedition to the Black River. Museo Roca. 
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was no amateur photographer. In an arrangement that reminds us of “General Roca and 

the General Military Council” (Figure 33), two columns of soldiers serve as diagonals 

that point to the main scene of the image: the priest celebrating mass. The light is coming 

from the upper left corner. The sun is high, flattening the figures on the left into a series 

of indistinguishable short shadows. The mass is taking place on the shores of a lake, its 

waters ready for the baptisms. Pozzo’s “Doctrina por el Rev. Sr. Espinosa” (Figure 42), 

on the other hand, is the most patent example of the acculturation project. There might 

be no trace of the moment of military defeat, but the way in which the Indigenous are 

forced to the ground, flanked by the military forces, points to their powerlessness. The 

Indians are paralyzed in their movement, and thus bereft of their power to confront 

them.  

3.2 Ethnographic Photography 

Parallel to the creole territorial expansion into Indigenous territories, there is a 

steady growth of what we could loosely name ethnographic photographs. The 

photographic records of the Araucanía during the 1860s and 1880s offer two main 

themes: views of the developing urban settlements (with Valdivia and its immigrants at 

the front) and portraits. Though most of the portraits show the rising bourgeoisie of the 

port city and its wheat-based wealth, there is a notable number of pictures portraying 

Mapuche people (Figure 43), yet not exactly as the average bourgeois portrait clientele. 
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In what could be thought as the beginning of the ethnographic photography that would 

consolidate at the turn of the century, the presence (and absence) of the original 

inhabitants of the Araucanía regions is acknowledged and at the same time denied. 

Indeed, in the albums and photographs that circulated both in Chile and abroad, the 

Mapuche appear as anonymous subjects--no name or personal detail is provided. They 

are part of the region's enchantment, its exotic detail. A detail that, as many have 

studied (Alvarado; Masotta; Leiva; Flores), tells us more about the society that is 

photographing them than about the subject being portrayed.  

This view on the Mapuche was supported by the schematic division of peoples 

advanced in the emerging disciplines of anthropology and archeology. Following a 

positivistic credo, adherents of these disciplines classified societies according to a degree 

of evolution whose more advanced state was the one exemplified by Western European 

Figure 43: Sample of Proto-Ethnographic Photographs in Chile (1860s-1870s). 
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cities. Interestingly enough, the criteria to assess the level of culture of a given society 

was defined by the artifacts and materials used, together with the type of settlement and 

the development or not of a written language. According to these sciences which were 

emerging in the age of capital, consumer habits were not only important, but revealing 

of the level of superiority of a given society. These photographs certainly work within a 

visual regime that relied on the establishment of a hierarchy of peoples, one which 

assumed that the camera operator was more advanced and powerful than the one being 

observed. As Rebecca Earle explains,  

In 1836 the Danish curator Christian Jürgensen Thomsen published his theory 
that prehistory should be divided into what he called the Stone, Iron, and Bronze 
Ages, each of which represented a developmental advance over the previous age. 
Degrees of civilization were thus linked very explicitly to the types of artifacts 
produced by a given culture (…) The analytical categories developed by 
archaeologists did little to elevate the status of nomadic peoples such as the 
Mapuche. Lacking a written language and believed to possess neither an 
agricultural tradition nor a developed pastoral system, preconquest pampas 
dwellers appeared irremediably fixed in the age of Lower Barbarism. Such 
peoples might be important scientifically as representations of an early state in 
human evolution, but they were certainly not civilized. The language of 
archaeology, in other words, complimented the tendencies of nineteenth-century 
historia patria both in its affirmation of Aztec and Inca civilization and in its 
denial of that status to nomadic peoples who failed to construct monumental 
buildings (144-146). 

This reasoning reinforced the political and economic project of the elites in Argentina 

and Chile, consistent too with the trading interests of the international market. On the 

one hand, it celebrated material comfort and the importation of goods. If being civilized 

was defined by the technology and materials a society used, then it was of vital 
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importance to be intense participants in international trade, with the exportation of the 

products developed in these lands: e.g. cereals, livestock, nitrate, guano. On the other 

hand, it justified the colonization of peoples who were classified as inferior and were not 

making adequately productive use of the land. The Indigenous nations were not 

considered a civilization: they not only did not count for the national history of Chile 

and Argentina, but they did not count for the present either.16 As Earle explains, seen 

from the white European and Creole perspective, science could only show interest in the 

indigenous, “as representations of an early state in human evolution.” They were a trace 

from humanity’s past, doomed to disappear in the near future.17 In contrast to the 

creation of national “types” (such as the laundress of chapter one, Figure 8), the 

Indigenous were represented as “specimens”—aliens to the Chilean nation. 18 

The ethnographic photographs that can be found in Chile already in the 1860s 

(earlier than in Argentina) are representative of this vision. More importantly, these 

                                                      

16 This also explains why the Argentine national anthem posits an Incan national ascendancy, though clearly 
indicating the Inca today are but bones in a grave: “Se conmueven del Inca las tumbas/y en sus huesos 
revive el ardor,/ lo que ve renovando a sus hijos/ de la Patria el antiguo esplendor.” 
17 Zeballos’ and Moreno’s collections of skulls and prisoners to be studied at the museum are another 
example. 
18 “Once available in the mid-nineteenth century, photography was used extensively to create "type" or 
specimen photographs in the newly developing science of biological or physical anthropology. In these 
photographs, a non-European person under colonial scrutiny was posed partially or even totally unclothed 
against a plain or calibrated backdrop to create a profile, frontal, or posterior view. Or scientists measured 
and photographed the skeleton and skulls of people from far-flung colonized areas of the world. (...) Based 
on the published studies in physical anthropology, in which races were defined and placed in a social 
hierarchy, racist or racialized theories developed” (Hight 3). 
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images are traces of the dispossession the portrayed subjects were facing. The camera is 

able to capture an increasing procession of people because their autonomy is 

diminishing as their lands are being appropriated even before the official invasion of the 

Araucania. Reviewing the visual archive of the frontier zone in the years of the conquest, 

Figure 44: Christian Enrique Valck, “Mapuche 
Woman.” Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile. 
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all that is to be found is a large number of photographs capturing the Mapuche as 

subjects of display. These photographs may not directly register the advancement of the 

military and the expropriation of the land, but they do document the 

disenfranchisement of the Mapuche. The conquest of the Araucania is reflected in the 

conquest of their bodies; in the procession of subjects ready to be inspected and charged 

with the evils of barbarism and backwardness. The occupation of that mythical land 

south of the Bio Bio River--the conquest of the Araucania--was the conquest of the 

people whose land was expropriated: the “araucanos”.  

A photograph attributed to a member of the Valck family--most probably 

Christian Enrique—shows the oblique way in which the occupation and its 

consequences reveal themselves (Figure 44). The photograph is a studio creation, like 

many of the ethnographic photographs of this time. The date of the photograph is 

unknown, and the people photographed are not identified. The who, when, and where 

are therefore not documented. 

 In an uncommon position, the woman portrayed is looking away, almost 

turning her back on us, and hiding her face. What could initially be thought as a defiant 

move on her part reflects, in fact, her powerlessness in front of the camera. She looks 

away only to face a blank background--the landscape offered by the wall and curtain 

that contain her against the camera. There is no horizon or window to continue her 
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gaze—if she is indeed looking somewhere. The photographer did not care to capture her 

eyes as if to make it clearer that this is not a portrait. She is not an observing subject, nor 

the one deciding how to be observed.  

Instead, the photograph wants to portray what—within Western terms—is seen 

as an unconventional form of motherhood. She is asked to turn her back on the camera 

because the latter is keener on showing the way she holds her child than of showing us 

who she is. And again, it is not really the child we are asked to be interested in: his tilted 

head falls behind one of the cords of the bag in which she is using to carry him, further 

obscuring a face that is also not drawn to us. Instead, it is the whole motif of the mother 

holding a child that seems to justify the take. Her hand posed under her belly, a gesture 

commonly associated with pregnancy and perhaps gesturing to the fact that she is with 

another child, further accentuates this impression.  

The floor she is stepping on tries to hide the enclosure she has been set inside. 

Some plants and rocks have been placed next to her naked feet as if to suggest some 

kind of natural environment. But land is no longer open to her, and the future promises 

very little to the child she is carrying. The artificial floor of the photographic studio (of 

which she is not a client) and the dead-end of its curtains and walls are a silent 

testimony of what we are not seeing—the Pacification of the Araucania, the 
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expropriation of their lands, and their confinements in "reservations" or reducciones 

indígenas. She in the Indian captive of the white raids. 

As I mentioned above, already in 1852 and 1853 new laws were passed regarding 

the possession and colonization of the land beyond the Bio Bio River. Under this guise of 

legality, the Chilean government encouraged deceitful and criminal practices for the 

appropriation of Indigenous lands.19 The historian José Bengoa (Mapuches, colonos y el 

estado nacional) rescues a letter that a young Mapuche dictated to a priest in Puerto 

Saavedra around 1910 describing the loss of his land and his efforts to get it back:  

My house and land have been declared fiscal property. They have taken a lot 
from my terrain; more than ten blocks they have taken away. (...) The settler 
opened my wheat field and my gate. Then the oxen walked over my sown land; 
when I arrived, the wheat had been liquidated. Upon my return, my uncle told 
me what they had told him: 'If you don't leave the house, we'll burn your house.' 
'Because I don't know the huinca language this settler has done me much wrong,' 
my uncle Ignacio Ancán said. Victorio Pueñ was also told 'I will burn your house 
down.' My cousin Farolo Huinca ended up with a lot of injuries to his head 
because he was angry since they had taken his meadow by fencing it (31)20 

                                                      

19 “Considerando 1° que las ventajas de terrenos de indígenas sin intervención de una autoridad superior 
que proteja a los vendedores contra los abusos que pudieran cometerse para adquirir sus terrenos, y que dé 
garantías a los compradores contra las protestas u objeciones de falta de pago o falta de conocimiento que a 
veces sin fundamento se alega por los indígenas, son origen de pleitos y reclamaciones que producen la 
irregularidad e insubsistencia de las propiedades raíces de esos territorios” (Correa 20-21). 
20 “Es pues realmente así que mi casa y mi terreno han sido declarados fiscales. Me han tomado mucho de 
mi terreno; más de diez cuadras me han quitado (…) El colono abrió mi trigal y la tranca. Entonces los 
bueyes entraron en mi siembra; cuando llegué el trigo estaba acabado. A mi vuelta me contó mi tío que le 
dijeron: “Si no sales de la casa, quemaremos tu casa”. “Porque no conozco el habla de los huincas me ha 
hecho tanto mal este colono”, dijo mi tío Ignacio Ancán. También a Victorio Pueñ se le dijo: “Le voy a 
quemar su casa”. A mi primo Farolo Huinca, le hicieron muchas heridas en la cabeza porque estaba enojado 
por haberle quitado su vega cercándola…” 
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The destruction of the Mapuche political configuration together with the limited 

presence of the Chilean state after the military offensive resulted in a power vacuum 

that further encouraged the unrestrained violence of the advancing frontier population 

(Crow 46).21 But the territorial invasion that photography refused to document gave rise 

to a photographic trend only explainable by the violence that made possible the 

imbalance of power evidenced in these images.  In other words, the ethnographic 

photographs were only possible because of the subjugation of the Mapuche euphemized 

with phrases like the "pacification of the Araucania." In these portraits, a difference that 

hardly any viewer could ignore is the fact that the person commissioning the 

photograph is not the same person being portrayed. The Mapuche are not part of the 

regular portraiture clientele, but subjects to be inspected and exhibited. These are hence 

not portraits, but their reverse: anti-portraits of the dispossessed. If portraits were meant 

to offer a reflection of a person's identity, these were constructions that viewed the 

person portrayed as a sample of a collectivity. And if portraits were supposed to offer 

the person photographed a place in posterity (a kind of framed eternity), these 

                                                      

21 These actions are reminiscent of similar continental examples of indigenous land expropriation: Andrew 
Jackson's Indian Removal Act of 1830 and the dreadful Trail of Tears may be the most notorious case, but 
comparable legislation is easily found in other countries. Brazil's land law of 1850 declared that abandoned 
and unused lands would become property of the empire; though originally indigenous lands were not to be 
considered "vacant," many settlers did, in fact, use this law to dismantle communities and expropriate their 
lands (INALI 164). 
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photographs sought to send the Mapuche to a distant past, primitive, uncivilized, 

almost alien to the nation. 

As Alvarado notes, the wide circulation and frequent reproduction of these 

photographs—what she describes as an “overexposure”—has resulted in the use of 

these images as one of the main examples used in the “illustration, exhibition, defense, 

and proclamation of the Mapuche ethnic identity” (“Pose y montaje” 13). It is here when 

allied with the ethnographic study of peoples and cultures that the discourse ascribing 

objective powers of representation to photography takes on dangerous implications. 

Ethnography used these photographic records to endorse its registering and describing 

of peoples “just as they are.” Yet the scenography, pose, and even some of the 

adornments were chosen and choreographed by the photographer. And the repetition of 

the same silver jewelry and adornments across different portraits evidences that these 

objects pertained to the photographic studio and not to the portrayed. 

The lack of visual evidence of the violence of occupation—together with a 

discourse that promoted the idea of a peaceful “civilizing mission”—helped to 

effectively hide and undervalue the brutality behind Chile’s territorial expansion. The 

Pacification was veiled. Just like the mis-en-scène of the studio photographs, the 

explanations and descriptions of politicians, officers, and intellectuals created a doctored 

image of the dispossession of the Mapuche—concealing even as they revealed, using the 
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visible to turn other things invisible. In other words, there was a double process of 

display and suppression and concealment. This was all the more effective given the 

predominant visual credo in the nineteenth century, one that defined the real according 

to the visible. Consequently, the lack of visual examples that could be used to represent 

the violence of the occupation helped to deny or lessen the intensity of that violence. In 

this sense, the absence or incompleteness of the photographic coverage is paradigmatic.  

3.3 Alberto Blest Gana: From La Araucana to Mariluán 

Unlike foundational literatures of the other countries in the region, Chile’s 

leading literary figures developed a predominantly realist corpus.  Focusing on the work 

of Alberto Blest Gana (1830-1920), Doris Sommer explains this divergence from the 

neighboring romantic tendencies as a result of Chile’s stability and prosperity: 

Novels did not have to project an ideal state but merely had to represent it in a 
way that would acknowledge and consolidate the gains. Blest Gana understood 
this to be a mandate for writers during the "transitional" midcentury period, 
when cultural vestiges of colonial life were inhibiting Chile's material and 
political strides. (...) The novelas de costumbres would focus attention on who 
Chileans already were, not on what they could become. Presumably, the 
nostalgic fantasies, sometimes called historical novels, were written elsewhere, 
where a collective national identity needed to be fictionalized for the past and 
projected to cover over a factious present (208). 

According to Blest Gana, idealistic literatures dreaming with futures of progress 

were reserved for countries whose current situation offer little of praise. Chile, on the 

other hand, had much to gain from the exposure of its achievements—thus solidifying 
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and securing them.22 The Mapuche frontier and the Chilean advancement, however, 

have little presence—and thus visibility—in this work. Considered one of the founding 

figures of Chilean literature, Blest Gana hardly addresses the subject. His most popular 

novel, Martín Rivas (1862), was written when the "Pacification" plan had already been 

approved and public opinion was notably in favor of an offensive strategy, with the 

major newspapers openly calling for the extermination of the Mapuche. The novel is set 

during the 1851 revolution and was published when Chile was recovering from yet 

another civil confrontation--the 1859 revolution.23 None of this is mentioned in the novel, 

despite Blest Gana's commitment to commenting on the problems and morals of the 

Chilean society and its recent history. The 1851 revolution in which some of its 

characters (including the protagonist) are involved is mainly reduced to the events in the 

city of Santiago--as is most of the action in the novel.   

                                                      

22 In 1860, when accepted as a professor in the Humanities department at the University of Chile, Blest Gana 
gave a speech on “the importance of Chile having a literature of its own, which corresponds to the progress 
already under way and which would contribute powerfully to propel it down this path of happy advances” 
(The Chile Reader 147). 
23 Led by Manguin Huenu, some Mapuche groups joined forces with the factions opposed to the 
government-mainly in Concepción. The reversals caused by the uprisings  of 1851 (which destroyed the city 
of Angol) and 1859 (that destroyed all the settlements and farms that have ventured south of the Bio Bio 
River) impacted in the public opinion, nurturing the idea that the southern border was the acceptance of an 
outrageous state of affairs-in which the barbarous araucanos were allowed to keep the lands that the 
civilized Chile needed for its path towards progress. Editorials by the most important newspapers of the 
time (Valparaíso's El Mercurio and Santiago's El Ferrocarril) openly called for an extermination campaign.  
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The same year as Martín Rivas, however, Blest Gana publishes Mariluán (1862), a 

short novel based on the story of Fermín Mariluán, a Mapuche raised in the Chilean 

military forces. As Gilberto Triviños puts it, the text, which is supposed to belong to the 

author's realistic works, “provocatively imagines a utopian society, true negation and 

counter-reality of Chile at precisely the time the so-called Pacification of the Araucania 

was starting” (34). Additionally, as Jorge Pinto points out, the soft language of this text 

offers a disturbing contrast with the editorials from El Mercurio and El Ferrocarril 

howling against the Mapuche. 

 The novel starts around 1833, some time after yet another civil war (1829-1830), 

in which the protagonist, so the narrator tells us, has ferociously fought. Never 

forgetting his Mapuche identity, Mariluán seems to manage to be recognized among the 

frontier Chileans. His father, Francisco Mariluán, was an important lonko, participant of 

the treaty of Tapihue (1825) with the Chilean authorities. The treaty confirmed the Bio-

Bio River as a border after years of confrontation between the newly independent 

Chilean forces and the Spanish-allied Mapuche. Fermín Mariluán was to live with the 

Chileans as a peace guarantee.   

The novel begins with a description of Mariluán as a proud descendant of the 

“race immortalized by Ercilla’s verses” (2). Second lieutenant (alférez) in the Chilean 

cavalry, Mariluán is deeply integrated in Chilean frontier society:  
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How did this son of Arauco's virgin jungles became this elegant Granadier 
officer? His father, Francisco Mariluán, was one of the most formidable enemies 
of the frontier Chileans between 1820 and 1825. At one point, the head of the 
border managed to hold a council with him and arrange a friendly alliance 
agreement, thanks to which the cacique obtained the rank of Sergeant Major and 
a monthly salary as governor of Butalmapu de los Llanos. As pledge of loyalty, 
Mariluán handed his son Fermín as hostage, who was educated at the Chilean 
Lyceum and then sent to serve in the military… (3)24 

Despite being a role model in every aspect of his life,25 nothing could erase the fact that 

he was not like the others: “Neither the benefits of education, nor the contact with 

civilized people who taught him cultural habits very different from those learnt during 

childhood, could ever erase from Fermín Mariluán's soul that instinctive love for the 

motherland, a love that in the Araucanian race has fostered the great events celebrated 

by the epic poem” (3).26 And thus, whenever he had an opportunity to pause for a 

moment, he would read extracts from La Araucana, his favorite reading—of course. In 

spite of this elegant praising, Blest Gana soon states that his race was doomed—and so 

                                                      

24 “El cómo este hijo de las selvas vírgenes de Arauco llegó a transformarse en el elegante oficial de 
granaderos que vamos dando a conocer, helo aquí. Su padre, Francisco Mariluán, era uno de los más 
formidables enemigos de los chilenos fronterizos por a los años 1820 a 1825. Hacia esta época el jefe de la 
frontera logró llamarle a parlamento y ajustar con él un amistoso convenio de alianza que aseguró al cacique 
el grado de sargento mayor de ejército y un sueldo mensual como gobernador del Butalmapu de los llanos. 
En prenda de fidelidad, dio Mariluán en rehenes a su hijo Fermín, que educado en el Liceo de Chile y 
destinado después al servicio militar, como hemos visto.” 
25 “Así, los jefes admiraban su conducta en el combate, su voz y buen humor las bellas en los ocios de 
guarnición y su buena voluntad los compañeros, a quienes desempeñaban su trabajo. Y por esto, todos le 
amaban” (2-3). 
26 “Pero ni los beneficios de la educación, ni el roce con las gentes civilizadas que le enseñaban hábitos de 
cultura muy diversos a los contraídos en niñez, pudieron jamás borrar del alma de Fermín Mariluán ese 
amor instintivo al suelo patrio, que en la raza araucana ha producido los altos hechos que celebra la 
epopeya.” 
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was he: “His enthusiasm made him hallucinate and hear prophetic voices in his head 

that called on him to continue the gigantic resistance of his ancestors—those voices 

determined his destiny” (4).27 Moving forward to a desired future, Blest Gana declares 

their destiny doomed in the very first pages of the novel, with no room for coexistence, 

nor for a “civilizing regeneration.” 

The downfall would begin with the attempt to reorganize and strengthen the 

Mapuche resistance. Indeed, Mariluán was secretly planning to unite all the Mapuche 

and create a strong force that would oblige the Chilean government to sign a more 

advantageous and fair treaty. His “rebel spirit” would at times be put into question by 

his love for Rosa Tudela, a Chilean lady living on the frontier with her mother and 

brother. On the other hand, Mariluán’s assistant, Antonio Caleu, is described as 

someone not yet so “tamed”: 

Having been snatched from his family as a child by the Chileans, in one of those 
frequent raids of the frontier army in Araucanian territory, Antonio had since 
then served as bugle player in Mariluán's regiment. The rigors of military 
discipline had not sufficed to destroy in this Indian's heart the independence 
instinct carried through generations in those that had put a stop to the Spanish 
conquerors' bravery (7).28 

                                                      

27 “Las alucinaciones del entusiasmo le hacían oír voces proféticas que le llamaban a continuar la gigantesca 
resistencia de sus antepasados y esas voces decidieron de su destino.” 
28 “Antonio, arrebatado muy joven por los chilenos de los brazos de su familia, en una de esas frecuentes 
correrías hechas al territorio araucano por el ejército de la frontera, había servido desde entonces como 
corneta en el regimiento de Mariluán. Los rigores de la disciplina militar no habían bastado a destruir en el 
corazón de aquel indio el instinto de independencia transmitido de generación en generación por los que 
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Peuquilén, who had not benefited from contact with civilization, summarizes the worst 

of the barbaric race:  

Peuquilén was a youngster between twenty-eight and thirty years old, short and 
bulky, in whose eyes a bleak fire shimmered. Among those brave Araucanians, 
Peuquilén had stood out for his impetuous boldness: his ruthless behavior when 
battling had increased his prestige rather than discredit him—since among these 
savages a man's reputation is improved by the excesses of brute force (59). 

The idyllic aspiration of the soul, cradled civilized ideas of love, naturally did not 
exist in Peuquilén… Peuquilén was a lion that, to refresh his head, would shake 
his mane and roar… (77). 

As with most of the foundational fictions of the period, the transracial couple could not 

consummate its love. Mariluán is killed by no other than Peuquilén who, jealous of his 

relationship with Rosa, betrays him and carries his head on a stick to the city of Los 

Angeles, where he expects to be rewarded—but is instead executed by Mariluán’s 

brother as quickly and easy as Peuquilén had killed Mariluán. Rosa, in turn, falls into a 

state of eternal delirium after seeing Mariluán’s head passing down her street; punished, 

as it were, for having dared challenge social norms. Blest Gana's "forgotten novel" 

(following John Ballard's labeling) adds another layer of invisibility to the Chilean 

destruction of the Wall Mapu. It started with the nostalgic power the Mapuche once had 

(Mariluán reading La Araucana), and finishes with their leader killed, and their forces 

defeated. The one Chilean person who tries to break with both social conventions and 

                                                      

pusieron a raya el valor de los conquistadores españoles. Ese instinto hizo concebir a Antonio Caleu un plan 
de deserción que puso en práctica tan pronto como surgió de su espíritu.” 
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racial divisions goes mad. No matter the soft condemnation of the behavior of some of 

the frontier Chileans, the terrain is left free for Chilean forces to advance, and since there 

is nobody left to voice the injustice, the events that led to the invasion are reduced to 

mere anecdote.  

As with many foundational Latin American novels, Blest Gana’s Mariluán leaves 

no real space in the national literature for the Indigenous. Symptomatically, this is the 

least known novel of one of the cherished founding fathers of Chilean national 

literature, receiving already very little attention from critics and the press when it came 

out (Láscar). The novel experiments with incorporating the figure of the “Chilean 

Mapuche” into the national imaginary (in the form of a captive Mapuche trained in 

Chilean schools and military forces) but ends up proposing it as a failed project. 

Published in 1862, the text mourns an extermination that is still not more than wishful 

thinking—and presents it as inevitable. Within the novel, the epic Spanish poem La 

Araucana plays an important role in defining the non-place of the Mapuche in the 

Chilean nation. First, it establishes that their glorification is reduced to a moment 

centuries away—the mythical times of the Spanish conquest. The Mapuche warriors are 

glorified in their fight against the Spaniards, but that fighting spirit is condemned when 

opposed to the Chilean conquest (tellingly, during the War of the Pacific, it is not 

unusual to find references to Lautaro and Caupolicán in the construction of a proud 
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image of the Chilean forces, even when calls for the “elimination of the southern 

frontier” continued). Thus, Mariluán “hallucinates” when he plans to “continue the 

gigantic resistance of his ancestors.” The reading has a perverse effect on him, unable to 

understand that the poem is not to be read as educating example, that those times are 

simply passed. The novel, however, offers no other alternative. Both he and Antonio 

have been snatched from their families, growing up isolated from other Mapuche. 

Excluded from Chilean society, Mariluán celebrates the same text Chileans celebrate, but 

in trying to construct his torn identity, his reading is not the same. The Spanish poem is 

the sole form of collective memory Mariluán can appeal to. 

3.4 White Raids 

So I do say now that I am Indian. But I say those words with humility. I say those words 
knowing that they are part of a circuitous path toward Indigeneity. I say those words knowing 
that I do not speak Cherokee, knowing that I do not know so much about what it means to be 
Cherokee. But I also say those words knowing that not having access to our oral history is an 

authentic Indian experience. 
 

Joseph Pierce, In Search of an Authentic Indian 

If you and I are Chileans, don Sebastián, ramtueyu kimnieymi ni nütram, fewla? chem pieyu, 
chem pimi? tami tuwün ka inche trawüniekelayngün, wingkangeymi ka mapuchengen, ka 

mollfüng nieyin. Feley kam Felelay? 

Pedro Cayuqueo, Sólo por ser indios29 

                                                      

29 “Si usted y yo somos chilenos, don Sebastián [Piñeira], ramtueyu kimnieymi ni nütram, fewla? chem 
pieyu, chem pimi? tami tuwün ka inche trawüniekelayngün, wingkangeymi ka mapuchengen, ka mollfüng 
nieyin. Feley kam Felelay?” (53). 
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The creole rendering of the dispossession of the Indigenous nations in painting, 

literature, historical essays and photographs continued its violence by erasing it. Among 

these double-erasures, photographic coverage played a subtle, yet fundamental role, 

helping to misinform and dismiss these pages from Chilean history. Not only did 

photographs hide the most obvious forms of physical violence, they also placed the 

Indigenous as part of a non-placeable past, who deserved attention only as exotic 

postcards or as exhibits in the museums of natural sciences. Classifying them as the last 

specimens of primitive beings, the Mapuche were no longer recognized as a competing 

power. How could there be a war with beings from the past?  

Despite photography’s commitment to what is (in the present), its images built a 

non-coeval Indigenous type, reproducing portraits to be consumed by non-indigenous 

eyes. The circulation of these photographs helped widen the temporal, spatial, and 

cultural distance between these two groups. As a result, the modern nation-states had 

no place for “modern Indians”:  

...policy makers consider change in Indian culture as assimilation and 
‘assimilation as obliteration.’ (...) By this logic, modern Indians were not Indians 
at all, they were assimilated. Others were all too Indian; they belonged to a noble 
and tragic past but had no role in the future. Only the vanishing had legitimate 
claims to land and sovereignty; surviving modernity disqualified one from these 
claims. Either way, colonizers got the land. This double jeopardy resulted from 
dominant society's success at confining discussion of indigenous peoples to the 
parallel dichotomies of authentic versus inauthentic and traditional versus 
modern (Raibmon 9). 
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Visual and textual discourses placing the “Indians” as non-coeval subjects had very 

practical and direct implications for their rights within the Chilean and Argentine 

states—as across the American continent.30 In the nation-building process, those not 

“seen” could not be recognized as citizens. These discourses erased them from the 

present and erased the violence they endured. Precisely when photography was being 

established as one of the main media of objective and truthful documentation, its 

images—still within a limited circle of producers—helped to erase and misinform. In 

this sense, the best expression of the Creole victory is a symptomatic lack of information. 

Even today there is no clear account of the magnitude of their crimes, and researchers 

are unable to offer a precise image of the other side of the frontier prior the occupation.31  

                                                      

30 This kind of racial violence is an expression of modernity: "Los conflictos de raíces étnicas son altamente 
complejos… Es el conflicto de la actual modernidad. Es por ello que el conflicto mapuche del sur de Chile no 
es un síntoma de atraso, sino por el contrario consecuencia de la modernidad adquirida por el país." Bengoa 
defines modernity as racial conflict: it's born out of this conflict, and it perpetuates the conflict (Bengoa, 
Mapuche, colonos y estado nacional 23). 
31 Enrique Hugo Mases offers the following evaluation for the Argentine case: “Cuál era la población que 
habitaba el "desierto" en el momento de ponerse en marcha la ofensiva final del General Roca es un 
interrogante difícil de responder. Los diferentes autores que se refieren a esta cuestión ofrecen cifras 
parciales y a la vez contradictorias. El propio ministro de Guerra en su intervención en el parlamento en 
ocasión de defender el proyecto de traslación de la frontera ubica la población indígena en cerca de 20.000 
personas aproximadamente. Por lo tanto, sin perjuicio de lo anterior y de acuerdo a las distintas fuentes 
consultadas podemos decir que, sin contar a los naturales que se ubican en la Tierra del Fuego, entre 20.000 
y 25.000 están asentados más allá de la línea de fronteras al finalizar la década del 70. De esta cantidad de 
acuerdo a las informaciones oficiales y a las proporcionadas por los medios periodísticos podemos calcular 
que en el período de la confrontación militar, es decir entre 1878 y 1885, entre 15.000 y 18.000 de estos 
indígenas quedaron bajo tutela oficial” (Mases 12). It is important to remember that these calculations are 
limited to the years 1879-1885 and do not include the regions of Tierra del Fuego and Chaco. Furthermore, 
“official tutelage” was a euphemism for their displacement and forced labor in sugar mills (mainly in 
Tucuman and Entre Rios where death rates were acutely high) or the homes of wealthy families (as seen in 
chapter two). 
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4. The Creole Imperial Gaze: Views of the War of the 
Pacific 

A close-up of a Peruvian cannon placed in one of the fortresses of the Callao Port 

(Figure 45) opens one of the photographic albums of the War of the Pacific (1879-1883) 

held at the National Historical Museum in Santiago de Chile. The photograph offers a 

peculiar introduction to an album defined by the visual pleasure of conquered space. 

Whereas most of the photographs taken by the studio Díaz & Spencer share a preference 

for open spaces, elevated views, and a general sense of control and dominion, the 

Figure 45: Díaz & Spencer, “Callao Port’s Fortress.” Museo Histórico Nacional – 
Chile. 
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opening photograph excludes the brutal power of war technology, and the surrounding 

space comes across as circumstantial detail.1 Within the photograph, the sea opens up 

just outside the aiming range of the cannon, where ships sail undisturbed, delimiting 

and defining the horizon. The image turns attention to the cannon itself, excluding its 

uses and potentials, and thus it does not celebrate the destroying power of this advanced 

technology. 

Taken in January 1881, the photograph marks the end of the Chilean Navy 

blockade of the Peruvian port, just after the battles of Chorillos and Miraflores. The 

photograph anticipates the certain Chilean victory, when the ending of the war was 

thought to be near. Chile was in control of the sea on the Peruvian coast and had already 

occupied the provinces of Antofagasta, Tarapacá, Arica, and Tacna. The following two 

years before the official end of the war would be mostly dedicated to political 

negotiations to make the de-facto occupied territories officially part of Chile (although 

the confrontation with the Peruvian guerrilla in the north of the country would still 

provoke serious drawbacks to the Chilean forces). The blocked Peruvian cannon is the 

inverse image of this expansion.  

                                                      

1 The album, simply called Guerra del Pacífico, is composed of only 45 photographs, not organized 
chronologically. 45 is a small number in comparison to the size of the other albums at the National 
Historical Museum (which gather between 81 and 213 photographs). Though they do include more views of 
the war, they also complement their collections with a large number of portraits, urban views, and even 
paintings. 
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In this chapter, I read the photographs of Díaz & Spencer as part of a larger 

Chilean narrative of order and progress which advanced the young republic as the new 

organizing power of the Southern hemisphere (Cid; McEvoy). Visually, I argue, this 

narrative mainly manifested in the development of a gaze that delights in the 

contemplation of dominated space, resources, and people. Indeed, Díaz & Spencer 

offered photographic views that are confidently in control of war, creating one of the 

first works of war photography that consistently celebrates war.2 In contrast to the 

collections studied in the previous chapters, these photographs were remarkably 

successful in offering what viewers—state officials and the rising bourgeoisie of the 

central regions—wanted, by engaging the political, social, and economic discourses that 

helped justify the conflict and shape Chilean national identity.  

Chilean society was profoundly mobilized by the war at levels never experienced 

before. Many scholars have pointed to the extraordinary expansion of the public sphere, 

particularly in the hands of a press that aggressively built up its war coverage (Ibarra 

Cifuentes; Cid; McEvoy; Babilonia). The major newspapers (e.g. El Ferrocarril, El 

Mercurio, El Heraldo, La Patria) sent their own journalists to the battlefront, while also 

                                                      

2 In the coverage of the Crimean War, the Sepoy Rebellion the US-American Civil War, and the Triple 
Alliance War, the photographic reportage had brought to the foreground a less attractive image of war. It 
seems to be at the end of the 1870s, with the examples of the War of the Pacific and the photographs of John 
Burke during the second Anglo-Afghan War (1878-1880), that some photographers started to develop a new 
language of war photography able to celebrate armed conflicts. 
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including official documents in their publications. News and opinions also circulated 

through sermons, theatrical pieces, and public celebrations and exhibitions. In the public 

perception of the war, however, the Chilean state was fighting for its own interests on 

two fronts, both of equal importance: national and international opinion (McEvoy). The 

former was naturally crucial for sustaining the war effort; the latter, for continuing and 

strengthening political and commercial relations. Building on its history of political 

stability, Chile wanted to secure an image not only of military and economic power but 

one of moral and racial superiority as well. In the projection of this “civilized image,” 

photography had an important role to play, portraying the advancement of the Chilean 

military forces as one of order, civilization, and progress.  

A visual imagery of progress and civilization was already under way when the 

war broke out. The promotion of the arts, particularly the visual arts, was considered to 

be of fundamental importance in projecting this ambitious national image. With Western 

Europe as a parameter of artistic taste and education, the Chilean state embarked upon 

different projects aimed at training local eyes and hands in the creation and 

consumption of paintings. The photographic market grew hand in hand with that of the 

fine arts, with many professionals working both as painters and photographers (as is the 

case of Edmundo Díaz). In what ways did these expanding visual arts inform the 

photographs of the war? What was the connection between the campaign for the 
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promotion of (representative) arts and the expansionary military drive that defined 

Chile's national project? What model of civilization were they assuming? Around the 

same time of Pozzo’s chronicling of the “Conquest of the Desert,” the photographs of the 

War of the Pacific by the studio Díaz & Spencer invite a markedly different appreciation 

of the Chilean forces’ invasion of the Atacama Desert. As we will see through the 

analysis of two paintings, the importance of landscape will provide a visual background 

to understand the open space in the photographs of Díaz & Spencer.  

Informed by this state-driven visual culture, in the second part of the chapter I 

analyze the expansionist agenda that the photographs support and announce. The 

confidence with which the camera captures the hitherto foreign lands responds not just 

simply to the encouraging evolution of the war (particularly after the capture of the 

Peruvian battleship Huáscar on October 8, 1879). The fearless documentation of the 

Chilean advance is also explainable by the fact that those territories were far from 

unknown to Creole industrialists, traders, and investors.3 On the contrary, the 

                                                      

3 In his analysis of the photographs of the Westward expansion, Joel Snyder proposes a similar explanation 
to the aesthetic differences in the work of Carleton Watkins and Timothy O’Sullivan. While the former offers 
calm and welcoming landscape photographs that appeal to the picturesque, the latter frames nature in 
uninviting, uncanny, almost fearful scenes. According to Snyder, this varying degree of comfort depends on 
the settlers’ level of control of the territories the camera is now capturing. He also highlights the fact that 
Watkins was a commercial photographer, dependent on the revenues of his images. O’Sullivan, on the other 
hand, was working as part of Clarence King’s Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel (1867). His 
photographs were thus free of commercial and even scientific purposes (drawings and other forms of 
measure and description had proven to be more useful than photography in the detailed description of 
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advancing exploitation of saltpeter, used both as fertilizer and to create gunpowder, was 

largely concentrated in Chilean hands. As a matter of fact, Chile made its first military 

move (the occupation of Antofagasta) after the Bolivian government attempted to seize 

and auction off the Chilean Nitrates and Railway Company of Antofagasta. The 

photographic views that frame industrial activities as part of the album of the war 

certainly echo some of the major interests at stake. Ultimately, Díaz & Spencer’s 

sustained overhead perspective of battalions, cities, and the invisible riches of the desert 

personify the power of this aspiring imperial state. 

4.1 Imperial Painting: From Landscapes to Maps 

By the mid-nineteenth century, the dominance of vision above other all other 

senses was quite indisputable in Western thinking and knowledge, and the Creole 

ruling groups in Chile and Argentina were no exception. Their literature is riddled with 

descriptions of characters and places meant to reflect their inner evil or benevolent 

essence. The blind trust in visible reality was particularly apparent in the development 

of pseudo-sciences such as physiognomy and phrenology, all of which predicated that 

the outside appearance of a person (be it defined by facial features or the form of the 

                                                      

lands and resources) and were mainly intended to document the expedition itself. I would also add that 
O’Sullivan had photographed the civil war that had ripped the country only a few years before this 
expedition—an experience that probably influenced his gloomy gaze. 
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skull) was revealing--and thus determinative--of one’s interior self. Mind and body were 

then not only equally readable but also complementary. Reality was reduced to clues 

only a trained eye was able to see and discover, and truth was hence only reachable 

through careful observation. It is no surprise that photography and detective stories 

became so popular during this time, entangled as they were in this regime of truth. Like 

the detective stories that came to express this confidence in the power of vision, 

photography offered repeated opportunities for observation, offering consecutive 

viewings of what had long passed.  The camera was thought to capture objects neutrally, 

registering the accidents not controlled nor observed by the person manipulating the 

machine. 

Not only individuals, but nations were also defined by these images. An 

increasing awareness of their weight in power dynamics led states to assume a more 

active role in promoting their own self-image (reinforcing or correcting previous 

constructions by foreign eyes). Landscapes and urban views circulated as business cards 

in the changing dynamics of international relations. As Zeballos expressed after his trip 

to the frontier in 1879: “The aspect of the cities reveals, in general, the economic state of 

a country. The progress of a society, as well as its stagnation or decay, are also 

exhibited in the physiognomy of the cities” (Viaje al País de los Araucanos 31. Emphasis 
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added).4 Cities were to welcome visitors with a set of prescribed symbols expressing 

their level of progress and refinement: streetlights, railways, plazas, and monuments. 

Rural areas were to impress with their postcard-worthy landscapes or the richness of 

their industries at work. The photographs of the War of the Pacific would prey on these 

“images of progress” in order to incorporate the conflict as another stage of the same 

civilized path towards prosperity. 

Particularly important was the attention given to landscape and the development 

of a “landscape tradition,” defined as one of the four "constants" of Chilean art by 

Spanish art historian Antonio Romera. View of Santiago from Peñalolén [Vista de Santiago 

desde Peñalolén] (Figure 46) by Neapolitan artist Alessandro Ciccarelli (1811-1879) can 

help us approach how nineteenth-century Chile understood the mission and meaning of 

art, landscape and civilization, particularly in the development of a view of the spaces 

that the newly independent state was claiming as its own. 

In his career as an artist, Ciccarelli is emblematic of the recently independent 

states' efforts to promote the production and consumption of fine art at the local level. In 

this world of appearances and display cases, the international (read: Western) public eye 

set standards for progress and civilization, making "Art" one defining factor in this 

                                                      

4 “El aspecto de las ciudades revela por lo general el estado económico de un país. El adelanto de una 
sociedad, así como su estacionamiento o decadencia son también exhibidos por la fisonomía de aquéllas.” 
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imposed hierarchy. Artists would act as national ambassadors in universal exhibits and 

international competitions. The importance given to such recognition should not be 

understated. As Argentine artist and art critic Eduardo Schiaffino would affirm at the 

turn of the century, the development of strong artistic activity was seen as a sign of 

growth and stability, characteristics of a civilized society: “...there has been no civilized 

people without a national art, it is actually very clear that ... art incarnates civilization; 

civilization incarnates art” (2).5 With the expansion of the art market, the development 

of a fierce critique of art and the increasing number of international exhibitions, states 

had many opportunities for self-aggrandizement and competition.6 Forcibly, the 

parameters were those of Western Europe, and hence the weight of  prizes in 

international competitions, an artistic education with European master painters, and the 

acquisition of European masterpieces and models. Ciccarelli was one of many European 

                                                      

5 “Creo que harían mal en tacharme de soñador, pues no ha habido pueblo civilizado que no haya tenido arte 
nacional, la cosa es bien clara; así como el bienestar material no podría pasarse de los productos de la 
industria, el bienestar moral no sabría existir sin la producción artística; vale decir que el cultivo de las 
Bellas Artes es inherente a los pueblos; no se concibe una civilización sin arte como es inconcebible un 
progreso artístico sin civilización prealable; lo que a primera vista parece desdoblarse en dos cosas diversas 
es solo una e indivisible: el arte encarna la civilización, la civilización encarna el arte” (Emphasis added). Quoted 
in Malosetti Costa, Los Primeros Modernos 39. 
6 Another significant step in the construction of an image of progress and civilization was the successful 
organization of the 1875 Universal Exhibition in Santiago. Administered by the National Society of 
Agriculture, its focus was on the latest technological and scientific innovations, (which did not prevent the 
inclusion of many eclectic interests, such as the arts or schooling programs and methods). According to 
archivist Renier Muñoz Gutiérrez (Archivo Nacional de Chile), there also existed a hidden pavilion 
dedicated to military hardware and armament. The list of participating countries included: U.S.A., Mexico, 
Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, Bolivia, Argentina, 
Uruguay, Great Britain, France, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. 
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painters lured by the prospects of a career in Latin America, where the local 

governments were offering interesting incentives in return for their enlightened 

services.7 In his hometown, Ciccarelli met Pedro II of Brazil and was soon after 

appointed court painter and instructor of the Empress Teresa Cristina. He actively 

                                                      

7 Probably the most documented example is what came to be known as the French Artistic Mission (Missão 
Artística Francesa). With the objective of founding the first Academy of Art in the United Kingdom of 
Portugal, Brazil and the Algarves, a group of French artists arrived to Rio de Janeiro in 1816: Joachim 
Lebreton (1760-1819), Jean-Baptiste Debret (1768-1848), Nicolas Antoine Taunay (1755-1830) and his brother, 
the sculptor Auguste Marie Taunay (1768-1824), the architect Grandjean de Montigny (1776-1850) and the 
medal engraver Charles-Simon Pradier (1783-1847), among others. Although the original project was 
frustrated because of different political setbacks, the intense and long-lasting activity of these artists in Rio 
de Janeiro undoubtedly shaped the artistic and cultural scenario of the empire's capital. 

Figure 46: Alessandro Ciccarelli, View of Santiago from Peñalolén. Pinacoteca Banco 
Santander – Santiago. 
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participated in the Brazilian artistic scene, earning in 1844 the title of Cavaleiro da 

Ordem de Cristo. In 1848, the painter moved to Santiago, accepting the Chilean offer to 

found and direct the first Painting School of Santiago, a position he held until his 

retirement in 1869.  

Though Cicarelli was mainly a portraitist, historical painter, and defender of the 

neo-classical style,8  his View of Santiago from Peñalolén (1853) intervenes in a visual trend 

that would soon be dominated by photography: panoramic and representative views of 

cities and rural areas. His painting comments on several issues in the consolidation of 

the Chilean state, later echoed in the photographs by Díaz & Spencer: the importance of 

land and expansion, the different ideals of civilization, the power of vision and images, 

and the interchangeable places of copy and original, imitation and recognition. 

View of Santiago (Figure 46) is a self-portrait in a landscape painting. Although 

the title points to Santiago, the city is hardly noticeable at first glance. The most 

prominent aspect is the figure of an extremely well-dressed painter sitting in front of a 

canvas representing the landscape that opens up at his feet—the same one we, the 

viewers, are watching. This fictional Ciccarelli is wearing gala clothes (tailcoat, top hat, 

                                                      

8 In his inaugural speech of the Chilean Academy, Ciccarelli promised to make Santiago rise in the 
neoclassical tradition, aided by the country’s geography: "Cuando examino, señores, el bello cielo de Chile, 
su posición topográfica, la serenidad de su atmósfera, cuando veo tantas analojías con Grecia i con la Italia, 
me inclino a profetizar que este hermoso pais será un día la Aténas de la América del Sur" (16). 
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and cane), while his open-air painting is contrasted with the crepuscular landscape. To 

his side, a tamed horse patiently waits while its master finishes contemplating. With its 

short mane and tail and English saddle, the horse is as sophisticated as its rider. 

Everything in this painting responds to the rules of elegance and refinement, with 

stained brushes, pallets, and hands conspicuously absent. The painter is a gentleman 

from the urban space which occupies his gaze.  The rural space that surrounds the 

Chilean capital, extending between the Andes and the coastal mountain chain,9 is just as 

calm and organized. The lines dividing the plowed land tidily arrange the countryside 

and mark the different properties. One strong diagonal cuts the painting's surface in 

two, parting from the broken trunk on the right towards the setting sun on the left; 

another line reinforces the horizon line following the mountain chain and marking the 

end of arable land. Copying these two marks are several others which, taken together, 

organize the land in an orderly grid. This urban grid, familiar to modern Latin American 

cities, imposes order on the countryside as well. 

What role did landscape painting play in the configuration of a Chilean national 

identity? The beginning of Chilean art is traditionally traced back to the work of 

Peruvian José Gil de Castro, who spent many years in Chile and whose portraits of high 

                                                      

9 Probably the mountains we see at the horizon line, since Peñalolén is situated close to the Andean 
mountainside. 
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ranking officers and politicians are in many cases the only images of the region’s heroes 

from the period (his portraits formed many national galleries, e.g. Peru, Chile, and 

Argentina). But the development of a landscape tradition forcibly encompasses the work 

of traveler artists and explorers. It is only in the last third of the 19th century that local 

expressions of “admiration” for the national landscape are consistently found, with 

Antonio Smith— a former student of Ciccarelli—as the rebel leading figure.10 In spite of 

its artificial temporal continuity, Romera’s definition of Chilean art remained the 

dominant view in art historiography during the second half of the twentieth century. It 

is only with the recent renewed interest in nineteenth-century art history that these 

statements have been challenged. Natalia Majluf has argued that until the last decades of 

the century there is a marked disregard for landscape painting in the countries of the 

region: "The Andean landscape, framed by the instrumental vision of urban bourgeoisie, 

                                                      

10 “Nuestras páginas parten del hito auroral de un pintor--el mulato Gil [de Castro]--que toma como tema 
exclusivo el hombre. Mas en seguida aparece en los artistas que siguen el amor por el paisaje. Incluso en 
los precursores que llegan a Chile formados y con un concepto estético personal se da ese vuelco hacia el 
mundo exterior. Carlos Wood es un paisajista del mar--si se nos permite forzar la imagen--y lo mismo 
[Thomas] Somerscales. Mauricio Rugendas y Ernesio Charton son paisajistas urbanos. Pérez Rosales siente 
el influjo del campo. Viene después el período romántico en el cual Antonio Smith, Manuel Ramírez Rosales 
y Onofre Jarpa sienten la naturaleza tan hondamente que ponen en sus imágenes sus propias almas 
sensitivas. El paisaje sigue siendo un constante en dos pintores que nacen el mismo año y en quienes 
concurren semejanzas curiosas: nos referimos a Ramón Subercaseaux y a Alberto Orrego Luco. (...) La 
pintura más cercana, cualquiera que sea su característica esencial, no abandona el tema del paisaje. Al 
contrario, en muchos casos es pretexto para realizar una obra en la cual el color de la naturaleza chilena se 
nimba de lírica belleza. Tenemos que el paisaje es, pues, una constante. Pero este rasgo atañe al tema, no a 
la pintura en sí” (Romera 12–13. Emphasis added). 
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could not be… apprehended as bucolic setting or rustic refuge, nor as alternative to life 

in an industrial society. Instead, intellectuals gave shape to the geography of their 

countries following their desire to transform the rural world in an extension of the 

modern city” (Majluf, “Rastros de un paisaje ausente” 5).11 This last point is reminiscent 

of Ciccarelli’s rural-urban view. The city in the modernizing projects of Chile and 

Argentina stood for the ideal space of order and progress. The first landscape practices 

in the region developed “as part of a larger process of globalization of certain aesthetic 

conventions.”12 More strongly, they responded to the exploratory interests studying the 

                                                      

11 "El paisaje andino, enmarcado por las visiones instrumentales de la burguesía urbana, no podía ser… 
aprehendido como paraje bucólico o retiro rústico, ni como un horizonte alternativo a la vida en la sociedad 
industrial. Más bien, los intelectuales… dieron forma a la geografía del país mediante su anhelo de 
transformar el mundo rural en una extensión de la ciudad moderna"  
In the Caribbean, by contrast, Katherine Manthorne has studied how it is the plantation—this special of 
productive landscape—the space that has marked the first efforts towards a national art in the countries of 
the region: “Nineteenth-century Latin America witnessed a boom in photographs and illustrated volumes of 
picturesque views, which included plantations as prominent agro-industrial complexes. (…) Around 1880… 
artists across the Americas participated in the efforts of nation building and identity formation. Surveying 
their national landscapes, they could not help but notice the presence of the plantation—that distinctive 
New World institution—which arose in response to foreign demand for products such as sugar, cotton, and 
coffee. These cultivated gardens stood in sharp contrast to the image of the wilderness, and help to 
illuminate contrasting attitudes toward Nature” (320). 
12 The slow development of a landscape tradition may also speak of the tension between the desire to conform 
to the European—waning—hierarchy of pictorial genres and the strong interest on the land captured by other 
kind of images (photographs, maps, surveyors’ drawings, etc). From the end of the 17th century, the arts in 
France were divided and hierarchized according to genres. History painting was among the grand genres, 
while landscape painting was at the bottom. For an analysis of the end of this system see, Paul Duro “Giving 
up on History? Challenges to the Hierarchy of the Genres in Early Nineteenth-Century France." Art History, 
vol. 28, no. 5, 2005, pp. 689-711. 
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potential exploitation of those places, making landscape practices strongly associated 

with the natural sciences and projects of capitalist expansion (Majluf 2). 

It is this openly scientific and pragmatic approach that defines the view of the 

land in most Latin American countries. In this sense, Romera is not entirely off-target 

when he ties Chilean landscape painting from the turn of the century with the work of 

“forefathers” such as Charles Wood Taylor (a British painter and engineer, who reached 

Valparaiso as part of a US military and scientific expedition to Mexico, Ecuador, Peru, 

and Chile in 1819, and who would eventually establish himself in Chile, working for the 

local governments). Modern landscape views in South America were indeed developed 

by the imperial eyes exploring these territories (Pratt). The fact that Chile claims a 

stronger landscape tradition than other countries in the region may very well respond to 

the imperialistic and capitalist desires that guided the country’s agenda, particularly 

during the second half of the 19th century (McEvoy; Beckman).    

Romera’s proposition is problematic in that it incorporates the work of foreign 

travelers into the narrative of Chilean art history, without fully examining its economic 

and political rationale. Focusing on the theme of landscape and isolating art history from 

other processes and events, Romera’s thesis—echoed across Chilean art 

historiography—reinforces the innocent reputation of landscape painting, mirroring the 

approach of European art historiography.  
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The power of landscape painting is its ability to obscure the various interests and 

power relations at stake, offering instead seemingly apolitical representations of 

nature.13 This was mainly achieved by the absence of human figures. According to the 

English art historian John House, this common absence in landscape paintings stemmed 

from a desire both to come closer to nature—as the urban world becomes more removed 

from rural life—and to distance itself from social issues and alternative views: 

Through the elimination or subordination of the figure, the landscape sought to 
distance itself from contemporary social issues. Yet, amidst the dramatic social 
and political transformations of the period, the position of landscape painting 
was inevitably scrutinized within wider contexts. A central issue was the 
contrast between the image of the rural landscape and the modern city (13). 

From an urban European perspective, landscape painting arose as an escape 

from the polluted environments and insalubrious living conditions of the industrial 

revolution.  As an escape, it was also a reflection of the attempt to imagine a 

depoliticized space, with no history, no social issues, no humans. The depoliticizing 

effort of European pastoral and sublime landscapes becomes even more disturbing 

when applied to lands that hide a history not only of dispossession but also of 

genocide—as in the Patagonic landscapes—a double kind of purging/ clearance, 

                                                      

13 The power of landscape lies in the various assumptions it forces the viewer to accept: “Landscape as a 
cultural medium thus has a double role with respect to something like ideology: it naturalizes a cultural and 
social construction, representing an artificial world as if it were simply given and inevitable, and it also 
makes that representation operational by interpellating its beholder in some more or less determinate 
relation to its givenness as sight and site” (Mitchell, “Introduction” 2). 
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repeating the “dehumanizing western habit of representing other parts of the world as 

having no history” (Pratt 215). The fact that social issues and competing views were to 

be avoided by the absence of human figures suggests that a landscape was more of a 

conflicted projection of desires than a reflection of the “real world.” 

In mid-nineteenth-century Argentina and Chile, however, the city still 

represented the ideal of civilization and progress. The countryside was not a refuge of 

peace and well-being, but a barbaric locale in need of urban salvation. Railways needed 

to traverse the countryside to facilitate its exploitation and commercialization. This was 

above all a site of a production—not for its own residents but for urban elites near and 

abroad. There was no space for historical myths and bucolic dreams. Here, the European 

order is inverted: “…instead of starting with agricultural development, gradually 

constituting its urban pole, where the market and external communications are 

organized, [in Latin America] the city was the starting point… hoping that from there 

agricultural development would be generated” (Rama 25–26).14 In Ciccarelli’s View of 

Santiago, this tension is expressed by a title that forces the viewer to look for the city 

while the immediate view is actually that of plowed fields. Santiago is still a small town, 

its trees standing taller than the cupolas of its churches; but its dominion timidly 

                                                      

14 “...en vez de partir del desarrollo agrícola que gradualmente constituía su polo urbano donde se 
organizaba el mercado y las comunicaciones al exterior, se iniciaba con esta urbe... esperando que ella 
generara el desarrollo agrícola.” 
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advances beyond the left frame of the painting, and its tamed surroundings promise a 

bright future.  

In this urban-rural landscape, Ciccarelli strips the scenery of any animals or 

human figures. Indeed, with his self-portrait as an anchor for the viewer, the rest of the 

scene—be it the city or the countryside—is utterly void of humans, though the signs of 

human labor are clearly visible. Painter and landscape elegantly hide the process of 

labor evidenced in the finished painting and cultivated land. In this self-portrait of a 

painter, brush, pallet, and working attire are absent. With no traces of action, the 

important point is the final product. Similarly, nobody is working in those fields. The 

land, imbued with a cultured purpose, naturally divides itself and produces crops. The 

advancement of civilization—expressed through the cultivation of the arts and the 

land—is done effortlessly, bending to the laws of progress so readily proclaimed by the 

local political elites.  

It could be argued that what Ciccarelli wants to portray is not his having been 

there when producing this work, but his faithful reproduction of the view from 

Peñalolén. The painted scene may not primarily aim at capturing the artist at work, but 

at exhibiting—and declaring—the artist's success in re-presenting that space. By 

repeating the same landscape, Ciccarelli is suggesting that his painting shows what 

actually was there. In other words, Ciccarelli's painting presents itself as a photograph. It 
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stages the proof of his direct observation and attests to its accurate depiction. At the 

same time, by including a representation of the landscape in his landscape painting, he 

is tricking the viewer into accepting the actual painting as real space: for us to 

understand the diegetic painting, we need to accept—even if temporarily—the larger 

painting as the true space represented in the drawn canvas. Curiously enough, the 

viewer is not placed side-by-side with the fictional Ciccarelli, but above him. We are 

thus presented with more than what the fictional painter can himself grasp. But the 

painter is not really opening the way for a change of perspective since both paintings are 

still very similar.15 What this framing seems to be suggesting is that the picture can 

always be bigger—that the frame can hold a larger extension and that there is more 

landscape beyond that sunset.16 We just need to aim higher and look further, towards a 

wider territorial expansion. 

Ciccarelli's Vista de Santiago furthermore condenses the contradictory 

understanding of the visual world common in the mid-19th century. On the one hand, 

Ciccarelli reproduces the assumption that reality is defined by the external world—and 

vision is in turn our main link to it. Reality is not a matter of perception, but a matter of 

                                                      

15 By superimposing the figure on the right side of the diegetic painting, Ciccarelli leaves open the 
possibility of painter and horse also being included in this second painting, eternally reproducing the exact 
same painting (but avoiding the effort of actually showing that endless echo). 
16 Following the previous footnote, the space also extends inwards—into the painting. 
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fact. It marks a continuation of the understanding of vision as an incorporeal experience, 

as assumed by technologies like the camera obscura and photography (Crary). The 

observer is one and all because there is no subjective difference. No matter the beholder, 

the view is the same. In this line of thought, there is an understanding that reality is 

grasped through vision, and hence, what we see is what really is. In other words, seeing 

was understanding.17  Ciccarelli is not offering us an interpretation of that landscape, 

but the reproduction of an image that repeats itself already with no apparent variation. 

On the other hand, by insisting in the reproducibility of the image and the equal value of 

the copy and the copy of the copy—we are not even comparing with an original here—

Ciccarelli’s painting summarizes another way of grasping reality, one in tension with the 

positivist one, but also increasingly dominant: the instability of signs and the rise of the 

copy.18 

                                                      

17 In this positivist view of reality, measurability becomes the main language of definition: “After 1800 or so 
there is an avalanche of numbers, most notably in the social sciences… Perhaps a turning point was signaled 
in 1832, the year that Charles Babbage, inventor of the digital computer, published his brief pamphlet 
urging publication of tables of all the constant numbers known in the sciences and the arts” (Hacking 234-
235). Viñas sees a combination of this numeric number with that of facts and results: “...la tierra --su 
posesión y sus límites-- se convierten en el tema recurrente, en el hecho por autonomasia del roquismo [y 
también del período de la república liberal en Chile]. De donde puede inferirse que si ésa era su prioridad 
política, con dimensiones y presencia abrumadora, el período de su totalidad puede ser considerado como el 
predominio de la república positivista: "hechos", "hacer", "concreciones", "orden", "ordenar", "ordenanzas", 
"datos documentados", "delimitar", "dominar de una buena vez", "imponer", son las palabras preferidas de 
una dirigencia pragmática que en su carrera apenas si oscila entre la avidez y el jadeo." (180) 
18 “The relation between [identical objects] is no longer that of an original to its counterfeit. The relation is 
neither analogy nor reflection, but equivalence and indifference. In a series, objects become undefined 
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Before photography and the mechanical reproduction of images, there was 

already an intense market in copies affecting the art world. Indeed, the initial collection 

of the Academy of Painting and the National Museum of Fine Arts was mainly 

composed of copies of the “great works of art” which were meant to inspire and guide 

local artistry. Artistic training, both in Europe as in the Americas, was modeled on the 

imitation and direct copy of canonical paintings and sculptures. For this reason, many 

museums were packed with copies and plasters. Equally so, when contemporary 

artworks were elevated to masterpiece status, it was common for the artists themselves 

to offer complete or partial reproductions (as was the case with Della Valle’s The Return 

of the Indian Raid). Price was as important as the education of artistic taste, and both 

concerns could be reconciled in the copy. But as Ciccarelli expressed in an open letter, 

the state was responsible for obtaining “good” copies since in its hands was the visual 

education of society as a whole.19 To accumulate a considerable amount of works, 

                                                      

simulacra of each other… We know now that is on the level of reproduction, of fashion, media, advertising, 
information, and communication… that is to say in the sphere of the simulacra and the code, that the global 
process of capital is held together” (Baudrillard 86). 
19 “[M]e atrevo a asegurar a US. que la adquisición de copias perfectas dignas del Gobierno es mui difícil 
encontrarlas en los vendedores, como costoso de encargarlas a buenos artistas. Debe US. observar que la 
adquisición de estas copias hechas por particulares, no son de ninguna manera iguales a las que se necesitan 
los gobiernos. Un particular solo consulta su buen o mal gusto (...). Un Gobierno, por el contrario, como 
representante de los intereses no de un individuo sino de la Sociedad toda entera, lejos de estas dominado 
por un falso gusto necesita consultar el gusto clásico i procurarse bien sea cuadros orijinales de las escuelas 
modernas, que se obtienen a bajo precio, o bien copias perfectas de cuadros antiguos célebres.” Ciccarelli, 
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“good” copies were sufficient replacements for the originals. Eyes would be trained to 

value a world of appearances. Soon the potential of photography to create faithful copies 

of those masterpieces would be exploited. In 1869, writer Daniel Barros Grez would 

propose the creation of art galleries and a museum of industry and national customs 

based primarily on photographic reproductions.20 In the article, Barros Grez flirts with 

the idea of dissolving the hierarchical relation between original and copy, only to 

reinstate it with the desire of national originals. The latter, at the same time, were 

perhaps to surpass the foreign copies and originals—justifying the worth and use of 

copies in the artistic circuit. The article appeared in the journal Las Bellas Artes, one of the 

many publications that aimed at being both a space and a force for the flourishing of the 

arts—just like El Correo del Domingo (ch. 1).21 Notably, in this case, the communion of the 

cultural and economic projects was embraced from the very outset of the publication: 

                                                      

carta dirigida al Ministro de Instrucción Pública, 29 de diciembre de 1855, en Monitor de las escuelas 
primarias, 15 de febrero de 1856. 
20 Pretender juntar una colección de estatuas y cuadros al óleo de los buenos maestros sería un pensamiento 
quimérico (…) Pero a mi juicio, no sería imposible la formación de un museo de fotografías de los mejores 
cuadros y estatuas del mundo. Esto, con una colección de buenos grabados, formaría la base del museo, en 
donde podrían figurar algunas copias en yeso de las mejores esculturas antiguas y modernas, y los cuadros 
al óleo que Chile pudiera obtener. …[P]rincipiemos por colectar buenas copias, a fin de llegar a obtener 
buenas obras originales de los pintores artistas chilenos (“De la formación de galerías de Bellas Artes y de 
un Museo de Industria y de Costumbres Nacionales”, Las Bellas Artes, 5 de julio de 1869). 
21 In that same magazine, painter and culture promoter Pedro Lira would publish his translation of 
Hippolyte Taine’s The Philosophy of Art between May and June 1869 (MemoriaChilena.cl). Taine’s 
understanding of the development of the arts was deeply influential in the understanding of the arts and 
their development. 
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“in spite of focusing on the study of beauty, we will not leave aside [the study of] 

industry and agriculture, which are daily gaining more and more importance” 

("Prospecto", Las Bellas Artes, 5 de abril, 1869).22 There is an implied acceptance that these 

were in fact not separate spheres, each complementing  one another in the modernizing 

project of the nation-state. The market for copies within the arts echoed the circulation of 

different symbols and images of progress that needed to be repeated, re-presented in 

order to become recognizable and hence interpreted as signs of an advancing 

civilization. 

Three decades after View of Santiago, Chile is a different nation. The state 

comfortably extends its power from south to north, temporarily surveying even the city 

of Lima. It is then that Alfredo Valenzuela Puelma (one of the Great Masters of Chilean 

painting according to Romera) sends his first paintings to Santiago as a state 

scholarship-holder while studying in Paris.23 One of these paintings was Geography 

Lesson [Lección de Geografía. Figure 47]. It was well received, but, according to Josefina de 

la Maza (De obras maestras y mamarrachos), the fact that the artist chose a “minor genre” 

(an interior scene rather than a historical painting) prevented contemporary critics from 

                                                      

22 “…aunque en nuestras columnas domine el estudio de lo bello, no por eso dejaremos de ocuparnos de 
industria y agricultura que van adquiriendo de día en día una importancia mayor.” 
23 With the artist Benjamin Constant.  
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fully grasping its political connotations. The readings would, however, change in the 

decades to come. Perhaps not surprisingly, it was during the military dictatorship of 

Augusto Pinochet that the painting was particularly cherished, even transferred from 

the National Museum to the walls of general Gustavo Leigh’s office. Geography Lesson 

certainly embraces much of the Chilean nationalistic, imperialistic frenzy, which was at 

its peak in 1883: 

1883 was a key year in the Chilean civilizing discourse, because it was then that 
the occupation of the de-facto occupied territories became official, both south 
and north of Chile's 19th-century borders. In January, the occupation of Villarica 
was the symbolic culmination of the process of annexation of the "savage" 
Araucania to the domains of the Chilean "civilization." In October, the Ancon 
Treaty secured the perpetual possession of the niter-rich territories of the 
Tarapacá province. The civilizing discourse used by the governing Chilean elite 
had finally achieved its purpose, enabling an enormous expansion of the Chilean 
territory replacing native inhabitants of those provinces. Since the latter were 
seen as "barbarians" and "savages," they were not worthy of occupying those 
fertile lands. In addition, the consummation of these objectives legitimated the 
civilizing discourse and endorsed the Chilean elites' self-perception as the 
Latin American avant-garde of progress, discursively placing Chile as the 
"exception" amidst the subcontinent's anarchy (Cid, “De la Araucanía a Lima” 
281. Emphasis added).24 

                                                      

24 “1883 fue un año clave para el discurso civilizatorio chileno, porque ahí se formalizó la ocupación de los 
territorios ocupados de facto tanto al norte como al sur de las fronteras originales del Estado chileno 
decimonónico. En enero de ese año la ocupación de Villarrica vino a significar la culminación simbólica del 
proceso de anexión de la Araucanía "salvaje" a los dominios de la "civilización" chilena. Y en octubre la 
firma del Tratado de Ancón sancionó la cesión a perpetuidad para Chile de los ricos terrenos salitreros de la 
provincia de Tarapacá. El discurso civilizatorio utilizado por la elite dirigente chilena había cumplido 
finalmente sus propósitos, posibilitando un incremento formidable del territorio chileno en reemplazo de los 
habitantes originarios de aquellas provincias, visualizados como "bárbaros" y "salvajes", habitantes que por 
lo mismo no eran dignos ocupantes de tan feraces y ricas comarcas. El cumplimiento de estos objetivos, 
además, legitimaba el discurso civilizatorio, y refrendaba la autopercepción de las elites chilenas como 
vanguardias del progreso en América Latina, posicionando discursivamente a Chile como la "excepción" en 
medio de la anarquía del subcontinente.” 
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With these territorial gains, “proofs” of its regional superiority, Chilean “national 

identity would come to be stamped by a conviction of imperial right” (Beckman, “The 

creolization of imperial reason” 74). Just a few years later, its imperial character would 

be crowned by the latest form of refined imperialism: the purchase of portions of land 

on a map. The appropriation of the Eastern Island in 1888 seems indeed to respond more 

to a desire to affirm its imperial identity than to a strategic economic or political move.  

 Geography Lesson also emerges out of a context of renewed state impulse to the 

arts. In 1880, the National Museum of Painting (today, “National Museum of Fine Arts”) 

was founded as part of a larger project that assumed that the national state had to be the 

propelling and guiding force in the sciences, arts, and the cultural world at large (La 

Maza 97). In 1883, the first art exhibition of exclusively Chilean works was organized, 

further evidencing the strengthening of the nationalistic sentiment. 

When compared to Cosme San Martín’s Prat Guided to Sacrifice by the Motherland’s 

Genius [Prat guiado al sacrificio por el genio de la Patria] (1883. Figure 48), Valenzuela 

Puelma’s work appears less concerned with national history and politics. San Martin’s 

painting, on the other hand, is as obvious as its title. It is a remembrance of Arturo Prat, 

the admiral that became an instant hero when killed in his attempt to board the famous 

Huáscar (during the naval battle of Iquique, May 21, 1879). Despite choosing his moment 

of death, the painting is festive and violence-free. The red that surrounds him is part of Figure 47: Alfredo Valenzuela Puelma, Geography Lesson, Museo Nacional de Bellas 
Artes – Santiago. 
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the drapery dressing the angel of victory: red, white, and blue—the colors of the Chilean 

flag. Incidentally, these are the only figures included in the scene. A few elements 

suggest that they are on the ship (the wooden floor, a bollard, funnel, and the ship’s 

bell), but the space is mostly filled with dreamy-like forms, which contribute to a 

mythical depiction: clouds, smoke, the angel’s wings, and, of course, the waving, 

patriotic drapery. Prat is raising his sword with his right arm, looking upwards towards 

the sky, while posing his left hand on his chest. The angel, with the Chilean star on his 

Figure 48: Cosme de San Martín, Prat Guided to 
Sacrifice by the Motherland’s Genius (s.d.). 
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front, forces the action forward, into the ship—its genius determining the sacrifice. The 

painting echoes much of the language of the glorifying narratives of war—which had 

tended to lose ground for the other conflicts of the time. During the War of the Pacific, 

Chile managed to revive the admiration of its heroes for their courage in battle, and their 

willingness to sacrifice their lives in the name of their motherland, never surrendering to 

the enemy. 

 The “geography lesson” as genre painting was particularly popular in 19th 

European  art,25 following the tradition of Dutch genre painting of bourgeois interior 

scenes full of books and maps.26 Clear examples of this recurrent theme are found in 

Louis-Léopold Boilly’s The Geography Lesson (Portrait of Monsieur Gaudry and His 

                                                      

25 “Historical geography was promoted as a field of study for both boys and girls in Napoleonic France, the 
maps of whose territories were subject to frequent revision with each new conquest” (“The Geography 
Lesson,” Kimbell Art Museum). 
26 Incidentally, Crary’s description of Johannes Vermeer’s The Astronomer (1668) and The Geographer (c.1668-
69) could easily be applied to Lección de Geografía: “Each image depicts a solitary male figure absorbed in 
learned pursuits within the rectangular confines of a shadowy interior, an interior punctured apparently by 
only a single window. The astronomer studies a celestial globe, mapped out with the constellations; the 
geographer has before him a nautical map. Each has his eyes averted from the aperture that opens onto the 
outside. The exterior world is known not by direct sensory examination but through a mental survey of its 
"clear and distinct" representation within the room. The somber isolation of these meditative scholars within 
their walled interiors is not in the least an obstacle to apprehending the world outside, for the division between 
interiorized subject and exterior world is a pre-given condition of knowledge about the latter. (…) The 
production of the camera is always a projection onto a two-dimensional surface-here maps, globes, charts, 
and images. Each of the thinkers, in a rapt stillness, ponders that crucial feature of the world, its extension, so 
mysteriously unlike the unextended immediacy of their own thoughts yet rendered intelligible to mind by 
the clarity of these representations, by their magnitudinal relations. Rather than opposed by the objects of 
their study, the earth and the heavens, the geographer and the astronomer engage in a common enterprise of 
observing aspects of a Single indivisible exterior.” (46) 
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Daughter) from 1812, Eleuterio Pagliano’s numerous variations on the subject during the 

1870s and 1880s, and even Bernardo Subercaseaux’s Christopher Columbus teaching 

Geography to his Son [Cristóbal Colón enseñando geografía a su hijo] exhibited in 

Santiago in 1876. The title of Valenzuela Puelma’s painting already expresses this sense 

of assertiveness, by offering a “lesson” of geography to an unnamed audience, 

presumably intended for the whole world.  

As mentioned above, in 1883 Chile is celebrating many victories. La Maza 

suggests that the difference in color of the maps indicates that the one on top is newer 

and hence more updated than the other one—replacing it. Arguably, then, we could say 

this lesson is not just one of transmitting knowledge, but one that corrects that 

knowledge as well. The old man is making sure that the child learns this division and 

domination of land as natural. La Maza, however, reads the painting as a comment of 

human loss during the war: “It is possible to conclude that in this petit genre painting 

we observe a delicate allegory to human losses caused by the War of the Pacific and that  

the artist’s proposal went unnoticed [invisibilizada] because of its status as a genre 

painting…” (138).27 The generational jump between the child and the old man points, in 

                                                      

27 “Es posible afirmar que en esta pequeña pintura de género observamos una delicada alegoría de las 
pérdidas humanas causadas por la Guerra del Pacífico y que la propuesta del artista fue invisibilizada por 
su pertenencia a un “género menor”, puesto que la pintura de género no cumplía en términos “patrióticos” 
y “nacionales” las expectativas generadas por los “grandes temas.” 
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her reading, to the many fallen soldiers during the war—the generation not included in 

the painting.  

Geography Lesson presents two figures, both white and male. The title 

straightforwardly clarifies the scene: an elderly man offers a child a geography lesson. 

The instruction scene is not situated inside a classroom (this is not an image in favor of 

the extension of public schooling). On the contrary, their cozy and elegant clothes denote 

a comfortable, even affluent position. And even though there are no religious symbols 

present, the simplicity of the room and the darkness, particularly the elderly figure’s 

clothes (his coat covers him almost completely, in the way a tunic would, and the white 

shirt under his neck resembles a clerical collar), hints at the Catholic Church and its 

dominant presence in private education.28 This is indeed a private lesson—an exclusive 

event further stressed by the affection with which the old man holds the student. This 

level of intimacy also serves to give a solemn air to the scene.29 A future leader is taught 

how to capture and envision land as a cartographic representation. There are no 

landscape paintings, no windows pointing to the outside world, neither is there 

                                                      

28 The Pontifical Catholic University of Chile (Universidad Católica de Chile) was founded in 1888 in the midst 
of the confrontation with president Domingo Santa María’s secular laws (leyes laicas). These laws can be seen 
as part of a larger secular movement in Latin America (similar legislation was passed in Argentina at the 
time). They did not, however, dictate any changes in the educational system. 
29 Despite the profound political changes of the 19th century, family politics and the Catholic Church 
continued to dominate the social and political scene in Chile. 
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interaction with a wider space. Instead, space is practically non-existent in this painting. 

Beyond the table and chair, there are only hints of depth. For a painting reflecting on the 

education and conception of space, its space is markedly plain: the painting adopts the 

bi-dimensionality and abstraction of maps. The surroundings in the scene are notably 

void of any decorations, while the colors of the Chilean flag dominate: blue, red, and 

white. The few accompanying objects are placed in the foreground, clearing a path 

toward the main figures: quill and ink, a pair of glasses, a few books, some maps, and, 

finally, a globe. With South America overseeing the lesson, the attention is not on the 

globe, but on the regional maps spread across the table. The instructor points to a precise 

point on one of the maps, though the territory being studied remains unclear. But in this 

abstract conception of space, it may simply not matter. It is not really their exploration 

and materiality that are celebrated, but their capture on paper, the possibility of easily 

seizing them, alternating from one place to another, marking and re-signifying them 

with the flick of a finger or the stroke of a quill. This is how the child encounters the 

world beyond that aerial room and is it here  he is  trained to read specific kinds of 

images—maps—and to interpret them as accurate representations of the earth, its 
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organization, direction, and possession.30 Ultimately, Geography Lesson is an expression 

of the country’s imperial project, a celebration of its territorial conquests, and a vision of 

its place in the global dynamics.31  

4.2 National Sentiment and the Expansion of the Public Sphere 

The War of the Pacific is one of Chile’s most cherished historical episodes. The 

war defined a new balance of power in the region with the incorporation of once diffuse 

borderlands redesigned in favor of a suddenly enlarged Chile. On the defeated side, the 

war left a heavy legacy. Bolivia became a land-locked state and to this day claims legal 

right to the sea.32 Peru saw its capital invaded and administered by Chilean forces for 

more than two years. The conflict lasted a little more than four years, with an estimate of 

fourteen thousand casualties. Once again, war photographs helped bring the distant 

battlefields to the eyes of city-dwellers. In this case, however, not only did the 

photographs present predominantly clean and impressive views of the war, but they 

                                                      

30 What Henri Lefebvre would classify as represented space: “This is the dominated—and hence passively 
experienced—space which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate” (39). 
31 From the Chilean perspective, it was their commanders’ higher strategic thinking that gave them victory 
over the better equipped and more numerous allies. 
32 In 2013, Bolivia filed its case to the United Nation’s International Court in The Hague: “Bolivia Demands 
the Recovery of its Access to the Pacific Ocean,” Global Research, October 18, 2017. 
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were also accompanied by an intense campaign—both private and public—that framed 

those images in a positive light.33  

At stake were nitrate and other minerals deposits in the Atacama Desert, making 

the region an extraordinarily valuable territory. The international recession of the early 

1870s was another added pressure to Chile’s territorial expansion. Also known as the 

“Saltpeter War” and the “Ten Cents War,” the immediate cause of the conflict was 

Bolivia’s 1878 tax increase on foreign companies extracting nitrate from its territories (an 

increase that was meant to help in the recovery of the Antofagasta region after the 

devastating earthquake and tsunami that hit Iquique in 1877). The increase amounted to 

ten cents per quintal of exported nitrate. The Chilean-British Antofagasta Nitrate and 

Railway Company (“Compañía de Salitres y Ferrocarriles de Antofagasta”), which 

dominated saltpeter exploitation, refused to pay this increase, alleging that the Bolivian 

government was violating the boundary treaty signed in 1874. The Bolivian government 

expropriated the company’s facilities and put them up for auction. At the set auction 

day, February 14, 1879, Chilean forces invaded Antofagasta.34 Soon afterward, Bolivia 

                                                      

33 Photography was an established profession by then. In the advertising section of local newspapers, services 
and products related to the photographic business were copious, from photographic studios offering their 
services to pharmaceutical advertising the most efficient chemicals to produce photographs. 
34 With little resistance, since Chileans and other foreigners made up most of the working force in the region: 
“While some Chinese laborers were employed in the nitrate fields as they were in loading guano, most of the 
workers in both Peruvian and Bolivian territory were recruited from among the thousands of Chilean rotos, 
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declared war on Chile. Peru, for its part, refused to remain neutral, and on April 5, 1879, 

Chile officially declared war on both Bolivia and Peru.  

Though the economic motives were fairly obvious, Chile quickly developed a 

nationalist discourse to justify the war, with palpable success. Similar to Argentinean 

justifications of the Triple Alliance War, Chilean politicians and journalists presented the 

war as a redemptive campaign to bring Bolivia and Peru into the paradise of civilization 

and progress. Initially, then, the defamatory speeches were directed primarily at their 

governing groups, at their lack of vision and planning. But soon notions of 

backwardness and laziness were applied to the Peruvian and Bolivian societies at large. 

Not surprisingly, in this dichotomous understanding of reality, the Chilean press 

repeatedly espoused a national identity built on the pillars of civilization, masculinity, 

and racial superiority: “Civilization-Barbarism, Virtue-Vice, Regeneration-Corruption, 

Work-Leisure, Merit-Privilege, Progress-Backwardness, just to name a few, constituted 

the fundamental vocabulary in the rallies, speeches, and journalistic articles that started 

to circulate in Chile after the declaration of war to Bolivia and Peru (McEvoy, 

                                                      

landless, unemployed peasants who swarmed in their thousands the whole length of the Pacific coast of South 
America in search of work (…) It was largely Chilean capital, along with large influxes of funds from Great 
Britain, France, other European nations and the United States that supported this development, and it was 
this lack of involvement by either Peru or Bolivia in the region that would strengthen Chile’s hand when the 
border dispute gained force in the second half of the century” (Farcau 10). 
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“Civilización…” 78).35  From gender and religion to positivism and medicine, this 

language easily bled into state and public discourse. The brief independent national 

histories of these states became essential for differentiating the character of these 

societies (Arellano González). These historical narratives put special emphasis on Chile’s 

exceptional “civic-republican tradition” and the material richness (“progress”) 

supposedly defining the level of evolution of these societies. Chile represented the best 

example of hard-working, productive citizens. The increasingly rich republic was 

advertised as a superior exception that contrasted with the prevailing anarchy in the rest 

of the region (as seen in Cid’s quote above). Peru, on the other hand, was an example of 

how the vices of the ancien régime could destroy even the wealthiest of societies.36 Its 

leaders behaved like lazy aristocrats who had no sense of discipline nor vision, 

squandering the “easy money” of the country’s resources and setting an example of 

sluggishness for their people.   

                                                      

35 “Civilización-barbarie, virtud-vicio, regeneración-corrupción, trabajo-ocio, mérito-privilegio, progreso-
atraso, por nombrar solo algunas de ellas, constituyeron el vocabulario fundamental de las arengas, discursos 
y artículos periodísticos que empezaron a circular en Chile con ocasión de la declaratoria de guerra a Bolivia 
y el Perú.” A terminology underlined by many historians: “Civilización y barbarie se transformaron en los 
referentes para explicar la distinción entre uno y otro pueblo, en una verdadera vara para medir el estado de 
la evolución de las sociedades. A partir de esta concepción, la trayectoria política y de las instituciones, las 
características culturales y étnicas, los progresos materiales de las naciones fueron utilizados por publicistas 
y arengadores para establecer las distinciones entre los pueblos y así legitimar el conflicto” (Arellano González 
72). 
36 The focus was more on Peru than Bolivia—since the latter stepped aside in 1880 after the battles of Tacna 
and Arica, that is, after losing its coastal territories and becoming landlocked. 
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Given that these societies shared relatively similar cultural and ethnic terms, the 

racial superiority that Chilean intellectuals constructed was defined by "invisible traits 

of superiority": "Thus while physiological markers were constantly called upon to tell 

the 'truth' of Chilean racial superiority, non-visual traits became just as important to the 

consolidation of Chilean racist discourse during the War of the Pacific” (Beckman, "The 

creolization of imperial reason" 82). The photographic coverage of the war fed 

substantially from this abstract language of higher values and mettle. As we will see, the 

camera rarely captures the soldiers and officers, preferring instead a visual narration of 

corporate bodies representing a civilized nation characterized by their neat and tidy 

appearance. 

Chile and Argentina developed similar discursive strategies to justify the 

period’s conflicts: whereas during the invasion of indigenous territories, state officials 

developed a discourse claiming continuity with the European conquest and its 

“civilizing mission,” in the wars against neighboring Creole states, there is a recovery of 

the assumed historical principles of the wars of independence. There is in the latter a 

reuse of the image of the armed-citizen (ciudadano en armas), which is complemented 

with the language of honor and duty. As Carmen McEvoy points out, the history of the 

War of the Pacific is often presented in one of two ways, following either the tragic 

account of the defeated or the epic narrative of the victors (epopeya): 
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[Political and military figures] formed a discursive mold that interpreted the 
trinational conflict as the culmination of a great historical arch. The [War of the 
Pacific] was thus defined as the culminating moment in a patriotic trilogy that 
began with the wars of Independence, was followed by the Confederation War, 
and gloriously ended with the conflict in the South Pacific. All these voices 
converged forming a grand polyphonic choir-one that celebrated the "epic story" 
of a republic that had found its "manifest destiny" defeating those that have tried 
to destroy it—naturally ending in the discourse of the "nation in arms" that went 
to combat to defend its damaged honor (McEvoy, Guerreros Civilizadores 16).37 

This narrative arc of grievances and manifest destinies started to develop during 

the War of the Confederation (1836-1839), which most authors agree marked a turning 

point in Chilean national identity.38 It was a war both against the threat of a rising 

neighboring power—the Peru-Bolivian Confederacy—and for control of the Pacific 

commercial routes. Though initially very unpopular, the assassination of minister Diego 

Portales, portrayed as Peruvian conspiracy by the Chilean press, turned the tides on 

                                                      

37 “Todos ellos modelaron una matriz discursiva que interpretaba el conflicto trinacional como la 
culminación de un gran arco histórico. Así, la guerra que Chile enfrentó a partir del 14 de febrero de 1879 
fue definida como el momento culminante de una trilogía patriótica que comenzó con las guerras de la 
Independencia, tiene un segundo impulso en la Guerra de la Confederación para finalizar gloriosamente en 
el enfrentamiento en el Pacífico Sur. Todas las voces que confluyeron en este gran coro polifónico-que 
celebraba la "epopeya" de una república que encontró su "destino manifiesto" derrotando a quienes se 
propusieron destruirla-encontraron su cauce natural en el discurso de "la nación en armas" que entraba al 
combate para defender su honra mancillada.” 
38 The Chincha Islands War (1864-1866), the conflict united Chile and Peru against Spain, could easily be 
inserted within this historical arc. After all, it was the last attempt of the old imperial power to recover some 
of its presence in the region, and its defeat could be imagined not only as a reenactment and reaffirmation of 
the independence era spirit but also as a statement of Chile’s power aspirations. The country’s alliance with 
Peru, however, restricted its political exploitation. The “Arauco War,” on the other hand, occupies an 
uncomfortable place within this historical arc: though it may fit well within the “manifest destiny” narrative, 
the republican ideals and the place of the Mapuche within the national imaginary (markedly in the use of “La 
Araucana”) in fact disavow the arguments of the “patriotic wars.”   
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support for the war. Soon it turned into a matter of safeguarding national sovereignty, 

respecting international rights, and defending the freedom of the young republics in 

Latin America (Cid, La Guerra contra la Confederación). It is, however, significant that 

the wars against Peru and Bolivia (the War of the Confederation and the War of the 

Pacific) have received decidedly more attention by historians in Chile, Peru, and Bolivia 

than the Spanish-South American War, in which Chile and Peru fought together against 

Spain (1864-1866). According to Rafael Sagredo Baeza, however, it was during this war 

that the Chilean government recognized the power of the press to mobilize public 

opinion, even when facing clearly adverse conditions.39 It is clear, then, that the 

discourses that politicians and journalists so successfully deployed during the War of 

the Pacific had been building up during the prior international conflicts that the Chilean 

republic had engaged in since independence. 

The War of the Pacific was also distinct in that it accentuated the patriotic 

potential of the arts and popular iconography. As historian Gabriel Cid has pointed out, 

“the [Pacific] war was an endless pool that nourished, for instance, urban toponymy, 

public statuary, or the cover of the newspapers like El Nuevo Ferrocarril, which made 

                                                      

39 “Como quedó claro en 1866, la patria y el honor nacional tenían una capacidad de movilización 
extraordinaria, aun contra toda razón. En Chile, la guerra contra España permitió sacara a la luz la existencia 
de esa reserva inestimable, una potencialidad imprescindible que debía de tenerse presente en caso de 
necesidad. Como efectivamente ocurrió en 1879” (Sagredo Baeza 314). 
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enormous efforts to portray this new generation of heroes that would swell the national 

pantheon.” Cid names this process the “war nationalization of public space” 

[nacionalización bélica del espacio público] which would be consolidated in the 20th 

century (“Arte, Guerra…” 80).40  This was possible because of an expanding public 

sphere and information technologies, which explains, for instance, illustrator Luis 

Fernando Rojas’s astonishing sale of more than 40,000 lithographic copies of his portrait 

of Arturo Pratt after the naval battle of Iquique. Additionally, new illustrated journals 

appeared during the war, for example El Curioso Ilustrado, La Mañana, El Eco Militar, El 

Hijo de La Patria, El Ferrocarril Ilustrado, El Barbero, El Ferrocarrilito, El Padre Cobos, and 

Vicuña Mackenna’s El Nuevo Ferrocarril. Though with slightly different priorities, all 

these journals helped circulate what could be considered images of the Chilean nation. 

These would take the form of portraits of admired figures, views of the cities and their 

main buildings, streets, and plazas, and even reproductions of the photographs of the 

war. 

                                                      

40 “En este sentido, la guerra fue una cantera inagotable para nutrir, por ejemplo, la toponimia urbana, la 
estatuaria pública o las portadas de periódicos como El Nuevo Ferrocarril, que en sus páginas se esforzaba por 
retratar a esta nueva generación de héroes que engrosaría el panteón nacional, en un proceso que se 
consolidaría en el siglo XX. La colocación de pinturas, retratos y litografías alusivas a la guerra en las vitrinas 
de los almacenes solo era el inicio de este fenómeno.” 
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In full expression of Benedict Anderson’s print capitalism, the campaign in favor 

of the war found one of its strongest pillars in the press.41 The sensational front covers, 

editorials, and various articles that the journals published left little room for any 

questioning and criticism. Patriotism even became a commercial strategy, as seen in the 

many products advertised with the opening line “Viva Chile”, meant to attract the 

reader’s eye and sell photographs, books, or tickets to the theater (see, for instance, the 

advertising section El Ferrocarril January 21, 1881). Much has been written about the 

interests of the Edwards Family, who owned the influential newspaper El Mercurio in 

the port city of Valparaiso. The Edwards family controlled 42% of the Nitrates and 

Railway Company of Antofagasta’s shares,42 and is popularly known to have been one 

of the main promoters of the war.  

                                                      

41 “La construcción de la Guerra del Pacífico como la historia de un pueblo en armas defendiendo sus 
derechos arrebatados por fuerzas déspotas y corruptas se debe al esfuerzo de sus publicistas, en su gran 
mayoría hombres de prensa ubicados en las salas de redacción de los diarios santiaguinos y provincianos. 
(…) [L]a mayor hazaña de la prensa nativa fue el haber acercado la noción de la guerra cívica a millares de 
hogares chilenos. Esto fue posible a través de la publicación de centenares de editoriales y de artículos y a la 
reproducción de miles de cartas de soldados, de partes militares y de ilustraciones de los combatientes y de 
sus acciones en el campo de batalla. La representación de la guerra como una empresa ciudadana se forjó en 
el espacio de la opinión pública” (McEvoy, Guerreros y civilizadores 90-91) 
42 Members of the Chilean government were also minor investors in the company, such as Antonio Varas 
(Minister of Internal Affairs), Domingo Santa María (foreign affairs minister and future president), and Jorge 
Huneeus (minister of justice): “La salitrera -que entonces tenía entre sus accionistas a los ministros chilenos 
de Relaciones Exteriores, Alejandro Fierro; de Guerra, Cornelio Saavedra; de Justicia, Julio Segers; al 
comandante del Ejército, Rafael Sotomayor; y al ex ministro de Guerra, Francisco J. Vergara y al banquero 
Agustín Edwards como- se opuso a pagar el impuesto y el Gobierno chileno asumió esa representación 
aduciendo que se estaba violando el tratado de límites de 1874” (Herrero). 
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As proof of their speed and immediacy in reporting the news, many newspapers 

reproduced the telegraphic messages of higher officials in addition to publishing more 

detailed articles recounting the same events. This reproduction of official 

communication, in their laconic language, was another strategy to give readers a 

stronger sense of immediacy, helping them revive and participate in the moment of the 

arrival of the news. The inclusion of the telegraph did not respond to any informative 

purposes since the news and details were also offered throughout the journal. It 

responded rather to the construction of a sense of inclusion in the war operations, 

stimulating the illusion that even those at home away from the battlefront were equally 

partaking in the conflict, suffering and celebrating with those at the front. Indeed, 

photographs and telegraphs were not just bringing the war closer to the mind of urban 

dwellers, they were transforming war into exciting, entertaining news. Having access to 

the exchanged messages of military and political members, the ability to look through 

the eyes of the victorious officers, reading journalists’ chronicles or sometimes even the 

letter of  a soldier. The episodes of the war were now followed and commented upon as 

a serialized drama.  

Moreover, the press made sure to promote both patriotic behavior and reaction.  

We should recall El Mercurio’s account of the arrival of the news of the victory in the 

battle of Chorrillos: 
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Last night around 8:30PM we received the first report announcing that a 
steamboat was arriving to port and that it had fired two cannon shots-which was 
the agreed signal. Triumph was certain. 

A little later an official telegram arrived from Mr. Alfonso, confirming the above.  

In Valparaiso nobody had yet heard of this magnificent news. So when we put 
out the first print runs, we simultaneously shouted the news from the windows 
of our printing building, and the surprise and enthusiasm were extraordinary. 

It was no wonder, because every minute we were receiving updates that 
surpassed our expectations and hopes. (…) People stayed up until late at night, 
or rather until the early morning. Coffeehouses were full of people celebrating 
the great triumph. Today the party will continue. 

El Mercurio, January 20, 1881.43 

The report makes the arrival of the news and its spread a piece of news in itself. 

It is a celebration not just of the victory, but also of the temporal communion that 

allowed the port-city residents to cherish the Chilean army’s great achievements almost 

simultaneously with the government, the press, and the army. The central role in which 

the press positions itself is highlighted by a multitude that gathers outside its offices—

                                                      

43 “Anoche como a las 8.30 recibimos el primer parte anunciando que entraba un vapor con muchas luces y 
que acababa de tirar dos cañonazos, que era la señal convenida. El triunfo era seguro. Poco después venía 
un telegrama oficial, el del señor Alfonso, que confirmaba lo anterior. En Valparaiso no se había traslucido 
siquiera hasta ese momento tan fausta nueva. Así fue que cuando dimos el primer suplemento, dándosele a 
la vez al público la noticia de viva voz desde las ventanas de nuestra imprenta, la sorpresa y el entusiasmo 
fueron extraordinarios. En el acto empezó a esparcirse la noticia por la población con asombrosa celeridad, 
reuniéndose en pocos momentos frente a nuestra imprenta una inmensa muchedumbre que no cesaba de 
manifestar su regocijo, el que en algunos momentos, cuando se les leía algun parte, llegaba al frenesí. Y no 
era para menos, porque a cada instante iban llegando noticias que venían a sobrepujar toda expectativa y 
toda esperanza. (...) Hasta horas muy avanzadas de la noche, o más bien de la mañana de hoy, el pueblo ha 
estado en vela. Los cafés se veían también atestados de gente celebrando el gran triunfo. Hoy seguirá la 
fiesta.” 
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not the government’s offices—when the news could not wait for the printed paper and 

began circulating immediately from the journalists’ enthusiastic throats.  

4.3 Díaz & Spencer and the Expansion of Photography 

The expansion of the public sphere and the intense rhetorical war that developed 

between the opposing sides helps explain the relative lack of academic attention given to 

the abundant photographic materials. With the exception of the work of Peruvian 

photographer Renzo Babilonia, the study of the development of photography in Chile 

has been either approached in the form of general surveys (in particular Fotógrafos en 

Chile durante el siglo XIX by Hernán Rodríguez Villegas) or primarily focused on the 

missionary and ethnographic photographs from the Southern regions, moving towards 

the turn of the century (Alvarado; Azócar; Flores). In the case of the former, the 

descriptions usually assume a linear, teleological account, starting with the use of the 

camera obscura by European travelers in the 18th and 19th centuries (such as Charles 

Wood, John Searle, and Johann Moritz Rugendas) and the arrival of the mythical French 

corvette L’Orientale to Valparaiso, which also offered the first demonstrations of the 

daguerreotype on the coasts of Rio de Janeiro and Montevideo. As in the other cities of 

the region, the interest in this new visual technology was steady, though its availability 

and quality remained low over the next few years. But by the 1880s, the photographic 

market in Santiago and Valparaiso was strong and expanding. The collections of 
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photographs in local museums and libraries show an astounding number of urban 

views. Their main clientele was the rising bourgeoisie of Valparaiso and Santiago, where 

most of the photographic studios were established. The urban middle class would create 

a strong and persistent demand, allowing the photographic market to flourish between 

these two cities. It was within this rich and growing market that the photographs of the 

War of the Pacific were collected in photographic albums, reproduced as lithographs, 

individually exhibited, and sold in photographic studios.   

Photographs had also begun to circulate in publications, pasted onto the pages of 

a limited number of books and journals. This practice was directed to more diverse 

works than in the case of Argentina, where the scientific authority of photography was 

used and reinforced in exploratory, medical, and criminal publications. In Chile, the first 

examples of this practice include Paul Treutler’s La provincia de Valdivia: Los Araucanos 

(1861), and the edited collections Corona Triunfal a San Martín. Discursos y Poesías (1863) 

and Reseña Histórica del Ferrocarril entre Santiago y Valparaíso (1863). It is also around these 

years that the first attempts at visual coverage of news are known, for example 

photographs registering the advancement of the railway lines or the fire of the Church of 
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the Company on December 8, 1863.44 But it was the studio Díaz & Spencer’s coverage of 

the War of the Pacific that sealed the journalistic credentials of photography. 

Carlos Díaz Escudero had been a painter and photographer in Santiago at least 

since 1860. Although he privileged his painting career, starting a collaboration with none 

other than Antonio Smith in 1873, he is mostly known for his photographic work with 

US-American Eduardo Clifford Spencer (their professional stamp shows the Chilean and 

US-American flag crossing in the sky, between comforting clouds and a rising sun).  

Spencer came to Chile sometime between 1865 and 1870. After his arrival, he ran 

photographic studios in Santiago and Valparaiso, alternating between the cities. By the 

time the war broke out, he had a well-established reputation as a photographer. Díaz 

and Spencer asked for permission to join the military forces and photograph the 

advance. They were protected as “special agents” (Babilonia, “Memoria de una 

invasión”), and their photographs received public acclaim. From 1883 onward Spencer 

worked as the presidency’s official photographer, working with José Manuel Balmaceda, 

Jorge Montt, and Errázuriz Echaurren, taking their portraits and covering their trips 

around the country.  

                                                      

44 “La fotografía como reportaje gráfico surgió también en este período. Escenas de la construcción del 
ferrocarril al Puerto o al sur constituyen ejemplo de este interés periodístico, así como las imágenes del 
incendio de la Iglesia de la Compañía de Santiago, tomadas por los hermanos Juan y Manuel Leslye” 
(Rodríguez Villegas 60). 
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As we saw with Pozzo and Bate & Cia., despite widespread assumptions of 

photography’s objectivity, photographic studios still needed to distinguish themselves 

from other photographic studios by establishing distinctions in quality. As a result, their 

advertising exploited the idea of accessing or reproducing the “real”, while at the same 

time claiming that no other photographs were as “good” as their own (once again, we 

see the idea that there are good and bad copies resurfacing). This claim of superior 

quality could directly refer to the degree of resemblance or simply move to other 

concerns—mainly that of beauty and aesthetic pleasure. In these cases, the language 

could mirror that of painting: “The chiaroscuro in Díaz & Spencer’s instantaneous 

Figure 49: El Ferrocarril, July 13, 1879. 
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portraits is perfect” (El Ferrocarril, January 12, 1881).45 Alternatively, competing studios 

could be simply beaten by cheaper prices and longer working hours: Diaz and Spencer 

Photography: Unrivaled Works and Prices (El Ferrocarril, February 1, 1879),46 Diaz and 

Spencer Photography: We Photograph from 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. (El Ferrocarril, March 19, 

1879).47  

 At the beginning of their partnership, Díaz and Spencer’s advertising presence 

in Santiago’s main newspaper, El Ferrocarril, was somewhat understated. As their 

business flourished and their coverage of the war grew more impressive and audacious, 

their ads too became more invasive, with their services and photographs announced 

many times in the same issue (Figure 49). Given the cost of newspaper ads, their 

frequent and multiple advertisements evidence the prosperous development of their 

enterprise, with the result that  they had the luxury  to reduce their operating hours 

from 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.48 They also show their command of advertising strategies, 

                                                      

45 “En los retratos instantáneos de Díaz y Spencer el claro-oscuro es perfecto.” 
46 “Fotografía Díaz I Spencer. Trabajos I precios sin competencia.” 
47 “Fotografía Díaz I Spencer. Se retrata desde 8 A.M. hasta 5 P.M.” 
48 As announced on July 17, 1879, these were the costs of advertising on the pages of El Ferrocarril: “TARIFA 
DE AVISOS. En las secciones Editorial o de Noticias Diversas: veinte centavos por cada inserción de una a 
cinco palabras. En la sección de Avisos del Día: Diez centavos por cada inserción de una a cinco palabras. En 
la sección clasificada de la tercera página: cinco centavos por cada inserción de una a cinco palabras. En la 
página o sección que la empresa designe: dos y medio centavos por cada inserción de una a cinco palabras. 
Los avisos que no se publiquen en la forma establecida, pagarán en proporción del espacio que ocupen, según 
la sección en que se publiquen. El precio de las demás inserciones depende de circunstancias que se estiman 
en cada caso en la oficina.” Díaz and Spencer would usually advertise in the section “avisos del día.” 
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invading the advertising column to ensure they caught  the reader’s eye: sometimes one 

announcement after the other (Figure 49),  other times with other ads in between. The 

accompanying text constantly changes, guaranteeing coverage of various readerly 

interests:  

Díaz & Spencer Photography… 
 …Unmatchable portraits, both in similarity and technical finesse 
 …has the portraits of all the Chilean marine officers. Come and see them. 
 …Our portraits and views are the best you will find. 
 …We take portraits every day from 9AM to 4PM 
 …We offer all kind of portraits, from miniatures to natural-size oil 
paintings.  

El Ferrocarril, July13, 1879.49 

The private use of photography continued alongside the admiration of public images. 

“Come and see them,” the photographic studio is also a gallery for the images most 

customers cannot afford, but that they still should see and admire. The photographers 

were not alone in thinking this. After the battles of Chorrillos and Miraflores, the 

government organized multiple events over the following days to celebrate the 

occupation of Lima. The official program included a photographic exhibition showing 

the views of the war by Díaz and Spencer: 

                                                      

49 Fotografías Díaz I Spencer… los retratos son inmejorables, en parecido y finura del trabajo. /Tienen los 
retratos de todos los jefes de la marina chilena. Pasen a verlos. /Los retratos y vistas son los mejores que se 
pueden encontrar./ Se retratan todos los días desde las 9 A.M. hasta las 4 P.M. /Se hacen toda clase de 
retratos, desde miniatura hasta pinturas al óleo del tamaño natural. 
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In celebration of the Chilean army's splendid victories and of the triumphal entry 
to the city of Lima, the government… has decreed the following festivities. (…) 
On Saturday at 8PM, there will be an exhibit of Díaz & Spencer's photographs, 
which offer varied and important views representing the most glorious actions of 
the current campaign and its most distinguished leaders (Ahumada Moreno 
414).50 

Photographs had their own space among the music bands, Te Deums, fireworks, 

flags, and banners. The late hour of the exhibition points to its party atmosphere; the 

portraits of the heroic officers were to be admired and the views of war were to show a 

spectacle of power and glory. The photographs of Díaz & Spencer reached a status none 

of the previous war photographs had enjoyed.51  

Their coverage grew in efficiency. After the battle of Iquique, where the dreaded 

Huáscar sunk the Chilean Esmeralda, marking the fatal end of the Admiral Prat, their ads 

offered portraits of Esmeralda’s heroes, but for later events they were able to offer views 

of battlefields and ruins. Their photographs were also frequently available in Valparaíso, 

as seen in the ads that occasionally appeared on the pages of El Mercurio (there are no 

ads appearing concurrently on El Ferrocarril and El Mercurio, which suggests that the 

                                                      

50 “En celebración de las espléndidas victorias obtenidas por el ejército de Chile, i de la entrada triunfal a la 
ciudad de Lima, la Intendencia autorizada por el Supremo Gobierno i de acuerdo con la Comandancia 
Jeneral de Armas, decretó las siguientes solemnidades (…) El sábado a las 8 P.M. se exhibirán desde la 
fotografía de los señores Díaz Spencer variadas e importantes vistas que representarán las acciones más 
gloriosas de la presente campaña, i a los jefes que más se hubieren distinguido en ella.” 
51 Photographers during the US-American Civil War organized private exhibitions, but none were directly 
organized and supported by the government. Similarly, Roger Fenton’s exhibits of the photographs of the 
Crimean War were popular but charged a shilling for admission. 
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photographers—or most probably Eduardo Díaz—would move from one city to the 

other). Particularly proud of their views “during and after the battles of Chorrillos and 

Miraflores” (El Mercurio, February 11, 1881), Díaz & Spencer made sure to note that 

reproduction of their photographs was prohibited by law. According to Rodríguez 

Villegas, only Spencer went to the battlefields—which explains why he received a medal 

from the Chilean government (just as the Argentinean government had awarded Pozzo 

one). It is not clear how many photographers were involved, and how their operations 

were run. The speed with which their photographs traveled and were commercialized 

suggests that they successfully established a network of photographers and press agents 

that allowed for effective advertising and commercialization of their images while the 

photographic expedition was still capturing new views. For the same reason, their 

itinerary is unclear. Their coverage starts with the photographs of the Chilean ship 

Covalonga in Valparaíso (May 21, 1879), and the arrival of the captured Huáscar (October 

20, 1879) at the same port. They then move to the campsites in Antofagasta, and their 

documentation of the advancement to the north begins: Iquique, Pisagua, Arica, Tacna, 

and finally the port of Callao and the occupation of Lima. Díaz & Spencer suspended 

their chronicling after 1881, since after the capture of the Peruvian capital Chilean public 

opinion considered the war won.  In addition, the guerrilla war in northern Peru offered 

fewer guarantees for safe-conduct. 
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The number and quality of the photographs of the War of the Pacific are 

remarkable. In Chile, these photographs circulated widely, even after the war was 

over—as evidenced by their presence in multiple archives and collections today.52 Their 

political agenda approaches their work to that of Pozzo. Their visual recording, 

however, was not exactly part of a process of discovery. The Atacama Desert, though 

scarcely populated and little known by the inhabitants of the central valleys, was not, as 

the Patagonian “desert,” imagined as an uncontrollable, mysterious space. Its economic 

exploitation had been ongoing for decades, posing little problem of access and 

communication for Chilean mining companies. Perhaps for this very reason, there is no 

trace of marked interest in the terrain’s documentation (like the album of Encina, 

Moreno y Cia.). Indeed, the views of the war tend to avoid images without human 

presence or signs. In fact, when not directly photographing the war (e.g. columns of 

marching soldiers, the debris of the battlefields, artillery, and warships), the camera 

focuses on the spaces marked by human transformation and its organization: views of 

cities, bridges, ports, custom buildings and railways.  

                                                      

52 The National Historical Museum of Chile houses four complete photographic albums of the War of the 
Pacific, all of which were organized by either Díaz y Spencer studio or Spencer & cia. studio. 
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These are certainly photographs of a capture—but of a space already familiar. 

The photographs portray a confident advance, one where the troops march disciplined 

and organized. In contrast to the representations of Peruvians and Bolivians in satirical 

and popular journals, theatrical pieces, and songs,53 the photographs by Díaz & Spencer 

do not construct the praise of the Chilean soldier by directly diminishing the opponents’ 

forces. The latter only appear in a few photographs, and in only two of these are they 

captured as the defeated, weak enemy of popular publications—mainly in two 

photographs that show their deceased and injured. Their views of Lima include 

anonymous pedestrians and because their nationality is in truth unknown, the 

projection of any of the circulated stereotypes is prevented. Avoiding the direct sight of 

the enemy, the photographs compose a triumphalist account by emphasizing the 

enemy’s lost technological power (captured cannons, ruins of unidentifiable weapons), 

                                                      

53 “El mensaje de las imágenes, reforzado en oportunidades con la inclusión de versos, resaltaba la inferioridad 
de los enemigos de Chile y trasuntó la debilidad de las convicciones y compromiso nacional de los aliados. 
Peruanos y bolivianos, sin distinción de clase o sexo, fueron presentados como carentes de valor” (Ibara 
Cifuentes 92). 
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the conquest of space (coast line, ports, urban views, and the vast desert), and the 

portrayal of the Chilean military machine as an efficient, unstoppable force—regardless 

of the opponent. 

4.4 Views of War 

 From the repertoire of photographs analyzed in this project, the photographs of 

the War of the Pacific both offer the most thrilling vantage of war and produce the most 

landscape-like views. Opting for a predominantly overhead perspective, Díaz and 

Spencer transform war into a pleasant, controlled view. They sanitize the war, while not 

provoking the dissatisfaction of Pozzo’s photographs. In their photographs not only do 

Figure 50: Díaz & Spencer, “Views of the Battlefields of San 
Juan y Miraflores.” Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile. 

Figure 51: Díaz & Spencer, “Arica Fortress.” Museo Histórico 
Nacional – Chile. 
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we see the dead landscapes of a battlefield (Figure 50) and the fallen soldiers of both the 

enemy and the national lines (Figure 51), but we are also offered a return to an ordered, 

controlled, mastered vision of war. This is a remarkable shift from the photographs of  

the Triple Alliance War. In the latter case, the novelty of the photographic camera that 

accompanied the troops prevented the photographs themselves from offering an 

intrepid view on the war scenario. The camera rarely adopts a visually impressive point 

Figure 52: Selection of Díaz & Spencer photographs, Museo Histórico Nacional – 
Chile. 
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of view or composition. With their eye-level perspective and their empty foregrounds, 

the photographs do not seem to intervene, nor do they offer any single meaning to the 

unfolding drama. With few exceptions, the camera seems unable to control what it 

captures, its eye that of a passerby. Technological limitations seem to dictate the 

photographer’s possibilities. A campsite here, a group of soldiers there. Hence the 

photographs appear populated by phantoms of unsteady subjects, empty scenarios that 

Figure 53: Selection of Díaz & Spencer photographs, Museo Histórico Nacional – 
Chile. 
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redouble past action, or the immensity of a land that remains no less mysterious than 

before its photographic conquest. Though many photographs show signs of staging, the 

attempts usually fall short, and soldiers, generals, presidents, and emperors are 

presented under a less flattering light than in their pictorial portraits.  

 The photographs of the War of the Pacific, by contrast, leave little room for the 

accidental or circumstantial. The camera possesses a powerful and confident presence; 

its eye is not that of a bystander, but that of an overseer (the camera rarely comes close 

to the rough terrain and its war life scenes). Distance is kept mainly by the higher 

position of the camera—instead of the spatial distance of Pozzo’s photographs. The  

 elevated shots reaffirm the power of the state conquering those lands. The constant 

high-angled perspective that marks Díaz & Spencer’s approach stresses act of seeing 

over what is actually seen. Indeed, after a rapid glance at their collection of photographs 

(Figure 52 and Figure 53), the most salient characteristic informing the viewer is that she 

can rest assure that whatever it is that the photograph is showing (a street of an 

occupied Lima, regiments ready to attack, or the disembarkment of troops in Curayacu), 

there is nothing that can be considered a threat. Under the view of the camera, the war 

scenes are dominated. In contrast to Pozzo’s photographs, distance is used to the 

advantage of the viewer—it is a vertical, hierarchical distance. Some views offer more 

details than others, but this is a secondary, added value to each image. The focus is on 
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the sense of power and control, rather than any detailed documentation of these 

historical events. Díaz & Spencer’s chronicling did not approach the regular soldiers 

resting on the floor, their legs mixed with sabers while passing bottles and jars (Figure 

17). Nor did they choose to show the dispersed artillery from the margins of the 

battlefield (Figure 3). Instead, they exhibit the structured parade of forming regiments, 

marching columns, and the training of shooters (Figure 53).  

In the nationalistic paraphernalia of “Viva Chile,” photographers too learned to 

turn war into a cheering spectacle. This is not to say that war was not a spectacle before, 

nor that photographers had not attempted to exploit war’s dramatic allure. Previous 

examples of war photography, however, had been paralyzed by heavy equipment and 

length of exposure, affording only a visual narrative of the marginal (campsites, formed 

regiments) and the aftermath of battle. The captured views of the effects of war—the 

ruins, the prisoners, the wounded, and the deceased—had defined the origins of war 

photography worldwide. Still unable to capture the moment of action,54 Díaz and 

Spencer succeeded in moving away from the desolating catalog of mute battlefields and 

lifeless soldiers. They did this by exploiting the fact that war was now a phenomenon 

with viewers. As the circulation of images became more fluid and profuse, subjects could 

                                                      

54 The breaking point is marked by Robert Capa’s photographs during the Spanish Civil War, particularly 
“Loyalist Militiaman at the Moment of Death, Cerro Muriano, September 5, 1936”. 
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now not only see images of war, they could also follow the conflict—visually—as it 

unfolded. Díaz and Spencer mastered this niche by reinforcing the power of the gaze, 

empowering the viewer. Indeed, their views do not merely attempt to capture scenes of 

war, they also offer the viewer a certain pleasure at the sight gained by the power of 

technology. The high-angle position from which the camera captured many of its scenes 

accentuates the presence of this technological eye, rather than hiding at the ground level 

viewing experience of daily life. 

The dominant perspective of the camera begs the question: who is looking? 

Whose is this master eye? Although some newspapers included letters and accounts 

from the soldiers on the front line, the albums of the war by Díaz & Spencer rarely 

approach the soldiers as individuals. The studio portraits are those of high officials; the 

regular soldier is either the repeated figure forming regiments or the evidence that the 

enemy’s weaponry and cities are now in Chilean hands. Despite reaching the general 

public, the photographers did not choose to record their sights at eye-level. In other 

words, their photographs do not identify with the combatant’s viewpoint. Moving away 

from the scenes of comradery, the camera gloates over the detached, commanding view 

of its invisible eye. The insistence with the high-angled views introduces the view of the 

state. 
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The result is a sense of power and control, but also an unfeeling distance with the 

enemy and its destruction. In the photographs of the Triple Alliance War, the various 

“pile(s) of dead bodies” showed the opponent’s dead in a degrading, shocking way. The 

focus on the violence of war left little room for the victor’s self-aggrandizement (the 

same holds true for the photographs of the Crimean War, the Indian Rebellion of 1857, 

and the US-American Civil War). The distant, elevated views allow for a more abstract 

understanding of the conquest of space—suggesting a similar vision as that of 

Valenzuela Puelma’s painting. The view of the state focuses on strategy and order, 

capturing and planning, surveillance and control. In the albums of Díaz & Spencer, the 

camera does not pause for mourning with almost invisible Peruvians and Bolivians. In 

the aftermath of the battle of Chorrillos, for instance, the photographers chose a very 

different approach to that of Alexander Gardner or Timothy O’Sullivan, for instance. 

This was no civil war (and, indeed, the photographs of the Chilean civil war of 1891 

exhibit a contrasting treatment of death, with images resembling those of the US Civil 

War). Instead, as Figure 50 shows, the mass of dead bodies is also captured from a high-

angled position—turning bodies into tiny, white dots on the side of the field. Continuing 

the elevated view of the rest of the album, the photograph, though striking, does not 

interrupt the camera’s confident skim. Díaz & Spencer’s visual mastery is further 

evidenced in a photograph where the high-angle view is abandoned, but state power is 
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maintained (Figure 51). In this carefully composed scene, the photograph points to the 

victorious capture of Cape Arica (June 1880). From the fallen (Peruvian) soldier in the 

foreground, passing through the artillery and carefully aligned soldiers, to the group of 

figures looking upwards, the arrangement forms an s-curve that draws the eye to the 

Chilean flag (supported by secondary leading lines like the ones created by the chain of 

dead bodies and the firing line of the cannon). Far from kneeling down to the lost lives, 

this grounded vantage temporarily abandons its ruling position to revere the national 

flag and the power it symbolizes. As these two photographs show, the hierarchical look 

of the camera justifies death and destruction in the name of this advancing power. The 

war was, after all, part of the “civilizing utopia” of this growing imperial republic.55  

4.5 Images of the Nation, Images of Progress 

The perception that the expansion of the state was in fact part of the larger 

scheme of progress is shared by all the wars of expansion analyzed in this project.56 But 

                                                      

55 "La idea de que la pequeña república sudamericana estaba cumpliendo la función de recuperar el territorio 
arrancado al enemigo para la “humanidad civilizada” fue claramente establecida en la primera proclama que 
el ejército expedicionario emitió con ocasión de la “reivindicación” de Antofagasta el 14 de febrero de 1879." 
McEvoy 
56 Zeballos is one of the most loquacious promoters of this idea. In Viaje al Pais de los Araucanos, every scene of 
capture and transformation is one of celebration for the greater good of civilization. In Guaminí, for instance, 
Zeballos feels spams of delight at the sight of the telegraph and the prospects of connection to a global 
network: “Guaminí era todo un pueblo agradable y la fiesta pública con que éramos recibidos, le daba todavía 
un carácter más sorprendente. Sentíamos engreído el corazón entre aquel espectáculo de la Civilización, 
donde hace apenas tres años había una toldería de sanguinarios vándalos (…) ¿Qué hombre civilizado hubiera 
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until now photographers had not succeeded in portraying the violence of progress with 

the same celebrating light more easily achieved in the portrayal of urban plazas, 

monuments, train stations, and modern architecture. Díaz & Spencer adopted this 

celebratory aesthetic to present the enemy’s defeat and the appropriation of the desert 

and its resources. Indeed, only a few years later, the photographers composed another 

album in which the views of the war appear as a continuation of the city’s progress. 

Álbum de Vistas de Chile y de la Guerra del Pacífico (Figure 54 and Figure 55) is 

representative of how the war was incorporated into the larger visual polemic of Chile’s 

progress and power. The album was composed in 1885, when the war was over, but the 

definition of national limits was still uncertain (it was in 1929 that the treaty of Lima was 

signed, finally settling the dominion over the territories of Tacna and Arica).57 The 

album opens with a portrait of Isidoro Huneeus Zegers, followed by a double portrait of 

                                                      

asistido al espectáculo sin conmoverse hondamente? (…) Mi imaginacion se exaltaba al oir las palpitaciones 
del aparato Morse en aquel desierto, pensando que la tolderia secular era hoy una villa pintoresca, unida 
no solamente á las capitales argentinas, sino á los cinco continentes por el alambre eléctrico. (…) Con estas 
ideas me acerqué al telégrafo y trasmití al Presidente de la República un parte, en nombre del Patriotismo y 
de la Civilizacion, exhortando al Gobierno Nacional á preocuparse de estas conquistas…" (126-127). 
57 According to the Tancon Treaty (1883), the territories of Tacna and Arica would be controlled by Chile for 
a period of ten years, after which a plebiscite would define the final fate of these provinces. Because of 
continuous confrontations and the lack of guarantees for a fair and safe referendum process, this plebiscite 
never took place. Finally, with the treaty of Lima (1929), Tacna was reincorporated as a Peruvian province 
and Arica was oficially recognized as a Chilean province. 
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Díaz and Spencer—evidencing the prominent place they now  occupied.58 With 98 

photographs, this large  collection includes both the desert and the war as part of its 

Figure 54: Díaz & Spencer, Álbum de Vistas de Chile y de la Guerra del Pacífico I. 
Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile. 
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narrative of progress and nation-building. The album begins with views of the city of 

Santiago: the iconic Santa Lucía Hill, patriotic monuments, the university, and the 

Figure 55: Díaz & Spencer, Álbum de Vistas de Chile y de la Guerra del Pacífico II. 
Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile. 
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expansion of urban space offered by railways, bridges, viaducts, boulevards, and plazas. 

Human figures are mostly absent. The album then moves to Valparaiso and its port and 

searches for similar urban views, exploring its streets and plazas. Jumping to the 

O’Higgins region, the scene changes, now offering picturesque and calming views of 

nature. A portrait of a family owner of one of these lands interrupts the flow through the 

national landscapes. A series of photographs and photographed paintings illustrate the 

folkloric life in the countryside. Finally, the album transports us to Arica and the views 

of the war. 

Circulating amidst the panoramic visual collections so popular at the time, the 

views of the war benefit from the “innocence” of the uninhabited urban and rural 

landscapes. Díaz and Spencer’s own work prior to the war was unsurprisingly 

dedicated to portraits of the political elite and rising bourgeoisie of Santiago as well as 

views of the city’s main plazas, buildings, and monuments. In their chronicling of the 

war, Díaz and Spencer fed from this tradition of majestic, promotional views. Their 

photographs are thus linked to the work of photographers documenting the 

“unequivocal signs of progress” as Christiano Junior59 put it in the foreword to his 

album Vistas y Costumbres de la República Argentina (1876). Junior had a markedly urban 

                                                      

59 Portuguese-born Christiano Junior (1832-1902) began working as a photographer in Rio de Janeiro, but his 
professional career blossomed when he moved to Buenos Aires. In Argentina he was considered one of the 
most prominent photographers of the second half of the nineteenth century. 
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preference: the signs of progress were not to be found in the “rustic life” of “rural 

scenes,” but mainly in the “arrogant cupolas of urban downtowns.” Through his 

cityscapes, Junior hoped to exhibit the “monumental and artistic Argentine Republic” 

unknown to many—because illustrators had until then only focused on old rural scenes. 

Seeking to capture “everything that is noteworthy in this beautiful country,” he 

constructed “a gallery with the paintings that reality offered to the eyes of foreigners, a 

gallery to be transported with the easiness of an album.” Particularly significant is not 

only his presentation of photography as an objective recorder of what any person 

visiting these places might see,60 but also his clear ambition of appealing to foreign eyes, 

employing the album as an advertising strategy for Argentina meant to gain 

international prestige, and of course the interest of potential investors.61  

                                                      

60 As Alejandra Uslenghi explains: “…Junior organized his views around the “unequivocal signs of progress” 
of a modernizing Argentina—urban institutions, railroad stations, water tanks on top of rising buildings, 
roads and railways across the pampa’s plainnes. The achievement of these photos was not located in the 
sensibility of the artist or his use of visual imagination, but rather in their technical capacity to record a sight 
and bring it to light as a natural image of a natural world” (75). Joel Snyder points to a similar reading of the 
photographs of the westward expansion in North America. By the 1880s “…the implication is that the picture 
is a recorded sight, something that would have been available to anyone who came upon this spot. The 
assumption is that photographs stand in a special relation to vision, but vision detached from any particular 
viewer. It is a distributed vision, one that transcends individual subjectivity and, accordingly, individual 
interest. These photographs are to be understood as disinterested reports. Thus the photographer’s 
achievement does not involve the sensitivity of an artist’s eye or the use of an artist’s imagination or the 
intelligent choice of the right depictive conventions; rather, it rests on the technical capacity to record a sight 
that is understood to be a natural image of nature” (Snyder 183). 
61 To this end, each photograph’s description was written in four languages: Spanish, English, French, and 
Italian (originally German was the fourth language, but in a second edition of the album Junior considered it 
to be “useless… since few people of that nationality are ignorant of French” (1) and it was changed to Italian. 
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The monumentality of the city in Junior’s photographs is well replicated in Díaz 

& Spencer’s views of Santiago and Valparaiso, such that the same description could be 

applied to the latter’s photos: 

His photographic documentation of the new urban environment reflected and 
visually defined how a city was to be seen. Trained within this era's 
assumptions regarding pictorial convention, Junior transformed a new and 
changing world into comprehensive patterns. He set the notion of monumental 
permanence, represented by the newly erected national buildings, against signs 
of transience, whether natural or human. Overcoming the then impossibility of 
the medium to record the dynamics of urbanization, he would create a different 
sort of urban landscape, a place of stability and grandeur presiding over the 
symbols and signs of state power (…) What his vistas predominantly showed 
were the spaces themselves, their urban arrangment, (sic) location, and symbolic 
power rather than the uses of those spaces; these are almost emptied out of any 
actual functionality (Uslenghi 78. Emphasis added). 

As Díaz and Spencer would achieve a few years later, Junior transforms 

photography’s technological awkwardness with movement and action into an 

opportunity to celebrate monumentality. The weight of buildings, monuments and 

railways is further accentuated by a space devoid of human figures. But as his own 

testimony helps us understand, the emptiness of Junior’s cities also responds to his 

desire to please foreign viewers. Circumventing the presence of the locals and their use 

of those spaces, Junior creates unoccupied cities that celebrate not just the 

monumentality of its architecture, but the prospects for new, future inhabitants, a 

gesture that is repeated throughout much of the urban visual imagery of the region. 
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Urban and rural landscapes alike are exhibited as available—a gaze also heirto the type 

of capture that according to Solomon-Godeau has defined imperial photography.62 

The first photographic survey of Chile was organized by painter and 

photographer Victor Deroche and photographer Augusto Beauboef (Retter). In his 

prologue to the Álbum fotográfico del paisaje chileno (1856), Deroche cherished 

photography’s persuasive realism, an interest that did not prevent him from 

embellishing the photographs: 

Just by looking at this album one is transported to the places it represents; such is 
photography's fidelity in the level of perfection we intend to use it. Aided by 
drawing and coloring (of which Mr. Auguste Beauboeuf is in charge), 
photography allows us to multiply the copies to meet public demand.63 

Deroche’s arguments reproduce many of the assumptions and contradictions 

that are common to the understanding of photography in the 19th century. On the one 

hand, photographs are meant to be a medium, a space-travel window to places—and 

most importantly, views—not available to most visual consumers. On the other hand, 

                                                      

62 And as Annateresa Fabris explains, with the difusion of the wet collodium technique, the absence of humans 
could no longer be attributed to technical limitations: “Se a ausência humana é uma condição das primeiras 
fotografias, causada pelos longos tempos de exposição, desde a utilização do colódio úmido é possível animar 
os primitivos espaços vazios. Se, no caso das "conquistas pacíficas", não se pode mais recorrer ao argumento 
técnico, é legítimo aventar a hipótese de que as imagens de um "mundo vazio" serviam de reforço e de 
justificativa aos intuitos expansionistas europeus" (32-33. Emphasis added). 
63 “Con sólo recorrerlo con la vista se creería uno como transportado a los mismos sitios, tanta es la fidelidad 
de la fotografía en el grado de perfección que nos proponemos emplearla, y ayudada con el dibujo y el 
colorido (a cargo de Monsieur Auguste Beauboeuf), la fotografía nos permite multiplicar las copias hasta 
donde alcancen las exigencias del público.” 
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photographs needed the “aid” of drawing and color to guarantee a pleasant viewing 

experience. Interestingly enough, these views were not just seeking foreign eyes 

(potential investors, immigrants, tourists, and the public opinion of the “civilized” 

world), they were also delivering those views to local inhabitants, for them also to accept 

and internalize those images as the representative landscapes of the young Chilean 

nation—no matter the views of their daily routines. This subtle imposition of the 

photographic view over the daily valuation of the city produces what I call the 

“photograph effect” which is similar to the “museum effect” studied by anthropologist 

Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett and art historians André Malraux and Svetlana Alpers 

According to Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, the museum effect (the process by which an object 

gains significance and importance by being placed within the museum’s walls) also 

educates the way users interact with objects and their surroundings beyond the 

museum’s walls, in their everyday life:  

Like the picturesque, in which painting set the standard for experience, museum 
exhibitions transform how people look at their own immediate environs. The 
museum effect works both ways. Not only ordinary things become special when 
placed in museum settings, but the museum experience itself becomes a model 
for experiencing life outside its walls…. [T]he gaze that penetrated exhibitions 
of people from distant lands was turned to the streets of European and 
American cities… (51. Emphasis added).  

As photographs reached a wider audience, they too began influencing the way 

viewers thought of photographed places and people. The result was that viewers began 

searching for sights as defined by the camera: a certain view of Santiago from the Santa 
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Lucía Hill or the pleasant recognition of a plaza or building when seen as represented in 

a photograph. Unknowingly, photographs demanded complicity, with the viewer 

necessarily adopting the camera’s gaze: “The nineteenth-century optical devices… 

codified and normalized the observer within rigidly defined systems of visual 

consumption. They were techniques for the management of attention, for imposing 

homogeneity…” (Crary 18).64 With their albums, exhibitions, lose photographs and 

cartes-de-visite, photographers created “comprehensive patterns” that, in communion 

with other media, established codified ways of understanding visual images. Amidst 

these visual echoes, Díaz & Spencer adapted and reinforced the panoramic approach of 

urban views, bringing a similar eye to their views of the war. 

Vistas de Chile y de la Guerra del Pacífico by Díaz & Spencer echoes Junior’s 

celebration of progress, but also incorporates Deroche’s embellishment in a new form: 

their album also contains a number of paintings—photographed paintings. Authored by 

Juan (or Giovanni) Mochi, the paintings depict rural life and are placed after a series of 

                                                      

64 Illusion of being observer-citizens. Trained in the battlefields, trained at home.  Similar to the influence of 
ethnographic photographs in defining Native Americans as non-coeval objects of study, the photographs of 
the War of the Pacific encouraged a celebratory understanding of the conflict that devalued Peruvians and 
Bolivians as inferior contenders and elevated the Chilean gaze above its neighbors. Landscapes and sights 
are especially powerful interpellators: "Landscape as a cultural medium thus has a double role with respect 
to something like ideology: it naturalizes a cultural and social construction, representing an artificial world 
as if it were simply given and inevitable, and it also makes that representation operational by interpellating 
its beholder in some more or less determinate relation to its givenness as sight and site." (Mitchell, Intro, 
Landscape and Power 2) 
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natural landscapes from the O’Higgins region and two photographs of “Wenceslao 

Letelier Sierra y familia” in what is likely his estate “Aculeo.” Mochi was the third 

director of the Academy of Painting (1876-1892), succeeding Ciccarelli (1849-1869) and 

Ernst Kirchbach (1869-1875). He later became the first director of the National Museum 

of Painting (today’s National Museum of Fine Arts) from 1880 to 1887. His numerous 

costumbrist paintings, in contrast to Ciccarelli’s classicist preaching, lent themselves 

conveniently to be incorporated into an illustrated album of Chile. The album includes 

six paintings showing “rural scenes” (escenas campestres, as the captions state), 

intersected by photographs that also present scenes of folkloric peasant life. Given the 

openness to the use of copies in museums and art schools, the incorporation of 

photographed paintings as part of a photographic album is not entirely surprising.65 

Photographs could be translated into paintings and lithographs; and paintings could be 

photographed and even adopt the “documentality” of photography. Indeed, the gesture 

of integrating these images into a photographic album suggests a very different 

intention than that of the “museum of the copy” previously discussed. In the creation of 

a museum established from copies—even photographic reproductions of paintings—

these photographs gave art students and the general public access to paintings that the 

                                                      

65 It seems to have been not an uncommon practice. E.v.K. de Harnecker’s album of the War of the Pacific, for 
instance, also includes a few paintings, this time portraying warships: the Huáscar and the Loa. 
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local museum could not afford to include in its own collection, but which were deemed 

essential for the training of future artists and the education of taste. The photographs 

were understood as “better than nothing”, a black and white copy of a masterful 

composition.  

In the photographic album, however, photography was the preferred medium—

and not just a replacement. Compiled as part of the album of Views of Chile, the 

photographs of folkloric paintings had their own documenting claims reinforced. In 

other words, in including these paintings as part of a photographic album of images of 

the nation, their value was not focused on their aesthetic merits, but on their 

documentation of types and customs. The paintings’ documenting claims, at the same 

time, were further validated by the authority of the other photographic images. In this 

case, then, Mochi’s paintings were resignified as photographs, rather than reduced to 

photographic reproductions of paintings. The paintings captured the kind of lively 

images that photography could only attempt to stage (compare, for instance, the 

painting showing a dance scene “La Zamacueca” and the photographs that follow), but 

they appeal to photographic reproduction and circulation in order to enforce their 

images into the national unconscious. Mochi also painted views of battles, particularly 
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Chorrillos and Miraflores, but these were not included as part of the album.66 The 

albums purposely embraced photography’s rendering of war—one that privileged 

pause and order, instead of the chaos of battle. 

This detour into the visual fashion of albums allows us to understand war 

photographs within a larger visual tradition not just of war, but of progress as well. The 

attention to the attractiveness of the views and promises they could encourage did not 

respond to a desire to document the war, but to present a certain image of the power that 

was claiming those lands and resources. At the same time, these photographs are part of 

a process of extraordinary increase in the production and circulation of images, and 

were in turn also part of the visual education of local viewers and the allure to foreign 

eyes.  

4.6 Soldiers, Workers, and Citizens 

The photographs of Díaz & Spencer reinstall a vision of order and efficiency in 

the exhibition of war. Throughout the 19th century, paintings, illustrations, and 

photographs had divorced themselves from the glorifying depictions that had until then 

defined the language of war (Bertrand Dorléac. See chapter one). Though violent acts 

                                                      

66 His 1° División en la Batalla de Chorrillos, 13 de enero de 1881 bears incredible resemblance to Díaz & Spencer’s 
photographic portrayal of soldiers: from an elevated position, we see the impeccably aligned columns avance 
towards the heart of the battle, the riders reproduced until losing color, in a machine-like perfection. 
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were not invisible to the public eye, in previous epochs violence in the context of war 

had not been considerably questioned, inscribed in a context of authorized, necessary 

cruelty. What painters like Francisco de Goya denounced, however, was the idea that 

enlightened, modern society had developed an irrational culture of violence that was not 

an anomaly, but part of its modern “reason.” The machine-like mercilessness of the 

firing squad in Goya’s The Third of May, 1808 (1814) is reproduced in Díaz & Spencer’s 

photographs, but here the precision of their deadly force is to be cherished (Figure 53). 

Far from a denunciation of the horrors of war, the War of the Pacific appears as an 

elegant parade of state power. Through their lenses, the Chilean military forces offered a 

civilized, sanitized spectacle of war. In spite of the thousands of lives lost, only five of all 

known photographs by Díaz & Spencer include some of the fallen or wounded. The 

camera prefers the splendor of the marching columns. Their advance was one of order 

and efficiency. Their force is further stressed by the fact that the camera captures them as 

unending columns, extending beyond what the camera can see (hence the regiments are 

usually cut by the photograph’s frame, suggesting that their number continues far 

beyond). The masculine and civilized values that the Chilean forces were meant to 

represent were further reinforced by the contrasting adjectives with which the press 

described the guerrilla tactics of the Peruvian resistance in the last stage of the war: 

cowardly, chaotic, traitorous, and Lima, as we will see, as a sort of femme fatale.  
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The photographs bring back the celebration of the military, but in its corporate 

form. Rather than admiring the individual figure of heroic generals, the photographers 

prefer to enthrone the soldiers in their multiplicity and equal anonymity. These soldiers 

are the new national role models. They do not stand out alone, but together, in their 

disciplined and obedient mettle, they constitute the driving force that will bring the 

nation victory and secure its path to progress. Their machine-like precision is 

impressive, but at the same time, the elevated perspective of the camera reassures the 

viewer that these highly-trained forces are under her control, that they are advancing in 

her name, that they are protecting and defending the honor of the Chilean nation. They 

are the body of the nation, the anonymous faces that form the last chapter of Vickuña 

Mackenna’s Álbum de la Gloria de Chile.67 Some photographic albums, however, balance 

the weight of the regiments by including studio portraits of generals and officers (this is 

                                                      

67 "Acaba aquí con ímproba pero jamás desmayada labor la extensa nómina de los gloriosos jefes i oficiales 
que rindieron sus juveniles vidas en la primera época de la guerra i antes de su segunda faz, que no 
pertenece propiamente a este libro. 
Deber nuestro es consignar, por consiguiente, al final de estos epitafios siquiera los nombres de aquellos 
que, sin más aspiración que la de morir por su patrio suelo, dejaron sembrados sus huesos i enaltecida su 
fama en las siete batallas campales en que la victoria coronó inalterablemente su heroísmo callado i sublime. 
Pertenecen, por consiguiente, de derecho estas últimas pájinas del rejistro de las tumbas a los héroes anónimos 
de la guerra, i si bien no es empresa de fácil ejecución el tributar justicia a todos, porque lo más viven i mueren 
ignorados… Los nombres, por lo mismo que se trata de esa gran clase que todavía llámase la muchedumbre 
i antes i desde Roma denominóse "la plebe", es decir, la jente anónima, serán escasos pero no por esto la 
relación de sus hazañas será tildada, por breve, de inexactitud en el orden las batallas sucesivas" (Vicuña 
Mackenna 579). 
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particularly noticeable in the Vistas de la Guerra entre Chile, Perú I Bolivia, 1879-80-81, 

commissioned by E.v.K. de Harnecker, MHN). 

When not portrayed marching, aiming their guns, or surveying the environment, 

soldiers and officers are still shown next to the enemy’s weaponry or dead bodies. In 

other words, they are never portrayed off-duty, they are never anything other than 

soldiers.68 No signs of slothfulness are allowed. Indeed, in addition to the discourse of 

racial superiority and civilization (vs. anarchy), a third dichotomy was key in justifying 

the Chilean presence in foreign territories: that of work vs. idleness (Cid, “De la 

Araucanía a Lima” 275). Bolivians and Peruvians were preventing those regions from 

progressing, wasting their potential. A new history of the region was all the while 

presented in journals and speeches, whereby any sign of wealth or productivity was 

owed to the Chilean work ethic. By the logic of work and property, Chileans could 

rightfully claim ownership of those lands (advancing the same kind of arguments that 

had justified the invasion of the indigenous territories in the south).69 The ideal of 

                                                      

68 For festive and “relaxed” views of the “people”, the photographic albums offer only two options: either the 
photographed paintings of Juan Mochi showing folkloric scenes in some idyllic, timeless setting, or the 
enthusiastic crowds filling the streets of Valparaiso and Santiago as they celebrate the victorious arrival of the 
military forces. 
69 “El argumento utilizado por [Máximo] Lira no fue aislado. En esa misma jornada, Isidoro Errázuriz, un 
destacado diplomático y político liberal, remarcó la reprochable conducta boliviana, señalando que “el 
desierto de Atacama era un arenal improductivo y maldito” hasta que los “cateadores chilenos, animosa 
vanguardia de industria y civilización”, habían convertido el desierto en un emporio económico que ahora, 
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industriousness that supposedly defined Chilean identity was, in point of fact, a 

powerful image firing in two directions. It not only discharged the Peruvian and 

Bolivian claims on the land, it also assisted in the transformation and training of Chile’s 

ideal subjects not just as soldiers, but—more importantly—as workers. Today’s 

exemplary soldiers were to be tomorrow’s exemplary workers; a double role that did not 

require the war’s end to unfold: “The need to discipline the roto-soldier reached its 

fullest expression in the state’s newly conquered nitrate territories. Immediately after the 

Chilean army took control of the Tarapaca´ region, an order was passed by General 

Patricio Lynch which mandated ‘constant and uninterrupted work’ for all miners, and 

restricted their movement to the immediate environs of the mine” (Beckman 86).70 In the 

“mutual enhancement of state power and of capitalism” (Andermann 1) that defined the 

19th-century consolidation of the state apparatus, subjects were workers and soldiers, 

but barely citizens. The language of inclusion that state, religious, and military figures 

put forward in the consolidation of the state apparatus and national identity was tied to 

the need to countervail, putting out of sight real social differences (Figueroa Garavagno, 

“Trazando paisajes” 140). Voting rights in Chile were long marked by a logic of 

                                                      

injustamente, el gobierno boliviano buscaba arrebatarles a los chilenos. Aunque jurídicamente el territorio no 
pertenecía a los chilenos, el derecho del trabajo y de la “civilización” sí los hacia los dignos propietarios de él, 
enfatizaba Errázuriz” (Cid, “De la Araucanía a Lima: 275). 
70 Army and mining to conquer the earth (Chanakya, Arthasashtra). 
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exclusion: by property, alphabetization, and gender. In 1874, property requirements 

were eliminated (in principle allowing literate married men above 21 and single men 

above 25 to vote), but restricted electoral participation was the norm well into the 20th 

century (women’s suffrage was only approved in 1949, while literacy restrictions were 

not lifted until 1970). Disciplined and controlled from above, the marching soldiers of 

the photographs of the War of the Pacific, rather than an expression of the Republican 

“armed-citizen,” they announce and cherish the imperial soldier-worker (defined by 

Figure 56: Díaz & Spencer, “Cape Arica.” Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile. 
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their obedience to hierarchy, they are not to use their tools against the state).71 With this 

kind of capture, Díaz & Spencer adhere to discourses proclaiming the virtues of the 

military indoctrination of the “masses” (McEvoy, Guerreros civilizadores 105).  

In the album Vistas de Chile y de la Guerra del Pacífico, commerce and the mining 

industry helped transition between urban and rural views and photographs of the war. 

The album places the war’s first photographs after views of Valparaiso’s port city, taking 

the viewer north to Arica (Figure 56). Yet, these are images of the Customs Building 

(designed by Gustave Eiffel’s studio, it was a proud Peruvian symbol of modernity), the 

                                                      

71 The flipside of discipline and obedience are, of course, mutiny and strike. The Santa Maria School Massacre 
(December 21, 1907) show the split of the soldier-worker communion when General Roberto Silva Renard, 
following government’s order, fired upon the miners and families that have reunited in Iquique in demand 
of better salaries and working conditions. The numbers of the massacre are still today unknown, but they 
oscillate between the 200 and the 3,000. 

Figure 57: Díaz & Spencer, Selection of Port Views. Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile.  
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city’s plaza, and the famous Cape Arica (Morro de Arica) introduced by a railway track, 

a number of piled sacks, a few precarious constructions, and some pedestrians (perhaps 

miners or soldiers). From the port of Valparaiso to the customs of Arica, the camera 

excludes the bay, choosing the railway as entry line. A slight low angle emphasizes the 

textured massiveness of the cape, further accentuated by the flat, empty soil that 

occupies half of the composition. But the constructions discreetly advance across the 

different levels of the terrain, and sacks tidily pile up, advertising the productive 

transformation of the desert. Commerce and industry thus offer the visual transition 

between the city and the desert, between civilized development and civilized war—

progress in all its forms.72 

                                                      

72 By the end of the album, photographs go back and forth between photographs of the central region and the 
north, finally mixing and merging all together. 

Figure 58: Díaz & Spencer, Selection of Views of Battleships. Museo Histórico 
Nacional – Chile. 
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Díaz & Spencer included several views of industrial and port facilities as part of 

their chronicling of the war (Figure 57). These alternate with impressive views of 

warships, making the communion between war and commerce even stronger (Figure 

58). The sea appears as another space of conquest. In contrast to the Argentine 

imaginary, here sea and desert dialog, without becoming a negative metaphor for one 

another. Whereas in Argentina the images of the desert and the sea were used to 

describe the plains of La Pampa and Patagonia as mysterious, incommensurable, and 

untamable; in Chile, sea and desert combine to provide the country’s major source of 

wealth. These spaces were images not of a threat, but of a promise—an expression of 

industrial (Pratt), but more importantly of export reveries (Beckman). The long coastal 

line onto the Pacific Ocean was the path for international commerce of, among others, 

the guano and nitrate of the Atacama Desert. And the control of the waters had in fact 

defined the first stage of the war.73 As a result of the conquering of the territories of 

Antofagasta, Tarapacá, and Arica, Chile became the world’s main producer of saltpeter. 

                                                      

73 At the beginning of the conflict, Peru’s military power was epitomized by its famous flagship Huascar. Built 
by the British John Laird, Sons & Co. in 1864, the ship was one of Peru’s most proud possessions as a symbol 
of progress and wealth. Newspapers of the region dedicated illustrated articles to this sample of the most 
advanced maritime warfare technology (Correo del Domingo, among others). It was hence Chile’s main 
strategic concern, since the control of the sea would determine the movement and provision of the troops. 
Most of the first part of the war would hence focus on gaining control of the sea. Chile’s capture of the Huáscar 
marked a turning point in the war (Battle of Angamos, October 8, 1879), boosting Chile’s morale and 
determining its control of the waters. 
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Yet, particularly after the war, the exploitation of these mineral resources passed to 

foreign hands—predominantly to Britain—and the Chilean state mainly benefited from 

the collection of taxes. Chile, like many Latin American countries, embarked on an 

economic model of production for foreign centers (desarrollo para afuera): “Chilean 

copper and nitrates had their counterparts in Colombian coffee, Venezuelan petroleum, 

Argentine beef and wheat, and other exports of food, fibers, and minerals” (Orlove and 

Figure 59: Díaz & Spencer, “View of the Dock with Destroyed 
Cannons. ‘Union’ and ‘Atahualpa’ sinking. Museo Histórico 

Nacional – Chile. 
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Bauer 113). This tendency gained increased momentum after the international recession 

of the 1870s and would continue until the economic downturn of the 1930s.74  

On the other hand, Chile’s dreams of progress were to be built on the enemy’s 

ashes. The photographs do not just suggest and celebrate the Chilean control of those 

territories, proposing a look into the desired future. They also stop to capture the 

present, the “real,” when interested in documenting the opponent’s defeat. In other 

words, if the predominant high-angle view defines a documentation of the war that is 

more interested in declaring the Chilean dominion of those lands while envisioning a 

future of progress, the intention changes when aiming at the objects of Peruvian 

reference. Just like the chapter’s opening image, the photographs capturing the enemy—

in the form of conquered places and captured weaponry—are marked by a language of 

fatalism, obsolescence, and ruin. In these cases, the camera is less interested in offering a 

visionary appreciation of the war—a promise of progress and civilization—than in 

                                                      

74 Although the nitrate industry in Chile has been described as one in a constant state of  precariety, especially 
under the much critized Shanks model: “Acorde a la crítica al modelo capitalista clásico, el sistema Shanks 
era un proceso y una organización industrial, que conllevaba la riqueza rápida, la sobreproducción, la quiebra, 
y la maximización en el uso de la fuerza de trabajo. Dada la crisis continuada en que se movió la industria 
salitrera, y por ende, la economía mundial, particularmente después del término de la Guerra del Pacífico, sus 
dueños no tuvieron más remedio que sentarse a pensar el negocio del salitre en términos grupales. Ese es el 
origen de las cinco combinaciones del salitre (1884 a 1909), cuyo objetivo era fijar cuotas de producción para 
cada oficina, conforme al consumo estimado, y también la razón de constituir la APS (1919), y finalmente la 
COSACH (1930). Además de pensar en invertir en publicidad y en mantener oficinas de venta y 
representación en Europa, como lo demuestra la creación en 1889 del Comité Salitrero Permanente, con sede 
en Londres, y más adelante la Asociación Salitrera de Propaganda (1894)” (Muñoz Acosta 30-31). 
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recording the end of the enemy’s dominion and the resulting change of ownership. 

Indeed, it is mainly in these instances that photographs offer pause, inviting the viewer 

not to look beyond, what is to come, but what is. In Figure 59, for instance, the 

photograph of the destroyed facilities of the fort and port of El Callao acts as a death 

certificate. The image represents at once the destruction of Peru’s military power and the 

end of its commercial activities.75 In comparison to the spectacle of the marching 

                                                      

75 As mentioned above, the port stood not only for the presence and maintenance of war ship—and the 
dominion of the sea—but also, perhaps most importantly, to its access and openness to international 
shipping and trading. The numerous photographs pointing to the sea speak of this awareness of the heavily 
strategic importance of its dominion. 

Figure 60: Díaz & Spencer, “Chorrillos.” Museo Histórico Nacional – 
Chile. 
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columns, the documentary aspect of the photographic enterprise is stronger in the 

images of the defeat (Figure 60). Photographs as proofs, as recorders of reality, become 

important because they show the ending of a certain state of affairs (the Bolivian and 

Peruvian power over those territories and their resources) and the foundation of a new 

beginning, of Chile’s prosperous future. Only when pointing to the enemy are there 

signs of disorder and chaos: ruined cities, destroyed cannons, dead bodies. It does not 

really matter who is responsible for the jumble and decadence, it is the enemy who is 

Figure 61: Díaz & Spencer, “Chorrillos.” Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile. 
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represented and identified with those ruins. One image summarizes this contrast. “View 

of Chorrillos” (Figure 61) includes another observer within the photographic space. 

Whereas in previous views there was no intermediate figure, the camera assuming at 

once the position of the soldier, urban dweller, and state, this photograph includes 

another observer from whom the final viewer is then detached—the victorious soldier.  

There are a few other images that include this “lead-in” figure (in “View of Tocopilla,” 

“View of Pisagua,” and “View of Arica Bay,” for instance). This figure offers the viewer 

a way to place herself within that scenario, “a convenient stand-in for the beholder’s 

gaze within the composition” (Mitchell, “Imperial Landscape” 25). Most often the figure 

appears in the mid-ground of the image, and the camera is still placed at a higher angle, 

but “View of Chorillos” stands out in this respect because it is the sole photograph that 

offers an inside figure the same kind of elevated view of the camera. In an exceptional 

capture, the soldier’s eyes contemplate something very similar, if not wider, to what the 

camera is showing. it is his upright posture that defines the reading of the photograph: 

he represents the disciplined and powerful force that brought that lazy city to ruins. 

4.7 Lima 

The occupation of the city of Lima is undoubtedly among the most controversial 

acts of the War of the Pacific. Just two days after the brutal battle of Chorrillos (January 

13, 1881), the same forces again collided in the battle of Miraflores (January 15, 1881), 
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while truce and peace negotiations were still ongoing. For each battle, the death toll rose 

to the thousands on both sides; and both Chorrillos and Miraflores—adjacent to Lima— 

were plundered and burned to the ground. On January 17, 1881, the Chilean forces, led 

by the already named national hero General Manuel Baquedano, occupied Lima. 

Chilean control of the city lasted more than two years, (until October 23, 1883).  Many 

names held control of the city: Baquedano, Cornelio Saavedra (before returning to the 

southern frontier), Pedro Lagos, and finally Patricio Lynch. The city’s main buildings 

were looted; books, paintings, and other valuable goods were sent to Chile.76 Luis 

Montero’s celebrated painting Los Funerales de Atahualpa (1865-67) was seized as well 

and exhibited in the Chilean capital in 1883; at the same time, the first exclusively 

Chilean fine arts exhibition was underway. This painting is perhaps among the few 

instances of tension within the Chilean discourse of superiority. The sculptor and 

frequent art critic José Miguel Blanco published the following lines comparing the 1883 

Chilean exhibit with the Peruvian painting: “We have won the war against Peru… but 

we have not battled with their artists… in that terrain we must admit our inferiority” (La 

                                                      

76 The returning process continues today: “Chile devolverá a Perú 720 libros saqueados durante la Guerra del 
Pacífico,” Infobae, November 26, 2017. https://www.infobae.com/america/america-latina/2017/11/26/chile-
devolvera-a-peru-720-libros-saqueados-durante-la-guerra-del-pacifico/ 
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Época, September 24, 1883).77 From Gil de Castro to Montero, Peruvian art seems to have 

an uncomfortable presence in the Chilean scenario. But beyond the critic’s appreciation 

of what constituted higher art, the presence of the looted painting also brought to the 

surface the actions of the Chilean forces in Lima—which few commentators fully 

acknowledged. The account of journalist and writer Justo Abel Rosales is revealing in 

this respect. Having briefly joined the Chilean army, Rosales witnessed the battles of 

Chorrillo and Miraflores and the entrance of the Chilean forces to the city of Lima:  

On Monday 17th, the city of Lima opened its doors to the Chilean army. The 
defeated of Miraflores arrived in Lima on the night of the 15th provoking all kind 
of disorders, stealing and killing—mostly Chinese people. The following day it 
was the same story. Foreign colonies were forced to ask General Baquedano to 
occupy the city immediately and to end the plundering by the exalted Cholos. In 
addition, [Nicolás de] Piérola had fled to the inlands, and it was certain that there 
were no armed enemies beside the communists. A part of the army entered Lima 
on that day and took possession of the Santa Lucía and San Cristóbal forts. We 
were extremely happy. The proud city had fallen! (Rosales 97)78 

                                                      

77 “Hemos hecho la guerra al Perú, nos hemos batido con sus soldados, los hemos vencido en el campo de 
batalla; pero no hemos hecho la guerra a sus artistas para vencerlos en el campo del arte; en ese campo 
debemos confesar nuestra inferioridad…” 
78 “El expresado día lunes 17, la ciudad de Lima abrió sus puertas al ejército chileno. Los derrotados de 
Miraflores llegaron a Lima la noche del 15 cometiendo desórdenes, robando y matando, especialmente a los 
chinos. El día 16 siguió de la misma manera. Las colonias extranjeras se vieron en la necesidad de pedir al 
general Baquedano que ocupara inmediatamente la ciudad, y poner de esa manera término al saqueo de los 
cholos alzados. Por otra parte, [Nicolás de] Piérola había huido al interior, y era seguro que no había 
enemigos armados fuera de los comunistas. Una parte del Ejército entró a Lima en ese día y tomó posesión 
de los fuertes Santa Catalina y San Cristóbal. Gran alegría recibimos todos al saber esto. ¡La orgullosa capital 
había caído!” 
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Once again, the source of chaos and disorder was found on the enemy’s side. The 

defeated were the ones “stealing and killing,” forcing the few sensible souls left in the 

city—the foreigners—to seek the arrival of the Chilean forces.79 The city opened its gates 

                                                      

79 It is well documented, however, that many foreigners, particularly the Italians, took part in the defense of 
the city. A poem by Bernardino Guajardo blatantly declares “Donde también se encontró/ bastante gente 
italiana,/ a quienes nuestro soldados/ hicieron parar las patas,/ porque así lo merecían/ y así al traidor se le 
paga.” And then goes to restate the same view of the events as that of Rosales: “El dictator arrancó/ después 
de tantas bravatas/ otros llegaron a Lima/ saquando tiendas y casas,/ incendiando los hoteles/ y matando al 
que encontraban/ hasta que fue nuestra gente/ a sosegar la canalla,/ que hacía mil desatinos/ con la gente 
desarmada./ Al punto que divisaron/ a nuestras temibles armas,/ ya el cholaje se amansó/ y hubo paz, 
sosiego y calma” (”La gran batalla en Chorrillos y Miraflores,” Uribe Echevarría 46). 

Figure 62. Díaz & Spencer, “Lima.” Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile. 
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to Chile because its own inhabitants were destroying it; a photograph by Díaz & Spencer 

presents a relatable scenario (Figure 62). It shows the Chilean cavalry elegantly making 

its entrance into the city. The riders are grouped in almost perfect lines, and empty space 

opens at their feet. Behind them, we see the park that harbors the Palacio de la 

Exposición [Palace of the Exhibition], which was constructed to house the International 

Exhibition of 1872 (celebrating the 50th anniversary of Peruvian independence). During 

the war, however, it was turned into a hospital and then served as the Chilean forces’ 

military base. 

Following the Chilean accounts of the occupation of Lima, the seemingly 

decadent colonial city was revived, reorganized, and ultimately regained its path to 

progress under Chilean power. In the photograph by Díaz & Spencer, a small child 

stands alone in front of these forces. His body is angled towards the one lonely rider—

likely one of the commanders; a passing figure, his body cut by the camera, witnesses 

this strange duel. The child stands out in many ways. He is alone, unarmed, confronting 

an imposing force that rises above the ground on disciplined beasts. Their presence is 

stressed not just by their number, but also by the darkness of their uniform’s colors. The 

child, on the other hand, is wearing a combination of lighter colors, his upper body 

almost merging with the ground. More importantly, he stands as the sole representative 

of the local inhabitants. Here Lima is represented by/as a child. A child and a bucket 
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confronting not just the aligned Chileans, but also the camouflaged streetlight among 

the upright soldiers. Technology and order are on the side of the Chilean forces; this is 

the image of progress imposing itself upon Peru—a child.80 

                                                      

80 In some of the testimonies that McEvoy rescues to show the feminization of the city of Lima and their 
inhabitants, it is not uncommon to find images of Infantilization as well: ““Hablad con una de estas criaturas 
[un dandy limeño], cuidando de ir suficientemente impregnado de almizcle y agua de Imperio, para no serle 
repelente, y veréis que con su amabilidad, finos modales y cadencioso timbre de voz, parece querer 
enamoraros” (Salinas 259). 

Figure 63: Díaz & Spencer, Selection of Views of Lima. Museo Histórico Nacional – 
Chile. 
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Most of the other photographs of Díaz & Spencer portraying Lima observe the 

city in the same way they had captured the advance from the port in Valparaiso up to 

this “proud capital” (Figure 63). Were it not for the Chilean flag waving from the top of 

Peruvian government buildings, these urban views could have been easily included in a 

panoramic album of Peru. Order and control are the defining traits of what these 

Chilean eyes can see. No sign of chaos, confusion, and pillage. Neither do the victorious 

soldiers rest here either. They are captured upright, marching, and vigilant.81  

No image, however, is as striking as that of the captured Vavasseur cannon on 

top of the San Cristóbal Hill [Cerro San Cristóbal]. “Panoramic View of Lima from San 

Cristobal Hill” (Figure 64) is an impressive shot of the Chilean forces in control of the 

Peruvian capital. Under a high noon light, the photograph plays with a number of 

shocking contrasts. Watching from the San Cristobal hill, a group of Chilean soldiers has 

a full view of Lima. The Rimac river and the bullring Plaza de Acho give the city away. 

As with the photograph that opened this chapter, Chilean military power is expressed 

by the capture of the enemy’s weaponry. The cannon of the Piérola Fortress (bearing the 

name of the Peruvian dictator in power) was left unused, since the city it was supposed 

                                                      

81 As a curious detail, photographers in Lima continued working as the city was invaded. More than 400 
Chilean officers and soldiers had their picture taken at the studios of Rafael Castillo and the Courret brothers 
(Babilonia, Guerra y Fotografía). French photographer Eugene Courret had previously run a studio in 
Valparaíso, and many were familiar with his name. 
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to protect was attacked by the south instead of the north. The photograph serves as 

evidence of the Peruvian miscalculation, highlighting another common belief repeated 

in the press of the southern country: that Chilean victories were also due to their 

superior strategic thinking. Under this light, no advanced war technology could save the 

enemy. Only when handled by the Chileans could this potent weaponry reach its full 

potential.  

Figure 64: Díaz & Spencer, “Lima.” Museo Histórico Nacional – Chile. 
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The photographic capture of this capture is carefully composed (Figure 65). 

Through a play of strong contrasts, the massive weight of the cannon attracts the eye. 

The cannon is not only the viewer’s main anchor in the space of the photograph, it is 

also the main “tool of perception” of the space it controls.82 Indeed, the cannon’s firing 

                                                      

82 This photograph illustrates Paul Virilio's words quite literally: “There is no war, then, without 
representation, no sophisticated weaponry without psychological mystification. Weapons are tools not 

 

Figure 65:  Leading Lines.  
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line creates a sound diagonal that connects and defines the relationship between the 

photograph’s two main parts: the rounded top of the hill on the foreground, and the flat 

city that expands onto the fading mountains in the horizon. The cables surrounding the 

cannon, the encircling line of balls, the distribution of the human figures and the double 

edges of the fortress and the hill conform an echo of circles that gives stability to the 

commanding force that sits on top of this base. The city of Lima spreads underneath 

with nothing obstructing the soldiers’ view.  The cannon’s line, reinforced by flag and 

soldier, traverses a defenseless space. The reproduction of forms creates a strong echo of 

power (a repetition also appreciable in the circle and line formed by the bullring and the 

bridge, the latter extending the gaze of one of the soldiers and his dark silhouette). The 

Vavasseur cannon, the flag, the arrangement of cannon balls decorating the edges of the 

fortress, and the soldiers looking down; they all add up to inform the viewer where and 

how to observe the occupied city.  

The cannon guides the eye inside the photographic space, but the main 

technology of perception is the photographic camera. The victory is marked by the 

conquest not just of the cannon, but of the city’s menacing view. The photographers’ 

                                                      

just of destruction but also of perception-that is to say, stimulants that make themselves felt through 
chemical, neurological processes in the sense organs and the central nervous system, affecting human 
reactions and even the perceptual identification and differentiation of objects” (War and cinema 8. Emphasis 
added). 
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decision to present the war scenario from an elevated point of view consistently 

expresses the idea that winning is gaining sight. As in the destroyed “View of 

Chorrillos”, this photograph also includes a number of figures admiring the view. In this 

case, however, the camera is placed considerably above the observing soldiers. 

Furthermore, two of the figures are looking upwards, to the photographer. By 

acknowledging the higher observer, the identification effect with the viewer is lost. 

Instead, in this image, the observer is being observed. Cannon and soldiers are looking 

at the city of Lima, but there is another power behind that vigilant force. The insistence 

of the presence of a controlling eye dominating the space betrays a certain insecurity—

who is actually the ultimate observer?83  

The photographs of the War of the Pacific represent the mastering of a visual 

language of dominion. The views by Díaz & Spencer achieve what Pozzo, nor none of 

the other photographers had been able to offer the state officials and the general public 

before: an overhead view of the conquered space, a visual conquest of that space. In 

                                                      

83 This combination of uncertainty and power in the eye that dominates both cannon and city is at the origin 
of a small controversy regarding this photograph: some contend that the photograph was taken by Eugene 
Courret and that the soldiers are in fact Peruvian. This is a circulating opinion in blogs and small 
publications, but no official publication or institution has made this claim. In private correspondence with 
Renzo Babilonia, the researcher confirmed that the soldiers in the photograph are Chilean. The catalog of the 
National Historic Museum in Santiago also affirms that the forces are Chilean. Finally, the photograph was 
already included in the first photographic albums by Díaz & Spencer (like Vistas de la Guerra entre Chile, Perú 
y Bolivia, c. 1881 AF-54), which makes their authorship more than likely. 
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achieving official support, wide circulation, and even public exhibitions, their 

photographs helped define the ways of seeing the War of the Pacific, controlling the 

position of the gaze. These photographs reinsert feelings of admiration and glorification 

in the narrative of war. However, rather than  returning to the lionization of specific 

figures as heroes (as the press, painting, and public monuments and celebrations were 

doing particularly with Arturo Prat and Manuel Baquedano), or even the combatants in 

general using a lower-angle perspective (as in San Martin’s painting, Figure 48), in the 

photographs of Díaz & Spencer it is the advancing power—personified by the camera 

lens—that is placed in the dominant position that others will admire. By defining the 

reality of war from an overhead perspective, these photographs helped normalized the 

ruling, distant gaze that would soon prefer maps over landscapes.  
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Conclusion 

This dissertation explored the development of war photography in crucial 

decades of the construction of Chile and Argentina as nation-states (1860s-1880s). This 

was a moment of intense change and expansion of visual media, epitomized in the 

growth of photographic business and the emergence of new illustrated journals. The 

appearance of new and improved modes of production and circulation of images 

coincided with Chile and Argentina’s aggressive expansionist agendas. In this project I 

focused on the Triple Alliance War, the War of the Pacific, and two moments of the 

larger processes of Indigenous dispossession and genocide known as the “conquest of 

the desert” and the “pacification of the Araucanía.” The portrayal of state action was no 

minor matter for these newly independent countries, as they actively sought to install an 

image of their imagined nations, both locally and internationally. However, their 

mastery of visual discourses was temporarily shuddered as they failed to recognize the 

importance of photography, while focusing more on promoting the arts—particularly 

painting. In other words, in the representation of military action, photography was 

overlooked. Commercial photographers created unexpected challenges in the process of 

the consolidation of official narratives since they saw in war a commercial opportunity 

and produced new representations of what war—and those wars in particular—were 

like. Though the four conflicts I studied in this project were thought of as “victories” 
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from the states’ viewpoint, only one of these would be successfully portrayed as such in 

its photographic rendering: The War of the Pacific as captured by Díaz & Spencer. I thus 

traced the emerging relationship between photographers and state officials, who from 

the Triple Alliance War to the War of the Pacific worked increasingly together to exploit 

and overcome the technology’s possibilities and limitations. Rather than studying 

photographs as windows to the historical past, I focused on the processes by which 

photography was appropriated as a language of state power, emphasizing that in the 

case of war photography this was not the point of departure.  

By analyzing the expansion of visual discourses in relation to war, my aim was 

also to highlight the centrality of the military forces and their violence in the constitution 

of Chile and Argentina as rising nation-states. Although their role and portrayal 

changed considerably along the defining decades of the nineteenth century, a military 

career remained central to securing a political career. Military-modeled ideals also 

dominated in the definition of the national subject, epitomized in the image of the brave 

“armed citizens” ready to sacrifice their lives for the motherland. 

More importantly, as the processes analyzed in these chapters should make clear, 

for Argentina and Chile to “become modern,” they embarked on an extermination 

campaign to capture the lands of neighboring Creole and Indigenous societies. As 

Cristina Rojas explains, the discourses for the advance of capitalism and “civilization”—
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to which local elites subscribed—justified the use of violence as a legitimate means: 

“civilization and violence may not necessarily have been the antagonists scholars 

presume, with civilization taming violence and violence unmaking civilization. In the 

history of colonization, civilization and violence intertwined and supported each other” 

(xiv). To put it baldly, violence was not exceptional but an integral part of the Western 

civilizational project. The photographs analyzed in this project recorded and 

participated in this foundational violence. The way they portrayed the violence of 

civilization has long influenced the memory of these histories: The Triple Alliance War 

as a massacre; silence and oblivion for the extermination campaigns against the 

Indigenous; national fervor and pride for the War of the Pacific. Although these wars 

have very different histories (can we call the “conquest of the desert” and the 

“pacification of the Araucanía” wars?), I placed them together to stress that destruction 

was part of the nation-building process—something that can be lost when we treat them 

as distinct and separate episodes. For instance, when we say that the Triple Alliance War 

was the first war scenario for photographers of the region, are we not forgetting—and 

silencing—the advances on the Indigenous frontiers? Moreover, the arguments to justify 

these actions worked all under the same logic of the language of progress and 

civilization: Paraguayans, Ranqueles, Tehuelche, Mapuche, Bolivians, and Peruvians 

were described as representing the forces of backwardness and barbarism. 
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When the influence of photographs in the support for war and the popularity of 

public figures was recognized, the photographers themselves became part of the 

political project. The line drawn in this dissertation, from the Triple Alliance War to the 

War of the pacific, shows an increasing politicization of photographic studios. In other 

words, the profile of the photographic studios responsible for the coverage of these wars 

changed. It was no longer in the hands of those that simply saw war photography as a 

commercial opportunity, with no claim of allegiance to any political party or figure—as 

in the case of Bate & Cia. during the Triple Alliance War. As states realized that 

photographs of these highly sensitive events needed to be monitored, photographers 

also understood that it was more profitable to ally their studios—their brand—with a 

political party or figure.  

As explained in chapter one, George Bate decided to send photographers to the 

warfront out of commercial interest. He had just returned from a trip to the United 

States where he witnessed a flourishing photographic market during the years of the 

Civil War (1861-1865), particularly in the Union states. Matthew Brady’s photographic 

studio had shown that war photographs had the power to attract many viewers and 

consumers. His photographs were also praised in extended editorials by local media, an 

attention I have not found mirrored in the examples studied in this project:  

Mr. BRADY has done something to bring home to us the terrible reality and 
earnestness of war. If he has not brought bodies and laid them in our dooryards 
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and along the streets, he has done something very like it. At the door of his 
gallery hangs a little placard, "The Dead of Antietam." Crowds of people are 
constantly going up the stairs; follow them, and you find them bending over 
photographic views of that fearful battlefield, taken immediately after the 
action. Of all objects of horror one would think the battlefield should stand 
preeminent, that it should bear away the palm of repulsiveness. But, on the 
contrary, there is a terrible fascination about it that draws one near these 
pictures, and makes him loth to leave them. You will see hushed, reverend 
groups standing around these weird copies of carnage, bending down to look 
in the pale faces of the dead, chained by the strange spell that dwells in dead 
men's eyes. It seems somewhat singular that the same sun that looked down on 
the faces of the slain, blistering them, blotting out from the bodies all semblance 
to humanity, and hastening corruption, should have thus caught their features 
upon canvas, and given them perpetuity forever. But so it is (New York Times, 
October 20, 1862. Emphasis added). 

This fascination with death proved to be of short commercial success, however. 

After the civil war ended, people were rather eager to leave those bloody memories 

behind, and the photographs’ popularity dropped dramatically. Brady ended bankrupt, 

barely succeeding in convincing the national government of buying his collection at a 

knock-down price. Bate had a similar fate. Initially his photographs were received with 

some curiosity, but the financial risks he took to sustain such a photographic venture 

were not made up for. As the newspaper El Siglo plainly put it, photographers were 

expected to record “the great upcoming events… in all their natural splendor” 

(September 13, 1866). But Bate & Cía. instead released a photographic album of the war 

composed of uneventful views stripped of any splendor. Given the long exposure times 

and the heavy equipment, photographers were unable to capture battle scenes and were 

thus forced to focus on the marginal spaces and themes of war. The photographs 
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analyzed in chapter one demonstrated this focus shift. War as captured by the 

photographic camera was a non-event with consequences. Battle action could not be 

seen, and instead distant viewers could only peep at scenes on the margins of battle: the 

campsites, the moments prior to battle and, more importantly, its consequences: dead 

bodies, ruins, and deserted battlefields. 

A new kind of war image was now circulating. Unlike paintings, photographs 

could be created and reproduced without the sponsorship of a wealthy patron or the 

government (though photographers did need official permission to go into the war 

zone). Photography had indeed opened the way to a new profession—that of the 

photographer. War photographs were but another product within the repertoire of 

images photographers could offer. When his photographic business did not go as 

planned, Bate sold his studio and moved to Quilmes (Argentina) where he opened a 

shoe shop (Smink). The person behind the photographic coverage of the Triple Alliance 

War was a businessman who could change profession as opportunities arose.    

Unlike the images of illustrated journals and political cartoons, photographs 

were sold as far less subjective. Photography’s advertising was indeed focused on the 

idea that this technology offered an objective reproduction of the scene or person posing 

in front of the camera, free from the errors of human eyes and hands. As truth-bearing 

documents, however, Bate & Cía.’s war photographs offered a rather obscure window 
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into the war. The most common type of photograph circulating at the time was that of 

portraits, particularly in the format of cartes-de-visite. In this genre, photographers had 

plenty of practice and competition both to innovate and adapt to their clients’ demands 

and expectations. Taking photographs within the war scenario was an entirely different 

matter. Additionally, with the exception of photographs of public figures, the successful 

or failed reception of portraits was usually limited to a small, private group—what 

ultimately affected the reputation of a photographic studio was the sum of works 

resulting from extended practice. The clientele of war photographs, on the other hand, 

was something photographers had to discover. The politicization of the photographic 

coverage of war increased when photographers realized that their main client was the 

state, i.e. the governing group that had taken the decision to go to war in the first place.  

The experiential conditions of Bate & Cía. during the Triple Alliance War explain 

the awkwardness in their rendering of the conflict. I focused my analysis on the views of 

battlefields after a battle because they expose in the clearest form the kind of new war 

images photographers could offer. There were hardly any precedents to those views of 

an open space, surrounded by trees and accompanied by a short caption simply pointing 

to the violence viewers were not seeing. Recognizing them as battlefields, it was not 

possible to turn these views into landscapes. On the other hand, these dead landscapes 

offered no narrative to help in their reception, foregrounding instead the irreducibility 
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of images to words.1 Indeed, captions did little to help digest those images, whose best 

form of complement were the other photographs of the album. In contrast to the 

exuberance of editorials, poems, and political proclamations, these photographs 

navigated a different approach to war, away from the epic portrayals that were used by 

the former to promote popular support.  

Photography was a new medium in expansion which was now more directly 

interfering with the national state’s agenda by circulating views of the war that did not 

correspond with what state officials and adherents were themselves describing. As 

summarized in the quote by El Siglo, there was a discrepancy of expectations and 

interests. Those supporting the war and their national government—the vast majority of 

those involved in the press business—were interested in images that could promote the 

allied cause and uplift the moral of both the troops and the urban population. Through 

my analysis of Correo del Domingo, I showed the kind of communion between text and 

images that was deemed most convenient by those advancing the cause of the Argentine 

government: simple illustrations imagining a calm and enjoyable time at the campsites, 

portraits of proclaimed heroes, and only occasionally a battle scene of a victorious 

combat. All these illustrations were duly accompanied by blatantly apologetic columns 

                                                      

1 Following Mitchell, the fact that images cannot be reduced to words does not mean that they are 
independent, nor that they can be clearly separated: “There are no visual media... All media are, from the 
standpoint of sensory modality, mixed media” (“There are no visual media” 257).  
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that informed the reader-viewer on how to consume those images. In its pages, there is 

no equivalent to the New York Times’ admiring words for the photographs of the war. 

Journals in Buenos Aires and Montevideo celebrated the photographic enterprise before 

seeing its results but said little once the images and albums were available. Only once 

did Correo del Domingo publish a reproduction of a photograph of the war: an image of 

the ruins of the Paysandú Church (January 29, 1865). The photograph seems to have 

traveled widely, since I have recently discovered that it was also reproduced by The 

Illustrated London News a few weeks after.2 Its inclusion in one of the issues of Correo del 

Domingo is, however, an anomaly within its editorial policy, which favored a visual and 

written language that would reassure its consumers on the righteousness of both the 

war and the national government. I read this one-time intrusion of a photograph of the 

Triple Alliance War as evidence of the journal’s conscious avoidance of the photographic 

material available and as a reflection of the process of learning, negotiations, and 

exchanges between these expanding media. The photograph was published at the very 

                                                      

2 The magazine included two engravings to show the “effects of the bombardment of Paysandu, Uruguay, 
by the Brazilian squadron.” Once again, we notice how the use of photographs shifted the focus from the 
moment of combat to its effects. The engravings occupied a full page (divided in two horizontal halves) and 
were placed five pages before the short column that commented them with some details on the international 
conflict: “We have received from one of our correspondents a series of photographs, taken immediately after 
the surrender of Paysandu, which show the terrible effects of the bombardment inflicted upon that unhappy 
town by the Brazilian squadron of Admiral Tamandaré. The two illustrations we have selected will be 
enough for so painful a subject; the first being a View of the Tower or Fort, which was held by Leandro 
Gómez… Our second illustration represents the ruins of the principal church…” (March 18, 1865).  
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beginning of the war, before Argentina’s official declaration of war against Paraguay. I 

ignore what kind of reception the photograph of the destroyed church by Brazilian 

forces had, but as the war worsened, the journal editors refrained from including 

shocking images of any kind—related or not to the conflict.3 Photographs as a source for 

the journal’s lithographs were subsequently mainly used for portraits, while the visual 

coverage of the war relied on the creations of minor artists and illustrators.  

Contrasting the different discourses advanced in illustrated journals, paintings, 

and photographs, I sought to highlight the cacophony of images brought about by the 

availability of new or improved technologies of representation and reproduction and the 

expansion of actors involved in their use and outcome. Chapter one thus exposed the 

problem governments of the region were facing: if the nation-building project implied 

the homogenization of the imagined national population at all levels possible, how were 

state officials to deal with the diversification of visual discourses intervening in the 

public sphere? This was all the more pressing in the context of an armed conflict of such 

heavy costs. Being an unpopular war from the very beginning, the appearance and 

uncontrolled circulation of visual material—of different and sometimes contradicting 

views—added to the difficulties the allied governments were facing.  

                                                      

3 Studying the new forms of visual journalism that Correo del Domingo was advancing, in chapter one I 
mentioned a few examples of images informing of dramatic news (like the one about a train crash published 
on December 18, 1864). 
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I am not suggesting that photographs alone determined the unpopularity of the 

conflict. We need further research on the circulation and exhibition of photographs of 

the war to have a clearer idea of their immediate impact. Here I focused first on 

recognizing the ways photographs could change, or not, the understanding of war, and 

how other media dealt and were affected by these new images. For future studies, I hope 

to trace the itinerary of the image of the destroyed church I mentioned before and use it 

as a case study to estimate the reception of these photographs. This will include a larger 

review of the press. The issue of Correo del Domingo with the illustration of the destroyed 

church includes no comment whatsoever of the striking image that occupies its front 

cover. Consumers were given no verbal echo, just the caption “View of the Paysandu 

Church after the capture of the Plaza.” This kind of uncommunication between text and 

image reinforces the idea of a certain uneasiness in dealing with the material 

photographers were offering—the uneasiness I studied through the journal’s lithographs 

and selective use of photographs.  

In the following processes of war and state violence, I noticed an increased 

politicization of the photographer’s work. As described in chapter two, before joining 

Roca’s extermination campaign, Pozzo had already collaborated with members of what 

soon would be the National Autonomist Party (PAN)—the conservative party that 

dominated Argentine politics until 1916. Pozzo’s photographic studio was named 
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“Alsina” after one of the founders of the PAN, and his political involvement as a 

photographer had even been caricaturized on the pages of El Mosquito (Tell “Políticos en 

campaña, imágenes en acción”). His decision to follow Roca did not only respond to 

commercial calculation, but also to political interests. 

However, I make two important distinctions. First, the state use of photography 

was only beginning to expand. In contrast to the role assumed in promoting the arts—

particularly paintings—the state was not particularly involved in the expansion of 

photography. The government’s attention to the power of photography fluctuated, 

being mostly aimed at the circulation of public figures’ portraits and the exhibition of 

“signs of progress,” such as urban views. In all the wars analyzed in this project, it was 

still the case that photographers, rather than state officials, took the initiative to 

photograph events of such political weight and publicity. Even railway companies, as 

the one Pozzo worked for, had an interest in hiring photographers for the chronicling of 

the railway expansion and the inauguration of new train stations. Scientific and 

commercial expeditions, like Zeballos’ or Encina, Moreno & Cía.’s, also took care to 

include a photographer among its traveling members. The first regional example of a 

government taking the initiative to photograph—and thus trying to define the 

photographic rendering of—a war is that of the new Brazilian Republic during the War 
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of Canudos (1897).4 Not even during the War of the Pacific, as I described in chapter 

four, did the state—in this case, Chile—fund its photographic coverage. As a result, 

despite the intense politicization of photographers in war conflicts, the commercial 

element remained important for determining the photographic coverage (or not) of a 

conflict. More than that, I would argue that the political element—which many times 

took the form of patriotism—was incorporated for its commercial advantages. In this 

sense, photographers not only moved ahead of the state in producing their own images 

of the different wars, but they also seem to have appreciated the potentials of combining 

patriotic messages with commercial strategies—as so did other kinds of traders that 

used “Viva Chile” as a catch phrase for the advertisement of various products.   

My second distinction is that the mastery of the photographic language—

particularly in the rough conditions of war—was something yet to be achieved. My 

reading of Pozzo’s work places it on the path towards propaganda photography, but the 

many “errors” researchers have found in his photographs (like the distance that shrinks 

the human element and undermines the advance of “civilization” over the “desert”) 

                                                      

4 Less than a decade after the coup against Pedro II and the end of the empire, the Brazilian army crushed a 
rebellion in Canudos (north-east Brazil), resulting in an estimated death toll of 15,000 people. The 
government hired a photographer, Flavio de Barros, to counterattack the spread of damaging news, 
concerning also the deplorable conditions of the republic’s solders too. During the Paraguayan War, 
however, the government did not take such an initiative—even when the emperor Pedro II was a declared 
enthusiast of the new technology. Thus, from the Brazilian side too, it was in the hands of commercial 
photographers—such as Carlos Cesar—to photograph the war. 
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evidences that, despite having clear political objectives, the use of the medium to defend 

those political interests was not yet controlled. In other words, the photographs of 

Roca’s extermination campaign are to be read as part of an experimenting and learning 

process in the use of a new visual technology for the representation of a subject of great 

visual weight and tradition: military action. Understanding the medium’s “level of 

maturity” forces us to be more cautious in determining the messages of these historic 

photographs. The fact that Pozzo supported the Argentine state’s project did not 

automatically guarantee that his photographs could clearly convey the most convenient 

message for Roca’s campaign: the conquest of the desert. As I showed in chapter two, in 

Pozzo’s photographic album the advancing Creole forces are consumed by the desert. 

His photographs take the uneventful character of war photography—epitomized in the 

battlefield images of the Triple Alliance War—to an extreme: this is no war, nor 

conquest. The desert dominates the album without revealing much of itself: every view 

looks the same. In the end, Pozzo’s photographs are a reflection of the indecision over 

what kind of war photographers should and could portray. Should they still seek the 

epic approach by overemphasizing a language of leaders and heroes (Figure 33 and 

Figure 35)? But how could it be successfully celebrated without the representation of a 

victorious battle? Facing the impossibility of capturing battling action, photographers of 

the Triple Alliance War captured its scenarios and its effects. The latter were 
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unsurprisingly unpopular: ruined churches and piles of dead bodies were not an 

effective way to stir national pride. The views on the empty battlefields, on the other 

hand, offer the alternative of leaving the violence and destruction invisible—at the price 

of muting the narrative and drama of war, nullifying one of its main driving forces. 

Pozzo’s rendering of the war on Ranqueles, Tehuelche, and Mapuche hides the signs of 

physical violence and focuses on the land. To do that, he takes most of his subjects from 

a large distance, moving away from every sign of action—even that of towns and 

campsites. This gesture would ultimately help justify the dispossession of Indigenous 

nations: the photographs support the narrative that there was no violence perpetrated 

and that those territories were empty already—no matter what written accounts up until 

then had described. As celebration and propaganda of the government, however, the 

photographs fell short. Pozzo’s monotonous far-away views were many times cropped 

and manipulated in an attempt to rescue the human element and reproduce images that 

offer more to the eye. More importantly, paintings and drawings—just as those by 

Blanes and Olascoaga—were the preferred images to celebrate the “conquest of the 

desert,” leaving Pozzo’s photographs as anecdotical decoration of textbooks and articles. 

In chapter three, it was equally important to address the lack of photographic 

material about the invasion of Wall Mapu by the Chilean government. This dearth 

comes up not only as a consequence of comparing the Chilean and Argentinean 
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invasions—there is no equivalent to Pozzo on the other side of the Andes—but also, and 

mainly, when compared with the number of photographs capturing the War of the 

Pacific. Framed as a “pacification,” the few historic images—belonging to the beginning 

and end of this process—focus on two kinds of events: parlamentos and Catholic masses. 

In contrast to the textual and visual cacophony of the Triple Alliance War, this is a case 

in which the multiplicity of textual accounts—including newspaper editorials openly 

calling for the extermination of the Mapuche—is quietly accompanied by a homogenous 

and simple visual discourse.   

This apparent photographic disinterest towards the “pacification” forced me to 

rethink the representation of war and the kind of images associated with it. I discovered 

that photographers found more profit in capturing and commercializing the images of 

Mapuche individuals stripped from the context of the “pacification” and sold them 

instead as exotic subjects, with neither history nor land. Indeed, the rise of ethnographic 

photographs is only explainable by the advance of Chilean military forces over the 

Mapuche. These ethnographic photographs are the portraits of the victim of the Chilean 

state violence. 

The photographic coverage of the War of the Pacific is entirely different. 

Photographers Díaz and Spencer saw the opportunity of merging the camera’s gaze 

with that of the Chilean government. It was again on the photographers to take the 
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initiative to capture the war in images—but they did it with a clear political agenda: that 

of promoting Chilean patriotism. They were so successful that their photographs were 

exhibited as part of the public festivities organized to celebrate the occupation of Lima, 

and Spencer would later be appointed official photographer of the presidency. The 

services of a photographer were finally permanently hired by the state. 

In all the chapters I studied photographic practices in dialogue with other visual 

media—mainly painting and illustrated journals—in which state officials and supporters 

played a more active role. My aim was not only to trace the negotiation and 

transformation of images across different media, but also to show that elites were aware 

of the persuasive power of images. By studying the relations between photography, 

painting, and illustrated press during these decades of nation-building, I explored how 

images were more effectively used not just to defend violence but also to form and 

define national citizens. 
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